


Picture this. Presentation-quality bar charts, line

graphs, and pie charts. In black and white or color. On hard

copy or a CRT. In seconds.

That's PFS: GRAPH.The fastest, easiest, most econom-
ical computer graphics software package you can buy.

For the first time ever, computer graphics
without computer programming.

With GRAPH, all you do is enter your information and
specify the kind of chart or graph you want. GRAPH does

the rest. So instead of making a lot of complicated calcula-

tions, you can make graphics.

GRAPH is so straightforward, you can begin

creating graphs and charts almost immediately.

But it also has powerful capability you can stay

with for years to come.
For example, you can mix and match line and

bar graphs, stack or compare up to four bar graphs

simultaneously, even display as many as four

graphs on the same set of axes.

Software that pays for the system.

Compared to hand-drawn graphics, GRAP:
can save you enough money on your first set 6i

overlays to pay for itself. And over the course of a

few months, it could save you enough to pay for the

Apple® computer system it works on. And that includes a
Hewlett-Packard 7470A color plotter.

It even works withVisiCalc® files.

GRAPH is so flexible it allows you to work with raw
data, other members of the PFS Series, or even VisiCalc files.

No other computer graphics package gives you all this

capability. Combine it with the beautiful simplicity of PFS
for information management, and PFS: REPORT for infor-

mation analysis, and you have a software family that works
hard without being hard to work.

So if you're thinking about making it in pic-

tures, go see PFS: GRAPH. It's at your computer
dealer now. And if they don't have it, ask them to

contact Software Publishing Corporation, 1901

Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043.

Graph
Personal software made simple.
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®PFS isa t rademark of Software Publishing Corp.

*VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp.

*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple

Computer, Inc.
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CONTEST:
The Great

Name-the-Shape

Table
Game

Well, summer's over and it's time for the

kids to get back to school, grown-ups to get

back to work, and everyone to get back around

the television for weekend football excitement

on the gridiron.

And speaking of grids, look at the one on

this page; pretty dull, isn't it? Now look at pages

144 and 145 in this issue. What you see there are

shapes of items you might find around the

house, in your Apple, or pretty much any-

where. Some of them are darn obvious, others

are not so obvious. Aha! Instant contest.

Your task this month is to figure out what

in the world those shapes are. Study the silhou-

ettes on pages 144 and 145. Each one has a cor-

responding number on the dull-looking grid on

this page. After deciding what the shapes repre-

sent, write down your answers on a piece of

paper numbered from 1 to 92.

The person who correctly identifies the most

shapes will win absolutely nothing. However,

that person will be entitled to select $100 worth

of Softalk advertisers' products for his Apple.

In case of a tie, the random number generator is

also back from vacation to help decide the win-

ner. Have fun!

Name:

Address:

.

City/State /Zip:.

Phone:

If I win, may I please have:

.

My dealer's name:

.

My dealer's phone number.

My signature:

Send this entry or a facsimile with your answers

to Softalk Shapes, Box 60, North Hollywood,

CA 91603, by October 15, 1982. §

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
73 74 75 77 78 19 80
61 S2 S3 84 85 66 67 66 69 90 91 92



1st Class Main
It does everything
but lick the stamp.

We've made a mailing list program worthy of today's

remarkable microcomputers. It's called Ist Class

Mail™—but you can use it for anything you'd keep

on a card file, like your car's servicing history or

your address book. And it's not only the most flexible

mail list/utility data base you can buy— it's also

incredibly easy to use.

You create the label.

Since you're not stuck with the same old name/
company/street /etc. format, you can make the label

look like what-

ever you want.

And with the

new feature that

lets you print righton your

'

envelopes, you not only

save time—you give your correspondence a very

professional look.

Super search and sort.

1st Class Mail™ lets you search and sort in any of

12 different categories. So you can organize your

mailings by zip code

(up to 10 digits), alpha-

betical order, state,

company, any way
you want. Fast.

And if you're using

1st Class Mail™ iov

another type of data

base, like a record

collection, you can sort by whatever categories you
choose— from String Quartets to Rhythym and
Blues. It's extremely flexible.

Personalized entries.

One of the ways we've made
1st Class Mail™ especially "user

friendly" is by letting you
create your own headings for

each entry line. So your

computer speaks your language

.

ST CLASS MHIL
r lIRM I El TEF lESl

PPiNTED Lrt&EL FORMAT

The form letter feature.
1st Class Mail™ is compatible with

many word processors, such as

Screenwriter II™ Applewriter II™

Applewriter III]" Pie Writer,^"

and WordStar/Mailmerge™
lust a few simple commands and
you can combine your form

letters with your mailing list for pro-

fessionally formatted documents.

All automatically.

Automatic entry.

If time is money, this feature

translates minutes directly into

dollars. It automatically includes,

or searches for, particular categories^

in each entry you record. Repetitive

typing and sorting becomes a push-button joy.

The special message line.

Now you can put a special message anywhere on the

label— in a choice of type

styles. Whether you're

saying ATTENTION:
SALES MAN-
AGER or MERRY'
CHRISTMAS! you

can do it automat-

ically. And right on the envelope.

Stop by your Continental Software dealer. Or call us

today to find out all about 1st Class Mail™ No matter

what you're cataloging, from a household inventory

for insurance purposes to a 25,000 person mailing

list, 1st Class Mail™ is the best program you can buy.

It's true, you still have to lick the stamp.

But we're working on it.

Available for: Apple 11]" Apple IirVIII with

Profile™ IBM-PC™/IBM-PC with Tecmar™ hard

disk/IBM-PC with Davong™ hard disk.

Apple II/II + , Applewriter II, Applewriter III are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc. Screenwriter II is a registered trademark of On -Line Systems. Pie Writer is

a registered trademark of Hayden Book Co. WordStar Mailmerge is a registered trademark

of MicroPro, Inc. Tecmar is a registered trademark of Tecmar, Inc. Davong is a registered

trademark of Davong Systems, Inc. IBM-PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.

Continental
Software

Continental Software, 11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90045, Telephone (213) 417-8031



CONTEST WINNERS:
Creative Readers Stamp the Staff

Apples in History. Good news and bad

news. The good news is that June's History con-

test proved beyond doubt that our readers are

definitely well read. Contest entrants ranged

from erudite to esoteric. The bad news is that

So/talk's contest staff clubbed it out for hours

and couldn't agree on a winner. So, rather than

continue walloping each other with game pad-

dles, we decided to let the readers decide. At

least no one will get hurt that way.

All of your entries were historically ac-

curate; most of them were quite probable. Then
there were some of you who went beyond

that—the same crowd who probably found his-

tory to be a fun subject in school.

George Bass of Williamsburg, Virginia, sent

in an illustrated copy of Bass's Semi-Familiar

Quotations, highlighted by Queen Victoria's

well-known statement: "We are not a Muse. We
are very Sirius." Very punny; no fun intended.

Bass made it through the first cut, but was not

so fortunate the second time around.

Another almost-made-it, Raymond Adams
of Burbank, California, time-traveled back to

hear the Egyptian pharaoh Cheops arguing

with urban planners: "I don't care what the

guys in engineering say, my Apple says we can

save a bundle if we build it with just three

sides."

Mike Rubin from Getzville, New York, dis-

covered that Abraham Lincoln programmed in

machine language (try it out):

ocoo- 20 58 FC A2 00 BD 11 OC
0C08- 20 ED FD E8 EO 11 DO F5

0C10- 60 D2 C9 C7 C8 D4 AO CD
0C18- C1 CB C5 D3 AO CD C9 C7
0C20- C8 D4

Some of you heeded no bounds and went on

to find some rather grisly quips.

C. Collier of Walnut Creek, California, tried

to win credit toward a printer with his double-

take entry, "Sorry, son, I'd really rather have

the Apple." It's William Tell, of course. To this

day, Collier is printerless.

According to Robert C. Caplan, Vincent

Van Gogh didn't go monaural for just some
girl "I'd give my right ear to be able to pro-

gram in hi-res graphics."

For their cleverness and wit (and for sheer

nerve), the above entrants will all receive a set of

Official Softalk Write-Protection InvisiTabs.

Your Turn. The finalists in the History con-

test are, alphabetically, Kathy S. Berger, Cy-

press, California; Patricia Fitzgibbons, Long
Beach, California; Tim and Lori Gillespie, Lin-

coln, Nebraska; Ganesh Gupta, Kansas City,

Missouri; John Hillman, Waco, Texas; Ken
Hogarty, Oakland, California; Brent Iverson,

Boca Raton, Florida; Lauretta Jones, New
York, New York; John D. Redfield, Forth

Smith, Arizona; Michael L. Truese, Bayonne,

New Jersey; and Susan C. West, Coolville,

Ohio.

Their entries are listed in a random order

and are numbered. Just pick which one you like

the best, based on historical truth, probability,

wit, and general quality of method of meeting

requirements. Send in your vote by October 15,

1 982, to be included in the balloting. Be sure to

include the name of the famous person you
think is being quoted.

Oh, and one more thing. This is a second

chance to win something for your Apple. Every-

one who casts a vote and correctly names the

speaker will be crunched through the random

number generator. The survivor of the RNG
will win a $10 aedit toward Softalk advertis-

ers' goods, or some Official Softalk Write-Pro-

tection InvisiTabs, if you prefer.

I f you think you can name all the speakers,

list them. In case of ties, all entries that list all

correct speakers (and name of work if applica-

ble) will overwork the RNG to determine the

winner of $50 worth of bonus prizes.

Here are the finalists:

1. Though your keys were tapped and flayed

During programs I have made
Your error codes displayed

What I still had to do.

And despite my countless curses

Through your colour art disburses.

And lines of slick recurses

You're a better box to beat on,

Apple n."

2. FILE NOT FOUND
BRUN FID.DI

WHICH WOULD YOU LIKE? 3

SPACE ON DISK
SOURCE SLOT: 6

DRIVE: 1

0018.5 SECTORS FREE
0541.5 SECTORS USED
HIT A KEY TO CONTINUE
WHICH WOULD YOU LIKE? 9

"Before you answer the question, remember

you are speaking under oath before the Senate

Committee investigating this matter. You are his

personal secretary?"

"Yes, I am."

"What caused the gap of 18'/2 sectors to

appear on the disk?"

"I accidentally erased it with the foot pedal

control. I didn't mean to."

"Do you know what was on it?"

"To the best of my recollection, it was a pi-

rated copy of Bug Attack."

3. "Boot it again, Sam."
4. Once upon a midnight dreary, while I

programmed, weak and weary,

My Apple's plastic keyboard taking quite a bit of

wear

—

While I nodded, nearly sleeping, suddenly there

came a beeping,

As of something loudly cheeping—cheeping in

the cool night air.

" Tis some small birdie," I muttered, "cheeping

in the dark out there"

—

Quoth the Apple, "•SYNTAX ERR"
5. "What is this strange apparatus, Mr. Spock?"

"A primitive microcomputer, Captain, de-

veloped on late twentieth century Earth. I be-

lieve that they were called, 'Apples.'
"

"Isn't that a bit ironic, Spock? Wasn't the ap-

ple considered to be the fruit of the tree of the

knowledge of good and e-Wl?"

"Indeed, Captain, but in this case, the apple

became a symbol of the good. Due to its accessi-

bility, the Apple became a part of every Earth

household so that by the end of the twentieth

century virtually all humans had mastered the

computer. As all humans began to speak the uni-

versal language of the computer, the old barriers

of race and creed were broken down, and the

precepts of the Federation were formed."

"So without this ancient contraption, there

would be no Enterprise."

"Precisely, Captain, and speaking of the En-

terprise, I estimate the time warp through which

we passed to close in approximately 3.27 Earth

minutes."

"Let's be going then, Mr. Spock."

"After you. Captain. Live long and prosper."

6. 100 INPUT "WHENCE COME THE
BRITISH?";A

110IF A=1 THEN A$= "LAND": GOTO 140

120 IF A = 2 THEN A$= "SEA": GOTO 140

130PRINT:PRINT "WHAT SAY YE
AGAIN?":
GOTO 100

140 PRINT:PRINT "THEY COME BY ";A$;"!"

150 GOSUB 200
200 REM THIS SUBROUTINE LIGHTS THE
LANTERNS IN THE CHURCHTOWER:
RETURN

7. Back came he into his dwelling, his apartment in

the city.

Took he then his new-bought game-disk.

Sat before his trusty Apple,

Turned the switch they labelled, "power;"

With his heart held in his jerkin.

Set the tan machine to workin'.

He put the disk right in the disk drive,

In the disk drive quickly spinning.

Watched he then the disk drive spin it.

Watched for near unto a minute.

Then he took his new-bought game-disk.

Took it back to where he bought it,

Took it back and got a refund.

8. How do I use thee? Let me count the ways.

I use thee to the depth and breadth and height

48K can reach, when booting DOS
For the ends of Labor and Ideal Fun.

I love thee to the level of every day's

Most Basic need, with my color CRT.
I use thee with Screenwriter, as I compose

sonnets;

I use thee with VisiCalc, as I compute royalties.

I use thee with the paddles and joysticks

Of Spanish invader games, and hi-res graphics.

I use thee with a Drive that will preserve my love

On write-protected disks, —I use thee with the

breath.

Smiles, tears, of all my life! —and, with a new
RAM board,

I shall but use thee better at 64K.

9. At last I had an idea; and I says, I'll go and

create, modify, and print my text, and then

I can pray. Why, it was astonishing, the way I felt

as light as a diskette straight off, and my trou-

bles all deleted. So I booted my Apple Writer, all

glad and excited, and set down and entered let-

ters to write to Miss Watson telling her about

Jim and where he was.

But then I used Find and Search to recall

GOTO 40
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by Eeigle Berns and

Michael Kosaka

You got a late steirt looking for that summerjob, and all you could find

was a bciker apprentice position at the Automated Bakery Company.
Simple enough, since the pies circ made by machine ... all you have to

do is add topping and put the pies away when they come out on the

conveyor belt. Shouldn't be too difficult of a summer, you think to

yourself. .

.

pen^in software
830 4th Avenue Geneva, II 60134 (312)232-1984

Graphics created with
The Graphics Magician

Works with Keyboard, Joystick, or Atari Joystick Apple is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc. Atari is a trademark of Warner Communications





MICROBUFFER WIU
SPEED UPANY PROGRAM
THAT REQUIRES PRINTING.

MICROBUFFER ALLOWS YOU
TO PRINT AND PROCESS

SIMULTANEOUSLY

Now you don't have to wait for

the printer to finish before you
can use your computer again.

YOU CAN DUMP
PRINTING DATA DIRECTLY

TO MICROBUFFER.

Unlike your printer, Microbuffer

accepts data as fast as your

computer can send it. So there's

never a bottleneck.

Microbuffer first stores the

data in its own memory buffer

and then takes control of your

printer. This frees the computer
ifor more productive functions.

Additional output may be

dumped to the buffer at any
time and it will be printed in

turn.

THERE IS A MICROBUFFER
FOR ANY PRINTER/COMPUTER

COMBINATION.

Microbuffers are available in

Centronics-compatible parallel

or RS-232C serial versions.

FOR APPLE II COMPUTERS,
Microbuffer II features on-board

firmware for text formatting and
advanced graphics dump
routines. Both serial and parallel

versions have very low power
consumption. Special functions

include Basic listing formatter,

self-test, buffer zap, and
transparent and maintain modes.
The 16K model is priced at $259

and the 32K, at $299.

FOR EPSON PRINTERS, Microbuffer

is $159 in either an 8K serial or a

16K parallel version. The serial

buffer supports both hardware

handshaking and XON-XOFF
software handshaking at baud
rates up to 19,200. Both Epson
interfaces are compatible with all

Epson commands
including GRAFTRAX-80 and

GRAFTRAX-80 + .

ALL OTHER PRINTER/COMPUTER
COMBINATIONS are sen/ed by the

in-line, stand-alone Microbuffers.

Both serial and parallel versions

are expandable up to 256K. The
serial stand-alone will support

different input and output baud
rates and handshake protocol.

The 32K model starts at $299,

64K for $349. 64K add-ons for up
to a total of 256K are just $179.

When you think of how much
time Microbuffer will save,

can you afford to not have one?

SIMPLE TO INSTALL.

Microbuffer II is slot-independent.

It will fit directly inside the Apple
II in any slot except zero.

Microbuffer for your Epson
mounts easily in the existing

auxiliary slot directly inside the

printer.

The stand-alone Microbuffer is

installed in-line between virtually

any printer and computer.

MICROBUFFER FROM
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS.

Practical Peripherals is dedicated

to establishing new industry

standards for product performance.

The un-retouched photo at left

has been enlarged to demostrate
Microbuffer's exact workmanship
and precise attention to detail.

Specifications demand that each
board undergo 36 seperate tests

and inspections before it can
leave the factory.

Ask your dealer for a demostra-

tion of the most practical, most
successful new product of the

year — Microbuffer.

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200
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Fastalk is your quick guide to popular, special-

ized, or classic software. Programs appearing in Fas-

talk must meet one or more of the following criteria:

(1) equal or surpass in sales the least-selling program

to appear on any of the current bestseller lists; (2) re-

late to a specialized subject area and be in general dis-

tribution (more specialized packages and areas will be

included as Fastalk matures); (3) be new and of pro-

fessional quality (such programs will be carried for

one month only—after that, they must meet other cri-

teria for inclusion); (4) stand out as extraordinary.

Designation as a classic is noted by a bullet pre-

ceding a program's title.

Where opinion is expressed. So/talk has seen the

software in question; the date of Softalk's review, if

any, is given at the end of the item.

Softalk may arbitrarily omit any package from

Fastalk, whether or not it meets the foregoing criteria.

Adventure
• Adventure. Crowther, Woods. The original text ad-

venture, created on mainframe, contributed to by

many over a long time. Very logical within fantasy

framework, excellent puzzles, maps; complex, con-

voluted, and great. Several publishers: Microsoft,

10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $28.95.

Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$35. Frontier Computing, Box 402, 666 N. Main,

Logan, UT 84321. $10.

Cyborg. Berlyn. Text adventure with brief action skill

game hidden in plot. As a futuristic cyborg, you're

lost in a strange forest, desperately needing food and

power. In its realism and use of true plot, it repre-

sents one of the most significant advances in adven-

turing since the original Adventure. Sentient, Box

4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $32.95. 11/81.

Deadline. Blank, Lebling. Episode one in a projected

series of murder mysteries by the authors of Zork.

Interrogate, accuse, make transcripts. Includes in-

spector's casebook, lab report. Infocom, 55 Wheel-

er St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $49.95.

Escape from Rungistan. Blauschild. A vacation with

a vengeance. Get out of jail, battle snakes, bears,

and cannibals; acquire skills to get your money re-

funded. Sinus, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramen-

to, CA 95827. $29.95 . 8/82.

• Hi-Res Adventure #1: Mystery House. Williams.

Whodunit in a Victorian mansion. First adventure

with pictures. Vocabulary of more than 300 words.

Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarse-

gold, CA 93614. $24.95.

Hi-Res Adventure j^l: The Wizard and the Princess.

Williams, Williams. Attempt to rescue princess

from vengeful wizard. Features 250 illustrations in

full color. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $32,95. 11/80.

Hi-Res Adventure #3: Cranston Manor. DeWitz,

Williams. More full-color adventuring involving the

redistribution of wealth. Long on great riddles,

short on plot. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95. 9/81.

Hi-Res Adventure (5/4: Ulysses and the Golden

Fleece. Davis, Williams. Re-creation of the Greek
legend, featuring graphics advances and ability to

communicate with the characters. Sierra On-Line,

36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$34,95. 12/81.

Kabul Spy. Wilson. Cold War espionage adventure in

which you must slip into Afghanistan to rescue a

physicist before the commies make him talk. Sirius,

10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.

$34,95.

• The Prisoner. MuUich, Superb TV series captured

in computer game. Escape from an island requires

player to solve logical puzzles, overcome obstacles,

and answer riddles. Excellent computer fare; noth-

ing else like it. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura,CA
91301. $29.95. 3/81.

Queen of Phobos. Hi-res treasure hunt. Outwit four

opponents on derelict ship in space. Looters after

your cookies, too. Phoenix, 64 Lake Zurich Dr.,

Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $34.95.

S.A.G.A. Series. Adams. Scott Adams's prototypical

adventures—twelve in all—spruced up with 100-

color graphics, Votrax vocals, and print-as-you-play

option. Fun, not always logical, very story-oriented

series. First to make chance a significant element of

play (you can get killed a lot). Each adventure has

its own theme; you do a lot of exotic traveling. They
map small but score big on imagination. Adventure

Intl., Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750, $29,95 each,

Swordthrust Series. Set of adventures, seven so far,

that integrate fantasy role playing. Create one char-

acter, make new friends in each adventure, battle

monsters and achieve goals together. Good stories,

fun to map. Vocabulary no mystery but puzzles are.

Single character goes through all. CE Software, 801

73rd St., Des Moines, lA 50312. Number 1 prereq-

uisite for rest. Each adventure, $29.95, 8/82.

Time Zone. Williams, Williams, "Microepic" hi-res

adventure featuring ten periods from past and fu-

ture history all over world and universe on eight

double-sided disks. Good puzzles, many dangers.

Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd,, Coarse-

gold, CA 93614, $99,95, 1/82.

Zork. Lebling, Blank, Part one of mainframe adven-

ture; understands complete compound sentences

and questions. Simultaneous manipulation of ob-

jects. Text. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St„ Cambridge,

MA 02138, $39,95, 6/81.

Zork IL Lebling, Blank. Zork comes into its own in

sequence. Great text adventure technique and com-
munication, Infocom, 55 Wheeler St„ Cambridge,

MA 02138, $39,95, 3/82.

Business
Accounting Plus IL Software Dimensions, Inte-

grated package: general ledger, accounts receivable

and payable, and inventory-purchasing modules,

Basic and machine language. Menu-driven; prompt-

ing. Systems Plus, 1 120 San Antonio, Palo Alto, CA
94303, $1,250,

Apple Plot. Converts numerical data into graphs;

stores on hi-res page or prints out, VisiCalc inter-

face, Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr,, Cupertino, CA
95014, $70,

Asset Manager. Calculates depreciation using cur-

rent balance; chooses depreciation representing

greatest savings. Handles up to. 999 assets. Micro

Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd„ Highland Park, IL

60035, $200,

BPI Accounts Receivable. Ferguson, Operates as

open item or balance forward system for statement

preparation, aging reports, and extensive credit

analysis, Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014. $395.

BPI General Ledger. Accounting system for small

businessies automates posting of ledgers, finacial

statements preparation, and closing of books. In-

cludes integrated accounts receivable and payable

and all subsidiary ledgers for payroll accounting.

Customized set of books can be constructed from

available journals and ledgers, Apple, 10260 Band-
ley Dr„ Cupertino, CA 95014, $395,

Business Plus. Interactive package for service-type

companies. With full-reporting general ledger (takes

up to 250 items), accounts receivable, and accounts

payable. Does two-year bar graphs. Advanced Op-
erating Systems, 450 St. John Rd., Ste. 792, Michi-

gan City, IN 46360. $399.

Client Management System. Kalmick. Comprehen-
sive law office manager. Features billing, docket

scheduling, client data, critical date calendar, man-
agement reports. Hard disk compatible. Compu-
Law, 5500 Lindley Ave., Ste. 223, Encino, CA
91316. $2,500.

Creative Financing. Evaluates loans and invest-

ments, provides R-O-I projections, payment tables,

and objective decisions. Howard Software, 8008 Gi-

rard Ave.. Ste. 310, La Jolla, CA 92037. $195.

Datadex. General-purpose database manager able to

perform specific applications. File generation and

report utilities allow definition of file structure and

appearance of reports. Information Unhmited, 281

Adington Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707. $150. 9/81.

The Data Factory. Passauer. Database management
system allows listing files, getting file statistics, se-

lecting another file, transferring records to new
database, and adding fields to update forms. Disk

swapping required; excellent product overall. Sev-

eral compatible products available. Micro Lab,

2310 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL 60035.

$150. 8/81.

Data Perfect. Assembly language database com-
panion to Letter Perfect; compatible with lower case

in 40-column, most 80-column boards. Lay out, re-

vise own screen, record design. Excellent built-in

editor; ability to be edited by word processor.

Searches, sorts, generates reports. LJK, Box 10827,

St. Louis, MO 63129, $99.95.

Data Reporter. Allows plotting of data in various

charts and graphs; stores data segmented by up to

thirty-five fields. Machine language search and sort.

Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Ste. 201, Renton,

WA 98055, $220,

DB Master. Comprehensive database management

system with password protection, extensive report

creation options. Up to 1,020 characters per record.

Stoneware, 50 Belvedere St„ San Rafael, CA 94901.

$229, 10/81.

DB Master Utility Pak II. Accessory disk with label

printer, global editor, file merge, reblocker, and

forms printer. Stoneware, 50 Belvedere St,, San

Rafael, CA 94901, $99,

dBase II. Speedy relational database management

system. Requires SoftCard, Ashton-Tate, 9929 Jeff-

erson Blvd,, Culver City, CA 90230, $700,

Desktop Planner. Models and analyzes budgets,

profits and losses, sales forecasts, cash flow; "what

if?" calculations. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San

Jose, CA 95134. $250.

Dow Jones News and Quotes Reporter. With

modem, checks latest financial news and stock

quotes for more than 6,000 securities from local

Dow Jones data bank. Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr.,

Cupertino, CA 95014, $95, 2/82.

1st Class Mail. Schoenburg, Pollack, Fantastically

user-friendly program for specialized database ap-

plications. Twelve fields, ability to sort and filter on

any field or combination. Continental, 1 1223 S.

Hindry Ave,, Los Angeles, CA 90045, $74.95, 6/82.

General Ledger. Automatic double entry, complete
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audit trails. Menu-driven. Continental, 11223 S.

Hindry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045. $175.

General Manager. Database program that allows

economic projections, search and select options, and

screen formatting for data entry. Sierra On-Line,

36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$99.95.

Information Master. Database management pro-

gram that can keep records sorted in five separate

orders simultaneously. High Technology, Box
14665, Oklahoma City, OK 73113. $150.

Infotory. Complete purchase order and inventory sys-

tem for under 9,999 items of one type. Prints re-

ceiving, sales, purchase orders; audit trails avail-

able. SSR, 320 South Ave., Rochester, NY 14620.

$295.

List Handler. List-lover's delight. Prints lists, labels,

and letters. Handles up to 3,000 records per disk

and eight disk drives. Takes requests. Silicon Valley

Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, Ste. 4, Belmont, CA
94002. $79.95.

MicroFinesse. Pascal-based spreadsheet from Eng-

land. Handles models of up to 5,000 cells, makes

automatic "what if?" calculations. Easy to use. Os-

borne/McGraw-Hill, 630 Bancroft Wy., Berkeley,

CA 94710. $495. 7/82.

Paymaster. Payroll package that handles up to 100

employees. Accesses any data elements, keeps

checks on file; variable deductions, fill-in-the-blanks

tax tables. Masterworks, 1823 W. Lomita Blvd.,

Lomita, CA 90717. $275.

Personal Filing System. User controls data in totally

unstructured database. Up to thirty-two pages

(screens) of information in each record. Software

Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View,

CA 94043. $95. 10/80.

FFSrGraph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces

with PFS databases and VisiCalc files. Produces

bar, line, and pie charts merging data from several

sources. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr.,

Mountain View, CA 94043. $125.

PFSrReport. Powerful report generator designed for

use with PFS. Sorts, calculates, totals, formats,

prints presentation-quality columnar reports. Soft-

ware Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043. $95. 10/81.

Systems II EX. Fully integrated, eleven-module busi-

ness accounting package. Sorts and updates ac-

counts: general ledger, payroll, inventory. Optional

modules. Westware, 2455 S.W. 4th St., Ontario, OR
97914. $1,495.

VC-Manager. Chapman. VisiCalc utility enabling

performance of arithmetic operations on up to fif-

teen models at once and addition of one model to

another. Micro Decision Systems, Box 1392, Pitts-

burgh, PA 15219. $65.

VersaForm. Business forms generator for invoicing,

mailing lists, sales analysis, inventory. Hard disk

compatible. Applied Software Technology, 15985

Greenwood Rd., Monte Sereno, CA 95030. $389.

• VisiCalc. Bricklin, Frankston. Electronic work-

sheet for any problem involving numbers, rows, and
columns. No programming necessary. VisiCorp,

2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250. 10/80.

VisiCalc Format Aids. Four programs any VisiCalc

user would welcome: label splitter, formula reader,

print-file reader, and variable-width reader. Data
Security Concepts, Box 31044, Des Peres, MO
63131. $44.95.

VisiCrop. Stukk. Business simulation expansion

module to Slipshod's Crop Duster. Save your
spreadsheet from the bean moths; spare the hi-res

cows. Requires joystick or hammer. Slipshod,

General Delivery, Bad Nation, SD. $4.95.

VisiFile. Creative Computer, Jameson, Herman. Da-
tabase management system for organization and re-

trieval of information, allowing sort and modifica-

tion of records. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San

Jose, CA 95134. $250.

VisiTran. Use to create Basic exec files to transfer

variables to VisiCalc. Requires some Applesoft pro-

gramming. ADC Associates, 960 San Antonio Rd.,

Palo Alto, CA 94303. $99. 8/82.

VisiTrend/VisiPlot. Kapor. Combines VisiPlot graph-

ics with time-series manipulation, trend forecasting,

and descriptive statistics. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker

Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $259.95. 7/81.

VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT schedule planner.

VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134.

$300.

CommuniGations
ASCII Express. Blue. Modem software provides

automatic redial, individual macro files, and im-

proved file transfer capabilities. Sends any DOS file;

uploads one character or one line at a time. Includ-

ed utilities convert Integer Basic, Applesoft, or bi-

nary programs into text files. Southwestern Data,

Box 582, Santee, CA 92071. $79.95. 9/81.

Data Capture 4.0. Copiable, modifiable smart termi-

nal program; compatible with Apple III and most

lower-case adapters. Southeastern Software, 6414

Derbyshire Dr., New Orleans, LA 70126. $65.

Micro-Courier. Electronic mail program. Sends 4,000

character messages, up to 100 at a time. Create-edit,

review-address, send-receive. Can accept and
answer simultaneously. Requires clock card. Mi-

crocom, 89 State St., Boston, MA 02109. $250.

Hello Central. Menu-driven modem software. Up-
load-download, send-capture, save, retrieve, edit

and manipulate files and programs. Advanced Op-
erating Systems, 450 St. John Rd., Ste. 792, Michi-

gan City, IN 46360. $99.

VisiTerm. Well-planned, comprehensive. Hi-res sixty-

character display; wide range of protocols for send-

ing text. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA
95134. $129. 9/81.

Z-Term. Blue. Flexible, customizable communica-
tions software written specifically for theCP/M Ap-
ple. A quality package. Southwestern Data, Box

582, Santee, CA 92071. $99.95. 5/81.

glass wizard's maze; steal his magical staff.

Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel Ct., Sun-

nyvale, CA 94086. $19.95.

Hellfire Warrior. Freeman, Johnson. Part two of

Temple ofApshai; faster, with more options and spe-

cific goal. Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel

Ct., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $29.95. 72/50.

Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of Wizardry,

requiring thirteenth-level characters from the origi-

nal. Individual quests on each of six dungeon levels.

Great. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdensbury, NY 13669.

$34.95. 7/82.

• Odyssey: The Compleat Apventure. Clardy. Fan-

tasy adventure far beyond one place and one set-

ting. Castles, catacombs, an ocean voyage, and the

orb of power. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Ste.

201, Renton, WA 98055. $30. 10/80.

• Temple of Apshai. Lead title in Dunjonquest se-

ries, winner 1981 Academy of Adventure Gaming
Arts and Design "Computer Game of the Year"

award. Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel

a., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $39.95.

Trailblazer. Metagaming. Multiplayer adaptation of

the space exploration and commerce game. Good
lesson in resource management. Zeta Systems, 1725

Adelaide Blvd., Akron, OH 44305. $29.95 . 7/82.

Ultima. British. Hi-res color adventure, progressing

from Middle Ages to beyond the space age. A mas-

terpiece. California Pacific, 1615 5th St., Davis, CA
95616. $39.95. 6/81.

Upper Reaches of Apshai. The next four levels (and

requires) Temple of Apshai. Discover the secret of

the monastery, battle giant tomatoes and killer

chickens. Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel

Q., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $19.95.

« Wilderness Campaign. Clardy. First fantasy game
to leave the dungeon for the great outdoors; first in

hi-res; first to bargain with merchants; and more.

Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Ste. 201, Renton,

WA 98055. $17.50.

Wizardry. Greenberg, Woodhead. Ultimate role-

playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi-res. Generate

twenty characters, six at a time on expeditions.

Gripping game; superbly produced. Sir-tech, 6

Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $49.95. 8/81.

Fantcisy

Apventure to Atlantis. Clardy. The sequel and worthy

successor to Odyssey. Many refinements including

recruitable entourage of wizards with individual at-

tributes. Included cheat sheet is invaluable. Syner-

gistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Ste. 201, Renton, WA
98055. $40. 6/82.

• Beneath Apple Manor. Worth. The original dun-

geon game for the Apple, created in 1978. Even in

lo-res, it still stands up. Quality, 6660 Reseda Blvd.,

Ste. 105, Reseda, CA 91335. $19.95.

Curse of Ra. Expansion module to (and requires)

Temple of Apshai. Find the magic treasure guarded

by the demons of Ra; overcome the curse.

Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel Q., Sun-

nyvale, CA 94086. $19.95.

Danger in Drindisti. Expansion module to (and re-

quires) Hellfire Warrior Find the pattern to the

Graphics
Accu-Shapes. Generates Apple shape tables. Uses lo-

res to shaf)e and edit, displays in hi-res. Accent, 3750

Wright PI., Palo Alto, CA 94306. $49.95.

Apple Logo. Papert. Custom version (by its inventor)

of MIT-developed turtle graphics language. First-

rate educational tool with graphics, mathematical,

even games use. Hefty documentation. Apple,

10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.

Apple World. Projects and rotates 3-D color images

on screen in true perspective, drawing up to 65,000

points per side. Includes screen-oriented text editor

for image formation. United Software of America,

750 3rd Ave., New York, NY 10017. $59.95.

The Complete Graphics System II. Pelczarski. A
wealth of graphics tools at a reasonable price. Make
2-D drawings with game paddles, add text in de-

structive, nondestructive, or reverse modes, create 3-

D figures with a panel module, and shape tables

with a shape module. Manual features complete

outline of command structure. Penguin, 830 4th

Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $69.95; Apple graphics tab-

let version, $1 19.95. 7/81.

GraForth. Lutus. A graphics language rewritten for
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maximum speed. Plotting, line, text display, char-

acter image, and high speed 3-D graphics, with va-

riety of colors and drawing options. Includes music

synthesizer. Insoft, 10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd., Ste.

202-B, Portland, OR 97219. $75 . 8/82.

GPS. Versatile graphics program. Creates, manipu-

lates, and edits images like a word processor. Easy

to use; in standard and professional formats. Stone-

ware, 50 Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901.

$59.95, $99.99.

Graphics A2-3D1. High-speed 3-D animation pack-

age to guide beginner through scene creation, stor-

age, retrieval, movement, and advanced applica-

tions. SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr., Champaign,

IL 61820. $59.95.

The Graphics Magician. Jochumson, Lubar, Pelc-

zarski. Outstanding animation package consisting

of a picture editor and shape table extender de-

signed to allow programmers to design and store

graphics files. Comes with utility program to trans-

fer binary files. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL

60 1 34. $59.95; Apple graphics tablet version, $69.95.

5/82.

Graphtrix. Matrix graphics system designed to add

graphics, footnotes, and chapter capabilities to Ap-
ple Writer text editing system. Data Transforms,

906 E. 5th Ave., Denver, CO 80218. $65.

Special Effects. Pelczarski. Artist's graphic package

for creating and enhancing computer graphics. With

108 colors and 96 brushes, magnification and edit-

ing point-by-point. Reverse colors, create mirror

images, move images around. Penguin, 830 4th

Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $39.95.

Zoom Grafix. HoUe. Graphics printing utility allows

display of picture on screen prior to print; prints out

selected portion at any size. Phoenix, 64 Lake Zur-

ich Dr., Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $39.95. 2/82.

Home-Arcade
ABM. Atomic war high jinks. Defend the East Coast

from Russian nuke attack. Incoming warheads can

do splits. Muse, 330 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21201. $25.

• Alien Rain (Apple Galaxian). Suzuki. Monsters in

this home-arcade classic seem to take it personally

when you gun down one of their kind. Broder-

bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $24.95.

2/81.

Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of crawl-

ing Apples and butterflies by running up and down
connecting ladders, digging traps in floors, then

covering critters over before they devour you. Ex-

tremely addictive, excellent hi-res play. Broder-

bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95.

9/81.

Bandits. Ngo. Fight off waves of multiple menaces in-

tent on killing you and stealing your supplies. De-
lirious nonstop action, animated to the hilt. Sirius,

10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.

$34.95.

Bug Attack. Nitchals. Sing along with dagger-wield-

ing ants, blue worms, swarming med-flies, a milli-

pede, the 1812 Overture, lots of bright colors, terrific

hi-res animation, and bouncy style. Cavalier, Box
2032, Del Mar, CA 92014. $29.95. 11/81.

Cannonball Blitz. Lubeck. In the cold light of dawn,

you must find the key to victory, no matter how
incongruous. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95. 7/82.

Choplifter. Gorlin. Fly your chopper into the Bun-
geUng Empire to rescue the sixty-four hostages,

avoiding interceptor jets, homing mines, and tanks.

Challenging, realistic, and playful. Broderbund,

1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA i»4901. $34.95. 7/82.

Chuckles' Laf Pak. Beuche. Four-game variety disk;

a real bargain. Creepy Corridors (the best), Apple

Zap, Space Race, and Mine Sweep. Sierra On-Line,

36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$34.95.

Congo. Berlyn, Wilker. River search and rescue, with

funky graphics and emphasis on obstacle avoid-

ance. Sentient, Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $34.95.

5/82.

County Fair. Illowsky. Shooting gallery with hungry

ducks and multiplying rabbits. DataMost, 19273

Kenya St., Northridge, CA 91326. $29.95

Crossfire. Sullivan. Aliens come at you from three di-

rections on a grid laid out like city blocks. Each

alien has four lives and metamorphoses into its next

one when shot. Strategy and intense concentration

required. Superb, smooth animation of a dozen

pieces simultaneously. One of the great ones. Sierra

On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold,

CA 93614. $29.95. 1/82.

Cycled. Hancock. Snakes versus eyeballs, using

bricks for weaponry. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham

Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95.

David's Midnight Magic. Snider. Pinball challenger

to Raster Blaster. Excellent hi-res graphics and ani-

mation. Provision for earning extra balls. Broder-

bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95.

2/82.

Dogfight. Basham. Elaborate sixteen-level air battle

against up to seven jets and helicopters. Up to eight

rallftiMrciiri
Kraft puts you in command with high

performance Joysticks and Paddles

for complete mastery of your

favorite computer games. #
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Bonal computers, Kraft Joysticks

• Long-life, linear potentiometers fornnore accurate cursor

control and higher scores.
• Human engineering for hours of comfortable performance.
• An exclusive One-Year Limited Warranty.

Other Exclusive Joystick Features include:

• Quick change from Spring Centering to Free Floating stick

control from OUTSIDE THE CASE.
• Accurate, convenient trim control on both the X and Y axis.

Ask your computer retailer for Kraft. It's Your Move.

•Apple II, TRS 80 and IBM are trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc.,

Tandy Corp. and International Business Machines Corp. respectively.



ENTiF.NT
SOFTWARE

At Sentient we go to extremes to

provide you with novel, natural, pure,

inspired entertainment. These original

games people play are available now.

Ask for them at your local computer
store. Or order direct from Sentient
Software.

Sentient. . .The Original Source.

4 )

Sentient Software. Inc.. P.O. Box 4929, Aspen, Colorado 81612, 303/925-9293
©COPYRIGHT 1982, OO-TOPOS, CONGO, CYBORG AND GOLDRUSH.
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At 5pinnaKer Software, we make edu-

cational games that are actually fun

Because they're fun, your children will

use them. Instead of letting them collect

dust in the basement.
And because your children use them,

they'll be learning. And after all, isn't that

what educational games are all about?

Our games are educational, because
you can't kid parents.

As a parent you're probably very con-

cerned with how much time your Kids

spend playing mindless video games.
5ure, they're fun. But they don't do

much more than develop reflexes and
hand-eye coordination. 5p
games are different.

All our games have true

educational value. They
help develop a child's

learning skills. And that's

something your kids can
take with them wherever
they go.

Our games a re fun,

because you can't kid kids.

Kids like Spinnaker games for the

same reasons they like roller coasters,

going to the beach and ice cream
sundaes.

They're fun. Lots of fun. 5o much fun

your kids will probably forget they're

learning.

Our games make the computer
screen come to life. With colorful graph
ics, animation and sound.
And they're easy to use. In fact, a lot

of our games are easy enough for Kids

who've never even used a computer
before.

How do we make our games both
educational and fun?

lA/e're glad you asked.

Educators and game programmers
write our software.

Educators, because they've been in

the classroom and know how children

il S8

learn. And what it takes to Keep their

interest.

Game programmers, because they

Know how to have fun with computers.
These programmers give our games the

high resolution graphics, animation and
sound that maKe them so entertaining.

And right now, we're introducing four

new games that can be played on the

most popular computers, Apple,"" Atari,'"

and IBM.*

Eirst, there's PACEMAKER. It's for

young computer users, Kids ages 4-8.

EACEMAKER helps children improve
memory and concentration and provides

familiarity with the computer
Another game for young
users is 5T0RY MACfilME.

This game lets children

ages 5-9 write their own
stories and see them
acted out on the screen.

5T0RY MACfilME helps

children learn to write

correctly and acquaints

them with the Keyboard.

Our SNOOPER TROOPS'"
detective series gives your child mys-
teries to solve. As a Snooper Trooper,

your child will have to do some daring

detective worK, including crawling

through darK houses and talKing to mys-
terious agents.

Designed for Kids ages 10 and older,

5M00PER TROOPS helps children learn

to taKe notes, draw maps, classify infor-

mation, and develops vocabulary and
reasoning sKills.

All four games are available in stores

today
With SpinnaKer products, you can rest

easy Knowing your children are spend-
ing their time wisely

So asK your retailer about the growing
line of SpinnaKer games.
Because one of the smartest

things parents can do is help their chil-

dren learn.

We make learning fun.

Apple, IBM dnd Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Compurer. Inr
, intetnational Business Machines Corp and Atari, inc tesper tiuely



A
communications
package
that's slightly
easier to use
than
MICRO/TerminaL

But
a lot less

functional*
At MICROCOM we've made communicating with

all kinds of computers easier and less expensive. Now, with

MICRO/Terminai; users of Apple 117 Apple IH™or IBM®
Personal Computers can easily access any in-house or

remote database. Directly, with a minimum of effort.

With MICRO/Terminal, communications set-ups

and log-on routines are entered only once. From then on
they can be called up automatically. A built-in editor lets

you change part of a program without re-doing all of it,

and you can edit off-line.

Plus you can access your company computer and more
than 1,000 commercial services. The price? Under $100.

So that by comparison with other systems, anything else

is like talking through a tin can.

Just ask your computer dealer for more details.

MICROCDM
We make little computers talk big.

1400A Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062
MICRO/Tcrmin^l is a tnidem^irk of MICROCOM, Inc. Apple II and Apple III are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

IBM is ii rctiistcrt-d tradem;irk of Internationa! Business Machines Corporation.
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players. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd., High-

land Park, IL 60035. $29.95. 1/81.

The Eliminator. Anderson. Pit your hi-res space

fighter against numerous adversaries. Plenty of ac-

tion. Adventure Intl., Box 3435, Longwood, FL
32750. $29.95. 7/82.

• Epocli. Miller. Superbly stylized animation en-

hances this filmic shoot-'em-up. Tremendous sense

of being in space; neat classical music and dramatic

time warp sequence. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 10/81.

Falcons. Varsanyi, Ball. A hypnotically good shoot-

'em-up with several levels of difficulty. Piccadilly, 89

Summit Ave., Summit, NJ 07901. $29.95. 10/81.

Firebug. Warner. Sizzling action as you race through

mazes eating gas cans, your fuse tail igniting the

walls. Crackling good fun. Muse, 347 Charles St.,

Baltimore, MD 21201. $24.95. 8/82.

Fly Wars. Trap fly fighters in your web, score with

exploding cocoons. Beware the beetle and bug

spray. Simple, addicting. Sirius, 10364 Rocking-

ham' Dr., Saaamento, CA 95827. $29.95. 7/82.

Gold Rush. Berlyn, Wilker. Transport the gold from

the train through the forest to waiting hoppers,

avoiding bears, Indians, bandits, and random trou-

blemakers. Sentient, Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612.

$34.95. 6/82.

Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and dodging

invaders and saving kidnapped inhabitants. Out-

standing hi-res graphics, challenging refueling se-

quence—if you can get that far. Sirius, 10364 Rock-
ingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. 8/81.

High Orbit. Merret. Use lasers to lift modules into

place to construct floating space station. Watch
out—it's a crowded cosmos. Gebelli, 1771 Tribute

Rd., Ste. A, Sacramento, CA 95815. $29.95.

Hungry Boy. Nakan. Eat-the-dots, big ones and little

ones. Four ghosts chase you through a maze—when
their colors change, you can chase them. Astar Intl.,

5675 Francis Ave., Chino, CA 91710. $24.95.

Jawbreaker. Lubeck. Candy store-oriented eat-the-

dots game with automatically escalated skill levels.

A courtroom favorite. Sierra On-Line, 36575

Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95.

Labyrinth. Schram. Save your comrades amid Cross-

///•e-style foes in a constantly shifting maze pattern.

Challenging, excellent, lasting fun. Broderbund,

1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95. 6/82.

Lemmings. Thompson. Round up mass-reproducing

rodents, detaining nonbreeding pairs, before they

migrate into the sea. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 6/82.

Marauder. Weigandt, Hammond. Double duty: bust

through force field as a rocket, then switch to man
in a maze. Nine mazes with fifteen levels of diffi-

culty. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95.

• Meteoroids (Asteroids) in Space. Wallace. Mak-
ing little asteroids out of big ones, plus occasional

hostile alien ships. Hyperspace, autobrake, auto-

fire. Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., Ste. 105,

Reseda, CA 91335. $19.95

Microwave. Zimmermann, Nitchals. Brightly col-

ored, highly addictive maze game featuring contin-

uous Looney Tunes musical accompaniment. Cava-

Uer, Box 2032, Del Mar, CA 92014. $34.95. 5/82.

Minotaur. Miller. Incorporates adventure elements

and thirty-two four-level mazes. Surprises. Sirius,

10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.

$34.95. 5/82.

Mouskattack. Lay pipe through the maze, avoiding

mice. Alas, cats and traps won't save you from Su-

per Mouse. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95.

Nightmare Gallery. Aldrich, Clardy. High-moon
shoot-'em-up. Fast action with ghosts, mummies,

and menacing rows of tombstones. Synergistic, 830

N. Riverside Dr., Ste. 201, Renton, WA 98055.

$34.95.

Olympic Decathlon. Smith. Ten standard decathlon

events. Hi-res animated athletes, muscle-stirring

music; you provide the sweat. Microsoft, 10700

Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $29.95. 6/81.

Phaser Fire. Salt City. Space shoot-'em-up. Defend

vortex from swooping rockets and space junk.

Gebelli, 1771 Tribute Rd., Ste. A, Sacramento, CA
95815. $29.95.

Pig Pen. TMQ. Latest wrinkle in drop-the-dots, fea-

turing hi-res swine and instant hams. DataMost,

9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

$29.95.

Pinball A2-PB1: Night Mission. Artwick. Fantasti

cally realistic and competitive ten-mode pinball simu-

lation, allowing user modification and definition of

virtually every aspect of play. SubLogic, 713 Edge-

brook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. $29.95. 5/82.

• Pool 1.5. Hoffman, St. Germain, Morock. Makes
most shots you could on a real table, with the ad-

vantages of instant replay and slow motion. Four
different games. IDSI, Box 1658, Las Cruces, NM
88004. $34.95. 6/81.

Quadrant 6112. Hold your space alone against a fleet

of rebel invaders popping through two blue squares.

Sensible, 6619 -Perham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI
48033. $34.95.

Raster Blaster. Budge. Pinball game as good as real

ones. Softalk readers' Most Popular Program ol

1981. BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA
94611. $29.95. 5/81.

Rear Guard. Five-level rocket run over scrolling ter-

rain. The twist: you dog the aliens, they don't dog

you. Adventure Intl., Box 3435, Longwood, FL
32750. $29.95. 8/82.

Ricochet. Abstract action strategy game, a combina-

tion of chess and snooker. Five variants and four

skill levels. Epyx/Automated Simulations, 1043

Kiel Ct., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $19.95.

Russki Duck. Knopp, Merrell. Recover stolen missile

plans hidden in fake duck while dispatching enemy

agents. Fairly easy. Gebelli, 1771 Tribute Rd., Ste.

A, Sacramento, CA 95815. $34.95.

Sheila. Fitzgerald. Highly adventure- flavored, five-

level, real time maze game with weapons, com-
mands, and spells—acquired with increasing point

totals. H.A.L. Labs, 4074 Midland Rd., Ste. 23,

Riverside, CA 92505. $23. 7/82.

Snack Attack. Illowsky. A three-maze eat-'em-up;

starts at any of five speed levels. Nonfattening.

DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311. $29.95. 1/82.

Snake Byte. Arcade action featuring fruit and

serpents. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacra-

mento, CA 95827. $29.95.

The Snapper. Different. Eat the blots while the whirl-

ers slowly consume the maze. Takes strategy and

quick thinking on slippery speedways, avoiding the

ever-tossing gamma sticks. Silicon Valley Systems,

1625 El Camino Real, Ste. 4, Belmont, CA 94002.

$32.95.

• Sneakers. Turmell. Many-layered shoot-'em-up,

one of the best. Stomping sneakers and swarm of

other creatures add to the fun. Sirius, 10364 Rock-
ingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 9/81.

Star Blaster. Mines, fireballs, space tunnels, general

obstructions and unfriendlies waylay your starship.

Piccadilly, 89 Summit Ave., Summit, NJ 07901.

$29.95. 8/82.

Star Blazer. Suzuki. Bomb-run game with five levels,

minutely exact animation, and style to bum. A joy.

Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901.

$31.95. 4/82.

• Super Invader. Hata. The daddy of home-arcades.

Still good hi-res, still a challenge. Softalk readers'

Popular Program of 1978-80. Astar Intl.,

through California Pacific, 1615 5th St., Davis, CA
95616, and Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover

Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950. $19.95.

Swashbuckler. Stephenson. Hi-res swordfighting with

realistic pirates, snakes, rats, and other scum. Data-

Most, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA91311.
$34.95. 8/82.

Taxman. Fitzgerald. Very smooth, fast-moving eat-

the-dots—all you expect from fruit to nuts. Key-

board control returns excellent expert-pleasing re-

sponse; turn on a 5/iW/o-sized dime. H.A.L. Labs,

4074 Midland Rd., Ste. 23, Riverside, CA 92505.

$29.95.

Threshold. Schwader, Williams. Another shoot-'em-

up. Hi-res graphics, animation, and accurate colli-

sions. Targets include everything from flying maple

trees to Volkswagen Bugs. Frustratingly small fuel

supply. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $39.95. 12/81.

Tumble Bugs. Bishop. Very silly, enjoyably frus-

trating eating game with excellent graphics and ani-

mation. Magnifying glass enlarges where you are,

blocks part around you. Datasoft, 19519 Business

Center Dr., Northridge, CA 91324. $29.95. 5/82.

Voyage of the Valkyrie. Black and white shoot-'em-

up with strategy elements. Impressive Wagnerian

score. Advanced Operating Systems, 450 St. John

Rd., Michigan City, IN 46360. $29.95.

Zenith. Nasir. Similar to Horizon V; 3-D scrolling

over planetoid. Build city while fighting off aliens.

Gebelli, 1771 Tribute Rd., Ste. A, Sacramento, CA
95815. $34.95. 8/82.

Home/Hobby
The Accountant. Forman. Double-entry finance sys-

tem features seven integrated files and a set of auto-

matic transactions. Decision Support, 1438 Iron-

wood Dr., McLean, VA 22101. $129.95. 1/82.

Alpha Plot. Kersey, Cassidy. Hi-res graphics and text

utility with optional xdraw cursor and proportional

spacing. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,

CA 92103. $39.50. '

Apple-Cillin. Hardware diagnostic tests for all RAM
and ROM, plug-in cards, cp registers, disks; nine

video test patterns. XPS, 323 York Rd., Cariisle, PA
17013. $49.95.

Apple Mechanic. Kersey. Multiple utility disk with

shape editor, custom typefonts, byte rewriter, and

tricks to facilitate music, text, and hi-res generation.

Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
92103. $29.50.

Apple Spice. Kosak, Fox. Powerful Applesoft expan-

sion utility using & and usr functions. Easily incor-

porated programming routines. Adventure Intl., Box

3435, Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95. 5/82.

Audex. Collection of utilities to create, edit, and play

back your own sounds for your own programs; in

Basic and assembly language. Sirius, 10364 Rock-

ingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95.

Bag of Tricks. Worth, Lechner. Four utility pro-

grams for dumping and examining a raw track, sec-

tor editing, reformatting tracks, and repairing dam-
aged disk catalogs. Quality Software, 6660 Reseda

Blvd., Ste. 105, Reseda, CA 91335. $39.95.

Busywork. Basic programs and routines for develop-

ing new business programs. Used as a start up, add
your own program codes as you go. Datum Con-
sultants, 1641 State St., Box 238, DeKalb, IL 601 15.

$39.95.

Cflshbook 2.0. Very friendly personal and small busi-

ness single-entry accounting system. Zofarry Enter-

prises, 35 Northcote St., Haberfield, N.S.W., Aus-

tralia. $149. 5/82.
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Ceemac. Boering. Visual composition language.

Compose-execute-compose swapping by single key

commands. Interpreter released as Fire Organ.

Vagabondo Enterprises, 1300 E. Algonquin, Ste. 36,

Schaumburg, IL 60195. $75.

C.O.R.P. Program generator. Answer questions in

English to design Basic programs that run without

C.O.R.P. Dynatech, 7847 Caldwell Ave., Niles, IL

60648. $250.

Crossword Magic. Crossword puzzle maker. Choose

subject, words, and clues; program automatically

connects words. Play on screen or make profession-

al-quality printout. L & S Computerware, 1589 Era-

ser Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94087. $49.95.

Datafax. Database utilizing unstructured keyword

classification system for categorizing and cross-ref-

erencing by any method. No programming re-

quired; hard disk compatible. Link Systems, 1640

19th St., Santa Monica. CA 90404. $199.

Disk Recovery. Utility to recover disk files. Deletes

files and rewrites sectors if you can't patch by hand.

Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI
48033. $30.

DOS Boss. Kersey. Utility to change, shorten DOS
commands, customize catalog. Good ideas and wit-

ty presentation. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San

Diego, CA 92103. $24. 10/81.

DOS Tool Kit. Excellent utility package; Apple II as-

sembler-editor system and Applesoft tool kit. Edit,

assemble machine language programs; write, edit

Basic programs. Simplifies graphics, includes char-

acter generator. Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cuper-

tino, CA 95014. $75. 10/81.

Electric Duet. Lutus. Two-voice music without hard-

ware. A bit involved, but superb sound quality. In-

soft, 10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd., Ste. 202-B, Port-

land, OR 97219. $29.95. 7/12.

Expediter II. Einstein, Goodrow. Applesoft compiler

translates Basic programs into machine language.

Will display or print a running List of source pro-

gram lines and compiled addresses; compiled pro-

gram size reduced up to 50 percent. No stop on fa-

tal errors. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch

Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $99.95. 9/81.

Fast DOS. Triples access speed; compatible with all

DOS-Applesoft programs that access DOS through

standard hooks. Wytand P/L, 60 GoUan Ave.,

Dundas, 2117, Australia. $29.

File Whiz. Goss. Quickly learned database manage-

ment program with six command modes. Files gen-

erated are accessible from Basic programs. Fast,

easy, and convenient for home use and users. Soft-

House, Box 6383, Rochester, MN 55903. $79.

12/81.

Financial Management System II. Home finance

management; maintains multiple accounts, gen-

erates complete audit reports, and stores unlimited

files. Computerized Management Systems, 1039-S

Cadiz Dr., Simi, CA 93065. $64.95. 5/81.

Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough and

powerful home finance program. Monitors five

checking accounts against a common budget, plus

credit cards and cash; one-step record of transfer of

funds. Continental, 16724 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawn-

dale, CA 90260. $74.95. 4/82.

The Inspector. Sefton. Fast, flexible utility for ex-

amination of disk sectors, directory, and track -sec-

tor lists. Salvage blown disks, change data, delete

DOS. Omega, 222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL

60606. $49.95. 11/81.

The Last One. The first code generator. Creates Basic

programs with plain English commands. Elimi-

nates debugging and program coding. Southwest Mi-

crocomputer Systems, 16885 W. Bernardo Dr., Ste.

220, San Diego, CA 92127. $600.

LISA 2.5. Hyde. Long-time popular assembler with

extended mnemonics and more than thirty op-

codes. Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $79.95.

MasterType. Zweig. Learn to type by playing a

game; simple and ingenious. Lightning, Box 11725,

Palo Alto, CA 94306. $39.95. 4/81.

Menu Generator. Compiles inputs and writes menu
programs in Basic. Involves filing in several forms

on screen. Excellent documentation. Crane Soft-

ware, 16835 Algonquin, Ste. 611, Huntington

Beach, CA 92649. $39.95. 1/82.

Multi-Disk Catalog III. Very fast machine language

database program for reading and storing file

names, types, and sizes. Fast, powerful sort-and-

search feature. Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr., W.
Bloomfield, MI 48033. $25. 10/81.

Personal Finance Manager. Gold, Software Dimen-
sions. Handles up to 200 entries a month from maxi-

mum of 14 separate accounts. Search-sort-edit rou-

tine. Apple/Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley Dr.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. 11/81.

Personal Finance Master. Personal and small busi-

ness financial system; covers all types of accounts.

Spectrum, 142 Carlow, Box 2084, Sunnyvale, CA
94087. $74.95.

• Program Line Editor. Program development and

modification program with more than eleven edit-

ing commands, listing control, lower case, and pro-

grammable cursor control. Synergistic, 830 N.

Riverside Dr., Ste. 201, Renton, WA 98055. $40.

Program Writer/ Reporter. Database code genera-

tor that does standalone program writing. Interac-

tive between files and fields within programs. Vital

Information, 7899 Mastin Dr., Overland Park, KS
66204. $200.

Psort. Long. Pascal utility for programmers permit-

ting (slow) alphabetic sorting and merging of files.

Source codes can be recompiled and usually must be

for program to run. Apple/Special Dehvery, 10260

Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $85. 5/82.

Real Estate Analyzer. Make buy and sell decisions,

compare investments, project future sales year-to-

year for ten years. File, retrieve, and alter informa-

tion itemized in tabular form. Howard Software,

8008 Girard Ave., Ste. 310, La JoUa, CA 92037.

$195.

Soft-Step. Applesoft Basic interactive debugger.

Steps through programs, breaks at any point; trace

and list functions are improvements over originals.

Accent, 3750 Wright PI., Palo Alto, CA 94306.

$49.95. 8/82.

• Super Disk Copy III. Hartley. Easy-to-use menu-
driven software library utility; transfers all types of

DOS files. Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr., W. Bloom-
field, MI 48033. $30. 10/81.

Statistics with Daisy. Statistics analyzer for business,

science, and social use. Hypothesis testing, correla-

tions, multiple regression, and variance analysis.

Rainbow, 19517 Business Center Dr., Northridge,

CA 91324. $79.95.

TASC. Peak, Howard. Applesoft compiler. User con-

trols locations of three memory compartments. Mi-

crosoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004.

$150. 9/81.

The Tool. Code generator. Programs generated will

address up to 80 megabytes (four hard disks). Has
customizing features; good productivity tool for

programmers. High Technology, Box 14665, Okla-

homa City, OK 73113. $395.

Turbocharger. Gustafsson. Simple disk utility that

cuts access time in half, shortens DOS codes, and

copies disks fast. Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El

Camino Real, Ste. 4, Belmont, CA 94002. $29.95.

8/82.

Typing Tutor. Ainsworth, Baker. Four levels of pro-

ficiency; individualized drills created with time re-

sponse monitoring. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy.,

Bellevue, WA 98004. $24.95.

Utility City. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on one disk.

Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
92103. $29.50.

VisiDex. Jennings. Electronic index and file-agenda

program for spontaneous or structured informa-

tion entry. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose,

CA 95134. $199.95.

World's Greatest Blackjack Program. Irwin, Coop-
er, Humble. Teaches basic strategy card-counting

technique for advantage over house. Play mode
takes up to six hands. Apple/Special Delivery,

10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.

11/82.

Stratesy

AirSim-l. Machine language flight simulator in 3-D
with six landing fields and optional instrument fly-

ing mode. Mind Systems, Box 506, Northampton,

MA 01061. $40.

Castle Wolfenstein. Warner. First game to fuse suc-

cessfully best elements of home-arcade and adven-

ture. Escape from Nazi stronghold, finding and tak-

ing secret plans. Room layout changes with each

new game. Enemy speaks, in German. Muse, 330

N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $29.95.

10/81.

Computer Baseball. Merro, Avery. Remarkable pro-

gramming feat, simulating individual player abil-

ities from the teams of thirteen famous World Se-

ries. Can enter and play teams of your own crea-

tion. Strategic Simulations, 465 Fairchild Dr., Ste.

108, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 9/81.

Dnieper River Line. Replay of tactical W.W. II bat-

tle; Germany repels Russian thrust. Fifteen types of

units, on-map and off-map artillery support, and 3-

D map included. Avalon Hill, 517 Harford Rd.,

Baltimore, MD 21214. $30.

• Flight Simulator. Artwick. Utilizes aerodynamic

equations and airfoil characteristics for realistic

simulation of take-off, flight, and landing. Sub-

Logic, 713 Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820.

$33.50.

Galactic Gladiators. Reamy. Easy and enjoyable tac-

tical simulation. Suit up and arm your fighters for

ten different scenarios. High speed for a strategy

game. Strategic Simulations, 465 Fairchild Dr., Ste.

108, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95.

Gin Rummy. Carpet. Play against computer. Hi-res

cards can change position in hand; your entire hand

visible. Space bar allows you to change your mind
when discarding. DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave.,

Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 6/82.

Hi-Res Computer Golf. Aronoff. A masterpiece of

skill testing, judgment, strategy, and visual acuity.

One of the few computer sports simulations that it-

self requires athletic dexterity. Avant-Garde, Box

30160, Eugene, OR 97403. $29.95. 2/82.

Hi-Res Cribbage. Schwader. One-peg type; discard-

ing to crib and playing to peg. Spiral board, skunk-

ing, automatic counting. Solid, challenging game.

Sierra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarse-

gold, CA 93614. $24.95. 4/81.

Hi-Res Football. Sullivan, Williams. Make play de-

cisions in coach and quarterback positions. Players

and field in hi-res animated graphics. Sierra On-

Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA
93614. $39.95.

• Microgammon II. Competition program for learn-

ing, practice, and improvement of backgammon
skills. Tournament play. Softape, 10432 Burbank

Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601. $19.95. 2/81.

Pursuit of the Graf Spee. The 1939 engagements of

the German pocket battleship off South America.

Visibility and sighting system; separate ranges for



DON'T BLOW YOUR BUCKS ON

Locked-XJp Software!
Beagle Bros Apple lltilities are Listable, Backup-able
Customizable azid Compatible with Normal ilpple DOS.

Apple
Mechanic
Shape Writer/Byte-Zap Utility

by Bert Kersey
Another hot multiple-utility disk—Nine useful,

listable, copyable & custoniizable programs—

SHAPE EDITOR: Put professional hi res ani-

mation in your programs. Keyboard-draw any
shape & let yourApple write a shape table & store

it on disk. Design large/small custom typefaces

too, with special characters. Many fonts on disk.

LIST-able demos show how to use shapes to ani-

mate games, displays, and CHARTS & GRAPHS. A
valuable time-saving utility/learning tool.

BYTE ZAP: a must utility. Rewrite any byte

on a disk by loading a sector onto the screen for

inspection. HEX/DECIMAL/ASCII display option-

al. Examine bytes via cursor control; enter hex,

dec or ascii to change. Create illegal filenames,
restore deleted files, change greeting program
name, rep2dr/protect disks, change DOS, examine
program files. Clear illustrated instructions show
how disk data is stored and how to access it

MORE: AdiskPACKEDwith useful music, text

& hi res tricks FOR USE IN YOUR PROGRAMS.
Demo-writer, hi-res utilities and excellent, educa-
tional, entertaining documentation.

ONIiT Apple Mechanic disk (48K min.)

150 1^ Beagle Bros Tip Book "5 |60 pgs.)

Peeks, Pokes & Pointers Chart«29<

TipDisk^1
by Bert Kersey
100 programs from Beagle Bros' Tip Books 1, 2,

3

& 4— Dozens of tricks to make your Apple do
things it's never done! All 100 programs are lista-

ble, copyable and changeable; each teaches ano-
ther fascinating Apple iprogramming technique.

ONIY Tip Disk » 1 on disk (32K or 48K)

$2Q00 n Peeks, Pokes & Pointers Chart

(Note: No tip book with this disk)

iUpha Plot
Hi-Res Graphics/Text Utility

by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy
Here are a few of Alpha Plot's useful features.
Compare with others on the market—

HI-RES DRAWING: Create hi res pictures &
charts with text, on both pages; all APPENDABLE
TO YOUR PROGRAMS. Optional Xdraw cursor
(see lines before drawing). Mix colors & Reverse
(background opposite). Circles. Boxes, Ellipses;

filled or outlined. COMPRESS HI-RES TO 1/3
DISK SPACE. Relocate any portion of an image
anywhere on either page. Superimpose too & con-
vert hi res to lo-res for colorful abstracts!

HI-RES TEXT: Beautiful upper/lower case
with descenders (no hardware required). Color &
reverse characters positionable anywhere (no tab
limits). Professional-looking PROPORTIONAL
SPACING; adjustable character height & letter

spacing. Multi-directional typing for graphs!

Oni.T Alpha Plot on Disk (48K min.)

$ >Z050 Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book "4
Peeks, Pokes & Pointers Chart

DOS BOSS
DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy

A classic Apple utility you will ENJOY! Rename
DOS commands (CATALOG can be "Cat ", etc.).

PROTECT PROGRAMS; any unauthorized save-

attempt produces a "Not Copyable" message. Also
LIST-PREVENTION & I key program-run from
catalog. Custom catalogs: Change Disk Volume
message to your title; Omit/alter file codes. Re-
write error messages: Syntax Error can be
"Oops!!" or anything! Fascinating documentation
included; Hours of good Apple reading!

Dos Boss's change features may be appended to
your programs. Anyone using your disks (booted
or not) formats their DOS as YOU designed it

ONIT Dos Boss on Disk (32K/48K min.)

$Q^OO ^ Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book "2
WtS Peeks, Pokes & Pointers Chart

UtiHtyCity
21 Useful Utilities on One Disk
by Bert Kersey
LIST FORMATTER makes properly-spaced and
indented listings with page breaks; each state-

ment on new line, if-thens & loops called out; a
great de-bugger! MULTI-COLUMN CATALOG in

any page-width to printer or screen. Auto-post
Run-Number & last-used Date in programs. Put
INVISIBLE working commands in listings. Access
program lines in memory for repair & illegal alter-

ation. Alphabetize & store info on disk. Run any
program while another stays intact. Renumber to

65535. Save inverse, trick and INVISIBLE FILE
NAMES. Convert dec to hex & binary, or INTto FP.

Append programs. Dump text screen to printer...

21 LISTABLE PROGRAMS TOTAL!

SI FROORAMS Utility City on disk (48K min.)

*nn50 Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book "3
Peeks. Pokes & Pointers Chart

GOTO your
Apple Dealer.
Most Apple Dealers cariTy

our software. If your dealer

doesn't, he can have our disks in his store for you within 2^ days

by calling Beajle Bros or Softsel. Or you can order directly from

us. Call our ToU Free Number (below) or drop us a note with a

check or your Visa/MasterCard

number & expiration date.

NOW WILL YOU MARRY ME,
VICKY? NOW THAT IVE

GOT MY OWN BEAGLE BROS
PEEKS & POKES CHART?

Bonuses Witli
Every Disk!
Poke your Apple all ni^t

long with this free

reference poster!

The meet useable PEEKS,

FOKBS, POIHTEBS and

CALLS, scrounged up from

every source imaginable!

Apple Tip Books too-
Each disk comes with a Gold Mine of valuable Apple

information and hours of entertaining reading matter,

including dozens of tips and keyboard experiments on aJl

subjects— DOS, Copy Protection Graphics, Shape Tables,

Hardware and More. Sample programs too, sudi as

_^Programming the Reset Key" and "Copy Stoppers".

Each disk comes with its own

84 Hour
Mast(

unique book.

Ua^ter^^^^^^JEt Order Desk

^
California SdaffAfOOS

L°;*rson,y Please 7"°"®84-86aa 6;

ext.827

;.827

ext.827
COD. add

OR OBSER BY MAIL:

RUSH! The disk packages checked below
PliJS the Tip Book 6f PEEKS/POKES CHART,

Alpha Plot Dos Boss Tip Disk
Apple Mechanic Utility City

( Add $1 50 Shipping, any size order California, add 6% Lax )

NAMB»=

ADDRS=

CITT»=

ZIP»=

4318 Sierra Vista, San Diego, Ca 98103
714-896-6400

"APPLE" is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer Inc.

"BEAGLE BROS" belongs to us.

I

I

I

I

I

V/SA
VmA/HASTXRCAUD
Incladfl Accormt TXo.

6- Bzpiratlon Date

Mall U.S. check, money order or Visa/MC noa.

to: BSAai.X BBjOS, DeptJS
4318 Sierra Vista

Ban Diego, Ca 98103

All Orders Shipped Immediately
Please add $4 for shipping outside US/Canada

COD orders add $3. California residents, add 6%.
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each gun turret. Strategic Simulations, 465 Fair-

child Dr., Ste. 108, Mountain View, CA 94043.

$59.95.

Rendezvous. Huntress. Space shuttle simulation in 3-

D, created by senior scientist at JPL. Orbit earth,

match orbit, and dock with space station. Authen-

tic, demanding. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA
91301. $39.95. 7182.

RobotWar. Warner. Strategy game with battling ro-

bots is teaching device for programming. Muse, 330

N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $39.95. IjSl.

Sargon II. Spracklen, Spracklen. Computer chess

game with seven levels of play. Hayden, 50 Essex

St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. $34.95.

Super Stellar Trek. Tight, real-time action in the fi-

nal frontier—USS Enterprise versus relentless

Klingons. Five levels of difficulty plus tournament.

Popular gamer's delight. Rainbow, 19517 Business

Center Dr., Northridge, CA 91324. $39.95.

Warp Factor. Space war game featuring twelve star-

ship designs representing five galactic empires, with

possible scenarios ranging from skirmishes to ga-

lactic war. Extremely challenging. Strategic Simula-

tions, 465 Fairchild Dr., Ste. 108, Mountain View,

CA 94(M3. $39.95. 7181.

Word Processing

Apple Writer. The most popular word processing

program in town. Type, erase, move words around,

save and insert segments from disk, and print out.

Easy to use. Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino,

CA 95014. $75.

Apple Writer II. Lutus, Finstead. Written in word-

processing language. Additional editing features

and functions menu; continuing features and func-

tions menu; continuous readout of character count

and length. Apple/Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley

Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Apple Writer Extended Features. Malachowski,

Cooper. Enables production of multiple copies of

Apple Writer files and insertion of variables; con-

verts Applesoft programs to Apple Writer and vice

versa. Brillig Systems, 10270 Fern Pool Ct., Burke,

VA 22015. $34.95. 7181.

EasyWriter. Word processor; choose 40 or 80 col-

umn version. Information Unlimited, 281 Arling-

ton Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707. $99.95.

Executive Secretary. Editing, printing, and form let-

ters, plus mail merge and electronic mail system.

SofSys, 4306 Upton Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN
55410. $250.

Format II. Word processor with logic-sorting mail-

ing list. Justifies type, wraps text; has one-key edit-

ing, menu prompting. Kensington Microware, 300

E. 54th St., Ste. 3L, New York, NY 10022. $375.

Goodspell. Dictionary companion disk io Apple Writ-

er with 14,000 words. Flags words not listed when
printing out. Apple/Special Delivery, 10260 Band-

ley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $60.

Gutenberg. User-definable character set, split-screen

hi-res and lo-res text editing for text, program files.

Performs text block moves and deletes; paint pro-

gram produces large illustrations integrated with

text. Micromation, 1 Yorkdale Rd., Ste. 406, To-

ronto, Ont., Canada M6A3A1. $315.

letter Perfect. Format-fiexible word processor with

ability to send control codes within body of pro-

gram. Works with database files from Data Perfect.

LJK, Box 10827, St. Louis, MO 63129. $149.95.

Magic Window. Word processing program simu-

lates standard typewriter, 80-column text scrolls

across 40-column screen. Three modes of disk file

storage. Soflape, 10432 Burbank Blvd., North Hol-

lywood, CA 91601. $99.95.

Magic Words. Proofreads files of word processors

that use standard DOS and no character-encryp-

tion techniques for saving files. 14,000-word dic-

tionary. Artsci, 10432 Burbank Blvd., North Holly-

wood, CA 91601. $69.95.

MailMerge. Overlay companion to WordStar. Add
files at print time, sort items, specify variables. Com-
mand-driven. MicroPro, 33 San Pablo Ave., San

Rafael, CA 94903. $150.

Perfect Speller. In-context spelling checker that inte-

grates with Perfect Writer. Processes 4,000 wpm;
has 50,000-word dictionary. Perfect Software, 1400

Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94709. $189.

Perfect Writer. Powerful, easy-to-use word proces-

sor. Advanced document design features undents,

subheads, footnotes, quotations. Requires Z-80 card

and 80-column board. Perfect Software, 1400 Shat-

tuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94709. $389.

Personal Secretary. At-home version of Executive

Secretary minus electronic mail and alphabetical in-

dexing. SofSys, 4306 Upton Ave. S., Minneapolis,

MN 55410. $75.

PIE Writer. Business processor that allows 9,999

pages. With word deletion, auto indent, spooling,

and typeahead buffer. Hayden, 50 Essex St., Ro-
chelle Park, NJ 07662. $149.95.

FowerText. Does memos, letters, rq^orts, and manu-

scripts without formatting each time. Good bal-

ance of automatic and user-defined functions. Bea-

man Porter, Pleasant Ridge Rd., Harrison, NY
10528. $199.

Screenwriter II. Kidwell, Schmoyer. Formerly Su-

perscribe II. No extra hardware for lower case, 70-

column display, printer spooling. Edits Basic, text,

and binary files; complete search and replace. Sier-

ra On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold,

CA 93614. $129.95.

Sensible Speller. Spell-checking program sports list-

able 85,000 words, extensible up to 110,000 words.

Recognizes contractions, gives file word counts, in-

cidence of a single word, and number of unique

words. High marks for clear, logically organized

documentation and simplicity of operation. Sen-

sible, 6619 Perham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI 48033.

$75. 1/82.

Super-Text 40/56/70. Zaron. Get 40, 56, or 70 col-

umns without hardware. Design your own charac-

ter sets. Basics of text editing. Character-oriented,

floating-cursor edit with add, change, print, and pre-

view modes. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore,

MD 21201. $150.

Super-Text 40/80. Zaron. Latest Super-Text up-

date; letter documentation, footers and headers, ex-

pandable math mode, split screen. Muse, 347 N.

Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $175.

Word Handler. Elekman. Wonderfully simple pro-

gram with straightforward documentation. Allows

folded paper printout for two-sided printing. Sili-

con Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, Ste. 4,

Belmont, CA 94002. $199. 10/81.

WordStar. Screen-oriented, integrated word proces-

ing system in CP/M. Requires Z-80 card. Micro-

Pro, 33 San Pablo Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903.

$495.

Write On II. Speicher. A simple, 32K line-oriented

program with separate print formatter and editor.

DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311. $129.95.

Zardax. Philips. Highly recommended. Single pro-

gram includes all standard word processing fea-

tures with considerable extras including communi-

cation by modem. Computer Solutions, Box 397,

Mount Gravatt, Queensland, Australia. In the U.S.:

Action-Research Northwest, 11442 Marine View

Dr. S.W., Seattle, WA 98146. $295. 5/82.

Apple III

Access III. Communications program for time shar-

ing and standalone tasks; accesses remote informa-

tion services, minis, and mainframes. Apple, 10260

Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Apple Business Basic. High-level structured pro-

gramming language for the III. Apple, 10260 Band-

ley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $125.

Apple ill Business Graphics. Converts numerical in-

formation into charts and graphs; only graphics

program to take advantage of the Ill's capabilities.

Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$175.

Apple Writer III. Lutus. Uses WPL (word process-

ing language) to automate the process of text ma-
nipulation and document creation. Adjusts print

format during printing, translates from typewriter

shorthand to English or other language and back

again. Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014. $225.

Data Reporter. Flexible database management sys-

tem. Does form letters, patient files, labels, calcula-

tions, inventories, and employment records. Syner-

gistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Ste. 201, Renton, WA
98055. $220.

EASy. Executive accounting system with accounts re-

ceivable, accounts payable, and general ledger. Den-

ver Software, 14100 E. Jewell Ave., Ste. 15, Aurora,

CO 80012. $749.95.

Hardisk Accounting System. General ledger, ac-

counts receivable, and accounts payable each han-

dle up to 9,999 customers or accounts; inventory

features five methods of evaluation. Also payroll,

fixed-asset management, and mailing labels. Great

Plains Software, 123 N. 15th St., Fargo, ND 58102.

$395 to $595 per module.

Mail List Manager. Generates, stores, sorts, edits,

and prints database files. Apple, 10260 Bandley Dr.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Pascal. Program preparer with editor, compiler, dis-

assembler, linker, filer, and system library. Features

cursor control, text modeling, and formatting. Ap-

ple, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $250.

Personal Filing System. Page. Form-oriented infor-

mation management system allows storage and re-

trieval of up to 32,000 entries. Software Publishing,

1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043.

$145.

PFS: Report. Page. Generates reports; performs

functions that require sorting, calculating, and ma-

nipulating data filed with PFS. Software Publish-

ing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043.

$175.

Program Writer/ Reporter. Basic database code gen-

erator that creates interactive, standalone pro-

grams. Vital Information, 7899 Mastin Dr., Over-

land Park, KS 66204. $200.

VersaForm. Landau. State-of-the-art business forms

processor. Does invoicing, purchasing orders, mail-

ing lists, client billing. Powerful, complex, worth

getting to know. Hard disk compatible. Applied

Software Technology, 15985 Greenwood Rd.,

Monte Sereno, CA 95030. $495.

VisiCalc III. Software Arts, Bricklin, Frankston. Just

like it sounds: expanded memory, lower case, 80 col-

umns. Four-way cursor movement. VisiCorp, 2895

Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250.

Word Juggler. Gill. Word processor makes use of up-

per and lower case keyboard, 80-column display,

and expanded memory. Printout can be reviewed

on screen prior to printing; multiple copies printed

of selected pages. Quark Engineering, 1433 Wil-

liams, Ste. 1102, Denver, CO 80218. $295. IM



IPA's
Innovative

Programming

Associates, Inc.

Designed
for the
APPLE*

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

IPA's educational modules can teach anyone COMPUTER
LITERACY in areas from graphics to business forecasting.

All modules run for 25 to 40 minutes and are presented in an
easy to understand, non-tectinical manner for the novice or ttie knowledgeable.

MODULE I

INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPUTER -

A basic foundation module covering the use

of the keyboard and the operation of computer

system components. Introduces the user to

computer terminology and theory, and

presents a brief historical background.

$44.95

MODULE II

THE COMPUTER AS A CALCULA TOR -

Shows how the computer can be used to

perform calculations ranging from simple

arithmetic functions to more advanced topics

suchas trigonometryand combined functions.

$29.95

Sample sc reen displayfrom
Module I

MODULE VII

BUSINESS FORECASTING -

Shows how the computer can be used to

forecast future conditions based on past and

current trends. Concludes by allowing the

user to make projections for a hypothetical

business. $36.95

MODULE VIII

COMPUTER SIMULA TION -

Guides the user through training, educational,

and financial simulations. Also includes

interactive simulations in which the user makes

decisions effecting their outcome. $36.95

MODULE III

THE PRINTER -

Reviews the purpose of a printer and describes

the varieties available. Demonstrates various

forms of output, specific applications and

graphics. Available to run on an Epson®

printer with interface board, MX 100 or MX80

with Graftrax. $36.95

MODULE VI

THE USES OF A DA TABASE -

Shows the advantages of using a computer to

store and sort information. Discusses what is

needed to create a database and allows the

user to create his own database. Printer

helpful. $44.95

MODULE IX

STA TISTICS -

Illustrates, in a non-technical and easy to

understand manner, how the computer can be

used to perform statistical calculations.

Includes: permutations and combinations,

probability, mean-median-mode, regressions,

and more. $29.95

MODULE IV

COMPUTER GRAPHICS -

Provides a comprehensive introduction to

computer graphics. Deals with both hi-res and

low-res graphics and their many applications.

Game paddles or joy stick helpful. $44.95

Please rush me module(s):

I nil Dill IV Dv nvi Dvii
VIII nix or all nine for $275.00

Money Back
Guarantee

Name

School/ Company.

Street

MODULE V

BUSINESS APPLICA TIONS -

Demonstrates a variety of useful programs

including income tax, mortgage, and college

financial aid calculations. Also covers payroll,

inventory, and sales reporting. $44.95

.State

.

City

Check Mastercard Visa Exp. date_

CardNo Interbank No

_^ip.

Add $2.50 l or

shipping and handling
N.J. residents add 5< ; sales ta\

Hardware necessary for all

modules: Apple II Plus,

48K memory, DOS 3.3,

disk drive & monitor.

Innovative Programming Associates, Int.

One Airport Place, Suite SK-9

Princeton, New Jersey 08,540

(609) 924-7272

APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, In

Epson is a registered trade name of Epson America, Inc.
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OPEN
DISCUSSION
Something To Kro About

In response to Edward Badasov (August Open
Discussion), you were not the only one hooked

by that enticing article about RobotWar in the

January 1981 Softalk. Much like you, once my
"Old Kro" could consistently beat Mover and

Bottom, I felt the excitement of RobotWar be-

gin to fade away.

Fortunately, I was able to promote a Ro-

botWar tournament, thanks to the monumen-
tal efforts of Fay Popejoy, and the compassion

of Ren Colantoni, owner of Computerama in

Burbank, California. Only eight people re-

sponded, but the fun we experienced during

those seven hours of competition has sustained

our interest in RobotWar to where our number

has increased to fifteen. Plus, we have spon-

sored two more tournaments on our own. We
are now discussing plans to establish a formal

RobotWar club. (See the article in the July issue

of Softline.)

Realizing that competition is what Robot-

War is all about. I am personally sponsoring a

postal RobotWar tournament in October 1982.

Entry fee will be four dollars, which will pro-

vide prizes and cover handling charges. First

prize will be a box of ten 3M disks. All five fi-

nalists will receive RobotWar T-shirts. All par-

ticipants will receive copies of the elimination

charts which will show scores of all robots at

each step of the tournament. Best of all, every-

one will have a copy of the winning robot (ob-

ject code) transferred to their disk, so you may
observe its moves on your own battlefield. We
have exchanged robots at all of our club tour-

naments and I believe it contributes much to-

ward keeping the challenge of RobotWar ahve.

If you are interested, send for a copy of the

tournament rules and mailing instructions.

Please enclose a self-addressed stamped en-

velope. By the way, Edward, I don't believe that

the robot your friend has, which goes to the cor-

ner and shoots at everything it sees, would sur-

vive an encounter with "Old Kro."

Frank Krogh, Box 5337,

North Hollywood, CA 91616

Cancel My Obituary

On page 149 of the July issue of Softalk is the

following statement: "A.I.'s new commitment

TWO PROGRAMS TOACCENT YOUR APPLE

ACCU-SHAPES
The One-ol-a-Kind, Ultimate Shape Builder

Create shapes in lo-res with magnified detail

View them in hi-res and color

Transfer them back to lo-res for further editing

"Page" through a table as if thumbing through

a book
Add, delete, combine shapes from several

tables to form new tables

For the advanced programmer or the begin-

ner, to design a library of character sets, special

graphic symbols and shapes for animation.

Fast Assembly Language, 48k
ROM Applesoft, DOS 3. 3 $49 • 95

See your dealer today

EJtSY-EWTlOWIIES

SOFT-STEP
The easy-to-use debugger for your Applesoft

BASIC programs. Helps experts find bugs and
beginners learn BASIC.

Single-step through your BASIC program
Set breakpoint at any line

List the next line to be executed
Trace all or only chosen lines

Examine values of variables & memory
Define values of variables & memory

All of this and more, without modifying your
source code! Uses only 2.8k. Requires 32k,

DOS 3. 3 Fast Assembly Language $49-95

ACCENT software

3750 Wright Place Palo Alto, CA. 94306 (415)856-6505
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to hi-res graphic adventuring sounds the death

knell for pure text adventure games. The mighty
tide of the consumer market has so dictated,

and A.I. has been perceptive enough to try to

ride the crest of the wave."

This statement is wholly unwarranted. It

would appear, in fact, that the mighty tide of

the consumer market is demanding at least as

many text adventures as hi-res adventures. In

the Adventure 5 section of "Softalk Presents

The Bestsellers" in the same issue, numbers one,

four, and five were Deadline, Zork I, and Zork
II, respectively, all from Infocom. All three are

purely text adventures. It is clear that text ad-

ventures are not yet dead. Indeed they will never

die, for they have many inherent advantages

over graphic adventures.

The first of these advantages is the amount
of detail a text game can give you in relation to

graphic adventures. Our language is full of won-
derfully descriptive words, all of which are

available to the maker of the text game to

describe any kind of scene he wishes.

A second advantage of text adventures is

how well the adventure can narrate action. In

order for a graphic adventure to do this, anima-

tion of some sort must be used. Yet what cur-

rent animation technique could possibly relate

the melting of the glacier or the actions of the

Princess in Zork II with the same detail that

game gives it? The simple answer is that there

aren't any. Furthermore, how well action is

described is important in making the adventure

fun to play, for it is action that relates to you the

results of your handiwork. Taking away action

takes a lot away from adventures, and it is just

this that hi-res adventures are doing.

There is one other advantage that text has

over graphics: It leaves more to the imagina-

tion. Lx)oking at simple hi-res pictures (current

microcomputers are incapable of anything but

simple drawings) doesn't allow your imagina-

tion to go very far, and this limits the picture of

the adventure you have in your mind. Text,

while giving more detail than is possible with

graphics, still allows room for your imagina-

tion to fill in all that isn't described. To me, this

is the most important advantage of text over

graphics. Since those who play adventures are

likely to have active imaginations, it is impor-

tant to allow them to be used.

In sum, text adventures are not dead. The
simpler formats may be dead, but the more
complex adventures by Infocom are only at a

beginning. As more people come to realize the

increased gaming value text games like these

can give, they will buy them.

Steve Golowich, Amherst, MA

Promethean Support

Recently I went to a sale at my local computer

store. Since I was in the market for a Prome-

theus Versacard and a Hayes Smartmodem,
and since they were on sale for about 10 per-

cent off list, I decided to buy locally rather than

mail order.

When I got home and read the Versacard

manual I discovered that this version (1.2) did

not handle interrupts. I called the number in the

manual and found that the Versacard I bought,

although never used, is a couple years old and

they are now up to version 1.41.



Now for the good part. They agreed to up-

date my Versacard to the current version at no

charge. They also agreed to make up a cable for

me to connect the Versacard to the Smart-

modem for ten dollars less than the price quoted

by my local computer store. I shippai my
Versacard to them by UPS, and in less than one

week I had back not my updated card but a

brand-new Versacard. The card works perfect-

ly and is a real bargain at their recently an-

nounced reduced list price. Prometheus is to be

commended for backing their product 110

percent.

C. V. Fields, Sacramento, CA

Reviving an Old Technique

As a computer novice I rely heavily on my user

manuals. PFS has the most understandable

manual I have encountered. It contains pic-

tures, examples, and caveats written in non-

technical lingo. On the other hand, I find that

Magic Window/Basic Mailer does not have pic-

tures or many examples and is very technical for

me. In fairness to Artsci and Mr. Bill Smith, I

want to say that they are extremely helpful each

time I find it necessary to telephone.

It was once said that years ago, when about

ready to release a new kit, Heathkit Company
would select at random a nonelectronic-type

employee, of average intelligence. The em-

ployee would be given the kit and instruction

manual, and asked to assemble the kit and

make notes at any point that was unclear or re-

quired an assumption. Once the problems en-

countered were corrected, the comoany felt the

package was ready for the average user. This

old technique might be very helpful to some
software houses today.

Terry Battelle, Newport Beach, CA

Justice Is Served

As a small businessman (law firm of four), I

have found Super Checkbook III by Powersoft,

Inc., to so adequately meet our needs that I felt

its benefits should be worthy of consideration

by others. The program provides a comprehen-

sive checkbook register, easy sorting of and
searching for checks by month or year to date,

by category (secretary, deposition costs, and so

forth), and by payee (court reporter, landlord,

and so on). Although only of nominal assist-

ance to us, the program quickly graphs cate-

gories of expenses in bar graph form. The pro-

gram is easy to use, and our secretaries experi-

enced no difficulty mastering the instructions.

Data errors are easily correctable. I recom-

mend this program's use by individuals and

small businesses. On a final note, I might add
that Powersoft has been extremely helpful and
cheerful in answering our questions both times

we phoned, and such strong support is another

reason to consider Powersoft products.

Ted H. Gordon, San Rafael, CA

A Lucky Break

Several months ago, after reviewing the avail-

able literature and coming up with naught, I got

lucky and found a database system, called

TDM, in a local store. It supports computa-

tional manipulations of dates. For example, it

can do 12/12/82 + 10 days = 12/22/82. It is

easy to use by untrained clerks. TDM is menu
driven and even has a command that memo-
rizes menus for future recalls. It features com-

puter overwrite data in the database during re-

port generation. The program can also com-

bine databases, and sort to at least five levels.

After using the system in several applica-

tions on the Apple II and III computers, I am
still surprised Softalk has yet to review this sys-

tem. It is still the only system that I am aware of

that can be used for multiproject resource-con-

strained scheduling and reporting applications

where due dates need to be generated. I believe

you could do your readers a service by review-

ing this system and save them from the frustra-

tion that I went through just to find it. TDM
was developed by Pascal Systems of Menlo
Park, California. Oh, did I forget to tell you that

TDM means The Data Machine. It's certainly

not the worst acronym around.

Stephen J. Smith, Stanford, CA

Not-So-Fine Print

As a principal of Brielle Computer Inc., an au-

thorized Apple dealer, we are dedicated to pro-

viding extensive customer support to assure to-

tal satisfaction, whether it be hardware, soft-

ware, or service. We have received recent custom-

er inquiries about the Target PlannerCalc,

priced at fifty dollars, that is being extensively

advertised by Comshare Target Software of At-

lanta, Georgia. At the recent Comdex show in

Atlantic City, New Jersey, we even discussed this

program with a Target representative. He as-

sured us that there was a version written specif-

ically for the Apple II Plus. We ordered a copy

for our store, and upon trying to run it we were

surprised to find that buried on page five of the

manual was a reference that a CP/M operating

system was required. We thai telephoned Com-
share Target Software to verify that this pro-

gram represented as for an Apple II Plus did in

fact require CP/M. The Target representative

advised us that they would call us back with the

information. Five hours later, having received

no call, we again called Target. This time we
were advised that the Target PlannerCalc was

designed for use on an Apple II Plus that had a

64K memory, a CP/M operating system, and

an eighty-column display.

A review of the PlannerCalc package and

the literature sent with it contain no indication

of any equipment modifications that are re-

quired in order to use the software. This type of

misrepresentation is a disservice to the cus-

tomers that we try to support.

David Palmer, Sea Girt, NJ

Always Darkest before the Dawn
I bought my Apple III from the Computer
Lines store in Bozeman, Montana, because at

that time they didn't sell any other machines,

and they provided service under an extended

warranty. The salesman convinced me that I

should get the III rather than the II since the

cost of transforming the latter into an adequate

word processor amounted to more than the III
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would cost. I was also told that all Apple II pro-

grams would work on the III in emulation

mode, so I laid out for the computer,

Amdex monitor, Silentype printer, blank disks,

rolls of paper, and the Apple Writer III word

processing package which, I was told, was iden-

tical to WordStar

My six week affair has been, as many af-

fairs are, stormy. I found that Apple Writer III

possesses fewer features than WordStar (hardly

identical); we had to purchase Apple Business

Basic to begin programming; and there is a

dreadful paucity of software for the III, and

where it exists, it is clearly out of our price

range. All this, plus a particularly gruesome

story of how, when I needed a past-deadline

article printed letter quality, there was no print-

er within a hundred miles to do the job, sums up

the darker picture.

On the bright side, my seventeen-year-old

son has learned from scratch how to make
graphics (in the II emulation mode—the

mysteries of Apple III graphics continue to

elude us); my daughter pokes around on it with

a combination of grimness and delight; and my
wife finds the ease of the Apple Writer III en-

joyable while lamenting the fact that there are

no page breaks on the program.

Since we have had such little assistance from

our local dealer (I was so meagerly instructed in

the ways of computer usage that I inadvertent-

ly erased the SOS.Kernel from the backup disk

for the Apple Writer), can you recommend any

helpful user groups or good reference sources

for the Apple III?

Michael Sexson, Bozeman, MT

In addition to The Apple Three Newsletter

from MediaWorks (see Marketalk News in this

issue), a good resource is the Original Apple

liters user group which publishes a newsletter

called The Open Apple Gazette (Box 813, San

Francisco, CA 94101). Also, Apple Computer

publishes Apple III Dimensions, which you can

have free of charge by sending your Apple III se-

rial number or warranty card to 10260 Bandley

Drive, Mail Stop 3-E, Cupertino, CA 95014. As

for the page breaks, just insert .ff on a separate

line anywhere in the text. It commands a page

break when the text is printed. A more sophisti-

cated command is .ffx where x is a number This

commands the printer to make a page break if

fewer than x lines remain on the page.

Beyond Compare
I look forward to your magazine each month
above almost all others because of your cover-

age of the superior Apple III. In fact, I am let-

ting several magazine subscriptions expire as

their editors do not see fit to cover the Apple

III.

After an exhaustive comparison between the

IBM jx; and the Apple III, I chose the Apple

ni. It turned out the IBM pc needed sixteen

slots to begin to compare with the III! Since the

IBM pc comes with only five slots, the best

thing I could discover about it was its name!

But it appears a name is all that is needed, as the

IBM pc winds up costing two thousand dollars

more than the III.

The graphics are better on the Apple III, as

it has sixteen colors available in color high-reso-

lution compared to only four with the IBM pc

(see Creative Computing, December 1981, page

37). Even the keyboard of the Apple III is far

superior to that of the IBM pc. It is software de-

finable at any time, and is arranged in a strictly

traditional typewriter layout. The IBM pc has

both shift keys out of place, and the return key

is too far away. Want to change the keyboard

layout to the Dvorak American Simplified? Just

load a file supplied by Apple.

The bench-mark test in Byte, January 1982,

page 54, shows the IBM pc to be 20 percent

faster than the Apple II on the average. The Ap-

ple III runs 40 percent faster than the Apple II

on the average, which means it runs 20 percent

faster than the IBM pc on the average!

)Print fre 197618. Try that on an IBM and

you get only 61,404 or 64K at most, even with

256K. And SOS, with its powerfial drivers, user

friendliness, and management of memory and

I/O, is so far superior to CP/M or IBM's copy

of CP/M that it is laughable. There are no com-

mands to learn with SOS! The Apple III is also

the first RAM-based machine, meaning every-

thing is software definable. If you want to up-

date a language or operating system, just load in

a different disk.

The design that went into the III takes it

about five years beyond IBM's copy of older

systems. It is just too bad the III got off to a

poor start, but Apple rebuilt it to be even more

reliable than the Apple II. The fact that the Ap-

ple IV will have a 6502B for I/O processing that

can also emulate the Apple III should contrib-

ute a lot to the growth of the III. Do yourself a

favor and check out the born-again Apple III!

Kevin Everett FitzMaurice, Omaha, NE

One Man's Insult, Another Man's Tool

In the April Softalk I read the glowing report on

The Home Accountant by Craig Stinson. I was

very pleased with his report and comparisons

on the various accounting programs. Based on

that report, I bought The Home Accountant.

Was I disappointed and angry that I had blown

seventy-five dollars. Norman Wood stated it

very well in his letter in July Open Discussion.

I was unable to accomplish the abort on

printout and was obliged to waste paper watch-

ing a useless printout. Also, there was no choice

of printout to hard copy or screen copy. To re-

view a previous month's check listing, the read-

out only provides a reconciled balance rather

than a running balance. Another feature that is

nice but aggravating is the auto entries, fouling

up the attempt at continuous reconciliation by

making the entries at the first of the month,

whereas the bank makes an automatic with-

drawal twice a month. The graph feature is

great for the screen, but has no capability for a

hard copy printout. The crowning insult came
at the back of the manual with the warranty

card and request for ten dollars for a backup

disk.

Paul Beam, Palmdale, CA

In July Open Discussion, Norman Wood made
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a few comments about The Home Accountant,

which he purchased as a replacement to The

Personal Finance Manager. I did the same thing

but was not as disappointed. Mr. Wood did not

find a convenient way to delete entries, but af-

ter a good look through the manual one would

find that it is extremely easy to delete. His com-

ments led me to believe that he had not proper-

ly leamed how to use the program. As to his

statement that The Personal Finance Manag-

er is error-free and friendly, my father had his

books spanning a year destroyed because of a

bug in this program. I am fourteen years old

and have no problem at all operating The Home
Accountant, therefore I think it should present

no great problem for anyone else.

Rocci Cirone, San Jose, CA

Thrice Wise

I recently have gone through the pangs asso-

ciated with creating a home financial system.

The net result is I have had to enter my data

thrice—twice in one system and once in an-

other. My wife and I have learned a lot during

this encounter of a third kind and I wish to

share my experience.

I worked with Home Accountant by Conti-

nental Software and The Accountant by Deci-

sion Support Software. Both packages include

very good documentation. The major differ-

ence is in completeness and understanding of

the user's point of view. The Accountant in-

cludes a complete example both in the manual

and on the disk. This allows the user to get a feel

for the system. Furthermore, the manual takes

you step by step through a demonstration of the

accounting package capabilities, including mak-

ing changes. This was extremely valuable to us

and helped us avoid making a lot of mistakes in

the development of our own system. It even

suggests using or changing the accounts in-

cluded for your own system. In general. The Ac-

countant provides for easier learning.

There is a difference, I believe, in the type of

user that would choose either of these pack-

ages. Home Accountant is a closed or fixed

package, whereas The A ccountant is more flexi-

ble or open. Home Accountant allows the crea-

tion of a budget, prints checks, and has a varie-

ty of other excellent options, but it stops there.

One cannot expand the applications beyond

those clearly defined in the package. The Ac-

countant is more flexible since it includes an in-

terface program for transferring data to Visi-

Calc. This means one can create budget spread-

sheets, tax sheets, specialized reporting for-

mats, and use real accounting data in the analy-

sis. In many ways the The Accountant grows

with the user.

The two systems differ significantly in the

number of allowable accounts, codes, and

transactions. Home Accountant allows up to one

hundred accounts, has a single code for taxable

interest and a maximum of one thousand trans-

actions pjer accounting period (usually one

year). The Accountant allows for sixty-three ac-

counts and sixty-three codes, plus it can handle

two thousand to four thousand transactions.

My wife and I have found sixty-three accounts

more than adequate, and the abihty to code

across accounts, in more ways than one, a solid

advantage. I have found coding transactions by

taxable interest, deductible, business related,

and so forth extremely useful. Finally, one thou-

sand transacfions comes too soon for us each

year.

Both packages take several seconds to move
from one menu option to another; however, if

one is interested in printing something or

searching through the transactions, The Ac-

countant is considerably faster than Home Ac-

countant.

Because Home Accountant includes more
descriptive data on each transaction and does

check writing, I thought it would be more us-

able. For me, it was not. Both packages keep

good books, but The Accountant really shines in

the analysis area given its VisiCalc connection.

It depends on one's own needs.

The Accountant uses double-entry account-

ing, but was able to bypass accounting jargon

while keeping double-entry integrity. I appre-

ciate its ease of data entry, flexibility, speed, and

focus on the essentials of good accounting and

financial analysis needs.

Noel Berge, Alexandria, VA
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An Author Reviews the Reviewers

I was pleased to see mention of Micro-Golf by

Creative Computing in the article by David

Hunter (July Softalk). As one of Micro-Golfs

authors, I was happy that Mr. Hunter found it a

fun game. What I find difficult to understand is

his criticism that the game is not educational

due to the fact that there is no choice of clubs.

Mr. Hunter may be familiar with miniature golf

players who are in the habit of dragging a sack

of clubs around but we are not. Comparing Mi-

cro-Golf to games modeled after the kind of

golf played on fairways and greens is unfair.

Micro-Golf may not be for the serious golfer, but

it is a faithful simulation of miniature golf, and

it has proven to be the type of computer game

that people of all ages enjoy. Adults who fear

the fast-paced action of shoot-'em-up style ar-

cade games enjoy Micro-Golf where they can

take all the time they want to plan the forces

and angles found in miniature golf. Micro-Golf

contains a machine language subroutine that

makes for realistic ball movement and even al-

lows users to create and modify their own
courses.

I can appreciate the job that reviewers face

when trying to condense reviews of many pack-

ages into a single article. I would, however, sug-

gest that your reviewers be more objective in the

future. Present the attributes of a package and

let your readers decide. If you feel that criticism

is necessary, you should be willing to do a more

thorough job than is possible in thumbnail re-

views. You should also allow the authors of

criticized software to respond in writing.

Doug Green, Binghamton, NY

Logo's Limits

I have been a student of Logo for over a year.

This summer, I taught a five-week course for

junior high school students. I am convinced that

Logo is a medium for teaching and learning

without peer among currently available alterna-

tives. I have also designed and conducted many
workshops for teachers in Logo for Active

Learning Associates and, more recently, under

the auspices of the Santa Clara, California,

County Office of Education. I am well ac-

quainted with the documentation and support

provided by all three sources of Logo for the

Apple II. I offer these credentials to support my
opinion that the review in the July issue by Roe
R. Adams III of the three versions of Logo for

the Apple II was sufficiently misleading to de-

mand some sort of erratum.

Mr. Adams's descriptions of Apple Logo
and Krell Logo might well have been written by

their respective promotion departments. There

are no factual inaccuracies in these descrip-

tions; neither is there any hint that there are any

weaknesses to point out. I will mention a

couple.

For most users, there are two important

weaknesses of the Apple Logo package. One is

the gap between the introductory manual and

the reference manual. However, this gap is well

filled in the book by Hal Abelson, Apple Logo,

available from Byte Publications. The other is

the fact that Apple Logo files do not allow a

user to store pictures as do both other versions.

You can do a dump of the graphics screen by

crashing Logo, but you cannot use graphics files

in the Apple Logo system.

Krell Logo offers a plethora of resources.

Several items on the list of their extras, how-

ever, appear more substantial than they are.

The two technical manuals, for example, are

identical to the ones supplied with Terrapin

Logo (one of which, not incidentally, is a slight-

ly different version of the aforementioned book

by Hal Abelson). The free one-year subscrip-

tion is to a newsletter yet to be published by

Krell, not to a monthly newsletter published by

the Young Peoples' Logo Association.

Mr. Adams's description of Terrapin Logo,

however, is actually quite misleading. The fact is

that the Terrapin Logo package, of all three, of-

fers the most comprehensive documentation

and support for the novice to Logo. Of particu-

lar note is that its extensive tutorial manual

covers not only turtle graphics but also list proc-

essing primitives and a host of useful tips about

how to write simple programs in Logo. The

utilities supplied by Terrapin are also particu-

larly useful, such as the ones that allow the

Logo editor to be used as an ordinary text edit-

ing system.

TTie bottom line is that any of these three

packages is the best educational software avail-

able on a microcomputer today. If I had felt

your readers would have come to this conclu-

sion on the basis of Mr. Adams's review, I

would not have bothered to write this letter.

David Greene, Pala Alto, CA

DOStalkin'

According to Mr. Kersey (June DOStalk), D$
= CHR$(13) CHRS(4) will prevent prob-

lems caused by dangling semicolons in print

statements. True. However, when writing to a

sequential text file, the statement print

D$"close" will cause an extra, null record to be

written to the disk file. Depending on the appli-

cation, this could be disastrous. When writing

to a file, consider either not including a

CHR$(13) in defining DS. or try call 41750 :

print D$, which is equivalent to a DOS close

statement for all open files (48K). The extra

print D$ makes DOS happy.

Jon Kreisler, Flushing, NY

Regarding the June DOStalk Mystery of the

Month, I have tested the call 42350 on both my
Apple and a friend's, and it doesn't work as

stated. It works on any disk that catalogs by the

normal DOS command; but with the disks that

don't catalog normally, it produces the "pro-

gram too large" error. Could you provide any

further information on this?

Joe Staten, Colorado Springs, CO

I would like to call your attention to a serious

problem in the input commas routine in June

DOStalk. Characters entered with this routine

will not be the same as those entered using the

normal Applesoft input. It is necessary to sub-

tract 128 from the value obtained in the peek

statement. Also, to work correctly, the 141 must

If your
statistics paclcage

is hard to use,

you aren't using

HSD software!
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NEW

ANOVA II
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Data Review/Edit Data Transformations
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3.3 DOS. ROM Applesoft

Call (213) 993-8536 to Order
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HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9249 Reseda Blvd., Suite 107

Northridge, CA 91324 HH
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be changed to 13.

It is not necessary to run through the entire

for-next loop for every input. Why not just look

at the number of characters typed up to and in-

cluding the return? Here is your suggestion,

written as a subroutine, incorporating my
changes:

10 CALL -657:IN$ = "": FOR Q = 512 TO
767 : IN = PEEK (Q)-128 : IF IN = 13
THEN Q = 767: GOTO 12

11 IN$ = INS + CHR$(IN)
12 NEXT : RETURN

The jump from the for-next loop and the

"nameless" next increase the speed of the sub-

routine.

James DeMay, Jr., Riverdale, MD

In June DOStalk, there is a routine to input

strings that contain delimiters. The explanation

of this routine is correct, with an exception:

since the call is a Monitor routine, all ASCII in-

put will be shifted by 128. If any testing of the

resulting input against normal Applesoft strings

is needed within the program, the test will al-

ways be unsuccessful, even though the two

strings appear to be equivalent. The solution to

this problem is to replace line 65 in Mr. Ker-

sey's example program with the following:

65 CALL-657:A$ = "":FOR X = 512 TO
767:P = PEEK(X):IF P0141 THEN
A$=A$+GHR$(P-128):NEXT X

The subtraction of 128 from P shifts the ASCII

value back to its normal unshifted value.

Earle Kebbekus, Maplewood, NJ

Bert's Backtalk

To Jon Kreisler: Your point is well taken, al-

though this would rarely cause a problem. In-

stead of call 41 750 : print D$ why not just use

print CHRS(4): 'close'"!

To Joe Staten: In a program, if the catalog

command has been changed to another word,

call 42350 should perform the catalog function

where catalog will not. This requires normal

DOS, of course. I have not tested call 42350 ex-

tensively, so I can't guarantee its reliability in all

situations.

To James DeMay: Yes, subtract 128, but

have a look at the program sent in by Earle

Kebbekus, which I think is better. Also, I agree,

it is not necessary to run through the entire for-

next loop, and I don't.

To Phillip Pocock (August Open Discus-

sion): What you have encountered is a bug.

Key-Cat looks at the eighth character on each

line. If it is a space, Key-Cat assumes it is a file

name. To fix this, avoid using a space in the

eighth character position of your headings.

Bert Kersey, San Diego, CA

Stringing You Along

Dr. Shuerger's Apple occasionally sits there and

does nothing while using File Cabinet probably

because it is doing garbage collection. This hap-

pens in Applesoft Basic (which I believe File

Cabinet is written in) when the space available

for strings fills up. The Basic interpreter search-

es through the string space and deletes any no
longer referred to by a string variable. This is

the price you pay for being allowed variable-

length strings.

Charles Wells, Cleveland Heights, OH

Answer from the Source

PIE lives. Hayden Software has just released

PIE Writer, a considerably enhanced version of

the Apple PIE Text Editor and Formatter. The
product was transferred to Hayden after Pro-

gramma did indeed falter into financial trou-

ble, as reader Wells guessed.

Using the Epson's emphasized print mode
with PIE Writer is simple: Just type the new .bf

boldface command, which on the Epson uses

the emphasized font.

Ron Lichty, Softwest, Sunnyvale, CA

Turning PIE into a Piece of Cake
To Norman Massey of Tucson, Arizona:

Thank you for the letter in July Softalk asking

me to explain the use of printer codes in Apple
PIE.

When you are in the text editor of Apple

PIE, type the following: Shift control-M (and

be sure it is a capital M). Nothing will appear

on the screen as with all control characters.

Then type escape and you will see an upside

down capital T on the screen. Then type what-

ever letter corresponds to the print mode you
desire. For example, shift control-M escape-E

will set the emphasized print mode; shift con-

[appkz
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trol-M escape-S will set the expanded print

mode, and so on. The E or S must be a capital

letter.

Take another look at your Apple PIE man-

ual and look for the Quote function or shift

control-M. Apple PIE 2.0 and PIE Writer 3.3

both allow the insertion of printer control codes

by means of shift control-M. If you have Apple

PIE 1.0 you may not find it; I'm not sure.

I certainly would not be without Apple PIE
(or PIE Writer) and the Epson printer combi-

nation. Also, the word processor is much en-

hanced with the Videoterm 80-column board,

the Softswitch, and Enhancer II from Videx. I

might add that I use the shell function oi Apple

PIE and create my own letterheads and store

them on an automatic letter form. When I want

to write a letter to Softalk, for example, I just

load a shell; my letterhead and address are al-

ready done for me. I just change the date and

start typing the body of the letter. The Epson

printer does a beautiful job on the letterhead, as

the editor of Softalk could tell you. Good luck!

Marlys Dannenberg, Phoenix, AZ

Short Work of a Short Routine

In response to the paragraphs on alignment ap-

pearing in April Open Discussion, I must say

that the chap who wrote the short routine

presented went out of his way and back again

for the solution. I am in no way criticizing his

efforts; it is obvious that a lot of thought went

into figuring out this particular solution. The

problem, however, is not nearly as complex as

presented.

The following two lines can be easily incor-

porated into any Applesoft program and

accessed via a gosub call. As presented below,

the value to be formatted should be assigned to

the variable A'^ before entering the subroutine.

The formatted value then comes out of the sub-

routine assigned to the string variable PUS. Of
course, the user could change these to any vari-

ables he cares to choose. The first line handles

negative values and places a trailing negative

sign. If you prefer a leading negative sign, sim-

ply reverse PUS + "-" to "-" + PUS. Near

the end of the second line the number 2 repre-

sents the number of decimal places to the right

of the integer portion of the value, and the num-
ber 10 represents the desired length of the value.

Once again the user may choose any num-
ber of decimal places or length desired. It

should be noted that the number of spaces be-

tween the quotes in the second line should be at

least as large as the variable representing the

length of the formatted value.

60000 IF N < 0 THEN N = ABS (N):

GOSUB 61000: PU$ = PU$ + "-"
:

RETURN
61000 PU$ = RIGHTS (" " + STR$ (INT

(N + .005)) + "." + RIGHTS ( STR$
( INT ((N + 100) * 100 + .5)), 2), 10):

RETURN

To test the program use the following lines for

input of a numeric value and display of its for-

matted output.

10 INPUT "ENTER A NUMBER ";N

20 GOSUB 60000
30 PRINT PUS
40 END

I hope that this routine is useful to your read-

ers. I have found that it is a very convenient

routine to have in my library.

Albert P. Pinto, Atlanta, GA

For those rubbing shoulders with the Rocke-

fellers, this program can handle figures up to

9,999,899 (
positive or negative). Alsofor inserting

monetary amounts within text, try this.

61000 N$ = STR$ ( INT (N + .005)) + "." +
RIGHTS ( STR$( INT((N + 100)* 100
+ .5)), 2): RETURN

Knocked for a Loop
We have found what seems to be a small bug in

Applesoft. In performing an iterative calcula-

tion within a for-next loop, our program was set

to exit the loop whenever sufficient accuracy

was obtained. After it did this a few times we

got an out-of-memory error message. The prob-

lem, we discovered, is that the return address of

the loop is saved in the stack, and breaking out

without going through the next statement leaves

it there. After about ten repetitions of this, the

stack area is filled up. An easy way to avoid this

problem is to set the index of the loop (I in the

following example) to the upper limit of the

loop and then goto the next statement.

Wrong:
200 FOR I

= 1 TO UL
210 IF< condition >THEN 240

220 NEXT I

240 more program

Right:

190 TEMP = UL
200 FOR I

= 1 TO UL
220 NEXT I

230 I
= TEMP

240 more program

Note that the variable I is the loop index, UL is

the upper limit of the loop, and TEMP is a tem-

porary storage variable for the value of I.

Peter A. Lachenbruch and Steven Nelson,

Iowa City, lA

Strictly Personnel

Can anyone recommend any software de-

veloped for use in a personnel agency? I have an

Apple II Plus with two disk drives.

Patrick Darrell, Dallas, TX

Run, Turnkey, Run!

Help! I have a big problem concerning turnkey

commercial software programs. I have an Ap-

ple II with an Indigo 16K RAM expansion

card into which I load Applesoft by booting the

system master disk. However, most turnkey

commercial software programs require Apple-

soft in ROM and not in RAM. If I try to boot

the software program disk after I have booted

Applesoft into the RAM card, an error will re-

sult. 1 am in a sense rebooting a disk and eras-

ing the Applesoft program in the RAM card.

Since I have already spent money on the 16K
RAM card and I do not wish to spend more on
an Applesoft ROM card, my question is: Is

there a way to run turnkey ROM Applesoft

auto repeat adapter
Apple II keyboard adapter. I?epeats

ANY keypress. More convenient than
Apple's repeat key. Standard on

Apple III, IBM and most professional

terminals. Programmers, text editors

and VisiCalc users have found
it invaluable,

on-off/adjustable delay
Match the delay before repeat to your
typing touch (.3 to 1 .3 second delay

range). Easily disabled for games, etc.

featuring ZippKey^
TWO SPEED REPEAT, keyboard

selectable. The best part. Use Apple's

own repeat key to DOUBLE the

repeat rate. Great for long cursor

moves. Zip through text, program, or

across a VisiCalc spreadsheet
to get there FAST,
easy Installation

Remove Apple top and plug in. Does
not use game paddle port or expan-

sion slot. Fits late Rev.6 (with encoder
board) and all Rev.7 or later

keyboards,

no risk—30 day trial

Check, MasterCard, VISA (include card

number and expiration date) $2.00

total per order for shipping and han-

dling. Ohio residents add 6'/2% sales

tax. Full refund within 30 days.

only $19.95 limited

introductory offer

HlGHORDERMlCRO&fCTROMICS CORP.
17 RIVER STREET

CHAGRIN FALLS OHIO 44022
PHONE 216-247-3110

APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER
VISICALC IS A TRADEMARK OF PERSONAL SOFTWARE INC.
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1. Instant Pleasure: Set up your Apple®, turn on
the program, and enjoy your computer
instantly!

2. Amaze and Delight your Friends: Whether
you're a new or long-time Apple owner, you
can astonish your friends by letting them sit

right down and enjoy your Apple, too!

3. Educational: Gain instant knowledge about
your Apple... how it

- works, and what it can

4. Gift Packaged: An excellent gift for any
Apple owner; for personal gifts, birthdays,

and Christmas giving.

5. Collector's Item: The box is a unique
miniature replica of the Apple computer at

no extra charge.

Everyone should have a "Know Your Apple"!
"Without one, you'll be a 'byte' away from
total Apple pleasure!"

PRICE: $34.95
Available now from dealers and distributors nationwide or from
MUSE Software.

For Apple II witfi 48K and disk drive.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

MUSE
SOFTWARE

One Step Ahead
347 North CharleS:,Street' Baltimore, Md. 21201 •301-659-7212
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programs on an Applesoft RAM expansion sys-

tem without knowing the "innards" of the com-
mercial software disk?

Tom Batson, Santa Rosa, CA

Watertight-Rope Walking?

The Omega Software Company, which distrib-

utes the Locksmith program, claims that their

purpose in selling the program is not to have

people pirate software, but only to back it up.

My only question is: why does Omega sup-

ply the parameters for copying programs that

already supply backups or that have easily at-

tainable backups? If a company supplies a

backup and replacement copies free of charge,

and Om^a still distributes the parameters for

such programs, one wonders whether Omega's

rationale really holds water.

Geoffrey Ravnor, New York, NY

We established a policy of not providing pa-

rameters for programs that meet what we feel are

certain minimum standards in the area of back-

ups. We even sent letters to all the major soft-

ware houses stating our policy and asking for

comments. A few have answered, some posi-

tive, some n^ative; most have not answered at

all. Most of the vendors were really interested in

attempting to resolve the problem, while a few

were simply more interested in finding fault

with us than facing the real issue.

In order to abide by these standards. Lock-

smith is currently being sold with a backup disk

included in the original package. Also provided

with Locksmith is a manual supplement in

which there is a statement of Omega's policy re-

garding backups and parameters. Incidentally,

the rest of our software is sold unprotected.

David M. Alpert, president. Omega Microware,

Chicago, IL

Omega's policy, as stated in the Locksmith

manual supplement, is an agreement not to pub-

lish "parms" forprograms whose vendor provides

replacement disks with the return of the original

forfive dollars or less within a short time after re-

ceipt; or, in the case of business and utility pro-

grams, if an archival disk is supplied in the orig-

inal package.

Back Up or Back OfT

To Terry Bradley of Sirius, who says that

the people who market nibble copiers are

crooks, I say that they are providing a support

to my rights as a purchaser and owner that

Sirius and other companies that copy protect

have thwarted. They do not mean to thwart it,

but I am not obligated to respect their copy
scheme either.

It boils down to this: The publishers have a

property right and I am obligated to buy from
them rather than steal. Once I have bought,

then I have a right to use what I bought without it

being a time bomb. This means backup. The
publisher has a right to copy protect if he wants,

but the purchaser has a right to know that one
of his rights as an owner is excluded. Do you
advertise on the package that your software is

copy protected, Mr. Bradley? Finally, if soft-

PROTECTAND
YOUR

COMPUTER
II
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DISKLOK
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pering with the APPLE DISK II drive. Can be used

on the disk drive alone or with the COOL STACK.
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and unlocked position.

PRINTER PAL
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ware is copy protected, I see no obligation bind-

ing me not to touch that protection scheme.
Right on to Locksmith and the nibble

copiers. They open up a right that the publish-

ers have foreclosed. I'm sorry that some people
abuse these tools and use them to steal, but they

also have a legitimate use, the opportunity for

which Mr. Bradley, among others, creates. I'm

not going to be morally outraged by Lock-
smith. I am obligated to Mr. Bradley's property

rights, not to Mr. Bradley's intentions. I'll buy
from Penguin and honor Mark Pelczarski's

rights, and his request not to steal. I won't buy
from Sirius unless I have to, and if I do have to

buy from Sirius, my next purchase will be Lock-

smith.

Peter Fallon, Philadelphia, PA

Ivory Tower Power
Being an Apple owner and being in education, I

want to state unequivocally that what our

hobby needs most is more free public domain
software—especially in the field of education.

We in education are in the business of dissemi-

nating ideas, methods of thinking, algorithms,

and so forth, which by their very nature cannot

be copyrighted or possessed in any way. No one

can own the Pythagorean theorem! No one can

own our language, or our history, or our

science. There is a contradiction in principle be-

tween public access to this knowledge and pri-

vate ownership of the materials that communi-

cate this knowledge. So, for example, when the

order for textbooks is late arriving at the book-

store, we quite readily photocopy whole chap-

ters for our students to use. And we copy these

chapters in class-sized lots—by the dozais. I feel

exactly the same about software.

Why do we in education make students buy

books? Certainly they don't need the books to

learn the material. The libraries, both school

and public, have copies. And the teacher teach-

es. I have all the material in my head and I do

my best to present it in class. All the students

really have to do is pay attention. But they can-

not take me home and pick my brain at their

convenience. If they do, they will have to pay

me a fee for tutoring. The content is free; the

convenience is not. That's why they buy text-

books—so they can haul them around and

peruse them when and if they wish. The same
applies to software. The content simply cannot

be protected. The convenience and ready ac-

cess really is something worth selling. It is cer-

tainly worth what textbooks of comparable

content are going for in the current market, but

no more.

Yet, there is another issue involved A few

big textbook publishers have an unhealthy

stranglehold on the education of our youth.

One particular biology text, for example, is used

in over half our country's school systems. And
that text, in the last few years, has watered

down its treatment of evolution to an innocu-

ous few pages, seeking the lowest common de-

nominator and the big business. We do not

want to allow a similar thing to happen in edu-

cational software.

Recently, Softalk began a regular column

on educational software that is nothing more

than one review after another of software that

almost no one can afford to buy. These reviews

end up being nothing but more detailed adver-

tisements than the ads that the publishers ac-

tually pay for. This is useless. It just helps me
decide ahead of time which software I will

bother to copy illegally whenever I get the op-

portunity. What is needed is a column on edu-

cational software that gives listings, that tells us

where we can get something at a reasonable cost

(say, under twenty-five dollars), and that helps

the people in the classroom learn to program in

order to take up the slack until the publishers

leam what education is really all about.

Ellis R. McDaniels, Williamsville, NY

What's for Dessert?

Why doesn't Softalk answer more questions di-

rected toward it? It seems a lot of people write

in with honest questions but are left with

naught. Shortage of italic type? Also, why
doesn't Softalk acknowledge the existence of

Softline? You would think that such com-
panion publications would exchange ideas. I

had a brother once that I don't talk about

much, but he didn't contribute near as much as

Softline does. Tell me why.

Regarding software piracy, specifically the

protection of ideas: Since when were abstract

ideas the subjects of copyrights or the breaching

thereupon? I would think that a considerable

amount of programming effort goes into mak-
ing rip-offs of arcade games, even though the

programmer doesn't show much ingenuity as

far as the concept goes in doing so. Would I be

infringing upon copyrights if I wrote a science-

fiction— fantasy story? How about one with

good guys and bad guys? Perhaps one where the

good guys are aided by a couple of inept robots

and the bad guy pilots a spherical planet

destroyer. Do the robots need to be named
R2D2 and C3PO to constitute infringement?

Where does one draw the line? The fact is, such

judgments are personal in derivation and have

no place in a justice system based upon the cut

and dry. If society itself would look upon such

undertakings as Puck-Man and Missile Defense

as the cheap (in concept, not quality) imitations

that they are, said programs wouldn't make a

profit. The truth is that consumers are just as

guilty as the authors in that they promote such

accomplishments. And as long as there's a buck

to be made, such prostitution will exist and

flourish. Enough said.

Who does Kersey think he is, taking the

credit whilst Snoopy does all the work? And no

wonder he looks so puzzled! What kind of dial

tone does he expect to get with the drive door

closed? C'mon Bert, cerebrate! You guys at Sof-

talk have the right idea by putting his column in

back; that way, we have to digest everything else

before getting to the dessert! What we need are

more guys like him (maybe with a bit more hair,

though).

Eliot Goldpepper, El Centre, CA

Shortage of many things, plethora of fast

growth . . . we're catching up.

Softline exists—kicks, wriggles, struggles,

creates lots offun for everyone—and is taking a
long time to grow up. 31
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galactic shootout with up to eight star
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from the keyboard cockpits of their

.craft anywhere in the U.S.A.
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municating. That's MegaWars. Easy

to learn but difficult to master. That's
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Stars in Pascal
BY ALLAH TOUIIERYIk

You can hear the producer on the phone to the studio now.

"Michael baby, have I got a script for you! This one's got everything

you'd ever want. Boy and girl meet and fall in love. Shaggy, unkempt

kids make pilgrimages to the shrine. Dreamy-eyed professor turns in-

dustry on its ear. Jaded old man finds hope. It's a combination of Dis-

ney and Spielberg. Lucas should have such a property. It'll be bigger

than E.T. And it's cinema verite!

"No, no, Michael. I don't think you've quite got the picture yet. . . .

No, there's no sex in the plot.

"Look, let's take it over from the top. The boy and girl don't fall in

love with each other, they fall in love with the system. You understand

what I'm telling you, man? The shaggy, unkempt kids are into chips, Mi-

chael, not pills.

"Michael, you're not paying attention. Look, chips are a big deal,

man. You can get 64K chips, 128K chips . . . hell, pretty soon you'll even

be able to get a whole megabyte chip.

"Okay, Michael. Look, let's just forget about the chips for now.

We'll come back to them. Now about this professor . .

.
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"I'm trying to tell you about him. No, he's not your typical Fred

MacMurray type of humbler who stumbles on something by accident.

No, he doesn't go back to being just plain ProfJones at the end; he gets

to be chairman of the board of . .

.

"What about the old man? No, he's not an alcoholic who reforms be-

cause of the kids . . . he's a seeker after truth who finally finds a worth-

while project. . . .

"Relax, it'll have music and . .

.

"Look, the way I see it opening, we'll pan around the campus of a

large university, like the University of California at San Diego. We'll

close in on a cute coed and foDow her into a building. She'll go to the

computer science laboratory and there we'll see Ken Bowles for the

first . . .

"What kind of name is that? English, I suppose, but it's his real name

and I don't think we should change . .

.

"Michael! What the hell are you talking about? No, we can't,

c—a— n-t, can't change it to the biology lab!

"Look, Michael. I've changed my mind. This thing's bigger than the

big screen. We're gonna need at least an eighteen-hour miniseries. I'm

gonna go call CBS. Talk to you later."

Microstrangers on a Train. Nobody's out to make a movie out of

the story of UCSD Pascal and SofTech Microsystems yet. But when the

entertainment industry starts casting about for likely subjects slightly

more upbeat than child abuse, rape, alcoholism, crime, and war, they

may come to realize that today's hardware and software engineers are ev-

ery bit the heroic pioneers that such legendary figures of science as Marie

Curie and Leonardo da Vinci are.

Nowhere is the point brought home quite as clearly as in San Diego,

California, birthplace of the p-System. There assembled, in the mid-sev-

enties, as unlikely a group of achievers as ever made a significant contri-

bution to any science. Leader of the pack was Kenneth Bowles, a com-

puter science instructor who had a whole passel of degrees from Cor-

nell . . . but they were in electrical engineering. Gathered around him
were a group of grad students, undergraduates, and even some graduated

hangers-on who wrestled with Bowles's main concern—developing a

portable language suitable for the classroom environment.

Similar assemblages are commonplace on campuses throughout the

world—academic gurus putting their charges through the paces on some
pet project. The results of most of these efforts wind up being written up
and extolled in academic journals with circulations bordering on three to

four hundred and then dropping out of sight. So how did it occur that

Pascal overcame its academic hobbles to become a major software de-

velopment tool in the eighties?

It's a two-part tale, the first half describing development activities at

Opposite page: the p-team. President John Splavec (top left), brought more
aggressive marketing approaches and a wider marl<et perspective to his new
company. Al Irvine, vice president of engineering (top right), made the

contact that brought the p-System to SofTech. Julie Erwin, vice president of

marketing (bottom left), started with the system at UCSD and is still its

foremost spokesman. Mark Overgaard, manager of advanced development
(bottom right), was the grad student most responsible for implementing the

p-Svstem design.

Firmament
the UCSD campus and the second part relating how SofTech Microsys-

tems's stewardship has brought a mature product to the marketplace.

Ken Bowles is the leading character in part one, with Mark Overgaard

and Julie Erwin in supporting roles.

Erwin and Overgaard carry over to the second half of the yam,

where they're joined by Al Irvine and John Brackett and, just lately, by

John Splavec.

Outrunning the NSF and DOD. The whole thing started as an aca-

demic exercise designed to fill a specific academic void. It was only after

the fact that they realized what they had accomplished. And along the

way, Bowles and his students achieved on a shoestring what the Nation-

al Science Foundation and the Department of Defense had been spend-

ing millions of dollars on.

The felt need that drove Ken Bowles was the requirement for port-

able instructional-based software. Each time the computer science de-

partment changed hardware, it was a six-month or longer job to move
the instructional software tools to the new system. These hardware

changes were not infrequent because technology was bringing the cost

and size of hardware down, making it more accessible for classroom pur-

poses. But each change brought with it the attendant problems of con-

verting the software.

Pascal was drawing some attention in academic circles during the

early seventies and Bowles saw in it the promise of becoming a portable

language. Portability—the trait of compatibility with various proces-

sors—was still not the buzz word that it's become today, but Bowles saw

its necessity in the academic environment.

Bowles and some of his advanced students began digging into the

language to determine its potential.

About that time, grad student Mark Overgaard came to Bowles's at-

tention. Overgaard had earned the bachelor's degree in physics at a lib-

eral arts college in Pennsylvania before attending graduate school at

UCSD.
Overgaard had caught the computer bug first as an undergraduate,

when he helped a professor feed card decks into an 8K IBM 1130. He
followed that up by working part time for the school in the data process-

ing department. He was captivated by the computer, but entered grad

school in physics because he felt computer science was not an end in it-

self. Today he smiles somewhat shamefacedly while admitting "how
wrong I was."

Realizing his error soon after matriculating to UCSD, Overgaard

focused his efforts on the computer science department. He wrote a pa-

per on memory management and his professor suggested that he show it

to Bowles. Bowles invited Overgaard to take a look at a bttle project he
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had going—Pascal—and a team was bom: Bowles as chief architect and

Overgaard as chief engineer.

Bowles remembers Christmas of 1977 as the turning point. It was

during that vacation that portability was proven, when programs com-

piled from an LSI- 1 1 machine were run on an 8080-based Northwest Mi-

crosystems machine. It was also at this point that the special genius that

is Bowles came to the forefront.

Another academician would have excitedly called his professional

journal to proclaim the feat and offer a learned treatise on the project.

Bowles called Byte magazine and was invited to write an article. As

Overgaard remembers it, UCSD received more than one thousand in-

quiry card responses from the article. A cottage industry was bom.

Soon the computer lab was busy sending out information and copy-

ing disks. At one time, nearly five hundred manufacturers or would-be

manufacturers of computers were standing in line to get licenses.

Directing much of this activity was Julie Erwin. Erwin had accmed

credits toward a math degree at the University of Arizona before switch-

ing to computer science at UCSD. She became a proctor for one of

Bowles's classes and gravitated to the Pascal project.

She became a staff assistant in computer science and, for the final

eighteen months, was an integral part of the support group for the effort.

North by Southwest. All this activity did not go unnoticed. Among
the regular visitors were a couple of bearded, thong-wearing kids from

northern California named Steve. They had a product called Apple and

they'd sometimes hang out in the lab to check out the progress of the

software. Wozniak and Jobs were later to be the only ones to negotiate a

license directly from the university; all other early licenses were assigned

to SofTech Microsystems.

Later, UCSD's computer science laboratory was to be stocked com-

pletely with Apple lis.

But this activity was a mixed blessing for the university. While it es-

tablished for all time the credibility of its computer science department, it

also attracted the attention of the IRS. The Califomia university system

and the IRS had a gentleman's agreement whereby the system could file

an omnibus tax return for all its campuses.

Ken Bowles's project looked like it had such profit potential that the

IRS's representatives began making noises—perhaps they'd like each

campus to file its own return so they could monitor the revenue from

that and any other similar enterprises. Califomia's Board of Regents was

understandably unimpressed by such a proposal that would have raised

its costs significantly. So it directed that Bowles follow one of three

courses: Apply to the IRS for a special exemption, separate the Pascal ac-

tivities from the university, or cease the project.

Stopping a project that seemed to have such far-ranging implications

for the microcomputer industry was anathema to all involved. Waiting

up to eighteen months for an IRS exemption also seemed intolerable. So
Bowles took the other route—he started courting possible trustees for the

project. Both Bill Gates of Microsoft and Gary Kildall of Digital Re-

search were approached.

What the university wanted was someone with southem California

operations and an understanding of and respect for software to become
the trustee.

Around that time, Al Irvine was mnning a small western branch of-

fice of SofTech, a Massachusetts firm. Irvine was a mainframe man who
had once headed software engineering operations for a division of Na-
tional Cash Register. Unlike the jaded old man of the producer's script

above, Irvine is a man of intense energy and wide-ranging interests.

One of those interests was finding software tools to enhance the pro-

ductivity of programmers. SofTech had similar interests, so Irvine, a con-

firmed believer of the casual southem Califomia lifestyle, left Califomia

to pursue productivity in Boston. Eventually, lifestyle won out over

productivity, however, and Irvine announced his resignation to retum
home. Instead, SofTech offered him the chance to set up a branch office,

which is how a Massachusetts software concern happened to be in south-

em California—Escondido, to be exact—when UCSD was looking.

Irvine's retum to his preferred climes didn't dull his determination to

find better software tools. And his attention was directed to the goings-

on at UCSD, even though he was told that they wouldn't separate the

language from the operating system. That seemed a tad quixotic to him.
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To Catch
a

Language
So what of Ken Bowles, the mastermind behind the creation of the

pnSystem in the first place?

First, he was put off by the conflict-of-interest rules of the state of

California, which prevented him from working on the continuation of

development once the product was under the auspices of SofTech.

Second, he was put off by some of the design decisions and varia-

tions introduced by such licensees as Apple. "It was painful to sit

through two hours of debate about whether to follow a command with a

comma or semicolon. From an engineering standpoint, it made no dif-

ference." That experience soured him so much, he now calls himself "a

fugitive from Pascal."

So Ken Bowles, looking for the ultimate in programmer productivi-

ty tools, took up Ada. Ada is a Pascal-like language, designed by Honey-

well and adopted by the Department of Defense for government usage.

All conventions and syntax in Ada are standardized and Bo^des has high

hopes that the DOD will have the clout to keep it that way.

He's chairman of the board of TeleSoft, a forty-man software devel-

opment firm in San Diego spedaliidng in Ada. As well, he's still putting

in half-time at UCSD, where his introduction to computer science class-

es draw more than six hundred students per term. HI

but he nevertheless placed a call to Bowles.

Dial M for Micro. There's a lot to be said for being in the right place

at the right time. Bowles and Irvine were acquaintances; and, when

Bowles couldn't get Microsoft or Ehgital Researdi interested in southern

California, his mind had turned to Irvine. Irvine's call couldn't have been

timed better.

The university and SofTech went into almost immediate negotia-

tions. The final agreement called for Bowles and Overgaard to split their

time for one year—half at the university and half at SofTech. Conflict-of-

interest rules of the state of California prevented Bowles from devoting

his time to SofTech Microsystems because he had overall responsibility

for the agreement.

SofTech formed a new subsidiary, SofTech Microsystems, to direct

the activities relating to the p-System. Dr. John Brackett, then president

of the parent company, felt the new company was so important that he

stepped down to take the presidency of the subsidiary.

Brackett and Irvine gathered a select few to join them at the outset.

One was Erwin, who had earned her management stripes during those

hectic days in the computer lab. To this day, she's responsible for the

sales and marketing of the product.

Apple signed their license for Pascal with the university just days be-

fore SofTech and the university finalized their agreement. That Apple

has moved Apple Pascal slightly away from UCSD Pascal standards is a

source of regret at SofTech, particularly to Overgaard. On the other

hand, Overgaard, Erwin, and Irvine agree that Apple's enthusiastic em-

bracing of Pascal, as embodied by Apple software vice president John

Couch's tub-thumping, was of significant importance in gaining the lan-

guage standing in the commercial world. Bowles adds the name of veter-

an industry pundit Carl Helmers as a major contributor to getting Pas-

cal accepted.

SMS assumed the responsibility for nurturing the p-System in

June 1979. Most of the early days were spent getting the system running

on various microprocessors. That's an ongoing effort and Irvine says it's

still "magic everytime we get a new system running." Then the emphasis

switched toward wooing various hardware manufacturers and software

pubUshers. But very little emphasis was placed on end user sales until this

summer, when SofTech took Apple on head-to-head in a battle for the

affections of the installed Apple Pascal user base.

The Man Who Knew Just Enough. That more aggressive stance can

be attributed to new president John Splavec. Splavec, a Wisconsin na-

tive, cut his management teeth at Informatics, where he was vice presi-

dent and general manager of the applications product division. He also

spent time as a marketing rep for IBM, so he's bringing a wide-ranging

background in big systems to SofTech Microsystems.

In addition to introducing broader-based marketing to SofTech, he's

implementing stronger strategic planning. Part of that planning is

strengthening the end user base. Splavec has high praise for the compa-

ny's successes marketing to the manufacturers and for his predecessor's

skill in preparing the company for the changing marketing strategies.

Splavec's only been on the job four months, but the company was poised

for the changes he's implementing; it's this readiness that has allowed

them to react so rapidly.

Now SofTech's turning their attentions to the retailers and con-

sumers. And their pitch has been updated. Ken Bowles proved the con-

cept of portability only five years ago. But now, SofTech's selling uni-

versality.

Erwin's as beguiling as any siren when you get her started on the ad-

vantages of the p-System, and universality is her foremost song. She'll

cite chapter and verse on all the microprocessors for which the p-System

has been adapted and then launch into a laundry Ust of the manufac-

turers who use those chips. With a list that runs from Alpha Micro to Ze-

nith, the p-System does seem to approach universaUty.

Universality is especially dear to SofTech because of another market

they're now approaching. Splavec brought with him from Informatics

awareness of the needs of the Fortune 1000 companies and good mar-

keting tactics for serving that market. Splavec and Erwin both point out

that with a universal operating system, executives and managers need not

be tied to a particular brand of desktop computer, but rather can choose

the best hardware for their particular needs with the assurance that the

software will be there.

The impression of universaUty is enhanced by the recent introduc-

tion of the universal medium adapter. The universal medium adapter ad-

dresses the different methods by which manufacturers communicate with

disk drives. Widespread adoption of the adapter wUl simplify life for

both the retailer and the software publisher by obviating the necessity of

having tailored versions of the product for each hardware environment.

Psycho Disks. When one disk serves all machines, retailers won't

have to carry four versions of a product for four different machines, nor

will the publisher have to provide distinct versions.

For SofTech, this addresses their foremost goal, providing software

tools to increase programmer productivity. Not only programmers, but

also publishers and retailers, benefit from the economies. And end users

of less widely adopted machines should benefit from having a greatly in-

creased selection of software from which to choose.

The p-System is not merely an operating system with a language at-

tached, and Irvine, he with the wont to improve programmer productiv-

ity, waxes eloquent on the reusability of software under the p-System.

The modular nature of the language is such, he points out, that libraries

of applications modules are already being offered as commercial prod-

ucts. The buyer is able to insert portions of the library into programs as

needed, saving the time otherwise spent re-creating the wheel.

Erwin touts such additions to the system ax XenoFile, which allows

CP/M programs to run on the p-System. SofTech also has native code

generators that allow the programmer to develop certain high-perform-

ance subroutines of his program in the assembly language of the indi-

vidual machine.

From the six persons who started with SofTech Microsystems in

1 979, the company has grown to nearly one hundred employees. They

had overrun their office space in San Di^o early on and had spread out

to two other buildings. This month, they'll be moving into a 33,000-

square-foot facility in Rancho Bernardo.

Temporarily, that should provide room for a film crew as well,

should the producer ever sell the script. Dl
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CONTEST WINNERS:
Readers Sttunp the Staff

from page 4

some of the data I had about how good Jim in-

terfaced with me. The raft was a close place with

the current flowing past. I was a-trembling when

I called that letter back up because I'd got to de-

cide, forever betwixt two things, and I knowed it.

I studied a minute, sort of holding my breath,

and then says to myself: "All right, then, I'll go

to Hell" and crashed the program.

10. Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered

weak and weary

Over many a program I had written long

before

—

While I nodded, nearly napping, still I sat there

gently tapping,

Tapping at the Apple keyboard, keyboard K of

64,

" Tis some nested loop," I muttered, tapping

with my fingers sore,

"Only this and nothing more."

Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak

December;

And SYNTAX ERROR was the only message

that the Amdek bore.

Eagerly I wished the morrow—vainly I had

sought to borrow

From my books a bit of knowledge-
knowledge of the Basic lore

—

For the Applesoftly knowledge of the Basic lore-

Only this and nothing more.

Yes, it was the dead of winter and with each line

I'd reenter.

11.

12.

Came a nagging, dragging tension that I could

not ignore.

Still for bugs I kept on searching, though my
heart inside was lurching.

Lurching with an irate venom that was burning

to my core.

Burnt so deep within my being that I became so

very sore

And at my Apple, I then swore.

With pounding fists, my desk top denting; all my
anger I was venting

Vowing that my mortal soul could absolutely

stand no more.

Then I searched until I found it, put my weary

hands around it,

And thus the pitcher I did bore, so the contents I

could pour.

Pour it on the Apple keyboard, keyboard K of

64.

I shall program nevermore!

Obviously a case of vhat ve term ze Desc Invy.

Ze patient ixhebeets all ze classek symptoms: an

oon-natural love for ze mooderboard, an obsis-

seve compoolsion to boot, and a deep desire to

"SAVE." Ve sooggest deeper analesees to oon-

cover ze Source of ze coondeetion.

Diogenes was seen walking through the coun-

tryside with a lamp ht during the day. When
asked what he was doing, he replied, "I'm

searching for an honest man ... but anyone

playing Time Zone will do."

Before You Leave. Congratulations to

those who spotted the error in our answer to

example number four. A miniprize to Henry D.

McAvoy of Rome, Maine, for his way of point-

ing it out

Heard during a nineteenth century game of

Computer Bismarck.

"Damn the torpedoes! Full speed ahead!"

Upside down answer Admiral Nelson.

"The admiral to his Apple said

Fame will never turn my head.

Tecumseh's sunk and Brooklyn wavers.

Hartford's mine. She never quavers.

Full speed ahead! Damn the torpedoes!

5o//a/A:'s wrong! That's how it goes.

I won't bemoan this unkind cut.

My name's not Nelson, it's ."

Right side up answer Admiral Farragut.

Henry wins a free dinner at the golden

arches anytime he happens to be in the North

Hollywood area.

My favorite quote is number
Name:
Address:

City/State/Zip: .

Phone:

My dealer

Dealer's phone:

.

Yours truly

Send this ballot to Softalk Quotes, Box 60, North

HoUywood, CA 91603, by October 15, 1982. 31

C&H Best Sellers: Programs That Work!

The
Menu ][

$39.95
( + $2.00 shipping)

The MENU]! stores your favorite recipes In any of 6
"user-defined" categories. You "browse" through the

alphabetized recipe list In these categories, choosing

your menu selections with a simple keystroke. You can write your menu for up to 2
weeks (42 meals) : the rest is automatic! You can request a printed copy of your menu,
your recipes (in any serving size up to 1,295 people) and an alphabetized shopping list

of the Ingredients needed to prepare the meals you've selected (a check list of misc.

Items can be added to the list with the touch of a button) . The shopping list

automatically combines "like" ingredients and adjusts each recipe for the number of

people eating the meal. Recipes and menus can be changed, deleted, or added to at

any time. Also included is a Special Meal/Party planner menu option, and 2 "user-

defined" counters (calories, sodium intake, etc.) Since you won't be overbuying
anymore, "THE MENUK" may pay for itself on your very first shopping trip!

Operates with 1 or 2 disk drives (DOS 3.3). Requires 48K Apple, Disk Drive, and
Printer. Written in APPLESOFT and MACHINE LANGUAGE.

The
Slide
Show
$49.95
( + $2.00 shipping)

Finally, high-res pics are more versatile than 35mm
slides ..and less expensive! The "slide" show allows

you to use your high res pics In a programmed se-

quence. Not another Graphics Package, but a versatile enhancement to all of the ex-

cellent Graphics Packages already available. Think of It as a standard slide show on
your television with the advantage of "TV-like" special effect transitions between
"slides." 20 different transitions (Including: horizontal and vertical wipes, ripple effects,

column wipes, etc.). Works with standard Apple pics. Includes the capability for pro-

ducing a stand-alone "Run-Time" package. Hi-res pics (slides) load in approximately

6 seconds. Supports single or multiple disc drives. Free run, timed, keypress or game
button slide advance. User friendly. NOT copy protected! Compatible with NTSC TV
signal processing hardware. Prints slide/transition listing. Written in Ap-
plesoft/Machine Language, 48K, 1 or more disc drives, printer optional. (DOS 3.3)

PERFECT FOR:
• Educators
• Salespeople
• Businesspeople
• Executives

Cable or closed circuit

TV nets

Free running store

displays

Lectures

Presentations

Exhibits

Broadcast Television

Sec vour ifivorilc M'\'l.l.

dcdlcr or order dir('( 1, Scrui

( lic( k or iiioiK'v order lo:

C&H VIDEO
1 10 W. Cdr,H as Ave.

Hershev, PA \7()Xi

Df.Al.LK INQUIRIES WELCOME
FA Kes. Add 6% sales lax

^
;
717-533-8480

,

' Between 9citn find 9i)in \



NEW LOW-COST
ENGIIMEERING/BUSIIMESS

Cost-effective "originals'

The Model DXY is an economical multi-pen, X-Y coordinate

plotter that produces ha/d copy graphics in minutes for all

types of business applications and technical disciplines.

Priced at under $1 000, it's compatible with the IBM, Apple
and other personal computers. It has built-in software

(expandable ROM) to interpret "Basic" commands. Just

call, or write for complete specifications on the Model DXY
Plotter. Ideal for end-user or OEM applications.

1
0

" X 1
4

" effective plotting range.

Centronics interface for easy connection to

your computer.

Pens, penholders, chart hold-downs, and dust

cover are included.

Charts on popular graphics media including vellum

and mylar. ' :-'':<' '.4-: ::{'-i'^.>, >r^'.: ^hyi'^

2201 Lively Blvd. • Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312)364-1180 TLX: 25-4786 ^^Mm\

Amdek . . . your guide to innovative computing! v .



^'THATS IT!"

There's nothing like the feeling you In addition, our series includes store salesperson for a demonstration

get when you've got the solution.

And nothing else will help you
solve problems better, smarter, faster

than the Visi™ programs for your per-

sonal computer
For example, our VisiCalc® pro-

gram: It's ^1 in the business because
it takes the work out of working with

business numbers. The VisiCalc

program is the powerful "electronic

worksheet" that speeds planning and
budgeting. It lets you ask "what if?"

and see the answers immediately. So
you can analyze the impact of deci-

sions before you make them.

Our VisiTrend/Plot™ program
combines graphics with forecasting

and statistics. It automatically performs
complex calculations and produces
charts and graphs. So you can analyze

the past, forecast the ftiture and plot

your results in an easy-to-understand

visual form.

theVisiFile™ VisiDex™ VisiSchedule'

VisiPlot™ VisiTerm™ and Desktop/

PLAN™ programs.

But the Visi programs are far

more than individual problem-solvers.

They're all inter-related, just like your

needs and tasks, to give you a fully

integrated solution.

All of the Visi programs work in

much the same way, and they auto

matically interchange data, too.

So it's easy to learn and use any
of them, work in many different

ways with all of them.

They're brought to you
by VisiCorp™ The one com-
pany whose only business

is helping you make tne

most of the personal

computer in your

business.

Ask your

retail computer

of the Visi series. They'll help you and

your computer do all the things you're

intent on doing.

TheVisiSeries From



Inherit the Wind. Blooming out of the arid

western flatland of Medicine Bow, Wyoming, is

a wind turbine that looks like one of those over-

sized sculptures by Claus Oldenberg. This one

would be titled "Propeller on a Stick." While it

looks a little funny from a distance, like a big

pinwheel, up close it's awesome—262 feet high,

big as Godzilla. A helicopter looks like an in-

sect in comparison.

The WTS-4 (wind turbine systan) is a proj-

ect of the Hamilton Standard division of United

Technologies. Its fiberglass blades are sched-

uled to start spinning at thirty revolutions per

minute this September. The U.S. Department

of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation is behind

the building of the four-megawatt horizontal-

access wind turbine. The first of its size in the

world, it's the culmination of Hamilton Stand-

ard's wind turbine activity, which has been un-

derway since the early 1970s.

The wind machine, with its expanded name,

WTS-4 SVU (system verification unit), is part

of an evaluation of technical and economic fea-

sibility of wind turbines. Preliminary studies

have indicated that wind turbines may be cost

effective when coupled with existing hydroelec-

tric installations.

The heart of the WTS-4 SVU is a set of Intel

Model 230 microcomputers. One is located in

the base of the steel tower and one is in the na-

celle, the house-sized box behind the blades.

Completely automatic, the micros control the

turbine's operation, firom making prestartup

checks to diagnosing electrical faults and lubri-

cating the system. Pitch control of the blades, to

optimize energy capture, is one of their prime

duties. Sensors in the nacelle send information

on rotor speed and shaft torque to the 230s,

which then adjust the angle and direction (into

the wind) of the blades.

Too much wind may spin the blades too

fast, causing the generator to go out of syn-

chronization. The 230s will feather the blades to

a slow stop when this occurs, starting them back

up again when conditions have stabilized.

The WTS4 SVU turbine in Medicine Bow
is an upgrade of a three-m^awatt unit being in-

stalled in the town of Maglarp, Sweden. Both

are built by Hamilton Standard.

"Wind energy could represent up to 10 per-

cent of new electrical energy resources in the

next fifteen to twenty years," says Robert

Gregoire, business development and marketing

manager for Hamilton Standard. "Among the

current alternative energy sources being consid-

ered—solar, geothermal, and photovoltaic—the

wind is preeminent."

The Department of the Interior estimates

that a wind farm of forty turbines could gener-

ate four hundred million kilowatt hours of elec-

tricity a year. Gregoire does some quick calcu-

lating. "That's enough electricity to run ap-

proximately fifty thousand homes."

The Dope Syndrome. An interesting phe-

nomenon occurs when you s&p a pure silicon ays-

tal into a beam of neutrons from a nuclear re-

actor. Most of the neutrons pass through the

crystal as if it weren't there. But a few are cap-

tured by atoms of silicon 30 (one of three sili-

con isotopes commonly found in a sample),

causing the silicon 30 to decay into phosphorus

atoms.

The process is called neutron transmuta-

tion doping (NTD), and after the sample is re-

moved from the neutron beam (and the radio-

activity dies away) the result is a piece of silicon

uniformly doped with phosphorus. The more

phosphorus you add, the less electrical resist-

ance there is and the greater the conductivity of

the silicon.

A resistivity of zero, where the flow of elec-

trons in a material is completely unhampered,

has been achieved in certain materials (dubbed

superconductors) at very low temperatures. The

problem of excess heat given off by the move-

ment of electrons is virtually eliminated, and the

size of computer circuits made with this mate-

rial can be reduced dramatically. A computer

equivalent in power to an IBM mainframe

made with superconductors would be about the

size of a Rubik's Cube. But these theoretical

super supercomputers are a few years down the

road.

NTD will never completely replace today's

industry standard, boron doping of silicon, for a

number of reasons.

"It'll be hard to convince the computer in-

dustry that uniform phosphorus doping would

be a benefit," explains John W. Farmer, senior

research scientist at the University of Missouri
\

in Columbia, Missouri. "The industry is com-
||

mitted to a certain technology and sees no need I!

to change."
j|j

Another drawback is that NTD doesn't bring
|

resistivity down to the levels needed in mod- f

em computer circuitry. Leaving the silicon in

the flow of neutrons from the reactor long

enough to reach those low resistance levels is

not economically practical.

Bad times in the nuclear research industry

constitute another problem that won't go away

easily. No new research reactors have been built

since 1963, and conventional nuclear power

plants are unsuited for the process because they

are designed to produce steam rather than to
|

provide access to neutrons. Research reactors

and commercial power reactors alike have a

finite lifetime of perhaps fifty years.

Neutron doped silicon is perfect for eleo-
|

tronic devices that handle high voltages or high

currents in high-power machinery, like electric

locomotives. One of the first applications of the

technology went into electrical transmission

lines in Europe. NTD at the moment seems

more suitable for power control devices than for
[

computers.
j

Nonetheless, Farmer believes that NTD '

may help in the development of high-speed

large-scale integrated circuits. The density of

components is so high that a very uniformly

doped material is needed, and NTD is more re-
j

liable than traditional methods.
i

"From that point of view, neutron trans-

mutation doped silicon is much better as a start-

ing material," Farmer explains.

At the moment, worldwide production of

neutron transmutation doped silicon is around

fifty metric tons a year. It is used mainly in Eu-

rope and Japan. The University of Missouri in
j

Columbia is the only commercial source of the
|

material in the United States. They produce

about twelve metric tons annually.

Here's a Knocking Indeed! For more than

three hundred years, calculus has held a preem-

inent position in the mathematics curriculum.

Deemed one of the finest achievements of the

human mind, calculus has been the chamber-

lain of science since the days of Francis Bacon.

Discrete mathematics is knocking on the

gate. Up to this time, freshman and sophomore

mathematics students in college have been re-

quired to take a year of calculus. Recently a

growing number of mathematicians and com-

puter scientists have started to push for a more
balanced curriculum featuring courses in dis-

crete mathematics, including logic, probability,

and the methods by which things combine and

are counted.
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Calculus is the tool of continuous mathe-

matics, which posits nature as a smooth, un-

broken flow, exemplified by the movement of

objects in space. Discrete mathematics at-

tempts to define nature in terms of individual

elements, like the leaves on a tree. Computers

are discrete machines, dealing with individual

countable things.

Stephen White, director of special projects

for the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation in New
York City, defines calculus's traditional role as

a gatekeeper. Discrete mathematics may soon

share that role.

"There's been considerable discussion about

it," White says. "People going into computer

science are much more interested in discrete

mathematics."

Last month the Sloan Foundation spon-

sored an invitation-only conference for mathe-

matics educators at Williams College in Massa-

chusetts. "It seemed that a general agreement

was reached at the conference that changes

would be made in the undergraduate curric-

ulum," White reports.

Gale Young, a mathematics instructor at

the University of Wyoming in Laramie, at-

tended the conference at Williams College. "I

think at the very least there'll be an alternative

track for teaching freshman mathematics," he

says.

"Now that computer science majors ac-

count for a larger part of enrollment, we're able

to listen to them. But it's not just those students

that need early exposure to discrete mathe-

matics. Students in engineering and the physi-

cal sciences who expect to use computers should

have experience with discrete mathematics very

early."

How soon might we expect this shift in em-

phasis to become widespread? Ten years? "It'll

be quicker than that. Has to be," explains

Young. "It'll be more like five years, which is

very quick for academia."

One problem holding up the teaching of dis-

crete mathematics at the freshman level is a lack

of proper textbooks. Help is on the way from

John G. Kemeny, who coauthored in 1955 with

J. Laurie Snell and Gerald L. Thompson the

first introductory-level textbook for discrete

mathematics. Introduction to Finite Mathe-

matics. The Sloan Foundation has given

Kemeny, a professor of mathematics at Dart-

mouth College, a grant to rewrite the book em-

phasizing the link to computers.

"There is now substantial support for a rec-

ommendation that a group of us made twenty-

five years ago that the introductory mathe-

matics sequence should be partly calculus and

partly finite (discrete) mathematics," Kemeny
says in a recent Los Angeles Times article.

Another leading supporter of giving dis-

crete mathematics more emphasis is Antony
Ralston, a mathematician and professor of

computer science at the State University ofNew
York at Buffalo. In the same article, he sums up

the situation: "The rise of computers is chang-

ing the face of the world not just in obvious

ways, but in some significant intellectual ways.

"The overwhelming number of new prob-

lems that will come to mathematics to be solved

come from areas related to computers and.com-

puter science."

GET THE FACTS ABOUT
YOUR STOCK MARKET
INVESTMENTS

WITH THE STOCK PORTFOLIO SYSTEM AND AN APPLE*COMPUTER

EASY TO USE— menu driven plus simple step by
step documentation

FLEXIBLE — buy stocks or options casti or

margin, plus control your money market account

QUICK ACCURATE REPORTING — current

portfolio status by position, total funds balances,

short and long term, plus much more

VALUABLE TIMING AIDS — advance notice of:

stocks going long term: dividends coming due:
and options expiring

COMPLETE RECORDS — profit and loss

statement: dividend income plus more all

year to date, great for tax reporting

the STOCK PORTFOLIO SYSTEM for the informed investor

P O. BOX 604

MicBO uarrwaMJit

SUNSET BEACH. CA 90742 .(213) 592-1032
* Ami TRADEMARK OF APf>LE COMPUTCRS. INC.

ASK YOUR DEALER or ORDER DIRECTLY
Only $149.95 plus $2 shipping

CA Residents add 6% sales tax

Check or COD

The Incredible Shrinking Computer. Don't

be surprised if someday soon you have to wait

outside a telephone booth while the person in-

side communicates by modem utilizing a port-

able computer. Panasonic, Sinclair, Quasar, and
now Olympia USA are marketing miniscule but

versatile computer systems that can be easily

carried and used just about anywhere.

The briefcase-sized Olympia Portable Com-
puter (OPC) comes complete with a 6502 mi-

croprocessor, a calculator-sized keyboard with

sixty-five characters, a liquid crystal display

panel, and an internal battery pack. Standard

models come with 4K programmable memory,
but the portable micro supports up to 52K of

RAM and 64K of ROM.
An acoustic modem and RS-232C interface

are optional, though they seem crucial to the

concept of a portable computer. More stand-

ard features are a clock/ controller for keeping

track of appointments and a file system for stor-

ing information such as phone numbers.

Some of the programs available for the

OPC are Porta Budget, Porta Writer, and Porta

Caic. Snap (a derivative of Forth) and Micro-

soft Basic are available for programming appli-

cations. The software capsules are ROM units

that plug into the back of the OPC. Because of

internal memory restrictions, it's only possible

to access one capsule at a time. The software is

authored by an outside company, Friends Ami.

The OPC should be available in retail out-

lets this month; the carrying case is standard

with every unit.

How well portable computing will catch on

is not yet clear. The OPC has been received fa-

vorably at several trade shows, including Com-
dex in Atlantic City. But Panasonic and Qua-

sar, which have had comparable products on

the market for a few months, are apparently

having trouble selling units. The portable mi-

crocomputer may take a while to reach its po-

tential in the marketplace. It's a revolutionary

concept worth keeping an eye on. JM



OneApple
and%550

canmake a lotofpies.
Andcharts.Andgraphs.

Introducing the New Personal

Computer Plotter from
Hewlett-Packard
Now you can use your Apple® com-

puter to generate your own presentation

charts, graphs, and pie charts. How?
Simply add on the new high

quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Computer
Plotter.

The 7470A helps you
save time, save money, and,

lets you communicate quickly, accu

rately and effectively.

The eye is faster.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes informa-

tion fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presenta-

tion clearer and more readily understood. But asking your

staff to produce the graphics

for your next presentation

doesn't ensure accuracy or

artistic talent. And going to

outside suppliers can be

costly. Combined with your

Apple® computer, the new
HP 7470A plotter does the

communicating for you.

Quickly. Logically. And with

off-the-shelf software.

Fast and pretty.

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent

line quality. . .faster than any competitive small plotter.

On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design

package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it

for only $1,550. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)

Count on it.

The 7470A is built the Hewlett-

Packard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none

of which require adjustment. And with

customized integrated circuits

that ensure reliability.

Pen Pals.

The HP 7470A has

two single-pen stables

that output multi-color plots in

your choice of ten coordinated colors. Pens

are automatically capped and stored.

An option youH want, too.

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead

Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transpar-

encies for overhead projectors. For "1 need it tomorrow

at 9:00 A.M!" meetings, it's a necessity.

Start plotting your next presentation today.

Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you— absolutely

free— a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a

sample overhead transparency.

Then... stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard

Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it

demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your

own Apple® pies. And charts. And graphs.

When performance must be measured by results

EWLETT
PACKARD

Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.

Name Title

Company

Address _

City, State & Zip .

Phone Number (

Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 -Attn: Nancy Carter

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

)

11203 ST-9





Exploring Business Basic, Part 12

In recent months we have been digging up

uses for the various features of the console

driver. While last month's four-way scrolling

program was valuable, and even fun, there are

other, far more typical ways that most applica-

tions can use the console features.

One of the most common of these is the use

of data entry screens. Anyone who has pro-

grammed has wished for easy ways to generate

the data entry screens that are an inevitable part

of any business application. Most program-

mers sooner or later create or buy software to

make that task easier. Not to be outdone, your

fearless Basic columnist offers the following ten-

der morsel.

(Nope, not so fast; first the sales pitch. The

program below is generally organized along the

followLng lines: first, a skeleton program that

performs a general data entry loop, presenting a

screen with fields to be filled in; and second, a

series of support subroutines that you can use to

initialize a screen definition, present the screen,

capture the data, and store it in a transaction

file. In addition to these functions, the routines

are designed to allow quite a bit of flexibility in

adding features of your own design, especially

edit routines on the data.)

Okay, now that the orientation is over,

here's the program skeleton:

1 REM screen data capture program
5 DIM name$(50,1),info%(50,2),

input. req%(50)

20 GOSUB 1000
HOME
PRINT:PRINT"Data Entry for

Screen: ";screen$

IF writefile THEN PRINT:
PRINT"with output stored in the

file ";outfile$

VPOS = 23:HPOS= 1:PRINT"Press

any key to begin:";

45 GET a$

100 FOR recordnum=1 TO 32767
105 GOSUB 1500:REMdisplay the data entry

screen with defaults

107 escapecode = 0:out.rec$ =
""

25

30

35

40

110 FOR fieldnum= 1 TO items

1 15 GOSUB 2000:REM process input for

field = fieldnum

120 IF escapecode THEN IF

fieldnum = first. input THEN
TEXT:GOTO 600:ELSE:GOTO 105

125 REM extra processing for this field goes
here

200 GOSUB 3000:REM add to output record

string .

205 NEXT fieldnum

210 REM code to process the finished record

in outrecS goes here

215 TEXT:HOME:PRINT"Record is:

":out.rec$

220 PRINT-Press any key to continue: "::GET

a$

500 IF writefile THEN GOSUB 4000
505 NEXT recordnum

600 TEXT:HOME
605 PRINT:PRINT"End of Data

Entry for Screen: ":screen$

610 IF writefile THEN PRINT:

PRINT"Output is stored in the

file ";outfile$

615 VPOS = 23:HPOS= 1:PRINT"Press

any key to quit:";

620 GET a$

630 CLOSE
635 END

That's a fairly meaty skeleton, but relative-

ly straightforward. First, a word about the three

arrays dimensioned in line 5. Since this is a gen-

eral-purpose data entry routine, all the infor-

mation about the data to be captured is con-

tained in arrays in memory.

NameS holds the name of each field to be

displayed, along with any default values, in the

format shown in figure 1.

Info% is an array that contains information

about how the field names and values are to be

displayed, as shown in figure 2.

The last array, input. req%. is considerably

simpler. It is built during initialization, and con-

title of the name of the

input screen output file (if

any)

field #1 name field #1 default

value (if any)

first char =
:

means input is

expected

first char =
(

means take the

default (no display)

otherwise, display

as is

same as above

1

I
Figure 1.

WnUAMS
&FOITZ
1816 FOURTH STREET

BERKELEY, CA 94710
415/644-2022

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
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length of

output record not used not used

starting row starting column length flag

for field #1 for fie Id #1 for field #1

if + then value

is the maximum
permitted

if 0 then the

TIclU lldb IIU

maximum value

if - then value

is required

llclU iciiyui

more of the

same for field

#2

likewise onward, ever

upward

Figure 2.

tains 1 if the field requires input, 0 if no input

(titles and so on), and a — 1 if the field consists

of a default value only.

Next, the program performs a gosub to an

initialization routine at line 1000. This routine,

in addition to filling the three arrays just men-

tioned, also sets a number of constants and

opens the data logging file, if indicated. The
routine below uses initialization from data state-

ments, but, as indicated, a "real" program

would use files to contain the screen defini-

tions.

1000 REM initialize tables (could be done
from a file)

1005 first.input=0

1007 READ items

1010 FOR i
= 0 TO items

1015 READ name$(i,0),

name$(i,1)

1017 IF MID$(name$(i,0),1,1)=":" THEN
input. req%(i) = 1:first. input = i*

1018 IF MID$(name$(i,0),1,1)="("

THEN input.req%(i) = -1

1020 FOR j
= 0 TO 2:READ info%(i,j):

NEXT
j

1025 NEXT i

1030 screen$ = name$(0,0):outfile$ =

name$(0,1)

1035 outlen=info%(0,0)

1040 IF outfile$=" " THEN writefile =

0:GOTO 1055:ELSE:writefile = 1

1045 OPEN#2,outfile$,outlen

1055 set.edit$ = CHR$(21) + "0"

1060 set.normal$ = CHR$(21)+"1"
1062 REM blanks below contains 80 space

characters

1065 blank$="

1095 RETURN

Bargain Basement Logic. Of passing inter-

est in this routine is the use in line 1017 of a logi-

cal expression to put the index of the first field

requiring input in the variable first.input. This

could have been done nearly as easily with an ;/

statement, but there's a special on logic this

week that seemed too good to pass up. First.in-

put itself is used to determine whether pressing

escape should mean stop inputting—or just

start the current screen over.

Of more than passing interest is a sample set

of screen definitions that this program might

process. Consider the following data state-

ments as an example:

1700 DATA 7

1705 DATA "My First Screen","
"

1707 DATA 117,0,0

1710 DATA "Name and Address Entry","
"

1715 DATA 1,30,0

1720 DATA ":First Name: "," "

1730 DATA 3,1,15

1735 DATA ":Last Name: "," "

1740 DATA 3,40,20

1745 DATA "Address (free form)","
"

1750 DATA 5,1,0

1755 DATA ":"," "
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1760 DATA 6,1,0

1765 DATA ":State: ","CA"
1770 DATA 8,1,-2
1775 DATA "{","FY1982"

1780 DATA 0,0,0

The definition starts with the number of

screen items (both displayable and not) and the

next two lines are the general screen definition.

Next comes a sample screen comment ("name
and address entry") which line 1715 tells us will

be positioned on row 1, beginning at column 30.

The next field requires input (the leading colon

indicates that), has no default value, and lives

on row 3, column 1. Furthermore, it has a maxi-

mum allowed length of fifteen characters. Line

1745 is another comment, this one referring to

the field directly under it and defined on lines

1755 and 1760. Since this is a free-form field

with no title (the colon is its only definition), it

will extend the entire length of the line, a full

eighty characters of input space. Line 1765 is an

example of a field with a default value, and also

one (as indicated in line 1770) that has a re-

quired length of two characters. The last exam-

ple, on line 1775, is a default field that will ap-

pear in all output records. This is a useful op-

tion for including fields, such as dates or head-

ing data, that the user should not be required to

type each time, but that may need to appear in

the output for reference or for meeting another

program's requirements.

That about wraps up the initialization, leav-

ing us with a set of screen and input definitions

for a simple data entry screen. Now let's go

back and look at the rest of the program main
loop, starting with line 25. Here and through

line 45 we create a starter screen, which could

certainly be more elaborate if desired. For in-

stance, you could prompt here for the name of

the screen definition file instead of hard coding

it as we did in this example.

In any case, line 100 begins the program's

main loop for data entry. The first routine

called is the subroutine at line 1 500, which dis-

plays the screen according to the definitions. It

looks like this:

1500 TEXT:HOME
1505 FOR field= 1 TO items

1510 field$=name$(field,0)

1515 IF MID$(field$,1,1)=":" THEN 1550

1520 IF MID$(field$,1,1) = "(" THEN 1600
1525 VPOS = info%(field,0):HPOS = info%

(field, 1)

1530 PRINT name$(field,0);

1535 GOTO 1600

1550 VPOS = info%(field,0):HPOS = info%

(field, 1)

1555 PRINT MID$(field$,2,LEN(field$)

-1);

1560 IF name$(field,1)=" " THEN 1600

1565 PRINT name$(field,1);

1600 NEXT field

1605 RETURN

If you have followed the discussion about field

definition, the routine above should prove very

straightforward.

The next major task of our main program

loop occurs at line 110, where an inner loop

starts that processes input from each field on the
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screen, one field at a time. This is accomplished

in the subroutine at line 2000, and here's where

things get a trifle tricky:

2000 field = fieldnum

2002 value$ = " "

2005 IF input.req%(field) = 0 THEN RETURN
2006 IF input.req%(field)<0 THEN

value$ = name${field,1):RETURN

Roll Up Your Sleeves. These first few lines

are fairly obvious. Using the input.req% array,

we can quickly determine if the field is one re-

quiring only default processing or none at all.

Note that the string ValueS will be used to con-

vey the result of this field's data entry process.

Once we determine that actual input must take

place, then the real work begins, as shown be-

low

2008 row=info%(field,0)

2010 start.window=info%(field,1) + LEN
{name$(field,0))-1

2015 field.len=ABS(info%(field,2))

2020 IF field.lenOO THEN end.window
= start.window+field.len-1 :GOTO
2060

2025 test=field+1

2030 IF test>items OR info%(test,0)>row

THEN end.window=79:field.len=80

-start.window:GOTO 2060
2035 IF info%(test,0) = row THEN

end. window= info%(test, 1
)- 1 :field.len

=end.window-start.window+ 1;G0T0
2060

2040 test = test+1
2045 GOTO 2030
2060 WINDOW start.window.row TO

end.window.row

This routine sets up a field for data entry.

Because of the console driver's powerful win-

dowing capability, once the size of the field is

determined it is possible to construct a cell on

the screen for each data item that must be in-

put. As you can see, this window definition is

relatively easy if the field length is known up

front. Lines 2025 through 2045 are designed to

determine the actual field length available to a

variable-length item, by looking ahead at what's

next on the screen and adjusting accordingly.

Once that is determined, line 2060 establishes

the window in which data entry will take place

for that item. Next is the printing of any default

values, and the display (in inverse) of the field

available for entry

2065 line$ = MID$(blank$,1, field. len)

2070 default$ = name$(field,1):IF

defaults <> " " THEN SUB$(line$,1

,

LEN(default$))=default$

2075 INVERSE:HOME
2080 PRINT line$;

2082 PRINT set.editS;

2085 HPOS=1:point=1

Of note here is the variable Set.edit, which is

used to turn off all console options, leaving the

program totally in control of cursor move-

ment, wrap, scroll, and so on. Line 2085 then

positions the cursor to the beginning of the field

(remember that this is a window now) and sets

up a pointer "point" to the first character of the

field value (LineS). Now the fun really begins:

2100 ON KBD GOTO 2200
2105 NORMAL:PRINT MID$(line$,point,

1);:INVERSE:F0R j= 1 TO 150:NEXT:

PRINT MID$(line$,point,1);:FOR

j=1 TO 150:NEXT:GOTO 2105

This is our old friend the on kbd loop. In

this case we are using the normal and inverse

options (and the fact that we just turned the

console "advance after printing" function off)

to blink whatever character in Line string we

are currently pointing at. For the purposes of

this routine, you can equate LineS with what's

seen in the window exactly. Of course, you hum
around in the little loop in line 2105 until a key

is pressed. That sends the program off to line

2200:

2200 OFF KBD
2205 IF KBD<32 OR KBD>127 THEN 2270
2210 SUB$(line$,point,1)=CHR$(KBD)

2215 INVERSE:PRINT MID$(line$,

point.l);

2220 IF point<field.len THEN
point=point+1

2250 HPOS = point

2255 ON KBD GOTO 2200
2260 RETURN

Funny Characters. After checking for con-

trol or special function characters in line 2205,

the typed character is inserted into the LineS

string at the current cursor position, and the

character is reprinted in inverse to be sure that

the on kbd routine wasn't exited in the wrong

state. Assuming that there is room in the win-

dow, lines 2220 and 2250 update the pointer

and advance the cursor to the new position.

Then hnes 2255 and 2260 clean up and return to

the blink routine, awaiting another keystroke.

But what about those special characters? Wait

no longer

2270 IF KBD = 27 THEN escapecode = 1:

POP:RETURN
2275 IF KBD = 8 AND point>1 THEN

INVERSE:PRINT MID$(line$,

point, 1 );:point= point- 1 :GOTO 2330

2280 IF KBD = 21 AND poinKfield.len

THEN INVERSE:PRINT MID$
(line$,point,1);:point=point+1;

GOTO 2330

These lines check for escape and exit back to

the calling level (the pop gets us out of the on

kbd routine and back to reality). In addition,

lines 2275 and 2280 process the cursor keys for

left and right arrow, first reprinting the current

character and then resetting the pointer.

2300 IF KBD=13 THEN value$ = MID$
(lines, 1,point-1):line$ = MID$
(values, 1, field.len):GOTO 2320

2305 IF KBD0141 AND KBD09 THEN
2350

2310 valueS=line$

2320 NORMAL:HOME:PRINT set.normalS;

lineS;

2325 POP:RETURN
2330 HPOS = point

2350 ON KBD GOTO 2200
2355 RETURN

These lines wrap up the routine once the

user is satisfied that the field is complete. There

are several options to signal completion. First,

line 2300 processes the return key, discarding

anything to the right of where the return key

was pressed. ValueS is set to what's left, and

LineS is redefined so that the actual data can be

displayed in line 2320. Line 2305 processes the

other option, full entry of whatever is in the

window, no matter where the cursor is. As you

can see, this occurs when either open-apple re-

turn or tab is pressed. Set.normalS turns ad-

vance back on, so that the value can be printed

back into the window, this time with inverse off,

to indicate that data entry is finished in that

field.

Whew! All of that excitement leads us back

to the main loop, now at line 120, where the re-

sult of the field call is analyzed. If escape was

pressed, a further check is made to see if it was

pressed during the first input field of the form.

If so, that is the indication to terminate input of

forms, and the program jumps out of the loop.

If escape is pressed in any other field, process-

ing starts over at line 105 with a clean slate. If

the return was normal, with data for the field in

ValueS, then there is an opportunity to do any

additional processing required and then add

Values to the accumulating Out.recS in the rou-

tine at line 3000. After all the fields are proc-

essed, lines 215 and 220 display it, and if the file

logging option was set originally, the subrou-

tine at line 4000 writes the result in a file. Here

are simple examples of what these routines

could look like:

3000 IF LEN(value$) THEN out.rec$ =

out.recS+valueS

3005 RETURN
4000 PRINT#2,recordnum;out.recS

4010 RETURN

Obviously, "real" data entry programs will

have much more elaborate processing and edit-

ing functions built in. This example was only a

guide to how you might incorporate these tech-

niques into your own programs.

Try This One. Some things you might want

to try in order to improve the program could in-

clude expanding the info% array to contain

more information about editing. (Such as: Is the

data alphabetic or numeric? Does it have a fixed

decimal place? Can it have a null value, or must

some nonblank or nonzero value be used?) For

fixed record layout output (like simulating rec-

ords on a keypunch machine—yuck!) you

might want to add fields to define where in the

output record the value is to be placed (starting

byte and length, for example). If you are reaUy

clever, you can modify the routine to accept

multiline fields. Remember, also, that there is

nothing sacred about the beginning of the pro-

gram either. The subroutines could just as easily

be used within a completely different environ-

ment to support your program's screen-han-

dling needs.

Final Last Challenge (Maybe). Last

month's Last Challenge wasn't. It actually

applies to this month's Third Basic, so look

back and have fun. )l
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Welcome to the third and final installment in our series on DDT. As
you'll recall, last month we defined some changes to the Digital Re-

search program Dump.Com that enabled us to provide hard copy output

instead of screen output at the request of the user. The changes were

made using only DDT, without reediting or reassembling the source file.

We promised to demonstrate this month how to install those changes

—

and how to debug them if necessary. We also said that we had made sure

it would be necessary.

At the end of last month's column, we had identified the points at

whidi we wctc going to replace the existing instruction with the JMP or

CALL instructions that linked our new routines. Our first task this time,

then, is to select a suitable place in memory in which to install the new
routines. It's obvious that we must place the routines beyond the last

program instruction, but we must also be sure to place them beyond the

last address used by the program for the storage of data. Unfortunately,

with most programs that you'll be modifying without the source file, the

method for determining a safe location is a combination of program re-

view and guesswork. In many cases you won't even have the luxury of

knowing the true length of the program except to the nearest 128 bytes,

since DDT always loads to the end of the last 128-byte disk file record

shown in the record count byte in the disk directory. Whether a program

ends 3 bytes within this last record or 103 bytes, the information present-

ed by DDT will be the same.

The Big Three. Data areas used by the program are usually of three

types: single variables, auxiliary stack space, and buffers or tables (small,

medium, and potentially large, respectively). Sometimes these areas im-

mediately follow the end of the program. At other times they are far be-

yond the last program instruction. This is the information you must

discover.

Many times, a thorough knowledge of what the program is designed

to do can eliminate a lot of work. Reading or writing disk buffers, for ex-

ample, suggests that memory is possibly being set aside to handle the

buffers during transfer, modification, or both. When you have reason to

suspect this is the case, it's usually easier to examine the code and find

such memory usage. Once you've positively identified it, you can either

place your new routines beyond the buffers or you can modify the buffer

locations themselves so they begin beyond your new code.

For the most part, starting at an even page number beyond the end

of the program clears the small variables used as temporary storage and

so on. Depending on the length of the new stack space (if any) set aside

by the original programmer, they may also be cleared by starting at the

next page of memory. You can easily tell whether you need to take the

stack into account because the programmer will have had to use stack

pointer manipulation instructions. It is easy to spot the new value being

placed in the stack pointer (usually with an LXI SP,xxxx) and to use this

value. Since stack storage is always down in memory (addresses decreas-

ing) from the value of the stack pointer, the value becomes the effective

end of stack space.

From an examination of the code, we see that the new value being

placed in the stack pointer is 02A2H. Note: This may differ slightly de-

pending on whether you are working with the modified or unmodified

versions and whether you have customized our earlier modifications. In

any case, if we set the location for our new routines at the beginning of

the next page (in this case 0300H) then we'll clear this area, as well as any

miscellaneous variables that may follow the stack.

Further examination of the program tells us that although disk ac-

cess is definitely a part of Dump's operation, no special program buffers

are maintained to manipulate the data. Only the standard CP/M buffer

at 80H is used. The safest place to put our new routines, then, is at

03(X)H. This is acceptable for Dump since it is not a large program nor is

it space sensitive. But because one of the goals of programming is to be

as efficient as possible, we should really try to cut it a bit closer. There-

fore, we will use the value 02B0H.

The code we will be inserting is reproduced here.

MSG:
PRSTR:

MSG2:
PRST2:

NTLWR:

XXX

JMP
DB
LXI

MVI
GALL
MVI
CALL
PUSH
JMP
DB
LXI

MVI
CALL
POP
CPI
JC
XRI

CPI

JNZ
LHLD
XCHG
LHLD
SHLD
XCHG
SHLD
LDA
STA
LDA '

STA
LDA,
STA
LDA

xxxx (note thatthis is whereto

insert the STA instruction

if you are working with the

unmodified version of DUMP)
PRSTR
'OUTPUTTO P-PRINTERORS-SCREEN?:
D.MSG
C,09
5

C, 01

5

PSW
PRST2
13H,10H,13H,10H,'$'

D,MSG2
C,09

5

PSW
60H
NTLWR
20H
'P'

SKPIT
0F392H

0F386H
0F392H

0F386H
OFFH
FLAG
0F3BBH
FLAG2
03
0F3BBH
0F3BBH

SKPIT: RET
FLAG: DB

(this is the LDA we replaced in

the program beginning)

00
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FLAG2: DB 00

CALL 'addr' (this is the CALL we replaced in

the exit routine)

LDA FLAG
JZ SKPIT
LDA FLAG2
STA SKPIT-7 (note that this is now minus 7

since we inserted the LDA just

above SKPIT)

JMP NTLWR+5

And the hex values for our question string would be as follows:

4F,55,54,50,55,54,20,54,4F,20,50,2D,50,52,49,4E,54,

45,52,20,4F,52,20,53,2D,53,43,52,45,45,4E,3F,20,24

We are now ready to install our routines. First, bring up DDT and at

the same time load Dump.Com by typing

DDT DUMP.COM

Now begin installing the code by entering an A followed by the origin

address; in this case, enter A2B0. Note: DDT does not require the H fol-

lowing hexadecimal numbers but does require a 0 preceding all hex

numbers that begin with letters. The lack of long error messages makes it

difficult sometimes to tell exactly what you did wrong, so watch the en-

tering of numeric values. DDT will respond with the address 2B0 and

await entry of the mnemonic code.

Our first instruction from the code given earlier is the JMP PRSTR
(unless you are working with the unmodified version, of course), but

DDT will not accept labels. For now, then, we'll just use JMP (XXX) and

continue by entering the hex values for our message. Once done with

that, we will come back and replace the 0000 with the correct address.

When entering the string values (use the table given earlier), it's necessary

to use the S command of DDT, since DDT will not accept pseudo

ops like DB. So first get out of Assemble mode by typing a period on a

line by itself and a return, then an S followed by the address that DDT
said was next to be assembled; that is, the address shown when you typed

the period. Continue entering the string values, following each with a re-

turn, and when you're finished, enter a period to exit.

Voila! The address that appeared when we typed the period is the

value of PRSTR: use that value now with the S command to change the

address field of the JMP instruction at 02BOH. The address field is low

byte first and begins at 02B1H, so you should be entering

-S2B1
028 1 00 D5
0282 00 02
0283 4F

From now on, no more detailed help.

Continue entering mnemonics from the list just given, using the label

substitution technique we employed earlier when you run into labels not

yet defined. Be sure you compute the two offset instructions (STA
SKPIT-7 and JMP NTLWR-t-5) properly. These addresses should be

those of the LDA 03 and LHLD 0F392H, respectively. Incidentally, the

instruction that alters the value at SKPIT— 7 is known as self-modifying

code since the program alters itself during execution. While this type of

programming is not considered an acceptable procedure by many, it is

widely used and quite often necessary to save space or gain speed. It can,

however, make disassembly and debugging a nightmare at times. Final-

ly, be sure to substitute the proper ASCII hex value for capital P at label

NTLWR instead of doing it the way we represented it in the listing since

DDT will not accept letter values.

Pomp and Circumstance. Finished? Good. Provided you checked

your work thoroughly, you have now earned the title of Apprentice As-

sembler. Although an assembler does more than resolve label and ad-

dress references, that is a major portion of its function. Not too bad, was

it? Just to be safe, let's save our work to date by entering a control-C (be

sure you are at the DDT minus sign prompt); then when the CP/M

prompt returns, enter save 3 Newdimp.Com.

Before actually linking routines into the original Dump code we are

going to debug them. The first section will be our screen printing rou-

tines. Get DDT and Newdump into memory as shown earlier and use

the L command to verify that our routines are there and correct. When
you encounter the string values, you'll see a long series of MOV instruc-

tions. At this point, use the D command to display the ASCII values and

verify this portion in that manner.

Once you're convinced that all is there and complete, begin by using

the G, for go, command. This command causes DDT to turn over exe-

cution to the processor and to remain out of the picture so to speak.

Execution proceeds at real-time speed and only returns to DDT if a Re-

start 38 instruction takes place. This instruction causes control to pass to

the address contained at memory location 38H. Because DDT patches

its own recovery address into this location when initialized, control will

return to DDT.
Execute at Will. If an address is given following the G command,

execution begins at that address. Another address separated by a com-
ma (or a single address preceded by a comma) causes DDT to place a

Restart 38 instruction in that second address. This makes the program

execute until the second address is encountered, then return to DDT. In

this case, we want to begin execution at the JMP PRSTR and stop before

encountering the MVI C,01. Using the addresses associated with these

instructions as aaaa and bbbb, enter Gaaaa,bbbb. You should get our

message on the screen followed by the address bbbb and the DDT
prompt. If you don't, try it again; and if you get the same result, recheck

your code. When you get the proper response, proceed.

Our second test is the input routine and printing of the carriage re-

turn line feed combinations. For this we will use the go address of aaaa

as before, but will change bbbb to the address of theCPI 60 instruction

following the printing of our carriage return line feed sequences. Note that

a G all by itself begins execution of the current value in the processor's

program counter.

When you execute this second section, you should get the screen mes-

sage as before, but this time the cursor will be left at the end of the mes-

sage and no return to DDT will take place. When this occurs, the pro-

gram is awaiting your input. For test purposes, you may enter any single

character, but remember that no return is required following your input

character. Once you enter your input, it should appear (if printable) fol-

lowing the message. Two carriage returns should be printed next, with

the bbbb address and the DDT prompt printed after that.

Everything in Order? Now that we have supposedly captured some
input, we need to see what that input is in order to make sure the pro-

gram has done what we expected. To do this, we need to examine the

registers; we examine the registers using the X command for examine.

When invoked, this command displays all of the register contents and

provides a visual display of all the processor status flags, that is, a dis-

play of the flag register.

You'll notice also that the instruction located at the address indi-

cated in the program counter is displayed at the far right. At this point

you should see the ASCII value of the character you typed in the ac-

cumulator. If you don't, then again something is wrong with your code

or with the way you followed these instructions; try again. From now on

we will want to be a little more careful since we will be manipulating the

system itself (output vectors, and so on), so we'll begin using single steps

rather than the go command. The next portion we wish to test is the code

that discovers whether the input was lower case and, if so, converts it to

upper case. First we'll need to put a lower-case value in the accumulator

so we can test it.

This is done using the X command also, but in this case, we follow

the X command with the register or register pair we wish to alter, in this

case the accumulator. The command, therefore, is XA followed by a re-

turn. You'll see the computer print the register name and the current val-

ue while it awaits your input of a new value. A return here leaves the con-

tents unchanged, while a value followed by a return alters the contents to

this value. For now, perform the XA command using a new value of

61H. We can then use the T, for trace, command to cause one instruc-

tion to be executed.
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Wait, though; didn't we say that the current contents of the program

counter would dictate which instructions were executed with G unless we
specified an address? Yes, we did, and provided you have not done any

further executions, or whatever, you'll find by using theX command that

the program counter is still pointing at the address of our CPI 60 in-

struction. If it were not, we could not use an address with the T com-

mand, since any parameter used with it is interpreted as the number of

instructions to trace, not the address to start. To alter the start address,

we would have to use the X command with the letter P, for program

counter.

Dial X. You should now have the program counter set to the proper

address, and can go ahead and do a single trace. When the trace is com-

pleted, the same information should be displayed on the screen as when
you entered the X command, plus an asterisk and the address to be exe-

cuted next (note that this is the new address contained in the program

counter). If you enter the X command again, the new contents of the

program counter and the new instruction will be displayed, as will possi-

ble changes in the flag register.

Is the number following the C in the flag register now a 0? It should

be, since this indicates that the carry flag was cleared during our last op-

eration, meaning that the value in the accumulator was greater than or

equal to 60H (and we made sure that it would be). In practice, of course,

this would indicate lower case or some other high ASCII value.

The program counter should now be pointing to the JC NTLWR in-

struction. Do a T2 to execute both the JC and XRI instructions, then do

an X and examine what has happened to the register contents. Is it what

you expected? If you wish to check the operation of this code with an

upper-case value, use XA and XP to alter the accumulator to the value

you select and the program counter to point at the CPI 60 instruction.

This time, try using the U, for untrace, command of the form U2 to

bring you to the CPI 'P' instruction.

Untrace differs from trace only in that it does not print the register

and status information for each instruction, only for the last one exe-

cuted. You may wish to continue experimenting with executing the code

via single or multiple stepping and breakpointing up to NTLWR for

various values input.

Start Your Printers. To test the next portion of code, that is, our

vector-swapping portion, you will have to have your printer hooked up

and active. At some point in the test, you'll find that output has switched

to the printer. There's no harm done when this occurs, since executing

the routine a second time will change things back. It can be disconcert-

ing, however, if you are not expecting it.

One note of caution, though; do not under any circumstances exe-

cute the RET instruction at SKPIT unless you have arrived there via a

CALL instruction. The reason should be obvious, but we'll cover it

anyway.

Since we have not executed a CALL, no return address has yet been

placed on the stack. When a RET is executed via DDT, therefore, it will

obediently fetch the two bytes currently pointed to by the stack pointer and

place them in the program counter. Obviously, this will be disastrous because

these two bytes do not represent a valid program address, so be careful.

Also, keep in mind that when using the trace command, what

you see on the screen is the instruction you have just executed, not the

one you are about to execute. The only command that shows you what

you are about to execute is the X command.

You may now execute the vector swap section of code using what-

ever commands you think are appropriate. At least part of the code

should be done using trace, however, so that you can stop and use the D
command to examine memory and be sure the vectors are actually being

swapped by the routine and that FLAG and FLAG2 are being proper-

ly handled (that is, that FLAG contains FFH whenever the printer is in-

voked and that FLAG2 contains the normal contents of address

F3BBH). If this section is executed twice, FLAG2 will no longer be ac-

curate, so it's a good idea to record on paper the original contents of

F3BBH so you can place them into FLAG2 when you are through with

this section. Again, be sure that you do not execute the RET instruction!

Just One More Detail, Igor. All that now remains in our testing ses-

sion is to try out the last few instructions. Obviously, we will not want to

execute the CALL instruction immediately following FLAG2, so our



first instruction will be the LDA FLAG. FLAG at this point should be

FFH; if it's not, use the S command to alter it. The zero flag in the flag

register should be cleared (should be zero); if it's not, use the X com-

mand with Z to clear it. Now use trace to execute the LDA FLAG and

JZ SKPIT instructions.

Did trace do what you expected? It shouldn't have. Can you figure

out why? Was the zero flag set or cleared when the JZ instruction was

executed? Our purpose with these instructions was to check FLAG, and

if it was nonzero, that is, if we had swapped vectors, then to reswap

them. If FLAG was zero, that is, if we hadn't swapped vectors, then we
wanted to skip the whole thing and just return. Why didn't the zero flag

get set to one when FLAG was obviously not zero?

The answer (which believe it or not we've discussed before) lies in the

fact that unlike the 6502, neither the 8080 nor the Z80 alter the zero flag on

register load operations. In order to get the zero flag to represent the con-

tents of the accumulator, you must perform a logical or arithmetic oper-

ation on the accumulator. The way we have done this in the past is by

using a single byte instruction that has no effect on the value in the ac-

cumulator.

What we need to do, then, is to insert, using the A command, the in-

struction ORA A immediately following the LDA FLAG instruction.

With this instruction in place, the zero flag will properly reflect the con-

tents of the accumulator and will tell us if FLAG is zero or nonzero.

When inserting this instruction, you will have to move everything fol-

lowing it down one byte. This can be done with the M, for move, com-

mand, but it's just as easy in cases like this to reenter the four instruc-

tions while in the Assemble mode. On your own now, use G, T, or U to

execute these last few instructions with different values in FLAG. Con-

tinue until you are satisfied that everything is working properly.

Test Drive. If everything is okay, we're ready to link in the routines

and go for a trial run. First, go to the beginning of the Dump program

and, using L, find the LDA F3BB instruction we identified last month as

the one we're going to replace. Those of you who did not see last month's

column and are working with the unmodified Dump program will be re-

placing the STA instruction immediately following the first MVI A,80H

instruction encountered. If you are replacing this latter one, be sure that

you have placed the STA instruction at the beginning of our new routine

and that you have not inserted the LDA F3BB instruction just before

SKPIT. In either case, when you find the appropriate instruction, use the

A command to replace it with a CALL 02B0 (if you used a different ori-

gin, be sure to use your address here).

We link in our exit routine in exactly the same way, using the loca-

tion we identified last month. Again, for those of you who did not see

last month's column, replace a CALL statement towards the end of

the original Dump program. Its location is determined by looking at the

list output of DDT for the first part of Dump and finding what happens

if the attempt to open the file to be dumped fails. Rather than repeat the

entire lengthy process to find this out, look at the assembly listing con-

tained on your SoftCard master disk. You will see the process by which

Dump is terminated if the open-file attempt fails. The instruction we'll be

replacing is the CALL in the exit routine immediately following the

LHLD instruction. Be sure that the CALL you replace is duplicated

where indicated in our new exit routine and then replace it using the A
command with a CALL to the address immediately following FLAG2.

That's a Wrap. This marks the end of our efforts and we should im-

mediately save the entire program the way we did earlier by exiting DDT
and using the CP/M save command. Before doing so, however, use the S

command to make sure that both FLAG and FLAG2 are zero. Our rou-

tine depends on FLAG being zero unless we change it. Once you have

done this, exit DDT and perform the CP/M save command as follows:

SAVE 3 NEWDUMP.COM

Try your new Dump program by using it on itself or on any other

convenient file. If it doesn't seem to work, go back into DDT and use the

debugging techniques we demonstrated earlier to determine the prob-

lem. If you followed the text faithfully, any problem you encounter

should be something small. But in any case, the experience of finding it

will go a long way towards increasing your mastery of this powerful tool.
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For your reference we're including a DDT disassembly of the new
modified program.

This completes our work with DDT and with Dump. It's been

an interesting few months and we hope it has been valuable for

you. Until next month. . . .

Disassembly of New Dump Program

LI 00,226
0100
0103
0104
0107
010A
010D
010F
0112
0115
0118
011B
011E
011F
0122
0124
0127
0129
01 2C
012F
0131

0134
0137
0138
013B
013C
013F
0140
0141

0143
0146
0147
014A
014B
014E
014F
0151

0154
0157
0158

015A
015C
015F
0160
0163
0164
0167
016A
016D
016E
0171

0172
0175
0176
0179
0178
017E
017F
0181
0184
0185
0188
018B
018E
0191
0192
0193
0194
0195
0196
0198
019B

- MAIN
LXI

DAD
SHLD
LXI

CALL
CP!

JNZ
LXI

CALL
JMP
CALL
ORA
JZ
SUI

JNZ
MVI
LXI

STA
MVI
STA
LXI

PUSH
CALL
POP
JC
MOV
MOV
AN I

JZ
MOV
LDA
ORA
JNZ
MOV
CPI

JNZ
CALL
PUSH
MVI

MVI
CALL
DCR
JNZ
POP
JMP
CALL
CALL
RRC
JC
MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
MVI
CALL
INX

MVI

CALL
MOV
CALL
JMP
CALL
LHLD
SPHL
RET
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MVI

CALL
POP

PROGRAM
H-,0000

SP
025F
SP,02A2
020B
FF
011B
D,023D
01E6
018B
0280
A
0127

05
01 2A
A, 00

B, FF3E
0261

A, 80

025D
H.OOOO
H

01EC
H
0188
8,A

A,L

OF
0167
C,A
0261

A
017E
A,C
08
017E
01AC
H
L,05

A, 20

01 9F

L

015A
H
017E
01AC
0193

0188
A,H

01D9
A,L

01D9
A,3A
019F
H
A, 20

019F
A,

8

01D9
0137
0324
025F

H
D
8
C,0B

0005
B

019C
019D
019E
019F
01A0
01A1
01A2
01A4
01A5
01A8
01A9
01AA
01A8
01AC
01AD
01AE
01AF
0180
0183
0185
0188
018A
018D
01BE
01C1
01C4
01C7
01C9
01CB
01CE
01D0
01D3
01D5
01D8
01D9
01DA
01DB
01DC
01DD
01DE
01E1
01E2
01E5
01E6
01E8
01E8
01EC
01EF
01F1

01F4
01F7
01F8
01FB
01FC
01FD
01FE
0200
0201

0204
0207
0208
0209
020A
0208
020C
020F
0212
0214
0217
0218
0219
021A

POP
POP
RET
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MVI

MOV
CALL
POP
POP
POP
RET
MOV
ORA
RAL
ORA
JZ
MVI
CALL
MVI
CALL
RET
CALL
CALL
JMP
AN I

CPI

JNC
ADI
JMP
ADI
CALL
RET
PUSH
RRC
RRC
RRC
RRC
CALL
POP
CALL
RET
MVI
CALL
RET
LDA
CPI

JNZ
CALL
ORA
JZ
STC
RET
MOV
MVI
INR

STA
LXI

DAD
MOV
ORA
RET
XRA
STA
LXI

MVI

CALL
RET
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH

D
H

H
D
8

0,02

E,A

0005
8
D
H

A,L

A

A
01BE
A,OD
019F
A,OA
019F

0183
0183
0183
OF

OA
01D3
30
01D5
37

019F

PSW

01C7
PSW
01C7

0,09
0005

025D
80
01FD
0218
A
01FD

E,A

D,00

A
025D
H,0080

D
A,M
A

A
007C
D,005C
COF
0005

H
D
8

021B LXI D,005C
021E MVI 0,14

0220 CALL 0005
0223 POP 8

0224 POP D
0225 POP H
0226 RET
0227

-D227,25C - MESSAGE AREA
0227 46 49 40 45 20 44 55 4D 50 FILE DUMP
0230 20 56 45 52 53 49 4F 4E 20 31 2E 34 24 0D0A4E VERSION 1.4$,.N

0240 4F 20 49 4E 50 55 54 20 46 49 4C 45 20 50 52 45 0 INPUT FILE PRE
0250 53 45 4E 54 20 4F 4E 20 44 49 53 48 24 SENT ON DISKS

-D25D,2AF - VAR'BLES & STACK
025D 00 00 00 ...

0260 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0270 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0280 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0290 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
02A0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

-L280,282 - OUR CODE
0280 JMP 02D5
0283

-D2B3,2D4 - MESSAGE
0283 4F 55 54 50 55 54 20 54 4F 20 50 2D 50 OUTPUT TO P-P
02C0 52 49 4E 54 45 52 20 4F 52 20 53 2D 53 43 52 45 RINTER OR S-SCRE
02D0 45 4E 3F 20 24 EN? $

-L2D5,2E5
02D5
02D8
02DA
02DD
02DF
02E2
02E3
02E6

MORE CODE
LXI

MVI
CALL
MVI
CALL
PUSH
JMP

D,02B3
0,09

0005
0,01

0005
PSW
02E8

-D2E6,2EA - MESSAGE
02E6 OD OA OD OA 24 ..

-L2EB,336
02E8
02EE
02F0
02F3
02F4
02F6
02F9
02F8
02FD
0300
0303
0304
0307
030A
0308
030E
0310
0313
0316
0319
0318
031E
0321
0322 .

0323
0324
0327
032A
0328
032E
0331
0334
0337

- REMAI
LXI

MVI
CALL
POP
CPI

JC
XRI

CPI

JNZ
LHLD
XCHG
LHLD
SHLD
XCHG
SHLD
MVI
STA
LDA
STA
MVI
STA
LDA
RET
NOP
NOP
CALL
LDA
ORA
JZ
LDA
STA
JMP

NING CODE
D,02E6

0,09

0005
PSW
60
02F8
20
50
031E
F392

F386
F392

F386
A,FF

0322
F388
0323
A,03

F38B
F38B

01AC
0322
A
0321

0323
031A
0300
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On-Line Systems (Coarsegold, CA) shall

hereinafter and forevermore be known as Si-

erra On-Line Incorporated. A rose is a rose is a

rose, et cetera.

Denying the preliminary injunction sought

by Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA), Judge

Clarence Newcomer of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Eastern District of Pennsyl-

vania has ruled that Apple failed to show a rea-

sonable probability of success on the merits in

its suit to enjoin Franklin Computer (Pennsau-

ken, NJ) from manufacturing and selling the

Franklin ACE computer.

Apple brought suit for patent and copy-

right violations last May, following Franklin's

introduction of the Apple hardware-software—

compatible ACE in March. Franklin has filed a

$150 million antitrust action against Apple,

charging harassment and unfair practices.

Ernest Marx, vice president of Milliken

Publishing Company (Saint Louis, MO), a pub-

lisher of teaching aids, has announced the com-

pany's entry into educational courseware for the

$$$.

i

J D/Punch? ^
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE A 500% RETURN
ON INVESTMENT IN 10 MINUTES' IN

ACTUALITY, YOUR ROI INCREASES EACH
TIME YOU USE D/PUNCH. D/PUNCH IS
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ALLOWING YOU TO WRITE (SAVE) ONTO
THE OTHER SIDE WHEN YOU SEND US
YOUR ORDER. BE SURE TO TELL US
YOUR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

a) D/PUNCH 6 95

b) LABELS (100) 3.00

c) WRITE-PROTECT STICKERS (105) 2 65

d) DISK SAVER 5V4 ' 10 99

e) DISK SAVER RINGS (50) 5.25

ADD: $2,00 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING;
MA RESIDENTS ADD 5% TAX
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

D/Punch Co.
P.O. BOX 201

NEWTON HIGHLANDS, MA 02161

(617)964|2126

ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

$ $$

$

$
$$ $ $$ $

home computer market with the formation of

Edufun!, a software games division. Beginning

in late 1982 and continuing throughout 1983,

Milliken will release Mathfun!, Wordfun!, Read-

ingfun!, and Spellingfun! packages, designed for

home and school use with children ages five

through fourteen.

Great Plains Software (Fargo, ND) has an-

nounced the signing of fourteen national manu-
factu.er's representatives for its Hardisk Ac-

counting Series. To wit:

T. Pickett Sales (Sunnyvale, CA); Thor-

son Rocky Mountain (Denver, CO); G.B.

Marketing (Chicago, IL); Hamilton and Asso-

ciates (Houston, TX); King Marketing (Indi-

anapolis, IN); Micro Management Associates

(Scottsdale, AZ); Rogers Sales Associates (Stu-

art, FL); Sesame Systems (Maudlin, SC);

Technical Representatives (Earth City, MO);
Robert Electronic Sales (Catonsville, MD);
Clothier Herold (Minneapolis, MN); PCMA
(Long Beach, CA); Micro Marketing (Bloom-

field, MI); and Computer Marketing Services

(Cherry Hills, NJ).

Payroll and inventory modules for the se-

ries are under development.

Now for the moves: Street Electronics, de-

veloper of the Grappler interface and the Echo

II speech synthesizer, is now at 1 140 Mark Ave-

nue, Carpinteria, CA 93013, having relocated

from Anaheim, California. Their new phone

number is (805) 6844593.

The "new" Dakin 5, a subsidiary of Verba-

tim Corporation (Sunnyvale, CA), is located at

7000 North Broadway, Suite 304, Denver, CO
80221; (303) 426-6090.

MicroPro, maker of WordStar, has moved

to 33 San Pablo Avenue, San Rafael, CA 94903.

Their new phone number is (415) 499-12(X).

Major venture-capital funds, under the

management of G. Felda Hardymon of Besse-

mer Venture Partners (New York, NY) and

Jeffrey D, West of Oak Investment Partners

(Westport, CT), have been invested in Lifeboat

Associates (New York, NY) to meet the com-

pany's increased service and support efforts in

the micro and minicomputer software industry.

Hardymon and West were elected directors

along with Theodore Schlissel, an independent

management consultant.

Tony Gold, president of Lifeboat Associ-

ates, has announced the election of Dr. Ed-

ward H. Currie, creator of the Altair 8080 mi-

crocomputer, to the position of vice president

and chief operating officer.

Stephen C. Wilson, former director of ad-

ministration, has been appointed vice president

of administration and secretary. He will over-

see management information systems, facilities,

and personnel.

Hayes Microcomputer Products (Nor-

cross, GA) has named Softsel (Inglewood, CA)
as a distributor of its communications products.

President Dennis C. Hayes has appointed

Donald Huizingh to the position of director of

marketing and sales. He will direct the activities

of the marketing, sales, and technical services

departments.

Software Dimensions (Citrus Heights, CA),

developer of several Apple accounting pack-

ages, has formed a marketing organization and

appointed Henry F. Lafler III as director of

marketing. Lafler, a CPA who gained market-

ing and sales experience with Travel Agency

Systems and Tymshare, will be in charge of de-

veloping an international distribution network

and negotiating with original equipment manu-

facturers for the company's business applica-

tions software.

The Agency for Instructional Television

(Bloomington, IN), on the recommendation of

U.S. and Canadian educators, has proposed a

cooperative project between the two countries

to develop instructional materials combining

the use of microcomputers and television. Ac-

cording to Saul Rockman, AIT's director of re-

search, the project is designed to improve the

problem-solving abilities of students in grades

six through eight. Along with microcomputer

and television materials, it will include instruc-

tional print material, a teacher in-service train-

ing seminar, and a series of policy studies on the

use of microcomputers in education.

"There are some striking parallels between

the introduction of microcomputers into the

classroom and the advent of school television in

the 1950s and early 1960s," says Rockman. "It

was felt that AIT, with thirteen years of experi-

ence in cooperative television projects, could

help develop instructional materials using both

microcomputers and video programming. We
hope the project illustrates the best of what edu-

cation can do when agencies join together."

David A. Jeskey has been appointed mar-

keting services manager for the Belden Corpo-

ration Interconnect Systems Division (Gas-

tonia, NC) and Magnum Electric Company
(Erie, PA). He will be responsible for long-range

strategic planning and new product develop-

ment in the manufacture of molded cable as-

semblies and terminal strips for the electronic

interconnect market. Belden produces the rain-

bow ribbon cables that brighten up our Apples.

Digital Research (Pacific Grove, CA), de-

veloper of CP/M, has opened an eastern re-

gional sales office in the Boston metropolitan

area, serving Connecticut, Massachusetts,

Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Ver-

mont. Eastern regional manager Bruce Cohen
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will direct operations at the new office, tempo-

rarily located at 6 New England Executive Park,

BurUngton, MA 01803; (617) 229-6222.

According to Digital Research operating

systems vice president Tom Rolander, the com-

pany has entered into a publishing agreement

with Orange Compuco (Irvine, CA) that will

make it easier for CP/NET users and OEMs to

configure a local area network. Digital Re-

search's CP/NET manuals and disks will now
include a listing of Orange Compuco's
CP/NET implementation on its ULCnet local

area network. ULCnet's datalink and trans-

port layer software will be included as an alter-

nate protocol for use with CP/NET.
The Softwaire Store (West Los Angeles,

CA) has received approval from the California

Department of Corporations to sell franchises.

The store name has been changed to Softwaire

Centres International. According to president

and founder Glenn Johnson, "The franchised

Softwaire Centre will be tailored after the

l,60(>-square-foot West Los Angeles store both in

size and concept. The stores will emphasize

strong user support and extensive product se-

lection." The overall franchise cost is approxi-

mately $160,000, including inventory, working

capital, and promotion. Franchise sales wUl be

handled by Aaron Rothenberg of Business Ex-

pansion International, 9929 West Jefferson,

Culver City, CA 90230; (213) 204-5570.

Allen Hardin and Wayne Nystrom, former

executives of FISI, the country's largest bank

marketing firm, have announced the founding

of Infoware Ltd., a company devoted to mar-

keting and distributing microcomputer soft-

ware to banks, savings and loans, and credit

unions. Headquartered at 176 Second Avenue

North, Nashville, TN 37201, the company will

secure product marketing licenses from soft-

ware developers with banking-oriented appli-

cations and provide marketing and distribution

services to support these products on a nation-

wide basis. Phone is (615) 254-5500.

Universal Data Systems (Huntsville, AL)
has announced the addition of Allied Elec-

tronics to their national network of industrial

distributors. According to John Jurenko, vice

president of sales, "Allied Computer and Sys-

tems Group was chosen because of their strong

background in the data communications and
electronics industry. Th^ will distribute the

UDS LP series of modems along with the new
212A."

Two regional computer offices in San Fran-

cisco and New York City have been opened by

Nestar Systems (Palo Alto, CA), manufactur-

ers of a line of personal computer local area net-

working products. Says director of regional op-

erations William Coleman, "The eastern and

western regional offices are direct end-user sales

channels. Selected large account customers will

be served from these centers. Sales to dealers,

OEMs, and overseas distributors will continue

to be handled through the company's head-

quarters location here."

The centers will also offer training seminars

and classes for Nestar equipment users.

Orange Micro (Yorba Linda, CA) has filed

suit against Genie Computer of Tarzana, Cali-

fornia, alleging copyright infringement and un-

fair competition for Genie's alleged use of pro-

prietary firmware from Orange Micro's Grap-

pler in their production of the Genie Printer In-

terface Card. "There are even sections copied

verbatim out of the Grappler Operator's Man-

ual in their manual," says company president

Art Scotten.

The suit seeks damages from units sold to

date and an injunction against any further sales.

The new phone number for the Peachtree

product center of Peachtree Software (Atlan-

ta, GA) is (404) 239-2045.

Computer Scholar (Susanville, CA) has

been founded by elementary school teachers

Waine MacAllister and Jo Ann Harvey "to fill

a need for more hands-on computer time for

children and adults, coupled with teachers'

needs for a second income and tax write-off."

The company is offering franchises for a tutor-

ing/time-sharing service consisting of a pack-

age of selected software covering basic aca-

demic areas and programming, all necessary

hardware, and an operating manual. The pack-

age also includes advertising materials and per-

mission to use the company's registered logo.

Persons wishing information on franchises

should write to Computer Scholar, 145 Park

Street, Susanville, CA 96130, or call (916) 257-

7929.

Systems Plus (Palo Alto, CA) has ap-

pointed N, Patricia Groves to the new post of

director of marketing services. Previously man-
ager of new account development for Durango
Systems, Groves will be responsible for the

company's technical support, product selection

and testing, dealer programs, and marketing aid

functions. In other news, Systems Plus has re-

duced the dealer and list price for its Account-

ing Plus II package.

The board of directors of Star Computer
Systems (Torrance, CA) has announced the

election of William G. Webster, Jr., as presi-

dent. Webster was marketing manager at Con-
trol Data's Los Angeles division and formerly

president of the educational publication Cours-

elector. Inc.

Webster has named James H. Hart, co-

founder of the firm and a marketing colleague

from Control Data, as Star Computer's execu-

tive vice president. Hart's responsibilities will

encompass operations, software design, finan-

cial planning and control, personnel, and cus-

tomer service.

Television viewers in the San Francisco and

San Jose areas will be able to see Gene Sprouse,

president of Rainbow Computing (Northridge,

CA), and other leaders in the computer indus-

try on "Window on Computer Solutions," a

special feature of the nationally syndicated

"Window on Wall Street" television talk show.

Series will air weekdays at 4:30 p.m. on KSTS
(48, beginning September 23rd.

Under the terms of a two-year agreement

with Apple Computer, Reader's Digest Ser-

vices (Pleasantville, NY) will develop and mar-

ket Edu-Disks, a line of educational software for

which Apple will provide technical informa-

tion, computer training for Digest personnel,

access to its computers, and marketing support.

Pete Holies, president of Racal-Vadic, the

Sunnyvale modem manufacturer, has an-

nounced the start of construction on a new cor-

porate office center in the Oak Creek Business

Park in Milpitas, California. The 76,000-square-

foot building will accommodate all corporate

and administrative staff, product development,

and sales and marketing personnel. The build-

ing is scheduled for completion in early 1983.

In its first move to produce and market re-

tail products under its own name, USI Inter-

national (Brisbane, CA) has established a com-
puter products division. Their first product is a

line of green-screen and amber monitors.

Cynthia Druley has been appointed mar-

keting manager for the division to facilitate that

expansion, overseeing product development

and management of the division's operations.

Joseph O. Bentley, Jr., has been appointed

senior vice president and secretary-treasurer of

CCS, the ^n Antonio-based information serv-

ices company, sponsors of the SofSearch soft-

ware locator service. He was previously with the

Birmingham branch of Arthur Young and

Company.
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This month we are going to design and start to build our first major

program, a utility that permits us to create and manipulate shape tables

easily. We aren't using much new vocabulary this time. However, we are

introducing a major new concept, that of the logical variable.

Actually, any numeric variable can be treated as a logical variable. It

works like this. If X is equal to zero, we call it false. If it is equal to any

other value, we call it true. Take a look at these two examples:

X = 5: IF X THEN PRINT "X IS TRUE"
X = 0: IF NOT X THEN PRINT "X MUST BE FALSE"

IfX means, "If X is true (that is, not equal to zero) then . .
." it fol-

lows that ifnot X means, "IfX is false (equal to zero) then. . .
." Clear as

mud.

The Apple can also evaluate an expression logically. If the expres-

sion is true, it will return a value of 1; if false, a value of 0. Try these

examples on for size:

X = 7: Y = 2: PRINT (X = Y), (X<Y), (X>Y)

or even better

A = B = C: PRINT A,B,C (Hint: think of this expression as: A = (B = C)

and evaluate right side first)

This is fun. Now that you have a sense of how logical variables work,

let's get on with the heavy stuff—program design. We want to build a pro-

gram that will permit us to draw shapes easily, examine them, and save

them in a table if they look worth saving. We also want to avoid all that

number crunching that we did last month. No point in straining our

brains.

Saddle Up the Four Horsemen. A moment of consideration suggests

that what we really need are four miniprograms that work together. The

first allows us to draw a shape on the screen; the second converts it into a

shape table when we're finished; the third permits us to change its size,

color, position on the screen, and angle of rotation; and the fourth al-

lows us to save it, load in a new shape, or go back and edit it some more.

If we break down the problem this way, each bite becomes more man-

ageable and less intimidating.

Let's take a whack at that first miniprogram by writing a routine

that permits us to draw a shape on the hi-res screen. As it draws, let's

have it save our actions in an array, which we can convert into a shape

table when we are done.

First things first. Of course, everyone remembers how to turn on

page 1 of the hi-res graphics:

10 HGR: POKE -16302,0

HGRtilrns on page 1 of hi-res graphics (which we are going to use just

in case there are still any of you out there who only have 16K of mem-
ory in your computer). That poke may look a little unfamiliar, however.

It's really the same as 49234, which we discussed in March and which

Set Purpose
1 a Displays screen in graphics mode
b Displays screen in text

2a Closes text window at screen bottom

b Opens text window at screen bottom

3a Displays Page 1 on screen

b Displays Page 2 on screen

4a Displays $400 area (text/lo-res)

b Displays one of the hi-res screens

Figure 1.

Addresses Or
49232 - 16304
49233 -16303
49234 -16302
49235 -16301
49236 -16300
49237 -16299
49238 -16298
49239 -16297

closes the text window at the bottom of the page. (If you subtract 65,536

from an address, you get a negative number that works as well as the

positive one.) We are going to use the negative versions in this month's

column because the positive addresses introduced earlier are, unfor-

tunately, not the ones given in your manuals. So, even though they are

simpler to understand, they may be a source of confusion. For the rec-

ord, figure 1 displays both sets of equivalent addresses:

Next let's think about the array that we are going to be stuffing our

instructions into. We could set it up as a one-dimensional array and keep

sticking our instructions into it one after another. However, as you re-

member from last month, all instructions are combined into pairs, which

are then stored as a single number in the shape table. We can save our-

selves some work in the second miniprogram if we store our instructions

in pairs.

Put on Your 2-D Glasses. One way we can do this is to create a two-

dimensional array, two numbers wide by any number long. Then we will

load our instructions two by two into this array until we are ready to

continue.

Let's call our array Vectr (short for vector since these are vector

shapes we are storing) and reserve space for it in memory with a dimen-

sion statement:

20 DIM VEGTR(1,100)

What this statement says is that we want to set aside enough variable

space for an array containing 202 variables. Where do we get the 202?

Well, computers don't count from 1; they count from 0. So when we ask

to reserve space for an array with dimensions 1 by 1(X), your Apple goes

to work like this:
(0,0)

(0,1)

(0,2)

(0,3)

(1,0)

(1,1)

(1,2)

(1,3)

(0,100) (1,100)

In other words, it sets aside a 2-by-lOl area, since the number 1 is the

second number in your Apple's alphabet. If this seems strange, imagine

how our habits look from your Apple's point of view. We could have

made the array larger, but 100 seemed like a nice place to stop (if you

want to draw really large shapes, you can always come back and change

this later).

Let's Make 'Em Talk. The next thing to do is set up some initial

values for variables. We'll need a couple to tell us which value in our ar-

ray we are filling next. Let's call the first Snum (for switching number). It

will keep track of whether the value of the first array coordinate is 0 or

1 and switch back and forth between them as we fill up the array. We will

call the second variable Bnum (for byte number). Since it will keep track

of the actual number of bytes we are going to eventually need for our

shape table—which is the same as the second array coordinate—we

know that this number will be somewhere between 0 and 100.

We'll also need a couple to keep track of the X and Y coordinates on

the hi-res screen (we'll want to set initial values for these somewhere near

the middle of the screen). And we'll need one to remember whether we

are in plot-and-move mode or in move-only mode. Let's call this last one

Coir for color. If we set it equal to 3 when we are in plot-and-move mode

and to 0 when we are in move-only mode, then it will represent the cor-

rect color to plot on the hi-res screen at those times as well as a flag to re-

mind us which mode we are in.
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The variable setup line could look like this:

100 COLR = 3:X = 140:Y = 96:SNUM = 0:BNUM = 0

Actually, you don't need to initialize variables whose starting value

will be 0, since the starting value of all variables is assumed to be 0 until

you tell your Apple something different. But it may help us to get organ-

ized to think out which variables we will need in advance.

Here We Go Loop de Loop. Next, we need to set up our loop. The

loop needs to do four things. First, it has to read our commands from the

keyboard. Second, it has to figure out what they mean. Third, it must

draw whatever line we have asked for on the screen. And fourth, it has to

save a record of our instruction in the array Vectr.

Let's use the same input routine we used before, the live key routine

that keeps checking the keyboard to see if a key has been pressed. If no

key has been pressed, we will want to blink a dot on the screen so we can

tell where we are in our drawing. Try this:

120 HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT X,Y: HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT X,Y

130 IF PEEK (
- 16384) < 128 THEN 120

140 KEY = PEEK (
- 16384):KEY$ = CHR$ (KEY - 128): POKE

- 16368,0

As long as no key is pressed, line 130 will keep returning control to

line 120, which first plots X,Y in white (Hcolor = 3) and then in black

(Hcolor = 0). which has the effect of erasing the plotted dot. If we do

press a key, then line 140 figures out which key it was, stores the charac-

ter in KEYS, and clears the keyboard strobe.

Next we move on to the problem of interpreting the key that has

been pressed. Line 140 puts the keystroke into the string KEYS, which

we can then compare against our different control codes. So the first

thing we have to do is decide what our control codes ought to be.

We can use the I,J,K, and M edit diamond for motion, and toggle be-

tween plot-and-move and move-only modes with the X and C keys. In

each case we can spot the key with an //statement:

150 IF KEY$ = "I" THEN Y = Y - 1:BYTC0DE = 0

If we press the I key, we want to move upwards on the screen. By

subtracting 1 from the Y variable, the next time we plot X,Y (in line 120),

it will plot one dot higher, since the smaller Y is, the closer you are to the

top of the screen. We also want to set the variable Bytcode to 0, which is

a value we will store in our array so we can remember this step.

Other // statements will look similar

160 IF KEYS = "J" THEN X = X - 1:BYTC0DE = 3

170 IF KEY$ = "K" THEN X = X + liBYTCODE = 1

180 IF KEYS = "M" THEN Y = Y + liBYTCODE = 2

190 IF KEYS = "X" THEN COLR = 3

200 IF KEYS = "0" THEN COLR = 0
210 IF KEYS <> CHRS (13) THEN 120

Now, if the control code we hit was one of the edit diamond keys, we
want several things to happen. First, we want to change the value ofX or

Y, which we have done. Second, we want to store the command in our

array before moving on to the next command. As we have written the

code so far, the program will keep looping back to line 120 until we hit

the return key (which is the same as character 13).

Holler If It Goes Wrong. That isn't what we want to have happen,

so let's change line 210 and add another line of code:

147 BYTCODE = 999
210 IF BYTCODE = 999 AND KEYS <> CHR$(13) THEN 120

If we hit any of the four edit keys, Bytcode will be reset to a new
value, and line 210 will no longer send program control back to line 120.

So now we have a chance to save our new instruction in the array. First,

however, we should add the instruction that ships us off to the second

miniprogram:

gin, the one that converts the shape array into a shape table in memory.

Those who read last month's column will recall that there are eight

commands that can be entered into a shape table. Half of them are plot-

and-move commands; the other half arc move-only commands. The

move-only commands are given numbers from 0 to 3, depending on di-

rection; plot-and-move commands range from 4 to 7. Up to now the four

values we have given Bytcode have ranged from 0 to 3. However, if Coir

is equal to 3, it means that we are in plot-and-move mode, so we have to

add 4 to the value of Bytcode to give it the correct value. That's pretty

simple if you understand the concept:

220 IF COLR = 3 THEN BYTCODE = BYTCODE + 4

Now we're ready to save our value in the array:

230 VECTR(SNUM,BNUM) = BYTCODE

Next we have to change the values of Snum and Bnum so that we are

ready to fill the next item in the array the next time we pass this way:

240 SNUM = NOT (SNUM): IF SNUM THEN BNUM = BNUM + 1

Look at all those marvelous logical variables! If anybody under-

stood that line the first time they read it, they should be doing this for a

living. Let's take a close look at how we are filling up our array. The
starting value of Snum was 1. Each time that we encounter line 240,

Snum becomes Not Snum. In other words, if it was 1, it becomes 0. If it

was 0, it becomes 1.

Lands a One-Two Punch. Now look at the second half of line 240. It

says, "If Snum equals 1 then increase Bnum by 1." Very straightfor-

ward. So look at what happens to our array each time we pass this line:

SNUM BNUM VECTR(SNUM,BNUM)
1 0 VECTR(1,0) First entry

0 0 VECTR{0,0) Second entry

1 1 ' VECTR(1,1) Third entry

0 1 VECTR(0,1) Fourth entry

215 IF KEYS = CHRS(13) THEN HCOLOR =

1000
0: HPLOT X,Y: GOTO

When we press the return key, that indicates that we are finished

drawing our picture. Line 215 will then erase our cursor from the screen

and jump to line 1000, which is where our second miniprogram will be-
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Gradually the array fills up. All that remains is to send the program

back for another command and to clean up one little bug

125 HCOLOR= COLR: HPLOT X,Y

250 GOTO 120

The reasoning behind line 250 should be obvious. However, line 125

may only become so if you try to use the program before adding it. The

problem is that your cursor is not leaving behind a trail of dots, whether

you are in plot-and-move mode or move-only mode. Line 125 is de-

signed to leave behind such a trail, but only if you are in plot-and-move

mode. Try adding the line and see the difference.

That's all there is to the first miniprogram. With it you can draw

shapes on the screen and a record of your cursor movements is stored in

the array called Vectr. Next we have to write a program that can take

that array and turn it into a shape table, which can be poked into your

Apple's memory.

To Make a Moot Point Short. Let's assume for the sake of argu-

ment that we are going to have only a single shape in our shape table and

that we are going to poke it into page 3 of memory (the area that runs

from $300 to $3FF, right below the text window). This makes our job

much easier. As you may recall from last month, the first four bytes in a

shape table with only one shape are always 1 , 0, 4, and 0. Therefore, the

first lines of this section might be:

1000 START = 768
1010 POKE START.I: POKE START + 1,0: POKE START + 2,4:

POKE START + 3,0: START = START + 4

As you doubtlessly figured out, 768 is the decimal version of $300

(just divide it by sixteen a couple of times to convince yourself). Next we
want to set up a loop to poke our values one at a time into this area of

memory:

1020 FOR BYTE = 0 TO BNUM
1050 NEXT BYTE

Each pair of bytes is combined into a single number by taking the

first number in the pair, multiplying it by 8 and then adding the second

number (if this seems the reverse of what we did last month, keep in

mind that we added the second number in each pair into the array first in

this program). Then we poke the product into the appropriate spot in

memory.

1030 NUM = VECTR (0,BYTE) * 8 + VECTR(1 ,BYTE)
1040 POKE START,NUM:START = START + 1

Finally, we need to add a zero to the end of the table, and it is

finished:

1060 POKESTART,0

This may not be easy to follow at first. In particular the use of Start

as a shifting address and the use of the variable Byte to calculate the

values to be poked into memory in line 1030 may be confusing. But look

at those lines carefully and try them out with a few sample values. See if

they don't make sense to you then.

All Work and No Save. Next time we'll finish this program by add-

ing the utilities that permit us to display this shape, manipulate it on the

screen, and save it to disk or tape if we want to preserve it. In the mean-

time, add the following lines so that you can use the program now

2000 POKE 233, INT(START/256): POKE 232, START - (INT

(START/256)*256)
2010 TEXT : HOME : PRINT "THE SHAPE IS IN MEMORY"

Line 2000 sets pointers to tell the Apple where the shape resides.

We'll explain it in more detail next month.

The commands we looked at last time—and indeed lines 40 through

90 of last month's program—should give you a head start on using the

shapes yourself. Note that the shape will remain in memory even if you

type in or load another program. Try your hand at it and we'll compare

notes next month. JM
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LIFETIME WARRANTY

* MACHINE LANGUAGE
FOR GREATER SPEED

* IMPROVES SPELLING
* FUN FOR ALL AGES

TWO DISKETTE PACKAGE

$49.95
Requires. . .Apple II or II + 48K 3.3 DOS 1 Drive

Apple III (In Apple II Emulation Mode)

'Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

All Orders. ..Add $3.00 for shipping.
Calif, residents add 6% sales tax.

IF YOU OWN AN EARLIER VERSION CALL US ABOUT A FREE UPDATE.

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE
OR ORDER DIRECTLY FROM:

L & S COMPUTERWARE
1589 FRASER DR.

SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
(408) 738-3416

VISA * MASTERCARD
COD ORDERS
WELCOME



Apple II

JUST CLIPS ON.
NO MOUNTING OR
HARDWARE REQUIRED.

COLOR MATCHED TO
APPLE II.

Ousted

For Cooling
As soon as you move to 64K RAM or

80 columns you need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's advanced peripheral cards

generate more heat. In addition, the cards

block any natural air flow through the Apple

II creating high temperature conditions that

substantially reduce the life of the cards and
the computer itself.

SYSTEM SAVER provides correct

cooling. An efficient, quiet fan draws fresh

air across the mother board, over the power
supply and out the side ventilation slots.

For Line Surge
Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential

pi-otection to hardware and data from

dangerous, power surges and spikes.

By connecting the Apple II power
input through the SYSTEM SAVER, power
is controlled in two ways: 1) Dangerous
voltage spikes are clipped off at a safe 130

volt RMS level. 2) High frequency noise is

smoothed out before reaching the Apple II.

For Operating
Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two switched

power outlets. As shown in the diagram,

the SYSTEM SAVER efficiently organizes

your system so that one convenient, front

mounted power switch controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple II, monitor and printer. The
heavy duty switch has a pilot light to alert

when system is on. You'll never use the

Apple power switch again!

PRINTER

POWER

$8995 at your local dealer or

order direct by phone or mall from:

Kensington Microware Ltd.

300 East 54 Street, Suite 3L
New York, NY 10022

(212) 486-2802

When ordering by mail include payment of

$89.95 plus $2.50 for handling. New York

State residents add 6V4% sales tax.

By phone payment can be charged to

VISA or MASTERCARD.

Dealer inquiries invited.

mgm KENSINGTON
MICROWARE



Select Option Hoad Have Qeplace Helete Hatalogue flnitialise

CJew page Qld page Qrint text Qjailing list

Entering Tfext...Easier Than a Typewriter

Enter text quickly and a few commands does it all. As

on a typewriter, you access upper case letters with the

SHIFT key But Format-ll is smarter than a typewriter

since there is no need to press RETURN at the end of

each line. Format-II wraps text from line to line for you.

Effortless Formatting

FORMAT TEXT MODE IDENTIFIED
BY -FORMAT TEXT AND I CURSOR

Line
: 19 [60] Position : 38 F

FORMAT II turns your Apple II into a

powerful and effective word processor. If you

are not familiar witfi computers or, for that

matter, witfi word processors, do not worry.

The Apple and FORMAT II behave like a

typewriter in some ways, but instead of

printing directly on your paper, your typing stores

information directly in the computer memory
Once it's in the memory, jt can be displayed

on the screen and, more importantfy. it can be

edited, reorganized.- or fed out to a printer.

Furthermore, the inform'ation - your text - can

be stored away safely on a floppy disk,

Justify Qine Qaragraph Qext On

LINE MENU PROMPTING
APPEARS THROUGHOUT FORMAT I

The Main Menu. Commands for the Main Menu, as m
all modes of the system, are mnemonic. For example, to

create aNew Page, just touch M. To Print Text touch [E.

Tbuch M and move immediately into the mailing list.

There is no chaining to disk!

LEFT LINE AND TAB IDENTIFIES MODE IDENTIFIED BY RIGHT
MARGIN CURSOR SET UPPER CASE LOCK "ENTER TEXr AND MARGIN

POSITION , / _CURSOR

Touch the
I
ESC

I
key and you're m "Format Text" mode

to edit and manipulate. Again, all commands are mne-

monic and are brought up with one key stroke. No
complicated CTRL functions! For example:

[A]lign...a column of numbers [D]elete...text.

[Elank...out text. [E]dit...text.

[Clenter . . text. [Elind. . . text on the page.

Illustrated is [I]ustify..text. (Throughout, bottom-of-

screen prompting keeps you on track.) The justification

on the screen appears exactly as it will print out . Format

II is a "what you see is what you get" word processor

Line : 1 9 [60] f>osition 38 U/C

FORMAT II turns your Apple II into a ^

powerful and effective word processor. If you ']':'':

are not familiar with computers or, for that
'

matter, with word processors, do not worry.

The Apple and FORIVIAT II behave like a

typewriter m some ways, but instead of

printing directly on your paper, your typing stores

information directly in the computer memory.

Once It's in the memory, it can be displayed

on the screen and, more importantly, it can be

edited, reorganized, or fed out to a printer.

Furthermore, the information - your text - can

be stored away safely on a floppy disk.



Format-II gives you everything

that Wordstar® offers, and it does more!

It does it faster! It does it simpler!

All at a lower cost!

Format-n is a machine code program.

An immediate benefit is speed—response to -

commands is instantaneous. Also, Format-II

loads entirely at once including the Mailing List.

Remove the program disk, you won't need it

anymore. Only one disk drive is required!

The Mailing List: Powerful, Versatile

Format-II's sophisticated Mailing List rivals the best

database management systems. Entries are in a card

file format. Each entry reserves a 16 field card, and 442

cards fit on each Mailing List disk. You can add new
entries, flip through entries, find particular entries, alter

existing entries, and much more.

IN THIS EXAMPLE
FORMAT II SORTS BY ZIPCODE

\
CARD NUMBER

Other Knockout Features:

Format-II works v\ath any printer that connects to

the Apple. It performs proportional space

justification with Diablo®, Qume® and NEC® printers.

For transmission of text over the telephone, Format-II

will create DOS 3,3 Text files for all available

communications programs.

Use Format-II to incorporate and edit files created

with other programs such as Visicalc® spread sheets.

A Quick Guide manual that will have you running

most features in two hours, and a full Reference

Manual for that weekend to explore all the champion-

ship qualities of Format-II Word Processing.

THE SCORECARD

Basic Program

CP/M®
Mailing List

Sorting Program

80 Column Card

Format-II

$375

Not required

Included

Included

Required

Wordstar

$375

$399 (Softcard®)

$125 (Mailmerge®)

$200 (Supersort®)

Required

Prices shown are list.

Go With the best. Ask for a complete demonstration of

Format-II at your local dealer You too will be a winner

Maintain your lists in any order you like. In this

example the entries have been sorted by zip code.

Format-II's powerful logic allows you to target

entries from your list to be merged with specified

letters. Tb send a letter to all "Program City" stores

listed except those in California, set Format-II's logic for

"Program City" ANDNOT "California". With the logic set

for "lawyers"OR"accountants"AND"California", Format-II

will print a letter to only those lawyers and accountants

who live in California.

A complete range of selections in your hands.

FORMaT-]C

KENSINGTON
MICROWARE

The
Best

on the

Apple

Kensington Microware Ltd.

300 East 54 Street, Suite 3L

NY 10022 (212) 486-2802

Distributed by: SOFTSEL, Micro D, Eastern Software Distributors.



PLATTHESYSTEM THATMADEKEN USTON THE
WORUX5 WINNINGEST BLACKJACKPLATER.

Ken Uston,

millions-as the blac

expert featured on

Minutes," has won a reputation

as the world's forennost black-

jack player. Now Intelligent

Statements brings Ken Uston's

casino-proven blackjack system to

your home computer.

PLAYS LIKE THE
REAL THING

i you through each skill level. At any

point you can choose to see accurate

running counts, continuous

statistical evaluations, discard

deck totals and instructional

prompts, complete with sound

effects. So you develop and

refine the skills you need

to win big.

Intelligent Statements, Inc.

Major credit cards accepted

over 24-hour toll-free lines at

1-800-345-8112 (PA residents call

1-800-662-2444). Be sure to

specify your home computer brand.

IBM PC* requirements:

48K RAM, disk drive. PC DOS,*
'

80-character display. Color

and monochrome versions

supplied with each package.

APPLE II** requirements:

(DOS 3.3)

48K RAM, disk drive, 40-.

character display.

Display shown is actual

photograph of IBM PC color

version. Other versions vary

with hardware limitations.

Ken Uston's Professional

Blacl^jaclc'^ is the most complete

and realistic blackjack game you can

each with its own set of rules and

variations. Or you can create your

own casino, manipulating sixteen

different game parameters to produce

39,8O.J20 different playing
j

environments. You can select the
j

number of decks in the shoe, vary

the dealing speed, choose and name

competing players, set their wallet

sizes and much more. And all your

data is accurately displayed, so you

can play the strategy you like and

get the feedback you need to win. .

-
' ©copyright 1982 by Intelligent Statements, Inc. All rights reserved.

•IBM, PC aw) PC'OOS jro iradciiMrln of IBM. '•Apple. CP/M,Auri,irid TRSrSOareliadconarksofApplcCompuccr, Inc.. DigilalRejiwcn, Inc., Atari, In^



The catalog is often the menu from which you or a user of your disk

selects programs. It is like the table of contents of a book and should be

maintained and presented in an attractive and orderly fashion. DOS does

its best to keep things tidy, but it does have some quirks that are nice to

know about.

How File Names Are Stored. An initialized disk is divided mag-

netically into thirty-five individual concentric tracks. DOS stores file

names in the directory on central track 17. If you look at a high-mileage

disk in just the right light, you can sometimes see the wear on this track

through the oval hole in the disk sleeve. This track, like all of a 3.3 disk's

tracks, is divided into sixteen sectors numbered 0 through 15. There are

only thirteen sectors on a 3.2 disk, numbered 0 through 12. Track 17, sec-

tor 0 contains a disk's VTOC (pronounced "vee-talk"), or volume table

of contents. The VTOC is sort of a map of the disk, telling DOS where

information about each file is stored. Each of the remaining fifteen sec-

tors (1 through 15) of track 17 may contain up to seven file names. A
disk may therefore contain a maximum of 105 (15 times 7) files. An at-

tempt to save a 106th file will fail with a "disk full" error message—same

as if you had tried to save more than the maximum 496 sectors on the

disk.

File Name Order. On a new 3.3 disk, the first seven files you save

(actually save, bsave, or write) will have their names and certain infor-

mation about the files stored on track 1 7, sector 1 5. Remember, we are

only discussing file names here, and not the information contained in the

file itself. File names 8 through 14 are stored on track 17, sector 14,

names 15 through 21 are stored on sector 13, and so on, dowTi to sector

1. Nice and orderly, right? Yes, but if you delete a file name, the next

saved file's name will appear in the deleted file name's slot. In other

words, DOS stores each new file name in the topmost available position

in a catalog. If you have two or more files with the same name (made

possible by renaming files), and you use that name in a DOS command,
DOS will look no further than the first correct name it finds.

Rearranging File Names. There are utilities on the market that will

rearrange file names in a disk's catalog. Most give you the option of al-

phabetizing file names; the better ones let you be a little more creative.

Another popular option is the ability to undelete deleted files or file

names that haven't been overwritten.

One free utility, the Fid program on your System Master disk, lets

you transfer files one by one from disk to disk. If your target disk, the

disk you are transferring to, is blank (but initialized) when you start, you

may transfer file names in any order you wish.

You may want to insert several dummy file names in the middle or

beginning of a catalog. As soon as your target disk has all of the perti-

nent files transferred to it, delete the dummy files. Then you know that

the next several files saved on that disk will appear in the catalog in the

position of the deleted dummy file names. For example:

CATALOG
A 030 FILE #1
A 044 FILE #2
A 002 DUMMY-1
A 002 DUMMY-2
A 002 DUMMY-3

A 022 FILE #3
A 035 FILE #4
A 020 and so on . . .

If you create a catalog similar to the one above, then delete files

Dummy- 1 through Dummy-3, the next files saved will appear in positions

3, 4, and 5 in the catalog. An easy way to create or delete dummy file

names is to write a short program. Type new or FP and enter.

10 FOR X = 1 TO 3: REM NUMBER OF FILE NAMES
20 PRINT CHR$(4); "SAVE DUMMY-";X: REM OR "DELETE

DUMMY-";X
30 NEXT X

Secret File Names. Suppose you want to keep someone from run-

ning one of your programs or examining one of your files. The easiest

(and unfortunately best known) method is to include a control character

as part of a file name. Control characters will not show on the screen as

part of a file's name. As a test, enter a one-line program and type:

SAVE P(control-P)ROGRAM (return)

If you are new to this sort of thing, all you do is type save p. then

hold down the control key while you type a p. then release the control

key, type rogram, and hit return. When you catalog the disk, you will not

see the control-P, only "program." An attempt to access Program with a

load or save command, however, will result in a file not found message.

As long as you remember what you typed, this is a useful trick. To re-

name the file above, type:

RENAME P(control-P)ROGRAM, ANYNAME (return)

Here's another tricky kind of file name that's not real useful, but is

fun. Type:

SAVE H(control-J)E(control-J)L(control-J)L(control-J)0(control-G)

(return)

If you forget what control characters you have imbedded into your

file names, or if you just want to do some snooping on someone else's

disk, here is a program that reveals hidden control characters in cata-

logs. It is a modified version of the program on page 151 of the DOS
manual:

10 REM CTRL-FINDER PROGRAM
20 DATA 201, 141, 240, 21

30 DATA 234, 234, 234, 234, 201, 128, 144, 13, 201, 160, 176, 9

40 DATA 72, 132, 53, 56, 233, 128, 76, 249, 253, 76, 240, 253
50 FOR N = 768 TO 795: READ A: POKE N,A: NEXT N
60 POKE 54, 0: POKE 55,3: CALL 1002

Running this program will reveal any invisible control character except a

control-M (carriage return) as a visible inverse character. Control Finder

will work not only with file names, but with any screen appearance of a

control character. To prove it, run Control Finder and type:

CATALOGG (return)

Note the two Gs at the end of the command. Normally you would be hit



The chase is on, and you're ///

here are ^^^^
ecret hordes
)f cash hidden in

ie city and you intend

o "liberate" it all. But,

omeone tipped off the killer

joons and they're hot on your tail,

loor that pedal . . . burn up the road!

)ti, oh . . . that's not enough to shake them,

'ou need exceptional skill and strategy to lose

hem in the intricate and crazy maze of streets

o force them to crash, to trap them in dead ends. "^^jm^m. TV
hey're dead serious - so don't relax Get the cash and head \ m
>ut! Where? To another magnificent crazy maze of streets and ^^^ftk
marter enemies. The better you are the more loot you grab, and the ^^^^ ^
nore you fight - up to 19 killer cars at a time!

iere's the most intricate hi-res mazes you've ever seen - to challenge your skill, agflity

and thinking ability Get with CRAZY MAZEY now and run for your life!

f29.95 For Apple ir At you computer store, or from: '

CMSTAMOSl
?748 Cozycroft Ave, Chatsworth, CA,91311 (213) 709-1202

VISA/MASTERCHARGE accepted. $1,00 shipping/handling charge

(California residents add 6'/?% sales tax)

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
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with a beep and a well-deserved syntax error for typing this illegal

DOS command (see July's DOS Mystery of the Month). With the Con-

trol Finder program in effect, instead of the invisible but audible beep,

you will get a visible, but inaudible, inverse-G. If you really hate the Ap-

ple's beep, you could make the Control Finder Toutine part of your greet-

ing program. To cancel the effect, type PR^ or hit reset (or pull the

plug!).

To have some more fun, change line 20 in Control Finder to:

20 DATA 234, 234, 234, 234

Now, even control-Ms (carriage returns) will appear in inverse. Catalog a

disk and you'll see why an exception was made for control-Ms. All of the

carriage returns have been nullified, making most screen layouts rather

difficult to read!

While no one's watching, fool around some more with the left arrow

key, control-G, control-J, control-X, and other control characters and

commands. Hit reset to return to reality.

Invisible File Names. This trick won't foil the Control Finder pro-

gram, but it sure will keep most people out of your files. First, hit reset to

kill Control Finder's effect. Now save a program with this command

PRINT CHR$(4); "SAVE A"; CHR$(8) (return)

What you have done is save a split file name that is part normal charac-

ter, A, and part control character, CHR$(8). CHR$(8) is the same as a

backspace or control-H. A control-H is normally impossible to type di-

rectly on the screen without backspacing the cursor, so we use its CHR$
(character string) equivalent. To save or otherwise manipulate a split file

name, we need to use a CHR$(4) or control-D in front of the DOS com-

mand. The same command could, of course, be executed from within a

program.

If you haven't already done so, catalog your disk and notice the in-

visible file name that has been created. If you run Control Finder, you will

see that the file's actual name is "A(control-H)". That's the letter A fol-

lowed by a backspace. Since DOS adds spaces to any file name shorter

than thirty characters, the actual file name is:

A (backspace) (28 spaces)

When you catalog, the letter A is actually printed on the screen, but is

then immediately, if not sooner, erased by the first of the twenty-eight

spaces!

To erase the lock, file-type, and sector codes to the left of a file name,

just add eight backspaces to a file name like so:

H$ = CHR$(8): H$ = H$ + H$ + H$ + H$ + H$ + H$ + H$ + H$
(return)

PRINT CHR$(4); "SAVE A"; H$ (return)

Now the trailing spaces start at the far left of the screen, erasing every-

thing to the right and producing a horizontal blank line in your catalog!

You can use this feature as a nice spacer to dress up your catalogs or to

separate file names by category. By the way, invisible file names will

transfer just fine with Fid and other file-transfer utilities. To make more
than one invisible file name in the same catalog, start each one with a dif-

ferent visible letter.

Inverse and Flashing File Names. Inverse and flashing file names are

often used as decorative catalog headers. Such file names usually belong

to empty files that are not meant to be accessed. The only way / know to

access a file whose name contains inverse or flashing characters is from

immediate mode (not from within a program) by typing the appropri-

ate DOS command {load, for example) and then tracing over the name
(see last month's column).

The following trick will produce an inverse file name. First, save a file

named File, and then type:

PRINT " RENAME FILE,";: INVERSE: PRINT
NORMAL

INVISI-CALC

After you hit return, you will see a DOS command on the screen made
up of normal and inverse characters. Use escape-I to move your cursor

up to the left of the word rename and trace over the command using the

right arrow and repeat keys. Then hit return and let DOS do its thing.

That's all there is to it! Notice how it is legal to start a file name with an

inverse space, but not a normal space. Flash works the same way, as does

any combination of flash, inverse, and normal characters. Please take it

easy with the flashing file names, okay? A little goes a long way!

I like to use this little flasher at the top of my catalogs:

PRINT " RENAME FILE, COPYRIGHT {";: FLASH: PRINT "C"\:

NORMAL: PRINT ") 1982"

Trace over the resulting command and you'll get the picture.

One More Thought about File Names. More and more people with

noncomputer backgrounds are using computers these days (and I'm one

of them). If you are creating disks to be used by the public, think about

the file names that apjxar in your disks' catalogs; name them in English.

Nothing is more confusing to a beginner than a file called Fil.obj3.rev.

Computing is tough enough!

DOS Mystery of the Month. Chris Volpe is full of Apple mysteries,

and here's another one. Run this Applesoft program:

10 PRINT CHR$(4); "OPEN CHANGER"
20 PRINT CHR$(4); "WRITE CHANGER"
30 PRINT "15 REM THIS IS A TEST"
40 PRINT "16"

50 PRINT CHR$(4); "CLOSE"

After running the above program, you will have a text file called Changer

on your disk. Now run this program:

10

15

16

18

19

20

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
LIST

PRINT CHR$(4
GOTO 10

LINE 10"

LINE 15"

LINE 16"

EXEC CHANGER"

The exec command in line 19 doesn't do its job, that is, change line 15

and delete line 16. And if you're in need of a httle garbage, just try and

stop the program with a control-C! If line 20 is removed, things work out

much more predictably. Exec executes properly only if it is the last com-

mand in a program. Has anyone out there seen any documentation that

doesn't sidestep putting exec commands inside Applesoft programs (in-

stead of at the end) so that they work?

Financial Management
.

^-

made
easy

The ACCOUNTANT lets you record

your monetary transactions and transfer

funds from one account to another.

STOP worrying about your liquidity;

get instantaneous information.

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System $129

Optional VisiCalc™ Interface $20

Decision Support Software
1438 Ironwood Drive. McLean, VA 22101

Call (800) 368-2022 or (703) 241-8316
VistCalc

"
IS a Ifademark of Personal Softwafe Inc



We could tell you we make
We don't have to.

You keep Br0derbund at the top of the best seller

lists, so you must know what it takes to make a
great game. We think our APPLE and ATARI
games are uniquely challenging with action and
graphics second to none. But you keep ask-

ing for Br0derbund games because they're just

plain fun.

All for the

Apple
and Atari

on diskette.

Enjoy the magic of our growing collection. Lead
a daring rescue mission in CHOPLIFTER. Or sur-

vive the maze and monsters in slithery SERPEN-
TINE and LABYRINTH. Blast through the future

with STAR BLAZER or conquer the ultimate pin-

ball game with DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAGIC. Take
up train robbing in TRACK ATTACK or tense your
mind and reflexes in DUELING DIGITS.

Braderbund
Br0derbund products are available at your retailer or by writing to:

Br0derbund Software, Inc., 1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 • Tel: (415) 456-6424

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.



the finest computer games.

You keep telling vs.

score: OOOOOO . .k oooooo

SEAFOX
Sub against the convoy

Apple & Atari disl<

DEADLY SECRETS
Hi-res adventure

Apple disk

APPLE PANIC
The arcade classic

Apple disk, Atari cassette & disk

STELLAR SHUTTLE
Monsters and meteors
Atari cassette & disk

Softujafe

PUT US OUT OF BUSINESS! THE ARCADE MACHINE lets you
design and produce your own computer games, without any pro-

gramming knowledge! Send us your best game and enter the

BR0DERBUND ARCADE MACHINE CONTEST We'll be giving

away thousands of dollars worth of hardware and software in

prizes. If you have a creative touch and an artistic eye, you too

can be an arcade designer. Write to Br0derbund for contest details

or visit your participating retail store! (Available on Apple disk.)

All Br0derbund games are fully guaranteed. If they ever fail to boot, return the original disk to

Br0derbund for a free replacement. If you have physically damaged the disk please include

five dollars for replacement.
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THEJEPPSON
nSASSENBLER
FOR THEAPPLE III

Bv )OHn lEPPson

Do seaets drive you crazy? Do mysterious code files evoke frenzied

storms of curiosity? You need a disassembler. Here's how to unravel

those streams of binary digits and reconstruct the assembly language list-

ings from which they were produced.

You will need peek and poke as described in the August issue of Sof-

talk. This program uses peek and poke to pry into any portion of mem-
ory you desire, and then disassembles the machine language code you

find there.

Illuminating Files. There are two distinct, but similar, tasks. First is

the problem of disassembling code currently resident in the Apple Ill's

memory. This will allow you to trace the code paths actually used in pro-

grams and in SOS (pronounced "sauce"), the Sophisticated Operating

System. The second task is disassembling code files, such as drivers and

interpreters, on floppy disks. Files on disk usually contain a lot of stuff

that's either omitted or reworked when the file is loaded into memory. So

it is instructive to examine files as they actually exist on the disk.

The disassembler program performs both of these tasks. It contains

compiler options, which can be set to compile the program in two differ-

ent ways. This means that the program produces two different exe-

cutable code files, one for disassembling memory, the other for disk files.

The sixth line of the main program listing reads i*$setc disk : = false *).

This instruction creates a compile-time variable, disk, as described on

page 107, volume 2, of the Apple III Pascal manual. In this instruction

disk is created as a Boolean variable and is assigned the value "false."

This assignment directs the compiler to include certain sections of text

and to exclude others, thereby producing a "memory" disassembler. The

resulting code file should be stored under its own distinct file name, such

as M.Disasm.Code. By changing the compile-time variable assignment

to Ttad(*$setc disk .
= true *), and recompiling, you will cause the com-

piler to include different sections of text. This time the result will be a

"disk file" disassembler which might be stored under the file name
D.Disasm.Code.

What You Can't Do. As you are doubtless well aware, Apple III al-

ready has a Monitor that has some of the facilities available in the Apple

II Monitor. It does not contain a disassembler. It's true that it's possible

to load a machine language disassembler while in emulation mode (or

even, if you're clever, in Apple III native mode). You can then enter the

Apple III Monitor and have a functional disassembler. But that ap-

proach has many limitations, the worst of which is that once the Moni-

tor is entered there is no way out again except to reboot. The Apple III

Monitor is entered by simultaneously pressing control, open-apple, and

reset. Its code runs on the Apple III ROM chip normally used for boot-

ing. (There are rumors that the Monitor may be omitted from future ver-

sions of Apple III.)

There are other limitations as well. Since the Monitor code runs in

ROM, which overlies the upper part of SOS, there is no way to look at

those areas of SOS without hanging the computer. Also, I/O from the

Monitor is possible, but only at the read-write-track-sector level. So load-

ing files from disk for disassembly or saving results is beset by com-

plexities of depressing magnitude. Finally, there is no straightforward

means of integrating other procedures, such as search routines, into the



Monitor environment. The disassembler program presented here is de-

signed to overcome these limitations. It has no connection with the Ap-

ple III Monitor, which we will henceforth ignore.

How Does It Remember So Much? Apple Ill's memory is organized

as a collection of 32K banks, so in a 128K machine there are four dif-

ferent memory banks, each 32K long ($8000 hexadecimal). A 256K
machine will have eight such banks. One bank is allocated for special

treatment and is called the S or system bank. It belongs to SOS. The re-

maining banks are user banks, numbered from 0 to 2 in a 128K machine

or 0 to 6 in a 256K machine.

This is a big memory. Too big, in fact, for the 6502 processor to han-

dle directly. By itself the 6502 can address only 64K (65,536) separate lo-

cations. That is the total number of different combinations of sixteen bi-

nary bits, or of four hexadecimal digits. To provide access to all of Ap-

ple Ill's memory you need a longer zip code, up to twenty binary bits.

Those extra bits are provided by the Xbyte, named for the "extended ad-

dressing system."

The overall scheme is to slice up memory into 64K chunks and let the

6502 processor work on just one 64K chunk during any single opera-

tion. Since memory is organized in 32K banks, this means that the 6502

can handle two banks at a time. The 6502 just looks for a location be-

tween $0000 and $FFFF, a 64K range that you can think of as the

6502's working space. These addresses are sort of a figment of the 6502's

imagination. They don't actually represent particular bits of silicon wafer

on the memory boards. The bank-switching mechanism, outside the

6502, swaps various parts of physical memory into the address space the

6502 is using. The Xbyte, and another register called the bank register,

decide which parts of memory to use at any given time.

Apple III actually has two different ways of combining memory
banks into pairs: bank-switched addressing and extended addressing.

Extended addressing is controlled by the Xbyte. If the Xbyte is $80 then

the 6502 is presented with bank pair 0,1. If the Xbyte is $81, then the pair

used is 1 ,2. In general, an Xbyte of $8n refers to bank pair n, n-l- 1 . In

each case the 6502 has 64K memory locations to play with, but the ac-

tual physical memory is different. Notice that a particular physical mem-
ory location can have more than one address. For example, a location in

the middle of bank 1 can be addressed as location $4000 with Xbyte =

$81. This Xbyte refers to bank pair 1,2 where bank 1 "occupies" loca-

tions $0000 to $7FFF. But exactly the same memory location can also be

addressed as $C000 with Xbyte = $80. In this case we're referring to

bank pair 0,1 where bank 1 "occupies" locations $8000 to $FFFF. The

specified address will now be found at $8000 + $4000 = $C000. You
may use whichever address is more convenient.

If the Xbyte is $00, then extended addressing is turned off and you are

in the realm of bank-switched addressing. In this case the 6502 looks at a

bank pair made up of the S (system) bank and one of the user banks. But

here there is a further complication. The S bank is split a little left of cen-

ter and the user bank placed in the middle. The result appears in table 1

.

This configuration is also called system bank addressing, and it is the

way the 6502 looks at things most of the time. The bank register, loca-

tion $FFEF of system bank (Xbyte = $00), determines which user bank

is switched in at the moment.

Program code actually runs using system bank addressing. The pro-

gram code resides and runs either in S bank itself or in the switched-in

user bank. You run along in one user bank for a while, and then change

the bank register and run in another. But when the program, running in

one bank, just needs to reach out and fetch a single byte of data from

some other part of memory, then it's best to use extended addressing.

With the appropriate Xbyte, extended addressing can access any byte in

the machine.

Looking at Memory. The function peek, used in the disassembler,

requires both an Xbyte and a suitable 6502 address. It can get to any part

of memory, but you must tell it where to go. So the "memory" disas-

sembler has a procedure for entering Xbytes. The current Xbyte value is

displayed at the top of the saeen. To change it, just press S (for set

$0000 to$1FFF $2000to$9FFF $A000 to $FFFF = 64K

Sbank(8K) User bank (32K) S bank (24K)

Table 1.

Xbyte Memory Area

$8n (80. .8E) Bank pair n, n+1. (Zero page mapped from S bank).

$8F System bank with bank 0 switclied in $2000..$9FFF.

ALL RAM!
access to: lowest page of bank 0

RAf^ beneath VIA's ($FFDO to $FFEF).

$FF (fake Xbyte) $C000 to CFFF = I/O; $F000 to FFFF = ROM #1

access to "true" zero page and stack page.

$00 Ordinary system bank addressing

zero page mapped from $1A, stack from $1B.

Table 2. Xbyte values for peek and poke.

Xbyte) on the keyboard and enter the new value. Table 2 lists the vari-

ous meaningful Xbytes and the memory areas they represent.

The "disk file" disassembler has slightly different requirements. Com-
puters cannot deal with files directly on the disk. Apple III always reads

files into memory and works on them there. The disk file disassembler re-

quests the name of the file you wish to examine and loads it into mem-
ory, up to a maximum of twenty-four blocks (24 blocks = 12,288 bytes

= $3000). If the file is longer than twenty-four blocks you must look at it

in pieces, twenty-four blocks at a time. To handle this situation the pro-

gram asks you for the block number at which to begin the load.

No Swearing, No Poking, No Xbyte. Once the file, or a suitable por-

tion of it, is loaded into memory, you can look at individual bytes or dis-

assemble sequences of bytes just as in the memory version. Simply use

addresses $0000 up to the hexadecimal total number of bytes loaded. In

other words, if the file loaded is five blocks long, and each block is 512

($200) bytes, then the highest address is 5 * $200 = $0A00. The range of

valid addresses, $0000 to $0A00, is calculated for you and kept on dis-

play at the top of the screen.

Some files, such as interpreters, are absolute code. Unlike drivers and

assembly language modules, which have relocatable code, interpreters are

designed to fit in a particular spot in memory. When you disassemble

such files, you find that the file's program code accesses memory and

jumps about using instructions with absolute addresses, such as LDA
8FEF or JMP 9F25. To facilitate working with such files, you may set

the disassembler's location counter to synchronize with the file's address

scheme. Then if you see JMP 9F25 you can look at address 9F25 and be

in the proper spot. To do this, the disassembler asks you to assign a start-

ing address value to the file. If, for example, you reply with "7600,"

then a five-block file will have "valid" addresses $7600 to $8000 ($7600 +
$0A00 = $8000). Again, the valid address range is kept in view at the top

of the screen.

Since the disk file version deals only with a limited range of ad-

dresses, the Xbyte mechanism has no meaning and is omitted. Similarly,

poking is not allowed in the disk file version since we are not dealing with

the file itself, but only with a copy of the file in memory. In most other re-

spects the two versions of disassembler are the same.

Painless Operation. Operation of the disassembler program is de-

scribed here mainly for the "memory" version, but the instructions can

be taken to apply to the disk file version as well. The program operates

much like the Apple II Monitor. All addresses and values are entered

and displayed in hexadecimal. To examine a single memory location, just

type in the hexadecimal address and press return. The program peeks at

that location and prints its contents as a hexadecimal byte. To see more

memory, just press return again. Repeated returns each yield the con-

tents of an entire group of sixteen bytes all printed on a single line. This

type of memory display, where bytes are printed as pairs of hexadecimal

digits, is known, colloquially, as a hex dump.

Since the Apple II Monitor caters to a forty-column screen, it can

print only eight bytes to the line. But on Apple Ill's eighty-column screen

there is plenty of room for sixteen bytes or more. In fact, since we do

have plenty of room, those memory contents that fall in the range of

printable characters (ASCII 32 to 127) are printed again, as characters, at

the right of the screen. This is very convenient for locating strings.

The procedure for examining larger blocks of memory is a bit differ-

ent. An entire page of memory (256 bytes) may be displayed as a block

by simply pressing P or by typing a hexadecimal address followed imme-

diately by P and return (for example, FBOOP return). The location count-

er is automatically updated so pressing P again will dump the following
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memory page, and so on. The program always dumps an even page, so

typing FB35P will still display the page of memory from FBOO to FBFF.
In the memory version, the contents of memory may also be

changed. Values may be poked into memory using the same format as

with Apple II's Monitor. Just type in the hexadecimal address followed

by a colon (:) and the new value. For example, the command 2FF5.vi/l

will place the value "AA" in memory location 2FF5. As with the Apple

II Monitor, it is possible to change a number of bytes (up to eighty-three)

with a single command (for example, 2FF5:AA AC AE BO 82). When
return is pressed the list of values will be poked into successive memory
locations starting at the specified address.

Pokers, Beware! Poking can actually be useful . . . occasionally. For

example, the disassembler program has a user-defined procedure

where you might wish to place routines for setting up and displaying

graphics. You could then poke values into the graphics screen memory
area as an aid in mapping the information storage scheme.

Generally, however, poking is dangerous. When you're dealing with

the Apple II Monitor, the Monitor program itself is running in read-only

memory. Since you can't change ROM no matter how hard you try, the

operating system and the program continue to run. With the Apple III,

on the other hand, both the operating system and the disassembler pro-

gram are in RAM. If you poke around in those areas, one of several

things may happen. Sometimes the machine just drifts off into never-

never land and becomes inert. Other times it dies horribly with "System

Failure" plastered across the screen. In either event your only option is to

reboot. Most disconcerting of all, poking may have no obvious effect

whatever. That's when you really want to watch out. You've got a little

time bomb in there somewhere just waiting for its chance to do you in.

Generally speaking, of course, it's impossible to damage the hard-

ware no matter what you do to programs in memory. When you reboot,

all is forgiven and wiped clean. But this assumes the boot disk itself is un-

damaged. That's where the real danger lies. It is said that piano players

never injure anything but their fingers, and trumpet players their lips.

Similarly, if you poke a few holes in the operating system, fate is sure to

direct your little arrows straight to the code responsible for writing to

floppy disks. The next time you write to a disk your damaged program

will smear that disk's directory into an indecipherable mess. Since you're

obviously a well-organized person, you'll have been working only from

backup disks. So your original disks are safe and you can begin again.

All you have lost forever is the work since your last backup, plus a few

days that anger has deducted from your life expectancy. With an Apple

Profile hard disk it's a bit tougher. After considerable practice, you can

reformat the Profile and refill it from its eight backup floppies in little

more than an hour. If you want to poke around, the best policy is to

leave the hard disk turned off until you reboot.

2001 Operand Oddities. The core of the disassembler program is the

list command, which disassembles 6502 object code. It is almost exactly

like its counterpart in the Apple II Monitor. Typing L, or an address fol-

lowed by L, disassembles the next twenty 6502 instructions. Apple 1 1 pro-

grammers will recognize the format:

7A70: 68 PLA
7A71: 85 FF STA FF
7A73; AD 99 16 LDA 1699
7A76: 8D FF 16 STA 16FF

You'll find some oddities in the operand field, which are designed

to comply with Apple III conventions. Instructions that employ indirect

addressing use an at-sign (@) instead of parentheses. Thus LDA
@ADDR,X is Apple Ill's version of the standard 6502 instruction LDA
(ADDR,X). In the absence of parentheses, preindexed and postindexed

indirect addressing modes are distinguished only by the presence ofX or

Y, resfjectively. The at-sign is also used with indirect jumps, such as JMP
@ADDR.

Branch relative instructions such as BNE are followed by an arrow

(->) and the computed address. The arrow isn't actually Apple III, it

just seems desirable.

The most significant change is in the BRK instruction. In Apple III

the break instruction has been entirely dedicated to SOS calls. SOS calls

invoke subroutines within the operating system that manipulate files.
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62 Set Time C4 Get File Info DO Set Eof

63 Get Time C5 Volume D1 Get Eof

64 Get Analog C6 Set Prefix D2 Set Level

65 Cold Start C7 Get Prefix D3 Get Level

Table 3. SOS calls.

talk to drivers, allocate free memory, and perform many other complex

tasks. SOS calls not only transfer control to the subroufine, they also

pass information back and forth in the form of parameters. So SOS calls

more closely resemble procedure and function calls of higher level lan-

guages than the JSR instruction of assembly language.

When the 6502 encounters a BRK instruction, it immediately trans-

fers control to the interrupt system, which then leads directly into SOS.

The interrupt is processed to determine its source, and if, indeed, the in-

terrupt was generated by BRK, then the appropriate SOS call is exe-

cuted. SOS goes back to the original code and picks up the next three

bytes following the BRK instruction. Thus BRK has become, in effect, a

four-byte instruction. The first byte is BRK (op-code $00). The second

byte designates which of the thirty-six available SOS calls is desired. The

third and fourth bytes contain a pointer to the address in memory of a

data table in which parameter information has been placed and where re-

sults are received. After the SOS call is complete, control is returned to

the original code file at the next instruction beyond the four-byte SOS
call.

Is There a Beta Draft in Here? Table 3 lists the various SOS calls in-

dexed by hexadecimal number. This is the number found in the second

byte of the four-byte instruction. Each SOS call, in turn, has a required

parameter list, and many have an optional parameter list as well. You get

to the parameter list by following the pointer address given in bytes three

and four of the SOS call. But at this point things get a bit complicated.

Each SOS call demands a different length and format for its parameter

lists. There is really no alternative but to look them up in the manual

where each SOS call receives a couple of pages of description and infor-

mation. "Ah!" you say, "the manual. What manual?" Why, the Apple III

SOS Reference Manual, a voluminous document filled with all sorts of

goodies. Does it exist? Almost. Even as you read this, a beta draft ver-

sion of the SOS manual is circulating in limited numbers within Apple

and in the hands of a few desperate others such as professional software

vendors and students who have attended the Apple III Technical Work-

shop. Beta draft is a happy expression that implies progress already made
and the hope of progress yet to come. Indeed, inquiry reveals that Apple

expects the SOS Reference Manual to be out and available later this au-

tumn.

SOS calls are not permitted just anywhere in a code file. SOS itself,

SOS.Kernel, cannot use them at all. Neither can drivers or interrupt han-

dlers. To do so would undoubtedly result in SOS calls calling them-

selves, and SOS is not designed to be reentrant. But SOS calls are exten-

sively used by interpreters, such as languages, by event handlers (maybe

another time), and by assembly language modules such as invokable

modules for Basic. And you may use them in your own assembly lan-

guage modules. They are, in fact, the best and the only legal means of

communication with files, devices, and other binary denizens of the out-

side world.

The disassembler normally displays its output on the console screen,

but you can change that. Pressing letter O (for output) allows you to do

direct hex dumps and disassembled listings to a printer or to a disk file or

to any other device configured into your system. The first time you press

O, you'll be asked for the path name of the device or volume to which

output should be sent. This path name will then be displayed in the upper

right-hand corner of the screen. Thereafter, every time you press O, the

output destination will toggle back and forth between the console screen
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and whatever destination you have specified. You may look around with

the output directed to the screen. Then, when you find something inter-

esting, you can toggle the output and save it on the designated device.

But should you wish to change the alternate destination, you'll have to

restart the program.

The Sum of the Parts. The disassembler program is constructed in

several parts. There is a library unit, Hexstuff, containing peek and poke

and some utility procedures. A disk data file, Opcode. List, contains the

text of the various 6502 instructions. And there is the program listing it-

self The steps in construction are as follows:

First type in and assemble peek and poke as listed in the August is-

sue of Softalk. Save the resulting code file under an appropriate name
such as Peek.Poke.Code.

Next type in and compile the Hexstuff Intrinsic Unit. In addition to

peek and poke, this library unit contains procedures and functions for

converting back and forth between decimal and hexadecimal. There are

also functions that split an integer (stored as a two-byte word) into its

component bytes and a procedure called screen that offers a convenient

means of sending control commands to the console driver. These proce-

dures are of general utility and should prove useful in other programs

you may write. The Hexstuff unit also declares a "free union variant rec-

ord" type, which is widely useful for bit twiddling of variables stored in

memory. When the Hexstuff unit has been compiled, use the linker to

link in Peek.Poke.Code. The resulting code file is the library unit.

The Hexstuff library unit should now be placed in the system library

on the Pascal boot disk. It must be there when the main program is com-

piled and executed. You place the unit in System.Library by using the

Pascal utility program Library. Follow the instructions beginning on

page 87 of the Pascal manual, "Program Preparation Tools."

The next step is construction of the data file Opcode.List. This file

contains the text of each 6502 assembly code mnemonic, the number of

bytes in each instruction, and the format of the operand field for each in-

struction. The disassembler uses this file as a look-up table to convert

from the raw object code to readable assembly language text. The file

really contains a lot of data. There are several ways this information

might be put together and made available to the disassembler. The meth-

od used is selected to have the fastest possible speed of execution and the

least possible amount of typing.

The Essential Op-Codes. Much of the required text information al-

ready exists in the Pascal system file Opcodes.6502, which may be found

on one of the Pascal language disks. The Pascal assembler uses the infor-

mation in this file to go "the other way," from assembly language source

code to machine language object code. The program Make Opcode.List,

a separate utility program, uses Opcodes.6502 and other information to

create the necessary data file, which it stores on disk under the file name
Opcode.List. When you have typed in and compiled Make Opcode.List

be sure that the file Opcodes.6502 is available. You can do this in one of

two ways. Either change the source in the sixth line to the full path name
where Opcodes.6502 is located or transfer that file onto your program

disk. In the latter case be sure to set the Prefix to the program disk so

Pascal can find the right file. Then run Make Opcode.List. The program

takes thirty to forty seconds to execute, which seems endless since noth-

ing is happening on the screen. But you only need to run it once. You
now have the Opcode.List data file on your disk and you can transfer it

to other disks as needed. You'U never need Make Opcode.List again. It's

a one-shot deal.

If you're curious to know what the information in Opcode.List looks

like, you can compile and execute Print Opcode.List. This utility pro-

gram prints the data in a neat array on the console or Silentype or just

about anywhere you desire. The program is supplied solely for that pur-

pose and is not required or involved in construction of the disassembler.

Finally, we are ready for the disassembler itself Type in the program

and compile it. Note that the compile-time variable disk in hne six is

false. This will compile the Memory version. Save the code file under the

If you have questions about the program, please do not tele-

phone. We are not experienced enough with the III to help you on

the spot and Dr. Jeppson is a practicing physician. Please address

inquiries to: Softalk Third Degree, Box 60, North Hollywood, CA
91603.
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name M.Disasm.Code. Now get the text back up in the editor. Change

only the assignment in the sixth line making disk : = true. Then compile it

again. This time you get the disk file version, which should be saved un-

der a different file name, D.Disasm.Code.

All that remains is to be sure that the data file Opcode.List is avail-

able when either of the disassembler code files is executed. It should be

on the Prefix disk so Pascal will know where to find it. The disassembler

loads Opcode.List in about one second during program initialization. If

necessary, that disk may then be removed. You may, for instance, need

the device for another disk containing a file you wish to disassemble.

Don't forget about the user-defined procedure. As listed here it is

empty, but it will accommodate all sorts of other programs including

graphics applications, search roufines, and even the interface for assem-

bly language modules linked to the system. There is plenty ofroom left in

memory for almost any length procedure you might care to write.

Hexstuff Intrinsic Unit

unit hexstuff; intrinsic code 40;

interface

type

varindex = 1..5;

variant = record case varindex of

1 : ( int : integer);

2 : (byte : packed array [0..1] of 0..255);

3 : (nybl : packed array [0..3] of 0..15);

4 : (bit : packed array [0..15] of boolean);

5 : (bool : boolean);

end;

procedure screen (a, b, c, d, e : integer);

function ten (str : string) : integer;

procedure hex4 (value : integer; var str : string);

procedure hiex2 (value.: integer; var str : string);

function hibyte (int : integer) : integer;

function lobyte (int : integer) : integer;

function peek (bytenumber, bank : integer) : integer;

procedure poke (bytenumber, bank, value : integer);

implementation

procedure screen; (* (a, b, c, d, e : integer) *)

var control : packed array [0..4] of char;

begin

control [0] := chr (a);

control [1] := chr (b);

control [2] := chr (c);

control [3] := chr (d);

control [4] := chr (e);

unitwrite (1, control, 5, , 12);

end; (* screen *)

function ten; (* (str : string) : integer *)

const

hi = '0123456789ABCDEF';
h2 = •0123456789abcdef ';

var

p, count : integer;

V : variant;

valid : boolean;

begin

v.int :
= 0;

count : = 0;

valid :
= true;

while ((length (str)>0) and (count<4)) do
begin

p := pos (copy (str, length (str), 1), hi);
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jf p = 0 then p := pos (copy (str, length (str), 1), h2); threebytes, plusXs, plusYs : set of 0..255;

if p = 0 then valid := false procedure sets;

else v.nybl [count] := p ~ 1l var

delete (str, length (str), 1); i : integer;

roiint '= rniint + 1' begin

end

'

ats := [108];

if valid then ten != v.int for i
:= 0 to 15 do ats := ats + [i

* 16 + 1];

gigg [qq ;
= 0; immediates := [160, 162, 192, 224];

end; (* function ten *) for i :
= 0 to 7 do immediates := immediates + [i

* 32 + 9];

procedure hex4; (* (value : integer; var str : string) *) immediates := immediates — [137]; (* $89 invalid *)

var twobytes := [36, 132, 148, 164, 180, 196. 228] + immediates;

count ! integer; for i
:= 0 to 1 5 do

h ! string; twobytes := twobytes + [1*16 + 1,1*16 + 5, 1*16 + 61;

V ; variant" threebytes := [32, 188];

begin for i :
= 0 to 15 do

h := '0123456789ABCDEF'; threebytes := threebytes + [i
* 16 + 13, i

* 16 + 14];

v.int '. — vsl u6' for i :
= 0 to 7 do

qtr • = '0000'- threebytes := threebytes + [i
* 32 + 12, i

* 32 + 25];

for count 0 to 3 do threebytes := threebytes - [12, 158];

str [count + 1] := h [v.nybl [3 — count] + 1]; plusXs := [148, 180, 188];

pnri" (* hpx4 *) for i
:= 0 to 7 do plusXs := plusXs +

procedure hex2; (* (value ; integer; var str : string) *) [i
* 32 + 1, i

* 32 + 21, i

* 32 + 22, i

* 32 + 29, i

* 32 + 30];

var plusXs := plusXs - [85, 86, 150, 158, 182, 190];

count : integer; plusYs := [150, 182, 190];

h : string; for i :
= 0 to 7 do

V : variant; dIiiqYc — nliicVc -t- fi * QO -i- 1T ! * OO _i_ OCT-fJIUbIb .— piUbib [1 Oil + I'l 1 +
begin end; (* sets *)

h := '0123456789ABCDEF'; procedure operands;

v ifit ;
= value* var

str :
= '00'; opcode : integer;

for count := 0 to 1 do begin

str [count + 1] := h [v.nybl [1 — count] + 1]; for opcode :
= 0 to 255 do

end' I* hpx2 *1 with opiist [opcode] do

function hibyte; (* (int : integer) : integer *) begin

var mnemonic :
= '—

';

V : variant' numbytes :
= 1

;

begin operand := spaceO;

V. int :
= int; if opcode in ats

hibyte := v. byte [1]; then operand := concat (operand, atsign);

end; if opcode in immediates

function lobyte; (* (int ; integer) ; integer *) then operand := concat (operand, numsign);

var if opcode in twobytes

V : variant; then begin

begin operand :
= concat (operand, 'PP');

v.int :
= int; numbytes :

= 2;

lobyte := v. byte [0]; end;

end; if opcode in threebytes

function peek; (* (bytenumber, bank : integer) : integer *) then begin

external' operand := concat (operand, 'QQPP');

procedure poke; (* (bytenumber, bank, value : integer) *) numbytes :
= 3;

external; end;

end. (* unit hexstuff *) if opcode in plusXs

Program Make "Opcode.List"
then operand := concat (operand, ',X');

if opcode in plusYs

program generate; then operand := concat (operand, ',Y');

(* makes and stores on disk an array of all 6502 instructions arranged in end; (* with do begin *)

numerical order by opcode number. end; (* operands *)

EXECUTION TIME>30 seconds (but seems like forever) *) procedure transfer; (* mnemonics from opcodes.6502 — >buf *)

const type

source = 'opcodes. 6502'; (* supply appropriate pathname *) variant = record case boolean of

dest = 'opcode. list'; false : (int : integer);

atsign = '@'; true : (bool : boolean);

numsign = '#'; end;

biks = 9; var

spaces = ' '; op : variant;

space2 = ' '; i, j, opcode, typecode : integer;

space 1 = ' '; mnem : string;

spaceO = "; begin

tvoe for i
:= 0 to 55 do

instruction = packed record begin

mnemonic ; string [3]; opcode := buf [ i

* 12 + 56 ];

typecode := buf [ i

* 12 + 58 ];

operand : string [10]; mnem :
= spaceS;

end; for j :
= 1 to 3 do

var mnem
[ j ] := chr (buf [48 + i

* 12 + j
- 1]);

opiist : packed array [0..255] of instruction; with opiist [opcode] do
buf ' oacked arrav fO in?.?l nf D begin

count, opcode : integer; mnemonic :
= mnem;

infile, outfile : file; case typecode of

ats, immediates, twobytes : set of 0..255; 3 : begin
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operand :
= '- >disp';

numbytes :
= 2;

end;

begin

op.int := opcode;
(* clear bits 2, 3, 4 *)

op.bool := op.bool and odd (227);

for j
:= 0 to 7 do

opiist [op.int + j

* 4] mnemonic
:= mnem;

end;

5 : begin

operand 'A '; {* note spacet *)

opcode := opcode - 4;

for j :
= 0 to 3 do

opiist [opcode + j

* 8] . mnemonic
:= mnem

end;

6 : opiist [108] . mnemonic := mnem;
7 : begin

opiist [opcode + 4] .

opiist [opcode + 12]

end;

8 : for j
:= 1 to 3 do

opiist [opcode + 8 *
j

9 : opiist [44] . mnemonic
10 : for j

:= 4 to 28 do
if ] in [4, 12, 20, 28] then

opiist [opcode +
11 : for j

;= 1 to 2 do
opiist [opcode + j

*

(* case *)

with begin *)

mnemonic :
= mnem;

. mnemonic :
= mnem;

. mnemonic
mnem;

mnemonic

mnem;

8] . mnemonic := mnem;
end;

end; (*

end; (* for i
*)

end; (* transfer *)

begin (* main *)

fillchar (but, 1024, 0);

reset (infile, source);

count := blockread (infile, but, 2);

close (infile);

sets;

operands;

transfer;

opiist [0] . numbytes := 4;

opiist [0] . operand := 'sos.call';

opiist [137] . mnemonic := '—
';

for opcode := 0 to 255 do
while length (opiist [opcode] . operand)<10 do

opiist [opcode] . operand
:= concat (opiist [opcode] . operand, spacel);

rewrite (outfile, dest);

count := blockv/rite (outfile, opiist, biks);

close (outfile, lock);

end. (* make opcode. list *)

Program Print "Opcode.List" (just for the curious)

program printlist;

(* prints to specified device (.console, .printer, etc.) the array of 6502
instructions made with "make.ops" and stored on disk as "opcode. list"

*)

uses hexstuff;

const

source = 'opcode.list';

bIks = 9;

space2 = ' ';

spacel = ' ';

type

instruction = packed record

mnemonic : string [3];

numbytes : 1..4;

operand : string [10];

end;

var

opiist

dest :

count

infile :

procedure print;

var

hexstr : string

packed array [0..255] of instruction;

string;

: integer;

file;

Apple users. THE SOURCE
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THE SOURCE and AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY are service marks of Source Telecomputing Corp..
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People.
SSM Microcomputer Products Inc.

2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131



0);

infile, opiist, biks);

prtfile: text;

i, j : integer;

begin

rewrite (prtfile, dest);

for i :
= 0 to 63 do

begin

for j :
= 0 to 3 do

begin

with opiist [i + j

* 64] do
begin

hex2 (i + j
' 64, hexstr);

write (prtfile, hexstr, space 1, mnemonic,

space!, numbytes, space2, operand);

end;

end; (* for
j

*)

if (dest <> '.console') and (dest <> '.silentype')

then writein (prtfile);

end; (* for i
*)

end; (* print *)

begin (* main *)

writein;

write ('Output file? ');

readin (dest);

fillchar (opiist, 4608,

reset (infile, source);

count := blockread

close (infile);

print;

end. (* print opcode. list *)

Disassembler Program
program disassembler;

uses hexstuff;

(* compiler options:

to compile for memory disassembler — > set disk :
= false

to compile for diskfile disassembler — >set disk := true *)

{'$setc disk :
= false *)

const

filename = 'opcode. list'; (* supply pathname of opcodes file previously

made and stored on disk *)

space/ =

space6 =

spaces =

space4 =

space3 =

space2 =

space 1
=

spaceO =

(*$ifc disk *)

buflength = 12287;

(*$endc *)

type

instruction

= 24 bIks. Max length = 60 bIks (30719 bytes) *)

packed record

mnemonic : string[3];

numbytes : 1..4;

operand : string[10];

end;

var

opiist : packed array [0..255] of instruction

mono : string[1];

instr : string[255];

inchar : char;

printer : text;

prtfile, hexstr : string;

hexset, otherset : set of char;

valid, done, print : boolean;

xbyte, bytenumber, offset, last : integer;

(*$ifc disk *)

but : packed array [0. .buflength] of 0..255;

(*$endc *)

procedure prtheader;

const

(*$ifc disk *)

command =

CSelsec *)

command
(*$endc *)

begin

screen (1, 26, 0, 1, 30)

screen (11, 30, 0, 0, 0)

'<U>ser <L>ist20<P>age<Q>uit<O>ut ';

'<S>et xbyte<U>ser <L>ist20<P>age<Q>uit<O>ut

(* clear top 2 screen lines *)

(*$ifc disk *)

hex4 (0 + offset, hexstr);

write ('Valid; ', hexstr, '..');

hex4 (last + offset, hexstr);

write (hexstr, space3);

{*$elsec *)

hex2 (xbyte, hexstr);

write ('XBYTE = '

,
hexstr, spaceS);

(*$endc *)

write (command);
if print then write {'[', prtfile, ']')

else write ('[.console]');

screen (4, 0, 0, 0, 0); (* return to main window *)

end; (* prtheader *)

function getbyte (address, xbyte ; integer) ; integer;

begin

(*$ifc disk *)

getbyte := ord (buf[address])

(*$elsec *)

getbyte := peek (address, xbyte);

(*$endc *)

end; (' function getbyte *)

(*$ifc disk *)

procedure loadbuf; {* loads specified disk file into memory buffer *)

var

maxblks, firstblk, errorcode, count : integer;

infile : file;

source : string;

begin

screen (28, 26, 0, 5, 0); (* clear lower screen, position cursor *)

maxblks := (buflength + 1) div 512;

repeat

write ('Specify source file: ');

readin (source);

(*$iocheck- *)

reset (infile, source);

{*$iocheck+ *)

errorcode := ioresult;

if errorcode<>0 then

writein (chr(7), 'I/O error: code #',

errorcode, ' (p.171)');

until errorcode = 0;

(* input block number at which to begin load *)

writein;

writein ('Loads (upto) ', maxblks, ' blocks.');

write ('Specify blocknumber at which to begin load: ');

readin (firstblk);

(* transfer data *)

fillchar (but, buflength + 1,0);

count := blockread (infile, buf, maxblks, firstblk);

writein;

writein ('blocks transferred = ', count);

last := count * 512 - 1;

close (infile);

end; (* loadbuf *)

function startnum : integer;

var

int : integer;

hexstr2 : string;

begin

writein;

write ('Assign starting $address (default = $0000): ');

readin (hexstr);

int := ten (hexstr);

hex4 (int, hexstr); (* to be sure hexstr is in 4-hexdigit form *)

(* compute range of valid "addresses" in buffer *)

writein;

hex4 (Int + last, hexstr2);

writein ('Valid addresses: $', hexstr, ' to $', hexstr2);

startnum :
= int;

end; (* startnum *)

(*$elsec *)

procedure setxbyte;

var

inhex : string[2];

; begin

inhex := '00';

writein;

writein ('Xbyte Options:');

writein;
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writein ('Sn (80..8E)

writein ('8F

writein ('

writein ('

writein {'

writein ('FF (fake)

writein ('00

-> Bank pair: n and n t 1');

-> system bank with bank 0 switched in');

bank 0 occupies $2000 to 9FFF');

ALL RAM!! access 00 to FF of bank 0');

and RAM beneath VIA"s (FFDO to FFEF)');

->CO-CF = I/O, R0M#1, true pages 00 and 01');

> system bank (ordinary 6502 addressing)');

writein (' (all other entries are considered = 00)');

writein;

write ('Enter (hex) Xbyte: ');

readin (inhex);

writein;

xbyte :
= ten (inhex);

if (xbyte < ten ('80')) or (xbyte > ten ('SF'))

then if xbyte< >ten ('FF')

then xbyte :
= 0;

prtheader;

end; (* setxbyte *)

procedure poking (tempbytenumber: integer);

var

quit : boolean:

value : integer;

begin

quit :
= false;

delete (instr, 1, 1); (* delete the ":" *)

repeat

if length (instr) >= 2

then if (instr[1] in hexset) and (instr[2] in hexset)

then begin

value := ten (copy (instr, 1, 2));

poke (tempbytenumber, xbyte, value);

delete (instr, 1, 2);

tempbytenumber := tempbytenumber + 1;

(* next string char will be a space if more poking follows *)

if length (instr) > 1

then if instr[1] = spacel

then delete (instr, 1,1)

else quit :
= true

else quit :
= true;

end (* if in hexset *)

else quit :- true (' if NOT in hexset *)

else quit := true; (* if NOT (length > - 2) *)

until quit;

end; (* poking *)

(*$endc *)

procedure Iist20;

var

i, j,
inbyte : integer;

byte : packed array [0..3] of integer;

hexbyte : packed array [0..3] of string[21;

prtoperand, asciistring : string;

procedure loadvalues;

var

temp : integer;

begin

with oplist[inbyte] do
begin

prtoperand := operand;

asciistring :
= space4;

temp :
= bytenumber;

for j
:= 0 to numbytes - 1 do

begin

byte [ j ] := getbyte (temp, xbyte);

hex2 {byte[
j ], hexstr);

hexbyte
[ j ] :

= hexstr;

temp :
= temp + 1

;

If byte[
j ] in [32.. 127]

then

asciistring[j+ 1] := chr(byte[j])

else

asciistring[j+ 1] := chr(32);

end; (* for
j
begin *)

end; (* with opiist begin *)

end; (* loadvalues *)

procedure inoperand;

var

site, jumploc : integer;

begin

with oplist[inbyte] do
begin

NOW AVAiUblE In AppUY//

VISICALC* FORMATTING AIDS
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site := pos ('PP', prtoperand);

if site > 0 then

begin

deiete (prtoperand, site, 2);

insert (hexbyte[1], prtoperand, site);

end; (* if site begin *)

site := pos ('QQ', prtoperand);

if site > 0 then

begin

delete (prtoperand, site, 2);

insert (hexbyte[2], prtoperand, site);

end; (* if site begin *)

site := pos ('disp', prtoperand);

if site > 0 then

begin

if byte[1] > 127

then

jumploc := bytenumber + 2 + byte[1] - 256
else

jumploc := bytenumber + 2 + byte[1];

hex4 (jumploc + offset, hexstr);

delete (prtoperand, site, 4);

insert (hexstr, prtoperand, site);

end; (* if site begin *)

end; (* with opiist do begin *)

end; (* inoperand *)

procedure printlisting;

var

str : string;

i : integer;

begin

with oplist[inbyte] do
begin

hex4 (bytenumber + offset, hexstr);

str :
= concat (hexstr, ': ');

for i
:= 0 to numbytes - 1 do

str := concat (str, hexbyte [ 1 ], spacel);

while length (str) < 24 do
str := concat (str, spacel);

str := concat (str, mnemonic, space4,

prtoperand, space?, asciistring);

writeln (str);

if print then writeln (printer, str);

end; (* with opiist do begin *)

end; (* printlisting *)

begin (* main of Iist20 *)

writeln;

writeln;

If print then writeln (printer, chr(IO));

for i := 1 to 20 do
begin

inbyte := getbyte (bytenumber, xbyte);

with opiistj inbyte] do
begin

loadvalues;

inoperand;

printlisting;

for j
:= 1 to numbytes do

bytenumber := bytenumber + 1;

(*$ifc disk *)

if bytenumber > = last + 1 then bytenumber := 0;

(*$endc *)

end; (* with opiist begin *)

end; (* for i
:= 1 to 20 begin *)

end; (* list 20 *)

procedure dumpone; (* activated by < rtn > *)

var

inbyte : integer;

begin

writeln;

hex4 (bytenumber + offset, hexstr);

write (hexstr, ':');

if print then write (printer, hexstr, ':');

inbyte := getbyte (bytenumber, xbyte);

hex2 (inbyte, hexstr);

write (hexstr, spaceS);

if print then write (printer, hexstr, space6);

if ord (inbyte) in [32.. 127] (* print asciistring characters *)

then begin

write (chr (inbyte));

if print then write (printer, chr (inbyte));

end
else begin

write ('.');

if print then write (printer, '.');

end;

bytenumber := bytenumber + 1;

(*$ifc disk *)

if bytenumber >= last + 1 then bytenumber := 0;

(*$endc *)

writeln;

if print then writeln (printer);

end; (* dumpone *)

procedure linedump; (* activated by 2nd < rtn>, etc. *)

var

store : array [0..15] of integer;

firstnum, num, inbyte : integer;

begin

firstnum := lobyte (bytenumber) mod 16;

hex4 (bytenumber + offset, hexstr);

write (hexstr, ':');

if print then write (printer, hexstr, ':');

for num := firstnum to 15 do
begin

inbyte := getbyte (bytenumber, xbyte);

store[num] ;= inbyte; (* save for asciistring printout *)

hex2 (inbyte, hexstr);

write (hexstr, spacel);

if print then write (printer, hexstr, spacel);

it num = 7 then

begin

write (spacel);

if print then write (printer, spacel);

end;

bytenumber := bytenumber + 1;

(*$ifc disk *)

if bytenumber >= last + 1 then bytenumber := 0;

(*$endc *)

end; (* for num begin *)

write (space2); (* print asciistring characters *)

if print then write (printer, space2);

for num := firstnum to 15 do
begin

if store[num] in [32.. 127]

then begin

write (chr (store[num]));

if print then write (printer, chr (store[num]));

end
else begin

write ('.');

if print then write (printer, '.');

end;

if num = 7 then begin

write (space2);

if print then write (printer, space2);

end;

end; (* for *)

writeln;

if print then writeln (printer);

end; (* linedump *)

procedure pagedump;
var

store : array [0..15] of integer;

I, j, inbyte : integer;

begin

bytenumber := 256 * hibyte (bytenumber);

writeln;

writeln;

if print then writeln (printer, chr(IO), chr (10));

for i
:= 0 to 1 5 do

begin

hex4 (bytenumber + offset, hexstr);

write (hexstr, ':');

if print then write (printer, hexstr, ':');

for j :
= 0 to 15 do

begin

inbyte :
= getbyte (bytenumber, xbyte);

store[
j ]

:= inbyte; (* save for asciistring printout
'

hex2 (inbyte, hexstr);

write (hexstr, spacel);

if print then write (printer, hexstr, spacel);

if j
= 7 then
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begin

write (spacel);

if print tlien write (printer, spacel);

end;

bytenumber:= bytenumber + 1;

(*$ifc disk *)

if bytenumber >= last + 1 tlien bytenumber :

(*$endc *)

end; (* for
j
*)

write (space2); (* print asciistring cliaracters *)

if print then write (printer, space2);

for j
:= 0 to 1 5 do

begin

if store [ j ] in [32,. 127]

tlien begin

write (chr (store[
j ]));

if print

then write (printer, chr (store [j]));

end
else begin

write ('.');

if print then write (printer, '.');

end;

if j
= 7 then begin

write (space2);

if print then write (printer, space2);

end;

end; (* for
j

*)

writein;

if print then writein (printer);

end; (*
i
*)

end; (* pagedump *)

procedure toggle;

begin

write (chr(7));

print :
= not print;

if print and (prtfile = spaceO)

then begin

writein;

writein;

write ('Specify outfile: ');

readin (prtfile);

if prtfile < > spaceO then rewrite (printer, prtfile)

else print := not print;

end;

prtheader;

end; (* toggle *)

= 0; procedure userdefined;

begin (* for search routines, graphics setup, etc. *)

end;

procedure getchar;

var

ok : boolean;

begin

ok :
= false;

repeat

fillchar (inchar, 2, 0);

unitread (2, inchar, 1,
, 12);

if (inchar in ['a'..'z'])

then inchar := chr (ord (inchar) - 32); (* to upper case

if ord (inchar) in [8, 13, 27]

then

case ord (inchar) of

8 : if length (instr) > 0 (* backspace *)

then begin

screen (8, 31, 0, 0, 0);

delete (instr, length (instr), 1);

end

else begin

inchar :
= '<';

ok := true;

end;

13 : begin

inchar :
= >';

ok := true;

end;

27 : begin

inchar :
= '<';

writein ('xxxxx');

ok := true;

end;

end (* case ord (inchar) of *)

DATA BASE III
Designed For The Apple ///

Totally User Definable To Meet Your Needs

Automatic Data Syntax Checking

Easy Screen Design

Supports The Profile*

Preformatted Fields

Calculated Fields

At Your Local Dealer
Or Order Direct:

Creative Software
6081 Barbados Ave.

Cypress, CA 90630
(714) 893-4695

Report Generator Includes:

User Definable Custom Layouts

Auto Page Numbering

Calculations

Totaling

Averaging

Counting

List $175.00
Prepaid or CO. D.

CA Residence Add
6% Sales Tax

Limited Only By Your Imagination!
•Apple ///& Profile Are Trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
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else if inchar in (hexset + otherset)

then ok :
= true

else write (chr (7));

until ok;

end; (* getchar *)

procedure getfirst;

begin

done :
= true;

getchar;

case inchar of

(*$ifc disk *)

'S' : write (chr (7));

(*$elsec *)

'S' : setxbyte;

(*$endc *)

'0'
: toggle;

'Q'
: begin

if prtfile <> spaceO then close (printer, lock);

exit (program);

end;
'<'

: ;

'>'
: linedump;

'P' : pagedump;
'U' : userdefined;

L' : Iist20

otherwise begin

write (inchar);

mono[1] := inchar;

instr := concat (instr, mono);

done := false;

end;

end; (* case *)

end; (* getfirst *)

procedure getmore;

var

complete : boolean;

begin

complete := false;

valid :
= false;

repeat

getchar;

case inchar of

'Q'
: begin

if prtfile < > spaceO then close (printer, lock);

exit (program);

end;
'<'

: complete := true;

'>'
: begin

complete := true;

valid :
= true;

end;
'0', 'S', 'U' : write (chr (7))

otherwise begin

write (inchar);

mono[1] := inchar;

instr := concat (instr, mono);

end;

end; (* case *)

until complete

end; (* getmore *)

procedure analyze;

var

p : integer;

procedure error (int : integer);

begin

writein;

while int > 1 ao
begin

write (space 1);

int := int - 1;

end;

writein ('a', chr (7));

end; {* error *)

procedure setbyte;

var

quit : boolean;

begin

quit := false;

repeat

if length (instr) > p
then

begin

if instr[p + 1 ] in hexset

then p :
= p + 1

else quit :
= true;

if p = 4 then quit :
= true;

end
else quit := true;

until quit;

if p > 0 then

begin

bytenumber := ten (copy (instr, 1, p)) - offset;

delete (instr, 1 , p);

{*$ifc disk *)

if ((bytenumber < 0) or (bytenumber> = last + 1))

then begin

bytenumber :
= 0;

write (chr (7));

end;

(*$endc *)

end; (* if p > 0 *)

end; (* setbyte *)

begin (* main of analyze *)

if length (instr)<>0 then

begin

p :
= 0; (* an index to screen display of instr *)

setbyte;

p := p + 1;

if length (instr) = 0 then dumpone
else case instr(1 ] of

(*$ifc not disk *)

':'
: poking (bytenumber);

(*$endc *)

'L' ; Iist20;

'P' : pagedump
otherwise error (p);

end; (* case *)

end; (* if *)

end; {* analyze *)

procedure initialize;

var

bikcount : integer;

infile ; file;

begin

screen (26, 0, 2, 2, 0); (* viewport 0,2 to 80,24 *)

fillchar (opiist, sizeof (opiist), 0);

reset (infile, filename);

(infile, opiist, 9);bikcount := blockread

close (infile);

hexset

otherset

xbyte

bytenumber
offset

9','A',.'F'];

'0', 'P', 'Q',

[O'.

['L'

0;

0;

0;

ten ('FFFF

space 1;

'00';

spaceO;

false;

S', 'U', ':',space 1];

last

mono
hexstr

prtfile

print

(*$ifc disk *)

(* load specified disk file into memory buffer

then assign starting "address" to buffer

(used as offset from bytenumber) *)

loadbuf;

offset := startnum;

(*$endc *)

end; (* initialize *)

begin (* main *)

initialize;

while 1 = 1 do
begin

writein;

unitclear (1); (* dump typeahead *)

done := false;

valid := false;

instr :
= spaceO;

prtheader;

getfirst;

if not done then getmore;

if valid then analyze;

end; (* while *)

end. (* disassembler program *)
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple

II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement for
ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple III in the emulator mode.

B & B Electronics (Box 475, Mendota, IL 61342; 815-539-5827) of-

fers an RS-232 Tester that monitors and displays the status of the seven

most important RS-232 lines. Light-emitting diodes display the status of

terminal data, receive data, request to send, clear to send, data set ready,

carrier detect, and data terminal ready. Requires no power or adaptor,

and is designed to be left in the line permanently. $39.95.

The Menu Maker is a utility program that creates an Applesoft menu
program. Allows submenus and editing. Available from LRH Enter-

prises (358 Ashley Boulevard, New Bedford, MA 02746; 617-997-7346).

$19.95. Also from LRH is Doctor's Billing System, a comprehensive

medical office billing system that includes private and third party billing

and daily and monthly reports. $750.

The sound you get from Microsound is anything but micro. This ex-

ternal speaker from B & B Microproducts (1471 1 Lull Street, Van Nuys,

CA 91405) contains a 5% -inch woofer housed in an 8 x 8 simulated

woodgrain cabinet. Produces big sounds to turn your Apple into an ar-

cade-sound game machine, or use as long-distance signal generator if

you're away from the terminal. Has volume control in case the neigh-

bors are sleeping and plugs in; no modifications required. $34.95.

Apple Computer (10260 Bandley Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-

996-1010) offers a complete Apple III system for business professionals.

The package includes an Apple III with 256K, a twelve-inch Monitor III,

an Apple Writer III, VisiCalc III, Quick File III, and spjecially designed

training aids. This offer runs only until October 31. $4,995.

Everyone learns differently, and Algebra 3 from Edu-Ware Services

(Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301; 213-706-0661) adjusts to those differ-

ences. The new material covers monomials, polynomials, factoring and

binomials, and quadratic trinomials. Features hi-res graphics, a custom-

ized font, and flow-charted information maps. $39.95. Message from

The Caretaker Edu-Ware has also announced the release of Prisoner 2,

even tougher than its predecessor. It features hi-res graphics, a spectrum

of color, animation, starthng sound effects, and that sinister personality

of the original. The Island has been newly landscaped and the Village

sports a new coat of paint in thirty-two flavors. $32.95.

Intelligent Statements (Box 600, Holmes, PA 19043; 800-345-8112;

800-662-2444 in Pennsylvania) announces Ken Uston's Professional

Blackjack—The Ultimate Game, The Winningest System, an interactive

program that teaches Uston's strategies. $89.95.

The Grappler-I- from Orange Micro (3150 East La Palma, Suite G,
Anaheim, CA 92806; 714-630-3620) is the first universal graphics inter-

face because no other card works with all popular printers available. Re-

placing its predecessor, the Grappler, Grappler-f includes Apple III

compatibility, on-board dip switch for printer selection, and Orange Mi-
cro's dual hi-res graphics. $175.

The Apple Three Newsletter is a quarterly from MediaWorks (Box

2757, San Francisco, CA 94101) for those interested in the Apple III and
its software. News, reviews, a program exchange, and a question and an-

swer forum are among its features. Price includes access to a planned

computer bulletin board. $15 per year; $2.50 for sample issue.

Users of the UCSD p-System can now have access to CP/M files and

disks with the introduction of XenoFile from SofTech Microsystems

(9494 Black Mountain Road, San Diego, CA 92126; 714-578-6105).

Translates CP/M files to and from p-System files, uses CP/M program
output as p-System program input, and vice versa. Requires Z-80,

UCSD p-System. $50. Also from SofTech is SofTeach, a computer-aid-

ed instruction package that helps you learn to use and understand

UCSD Pascal. The package provides drills and hands-on practice in pro-

gramming, going step by step through a set of quizzes and exercises.

Includes the UCSD Pascal Handbook. $125.

Educational Computing Systems (106 Fairbanks Plaza, Oak Ridge,

TN 37830; 615-483-4915) adds Personal Money Manager to its Omni-
ware series. Full management of checkbook, cash transaction, charge ac-

counts, savings, and more. Budget module provides "what if?" capabili-

ties. $59.95.

Can't afford expensive graphics hardware? The Poor Man's Graph-

ics Tablet from Rainbow Computing (19517 Business Center Drive,

Northridge, CA 91324; 213-349-0300) may be the answer. It has an al-

most unlimited palette of colors and more than fifty-nine textures. Al-

lows you to trace transparencies on your screen, and has full shape-table

functions. $49.95.

Find your way through a dungeon labyrinth ruled by the demon
Anarakull, embarking with no weapons, armor, or clothes (brrr!). Such
is your task in The Demon's Forge, the first game from the folks at Sa-

ber Software (8 Winged Foot Lane, Newport Beach, CA 92660; 714-

644-0977). $29.95.

Synetix Industries (15050 N.E. 95th, Redmond, WA 98052; 800426-

7412, 206-885-4215) announces a single-board Sohd State Disk Emula-

tor available as either a single-disk version (147K) or dual-disk (294K).

Compatible with DOS 3.3, Pascal, and CP/M. Program operating speeds

increase up to 1,000 percent. Single disk: $550; dual disk: $950.

VisiCalc—by the User for the User contains the best of thousands of

hours of on-line experiences, trials, tribulations, and triumphs of Visi-

Calc users from Spreadsheet, the newsletter of Intercalc User Group. A
full year of programs, tips, hints, and "how to" articles. From The Man-
ager (25 Roxbury Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583; 914-472-0038). 80
pages. $10.

Leading Edge Products (225 Turnpike Street, Canton, MA 02021;

800-343-6833) has introduced a twelve-inch green-screen monitor

dubbed "Mean Green." Composite video signal display of 1,920 charac-

ters (80 characters x 24 lines). $99.

Providing the flexibility and quality of graphics usually found on
mainframes is GSS-Plot, from Graphic Software Systems (Box 673,

Wilson ville, OR 97070; 503-682-1606). The package, designed for appli-

cations software developers, prepares line graphs, bar, scatter, and pie

charts, and other graph-type displays. Single user $500; multiuser sys-

tem: $2,000.

DB Master users, get ready for a Special Edition. This hard disk ver-

sion of the popular database from Stoneware (50 Belvedere Street, San

Rafael, CA 94901; 415-454-6500) stores up to twenty megabytes,

eliminates disk swapping, transfers files from floppies to hard disk and

vice versa. Compatible with Corvus, Santa Clara, and Sorrento Valley

hard-disk systems. Requires 16K RAM card. $499. Also from Stone-

ware is Utility Pack #2, which offers the following features: The Global

Editor permits editing of any selected group of records in a file on one to

five fields in a single pass through a file; The Mailing Label Generator

prints up to five labels across and up to nine lines per label; Transaction

File Merge is a cross between Merge (from Utility Pack #7 ) and Global

Editor; Data Collection Form Printer lets you print data entry from both

forty and eighty column formats. $99. Stoneware also announces that

their Graphics Processing System (Marketalk News, August 1982) is now
compatible with the Hewlett-Packard HP 7470A Graphics Plotter,

Strobe's 100 Graphics Plotter, IDS 460 and 560 printer, and Epson's

MX-80 printer. New prices: standard version, $69; professional
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version, $179.

Now a low-priced Pascal is available from JRT Systems (1891 23rd

Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122; 415-5664240). Features include: one-

step compiling without assembly or link, basic and advanced data types,

unlimited nesting, fourteen-digit precision arithmetic, floating point ex-

ponent range from -64 to +63, verbal error messages, line number trace.

Also included is A ctivan, a program that monitors execution frequency by

line number and prints a histogram to show the activity in each program

area. Comes on eight-inch disk. Requires 25K, SoftCard. $29.95.

The Construction Computer Applications Directory (CCAD) contains

listings of more than a thousand software programs for construction

contractors. Includes products for micro, mini, and mainframe comput-

ers. Also included are two yearly updates, listings of construction con-

sultants, and a section entitled, "A Software/Hardware Evaluator for

Construction Users." From Construction Industry Press (1 105-F Spring

Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910; 301-589-4884). $95.

New fast cats from Novation (18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA
91356; 213-996-5060) are here. The 212 Auto-Cat occupies fewer than

sixty cubic desktop inches, has auto-answer and auto-dialing, and is

compatible with the Bell series 100 and 212A modems. Works with syn-

chronous and asynchronous terminals at 1,200 baud. $695. Novation's

second modem, the 212 Apple-Cat II, allows 1,200 baud communica-

tion with any Bell 2 12A -compatible data set. Dialing, redialing, an-

swer, and disconnect are all automatic, and it occupies only two card

slots. Alternate voice operation, file transfer, and printer-interface func-

tions. $725. Upgrade from Apple-Cat II for $389.

The Fiberbilt division of Il(elheimer-Ernst (601 West 23rd Street,

New York, NY 10001; 212-675-5820) adds the Apple III Carrying Case

to its line of computer hardware cases. Removable locking cover, no-slip

bumpers, foam padded. $100.

Add more juice for your Apple with the Apple-Mate 5 W -inch

disk drive from Quentin Research (19355 Business Center Drive, North-

ridge, CA 91324; 213-701-1006). Compatible with DOS 3.3 and 3.2.1,

Pascal, and CP/M in full and half track operation. Features forty track

capability, disk protection. $335.

Strategic Simulations (465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108, Mountain

View, CA 94043; 415-964-1353) announces their new releases. Guadalca-

nal Campaign is a monster-sized war game. Includes every American and

Japanese warship that participated in the historical conflict. Players may
choose long or short scenarios, and a solitaire game is also available to

play against the computer. $59.95. Also joining the parade is the Rapid-

fire line of games. Cytron Masters puts you in command of an army of

robots, or cytrons, who battle other cytron armies to settle planetary dis-

putes. $39.95. Design your own space battleship to your own warfare

style! You are both commander and architect of a starship fleet in The

Cosmic Balance. Then it's off to battle in ship-to-ship combat. $39.95. In

S.E. U.I.S. (Shoot 'Em Up In Space), players build ships from a choice of

six prototypes to form squadrons and eventually a fleet. Various sce-

narios, one or two player modes. $39.95.

Computer Expositions (Box 3315, Annapolis, MD 21403; 301-263-

8044, 800-368-2066) announces two computer shows. The Mid-Atlantic

Computer Show and Office Equipment Exposition will take place Octo-

ber 28-31, 1982 in Washington, DC, at the Armory/Starplex. The South-

east Computer Show and Office Equipment Exposition will be held in

Atlanta, Georgia, at the Civic Center December 9-12. Admission: $5.

For unsophisticated CP/M users, Taurus Software (870 Market

Street, Suite 817, San Francisco, CA 94102; 415-788-0888, 800-227-2400)

has introduced C/'+, a control program that replaces CP/M com-
mands with English language menus and directions. Offers help com-
mand, installs directly onto CP/M 1.4 and 2.2. $150.

Computer-Advanced Ideas (1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341,

Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-526-9100) announces BugByter, a 6502 debug-

ging tool and machine-language learning aid. Compatible with all Apple

languages, it allows complete control of all registers and operations.

Screen-oriented to allow customized display of listings; includes full hex

and ASCII I/O. $39.95. Also from the company is Tic Tac Show, which

simulates a popular television game show (sans secret square) in ani-^

mated color graphics. Entertaining and educational, the game features

DataLink
communicates.

We recently came across this message on the
Source network. Seems that quite a few people are
discovering what we already know-nothing
communicates like DataLink.

Just one keystroke sets the environment, dials

you in and logs you on— or automatically rediols if

you need to try again. DataLink works with most any
card or modem available for your Apple, You can
send any size file you wont at 4800 baud computer
to computer, or up to 1200 baud over phone lines.

Send us the coupon below for details, or see your
computer dealer

Words getting around— nothing communicates
like DataLink.

I want DataLink" to trip my trigger!

Please rush me more information. Apple II Apple
Dealer inquiry

.
IBM.

Send me (quantity). . DataLink for Apple II at $99,95 g

Interbank #(MC only).

eachi. CA residents add 6% tax Stepping in U S,A, $3.00 for first

copy, 50" each additional copy. Foreign, add on additional $10
shipping and handling charge per order.

Payment by VISA MasterCard Check

Credit Cord #

Expiration date.

Signature

Name
.Company
Address

City

State

Mail tO;

L

LINK^
SYSTEmS

Simply powerful # software
that links it all together
1640 MhJt_^SantaJV1onica_C^ (2132_453-1851

|
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topics ranging from world capitals to math word problems and sports

facts. Allows you to add your own topics to disk. $39.94.

With a knowledge of Basic, you can make the transition to 6502 as-

sembly language with the help of Assembly Language Programming for
the Apple II. from Osborne/McGraw-iHill (630 Bancroft Way, Berke-

ley, CA 94710; 415-548-2805). Gives examples in both assembly lan-

guage and its Basic equivalent. Soft cover, 200 pages. $12.95.

Sidestep hundreds of dollars' worth of circuit boards with Metatext,

a new eighty-column text editor from Metaresearch (1100 S.E. Wood-
ward Street, Portland, OR 97202; 503-232-1712). Features forty-column
option for readability, creation routines allowing for custom fonts, text

formatter, and various line-oriented text editors. Also includes a serial

output program that drives most RS-232 printers from the game I/O
connector. 579.

Hayes Microcomputer Products (5835 Peachtree Corners East, Nor-

cross, GA 30092; 404-449-8791) announces the release of its first data

software product. The Hayes Terminal Program for the Hayes Micro-

modem II originates and answers calls, creates, lists, sends, and receives

files, and manages communications parameters—all from a menu. Com-
patible with DOS 3.3, Pascal, and CP/M. The Terminal Program is now
included in the Micromodem II package. Current Micromodem II own-

ers can purchase it separately for $79. Hayes also introduces the Smart-

modem 1200. Operates at 0 to 300 baud, or at 1,200 baud. Included fea-

tures found in the original Hayes Stack Smartmodem: full or half du-

plex, RS-232C interface, Touch-Tone and pulse dialing, automatic an-

swer and dialing. Compatible with Bell 212A or Bell 103 (300 baud)

modems. $699.

And once you have a modem, SSM Microcomputer Products (2190

Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131; 408-946-7400) offers a bulletin

board support service for users of the Transend series (Marketalk News,

August 1982). Lets users and dealers inquire about SSM products. Leave

messages on the system and SSM will either leave a response on the sys-

tem or a representative will return the call. Available twenty-four hours a

day, seven days a week. Modem: 408-946-3616.

but SUPER S/WAI?rterminal software has:

A customizable full ASCII HIRes character set

A powerful SCREEN (yes, SCREEN!) editor
with 23 USER-REASSIGNABLE function keys

and a HELP command

Unlimited Phone List capability with KEYWORD SEARCH,
Auto-Dial, Redlal, Manual Call,

and an INSTANT ACCESS default number

STANDARD FEATURES:

Capture, create, edit, save to disk, print up to 21,224 bytes/buffer
Send/ receive telegrams, programs, HIRes pictures
On-line 'look ahead' warns of Impending buffer full

Strip r\/lode ignores up to 4 unwanted character codes
Unattended Auto Answer fVlode retains/counts incoming messages

Voice r\/lode, Auto LF insertion. Programmable CR Delay
ALL modem parameters can be changed while on-line

Printer dump with character filter handles predefined page widths
Menu driven for ease of operation and minimal typing

WHO CAN USE SUPER SMART?

ANYBODY with a Micromodem II, 48K APPLE 11/11 PLUS, 1 DISK & $60

Send check or money order, or write for FREE information:

SORSPOKEN P.O. BOX 7000-863 Redondo Beach, Ca. 90277
(Col. residents add 6% sales tax, L.A. county residents add 672%)

Micromodem II Is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc
APPLE II Is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

USI International (71 Park Lane, Brisbane, CA 94005; 415^8-
4900) aims to reduce eye strain with the introduction of the Pi line of
monitors. Features green phosphor, nonglare screen, available in nine
and twelve inch sizes. Pi-1: $249; Pi-2: $275.

An increased power version of the standard floppy/hard disk power
supply model CP-384 has been introduced by Cougar DC Power Sup-
ply (2111 Bamett Street, Oxnard, CA 93033; 805-987-4280; 805-235-5929
toll free outside of Cahfomia). Input voltage: 100, 120, 220, 240 VAC
+ 10 percent, 47 -440 hertz; line regulation: +0.05 percent tor 10 percent
input voltage swing. $120; $96 each for 100 or more.

Announcing the Illustrated Computer Science Dictionary for Young
People, for grades four through eight, by Camelot Publishing (Box 1357,
Ormond Beach, FL 32074; 904-672-5672). Includes photographs and
drawings. 128 pages. $8.95.

TTie Second Annual Videodisc Conference and Pre-Conference Insti-

tute will be held November 15-17 at the New York Statler. The second
day of the conference will feature two seminars: "Vision Machines—In-
teractive Workstations for Visual Information Management," and
"Videodisc-Microcomputer Tax Appraisal System." For information
contact Meckler Publishing (520 Riverside Avenue, Westport, CT
06880; 203-226-6967). November 15: $225; November 16 and 17: $450.

Certified public accountants, say hello to Software Dimensions's
CPA Partner, a package that features a completely integrated client

write-up system. Handles client accounting, billing, and mailings. Fea-
tures up to one thousand monthly journal entries per client, maintains

thirteen months of data for comparative analysis, holds up to three

hundred general ledger accounts, up to ninety-nine departments. Dis-

tributed by Starsoft (4984 El Camino Real, Los Altos, CA 94022; 415-

965-8000). $2,000.

Technology Seminar Group (One South Fairview, Goleta, CA
93117; 805-967-8444) announces a seminar entitled, "Using Personal

Computers for Full or Part Time Income Production," to be held Septem-

ber 1 1 - 12 at the Miramar Hotel in Santa Barbara, California. A second

session will be presented at the Airport Marriott in Los Angeles October

16—17. The two-day workshop is designed to aid the personal computer

owner in the creation, building, and maintenance of a business using a

computer. $295.

Sybex (2344 Sixth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-848-8233, 800-

227-2346) has three new books available. Introduction to the UCSD p-

System, by Charles W. Grant and Jon Butah, provides an explanation of

the UCSD p-System. Features descriptions of the file system, screen edi-

tor, and Pascal compiler as well as complete instructions on how to write

and run a wide range of Pascal programs. 300 pages. $14.95. Basic Exer-

cises for the Apple, by J. P. Lamoitier, guides the reader to develop pro-

gramming proficiency through a series of exercises. The book will also

demonstrate applications techniques including flow charting, financial

computations, operations research, statistics, and games. 258 pages.

$12.95. Finally, Fortran Programs for Scientists and Engineers, by /Man

R. Miller, covers curve fitting, vector and matrix arithmetic, numerical

integration, and statistical analysis. 320 pages with 120 illustrations.

$15.95.

User-definable function keys are
,
now available on microcomputer

screen editors. The Advanced System Editor (ASE) from Volition Sys-

tems (Box 1236, Del Mar, CA 92014; 714-457-3865) can adapt to a va-

riety of terminals and increase productivity at the keyboard by at least 25

percent. ASE is available for all versions of the UCSD p-System and fea-

tures large file editing, function keys that can be trained, file selection by

menu rather than by human memory, and ability to edit a new file while

still within another. $175.

Rutishauser of America (9677 Wendell Road, Dallas, TX 75234;

214-343-9154) introduces the RS-700, a single-bin mechanical sheet pa-

per feeder and envelope feeder that is compatible with the C. Itoh F-10,

NEC 3500, Qume's Sprint 8 and 10, the Ricoh RP 1600, and Triumph

Adler's TRD 170. Holds 230 cut sheets and the feed bin accommodates

paper widths of 5.5 to 12 inches and lengths of 3.6 to 14 indies; also holds

between 30 and 50 envelopes. $1,195.

SourceView is a publication oriented to analysis of software trends

and reviews of software for mini and microcomputers. Published by a



company of the same name, Sourceview features general articles related

to software and an extensive number of reviews. Sourceview (Box 578,

Concord, CA 94522; 415-680-0202). Subscription: $15 a year.

The results are in, and Sommerset & Associates (111 Anza Boule-

vard, Suite 300, Burlingame, CA 94010; 415-348-1536) is releasing a re-

port of their microcomputer software survey. The report includes an

analysis of market segment relationships, an assessment of system soft-

ware competition, and a special report on the UCSD p-System. 130

pages. $2,500.

Philatelists take note! Avoid purchasing duplicate stamps with the

help of the Stamp Wanted List from Dr. Steven Schwartz (9226 Vantine

Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15235; 412-371-7925). Allows up to 500 entries in

each want-and-purchase file; menu-driven, formatted dollar amounts.

Cassette only (save to either DOS). $16.95.

For stock watchers

—

Tickertec, a system that allows direct connec-

tion to the low-speed ticker-tape line from the New York or American

stock exchanges. Users may track 150 or more stocks of their choice and

monitor the last ten trades and reported volume by keyboard command.
Monitors daily highs and lows, receives up-tick and down-tick volume

inputs, tracks big block trades, and creates printed reports of selected

securities. Uses Microsoft Premium SoftCard and Mountain Computer

CPS Multifunction card. From Max Ule & Company (6 East 43rd

Street, New York, NY 10017; 212-687-0705, 800-223-6642). $1,950. In-

cluding above boards and cables: $2,995.

A low-cost and longer-lasting ribbon cartridge for the Epson MX-80
printer is now available from Data Systems (Box 99, Fern Park, FL
32730; 305-788-2145). Contains a twenty yard ribbon and is sealed at the

factory. The ribbon is formed in a Mobius strip to allow printing on both

sides. $8.95; $7.43 per dozen; $5.13 per thousand.

Sorrento Valley Associates (11722 Sorrento Valley Road, San

Diego, CA 92121; 714-452-0101) announces the ZVX4-Amlyn Starter

Kit, designed to provide application support to those who require a five-

megabyte memory system. Requires Amlyn 5850 disk drive and cart-

ridge, and increases drive access capability from four to five. Supports

DOS 3.3, while CP/M and Pascal versions are in the making. $715.

Early Games for Young Children consists of nine educational and en-

tertaining games controlled by one program. These games from Learn-

ing Tools (5145 Abbott Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55410; 612-

925-0620) require no adult assistance; even two-year-olds can select a

game, play it, return to menu, and select a new game. Children can

match numbers and letters, practice spelling their names, work with the

alphabet, and differentiate between shapes. $29.95.

Does anybody really know what time it is? Probably not, but Sys-

tem Fabricators (736 Hermosa Avenue, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254;

213-372-6273) will help with Sosclock III, which provides fully SOS-com-

patible clock and calendar functions for the Apple III. Provides auto-

matic stamping of volume directories with current date and time, use of

reserved variables, times, and dates in Apple III Business Basic, and full

implementation of the system calls set time and get time. $60.

Lazer MicroSystems (1791 Capital, Suite G, Corona, CA 91720;

714-735-1041) releases Graphics +Plus, a board that mates with Lazer's

earlier unit, the Lower Case -I- Plus, to give the user a RAM-based char-

acter set. Allows user to define and redefine the characters that appear on

the text screen and makes no use of the hi-res graphics page. Included are

more than twenty example fonts, a font editor, several utility programs,

and example files. Both Pascal and DOS 3.3 software is provided.

$159.95.

Before you throw out your Zork disk in frustration, the Zork Users'

Group (Box 20923, Milwaukee, WI 53220) asks you to take a look

at InvisiClues. the booklet that provides more than 175 hints to more

than 75 questions, progressing from a subtle hint to the full answer

printed in invisible ink. Develop the hints you want, so you don't

accidentally see other solufions. Includes sections listing all treasures,

how all points are earned, and a Zork trivia section. $9.95 plus $2 post-

age and handling.

Alphacom (2323 South Bascom Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008; 408-

559-8000) has twenty, forty, and eighty column printers. Print up to 240

lines per minute, featuring five-by-seven matrix plus one-dot descender

Introducing the Third Generation
OF Investors' Software for the Apple.

The Investor s Toolkit™
More complete than any other.

Easier to use than any other And you

pay only for the systems you need. You

can later "upgrade" any program

package for just the price difference.

PROGRAM PACKAGES

(consisting oftheprograms as
numbered below)

Chart Trader
(contains #1, 4) $149-00
Market Analyst

(contains #1, 4, 15, 16) . . . 249 00
Financial Trader
(contains #1 , 4, 5,6,9,
15, 16, 17, 18) 499.00
Professional Trader
(contains #1,3, 4, 5, 6, 8,

9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18). . . 699.00

Chart Trader and Market Analyst also

available with Graphic Charting with

Analysis II (#5) for $50.00 additional

Packages listed above may be upgraded
for price difference only

DATA MANIPULATION

1. Data File Management .$ 99-95
2. V-Comm 99-95

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS TOOLS

3- Advanced Graphics One $199-95
4. Graphic Charting

with Analysis 99.95
5. Graphic Charting

with Analysis II 149-95
6. Gann Square of Nine .. 49-95
7. Swing Wave Day Counter 49 95
8. Fibonacci Projection . . 59-95

TRADING SYSTEMS
WITH OPTIMIZATION

9- Moving Average
Crossover $149-95

10- Engineers System 199-95
11. Parabolic System 99-95
12. Directional Movement

System 99-95
13- Swing Index System -- . 99-95
14- Relative Strength

Index System 99-95

TRADING SYSTEMS

15- Wilders 6 Systems $129-95
16- Relative Strength Index

Trading System 49-95
17- Engineers System 69 95
18. Colver Method 39 95
19- Trend Master 99-95
20- CSR 1: Movine Average

with % Price Band 79-95
21. CSR 2: Directional

Indicator 79-95
22- CSR 3: L-S-0 Price

Channel 79-95

23. CSR 4: Range Quotient
System 79.95

24. CSR 5: M-II Price

Channel 79-95
25- CSR 6: Dual Moving

Average 79-95
26. CSR 7: The Outside

Price Channel 79-95
27- CSR 8: Reference

Deviation System 79 95
28- CSR9:Trend-

Countertrend Hybrid - - 79-95
29- CSR 10: High-Low Moving

Average Breakout 79-95

Send $5 (credited to your first

purchase) for a demonstration disk

(if you don't have an Apple, any

dealer will run it for you) . Mastercard

and Visa holders order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246. (Demo not

available through 800 number

)

OAAEGA MICROWARE,INC

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
CHICAGO, IL 60606

312-648-1904

Software by

Orion Management, Inc.

© 1982 Omega MicroWare, Inc.

Apple is a registered irademark

of .^pple Compuier, Inc



and graphics capabilities of seventy dots per inch. Alphacom 20: under

$200; Alphacom 40: under $300; Alphacom SO. under $600.

Air Navigation Trainer is a navigation simulator from Space-Time

Associates (20-39 Country Club Drive, Manchester, NH 03102; 603-625-

1094) that promises to eliminate air navigation mysteries for the student

pilot. Includes four preprogrammed simulations and a VOR demo pro-

gram. Features hi-res graphics, sound effects, adjustable wind. $40.

Steam up the Dim Sum and sit down to a game of Taipan!, a

strategy-adventure game featuring the China trade of the 1800s. In this

game from Avalanche Productions (2460 Embarcadero Way, Palo Alto,

CA 94303; 415-856-4881) the player braves perilous Asian seas and

trades silk, opium, arms, and other cargos. The goal is to build a trading

empire and amass one million dollars. Watch out for the archpirate, Li-

Yuen! $39.95.

Write, Edit, & Print: Word Processing with Personal Computers is an

in-depth study of the word-processing capabilities of micros. Aimed at

the person with no technical background, the book begins with a buy-

er's guide to popular computer systems, then goes into introductory

Basic. From Design Enterprises of S.F, (Box 14695, San Francisco, CA
94114; 415-282-8813). 528 pages. Hardback, $34.95; paperback, $24.95.

Advanced Systems Concepts (Box Q, Altadena, CA 91001; 213-684-

5461, 213-794-2308) will unveil its port expanders at the Mini-Micro '82

show in Anaheim, California, September 12-14. These port expanders al-

low single port units to interface with multiple peripherals or computers.

The model MOl 1 allows four computers, modems, or terminals to share

a common unit, such as a printer; the model QSl 1 allows a single port to

talk to one of four output devices. $395.

Insoft (10175 S.W. Barbur Boulevard, Suite 202B, Portland, OR
97219; 503-244-4181) brings in two games written totally in GraForth. In

Zargs, Earth is under attack from alien spacecraft. The only hope is to

complete and arm top-secret Zarg spaceships. You must precisely dock

four spacecraft into ports and then command the mastership into battle

with aliens. $34.95. The great human war of 2017 has nearly destroyed

the earth and only mutated bugs survive. Spider Raid has you. Hero

If you want SPARE time,

this program is

right up your ALLEY . . .

BOWLING DATA SYSTEM 2.0

• Provides accurate record keeping for bowling leagues

• Designed for leagues of up to 40 teams

• Handles multiple and mixed leagues

• Allows for 6 bowlers per team plus substitutes

• Calculates handicaps

• Generates weekly recap and season average reports

• Prints score sheets and team listings

• Let your Apple* steer you down the right lane.

Requires an Apple 48K with Applesoft ROM, a disk drive

with DOS 3.3, and an 80-column printer. $149.95

FREE comprehensive Catalog and Mewsletter with any purchase.

Otherwise send S2 00 (J,S./S5 50 Foreign for Catalog and 5 1 ,00

U S /S2 00 Foreign for Newsletter.

Phone orders iNeed Maslcrcafd or Vrs

USA le.cepl Calrl I (SOOl 423 5441
Calil and Forcrgn (2 I 3| 349 0300
For rnlormalion or lechnrcal queslron;

(2131349 5560

eqrslered tiademarl, o( Apple Compuir

Mail Order Dept. Ho. ST
19517 Business Center Dr.

Northridge. Calif. 91324

Maximus, the leader of a spider pack, searching for the only food supply

left—the common fly. Avoid the acid rain, the Minimus Problemus

beetle, and the Spraybius Toxicus beetle, all of which can kill you. $29.95.

Magic Window II is here and includes the following new features:

eighty-column board and standard forty-column compatibility, 160-diarao-

ter line length, shift-key modification, underlining, and goof-proof file

safety system. Available from Artsci (10432 Burbank Boulevard, North

Hollywood, CA 91601; 213-985-5763). Magic Window owners can re-

ceive a $100 discount on prepaid orders with warranty registration or by

returning pages of the manual. $149.95.

Micro Mantic Computer (541 N.E. McWilliams Road, Bremerton,

WA 98310; 206-373-9231) introduces Diskovery, a utility that supports

thirty-five, forty, seventy, and eighty track drives in thirteen and sixteen

sector formats, including CP/M and Pascal. Includes programs to re-

pair damaged disks, undelete files, test drive speed, and more. Free up-

dates guaranteed for five years. $59.95.

In addition to the Applefests, Northeast Expositions (824 Boylston

Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; 617-739-2000) announces the follow-

ing computer shows: The Northeast Personal Computer and Home En-

tertainment Show will be held October 8-11 at Boston's Hynes Audi-

torium. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. and

Monday 11:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Admission, $5. The Fourth Annual

Northeast Computer Show and Office Equipment Exposition will be

held November 11 — 14, also at Boston's Hynes Auditorium. Hours are

11:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. daily. Admission: $5.

Frank Krogh (Box 5337, North Hollywood, CA 91616) is now con-

ducting a Postal RobotWar Toumamait for those who cannot make it to

Burbank, California. The tournament begins on October 1, and the win-

ner will receive a box of 3M disks. All finalists will receive T-shirts. Write

Frank Krogh for tournament rules and mailing instructions; enclose a

self-addressed stamped envelope.

The Apple Cart Special Interest Group of American Mensa provides

members with the following: information about Apple hardware and

software through a bimonthly newsletter, a forum to share Apple ex-

periences, and access to software exchange. Annual dues, including bi-

monthly newsletter; $6 for Mensa members; $8 for nonmembers. Write

to C. Brandon Gresham, Jr. (Bin "R," Project 5810-1, Pasadena, CA
91109) for more information.

Olympia USA (Box 22, Somerville, NJ 08876; 201-722-7000) intro-

duces a letter-quality printer, the ESW 3000. Standard lettering in sever-

al type styles, proportional spacing, four pitches, bidirectional printing,

and print-wheel cassette insertion. Prints thirty-five characters per sec-

ond; tractor or sheet feed options available. Under $2,000.

Conceptual Instruments (4730 Warrington Avenue, Philadelphia,

PA 19143; 215-726-7856) brings you The Organizer, a time and informa-

tion management program that helps arrange appointments, monitor

your schedule, jog your memory, place phone calls, and keep track of

correspondence, journals, or random notes. Includes programmable

alarm clock, interactive calendar, and a programmable calculator. Re-

quires 64K and two disk drives. $250. Telephone dialer, $75.

Software Research Associates (Box 2432, San Francisco, CA 94126;

415-957-1441) has had it with shoddy software. Quality Management

Monthly is their specialized newsletter dedicated to the assurance of high

quality in software system development. Newsletter subjects include:

technical advances, new methodologies, products, systems, book re-

views, meeting notices, and a "Who's Who" section. Sample issue avail-

able. $225 per year; $275 outside of United States and Canada.

Still searching for Mr. or Miss "Right"? Alpine Software (2120

Academy Circle, Suite E, Colorado Springs, CO 80909; 303-591-9874)

introduces Lovers or Strangers, a game with a serious touch. It's a com-

patibility evaluator that tells two people their chances of a successful re-

lationship. Written in part by two leading psychologists, the game hopes

to stimulate conversation, laughter, and romance. $29.95.

You can develop programs for Z-80, 68(X), and 6809 computers with

the S-C Macro Cross Assemblers from S-C Software (2331 Gus
Thomasson, Suite 125, Box 280300, Dallas, TX 75228; 214-324-2050).

Features macros, twenty directives, and twenty-nine commands. Allows

source programs to be as large as disk space. $110. Macro Assembler



LETTER PERFECT
DATA PERFECT g
EDIT 6502 11^

Selecting compatible programs for your computer
needs can be puzzling enough so let L.J.K. Enter-

prises solve your problems for you by offering you
these three programs. Letter Perfect, Data Perfect

and Edit 6502 all work very well together as well as
with many of the other popular programs. Once
you've tried them you will agree that compatability
makes the difference.

LETTER PERFECT '

"
""^

Apple n& 11 +

EASY TO USE— Letter Perfect is a single load easy
to use program. It is a menu driven, character orien-

tated processor with the user in mind. FAST
machine language operation, ability to send control
codes within the body of the program, mnemonics
that make sense, and a full printed page of buffer
space for text editing are but a few features. Screen
Format allows you to preview printed text. Indented
margins are allowed.

Apple Version 5.0 ^100

1

DOS 3.3 compatible—Use 40 or 80 column inter-

changeably (Smarterm—ALS; Videoterm-Videx;
Full View 80—Bit 3 Inc.; Vision 80—Vista; Sup-R-
Term—M&R Ent.) Reconfigurable at any time for

different viedo, printer, or interface. USE HAYES
MICROMODEM II* LCA necessary if no 80 column
board, need at least 24 K of memory. Files saved as
either Text or Binary. Shift key modification allow-
ed. Data Base Merge compatible with DATA
PERFECT* by LJK.
"For $150, Letter Perfect offers the type of software
that can provide quality word processing on inex-
pensive micro-computer systems at a competitive
price." INFOWORLD.
The favorite assembler, editor of Gebelli Software.

•Trademarks of: Apple Computer—Atari Computer—Epson America
Hayes Microcomputers- Personal Software— Vldex—M & R Ent.

Advanced Logic Systems— Vista Computers— GebelU Softweire

DATA PERFECT' "

Apple & Atari Data Base Management—$99.95
Complete Data Base System. User oriented for easy
and fast operation. 100% Assembly language. Easy to

use. You may create your own screen mask for your
needs. Searches and Sorts allowed. Configurable to

use with any of the 80 column boards of Letter
Perfect word processing, or use 40 column Apple
video. Lower case supported in 40 column video.

Utility enables user to convert standard files to Data
Perfect format. Complete report generation capability.

Much Morel

UKEDIT 6502 "

This is a coresident—two pass Assembler, Disas-
sembler, Text Ekiitor, and Machine Language
Monitor. Editing is both character and line oriented.
Disassemblies create editable source files with ability

to use predefined labels. Complete control with 41
commands, 5 disassembly modes, 24 monitor com-
mands including step, trace, and read/write disk.

Twenty pseudo opcodes, allows linked assemblies,
software stacking (single and multiple page) plus
complete printer control, i.e. paganation, titles and
tab setting. User can move source, object and symbol
tabic anywhere in memory. Feel as if you never left

the environment of BASIC. Use any of the 80 column
boards as supported by LETTER PERFECT.
Lower Case optional with LCG.

LJK ENTERPRISES INC.
P.O. Box 10827 Dept. ST
St. Louis, MO 63129
(314) 846-6124 :
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owners may purchase the Cross-Assembler modules for $32.50.

A friend in the field is what Digital Marlteting (2670 Cherry Lane,

Walnut Creek, CA 94596; 415-938-2880) hopes Field Companion will be.

Designed for portable computers, it performs expense accounting and

maintains appointments as well as current customer lists with ship-to and

bill-to addresses. Retrieves data from both customer and product lists,

provides past-due invoices, persons to contact, and schedules at a glance.

Invoices output to printer or to office via modem. Requires SoftCard

and 56K. $295. Manual alone, $30.

Realty Software (1116 *E' Eighth Street, Manhattan Beach, CA
90266; 213-372-9419) has released a program for analyzing the sale or

purchase of a loan. Loan Sales/Purchase Analysis calculates either the re-

turn on investment or the value of the loan, allowing the buyer and seller

to make knowledgeable decisions when purchasing or liquidating loans.

Handles loans in foreign currencies and in U.S. dollars. $50.

Microbook: Database Management for the Apple II, by Ted Lewis, is

a collection of database programs written in Pascal. Requires only gen-

eral knowledge of computing; designed for the beginning programmer.

The book simulates a library by maintaining a data dictionary, books,

chapters, and index to all pages on disk. Software handles all bookkeep-

ing and information retrieval. From dilithium Press (11000 S.W. 11th

Street, Suite E, Beaverton, OR 97005; 503-646-2713). 320 pages and 120

illustrations. Book, $19.95; disk (includes book), $49.95.

Anova II is a new version of HSD Anova. New features include per-

formance of analysis of covariance for randomized and between-within

designs with unequal n. Also performs analysis of covariance of re-

peated-measures designs with equal or unequal n. From Human Sys-

tems Dynamics (9249 Reseda Boulevard, Suite 107, Northridge, CA
91324; 213-993-8536). $150.

Evaluate potential real estate sales and purchases with Quikcalc Real

Estate Investor, a program that can be used to evaluate financing al-

ternatives for individual residence and income properties. Financing

functions feature conventional mortgages, balloon payments, variable

rate mortgages, and an interest-only loan. Requires either VisiCalc or Su-

perCalc. From Simple Soft (480 Eagle Drive, Suite 101, Elk Grove, IL.

60007; 312-364-0752). $129.95.

Shape up your diet with Eat Smart, a nutrition analysis program

from The Pillsbury Company (3286 Pillsbury Center, Minneapolis, MN
55402; 612-330-8732). Analyzes individual's daily diet in terms of recom-

mended dietary allowances (RDA). Analysis is given as a percentage of

each user's RDA. Also used as an educational tool. $19.75.

The Educational Resources Workshop (Drawer 72289, Roselle,

IL 60172; 312-893-5468) has developed an approach to marketing

for small computer hardware and software manufacturers. They handle

everything from a simple sales letter and documentation design and test-

ing to packaging and a complete retail marketing campaign. Flat fee or

royalty on product sales.

New from Creative Computers (1044 Lacey Road, Forked River, NJ
08731; 609-693-0002) is Key Wiz, an Apple U-compatible k^board con-

taining twenty VisiCalc function keys and a nineteen-key numeric key-

pad. Each command key transmits from one to four characters repre-

senting a VisiCalc code. Eliminates space bar to change direction of cur-

sor movement. Numeric keypad includes keys for mathematic calcula-

tion and an enter key. $299.

New hi-res games from DataMost (9748 Cozycroft Avenue, Chats-

worth, CA 91311; 213-709-1202): Make your way through a space maze

in Space Kadet. Protect yourself with force fields from the bad guys that

dominate this game. One or two players. Keyboard. $34.95. Crazy Mazey

takes you on a car chase through nineteen different mazes. Start at any

level and speed. Get cars to crash into each other while you pick off

banks. Joystick or keyboard. $29.95. Mars Cars features four levels of

alien types. Drive through rooms, pick up items, and hightail it out! Joy-

stick or keyboard. $29.95. Vortex is a space shoot-'em-up in which you

launch from one to four coordinates. Shoot from the center at randomly

flying saucers. Keyboard. $29.95. Pandora'sBox gives you a close-up and

overall view of alien territory. Direct your cloud over items and collect

them into Pandora's Box. But watch out for the birds! Joystick only.

$29.95.
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Don't buy Apple Software

until you read this book.
Don't settle for manufacturers' promotional material.

THE BOOK is a complete critical analysis of most Apple software

available. Experts review, rate and evaluate the programs on 11 separate

points. It covers Games, Education, Business and Utilities as well as hard-

ware. Over 500 programs are reviewed.

Don't buy software until you read this book. With the overwhelming array of

programs available you can't afford not to consult THE BOOK.

INTRODUCTIOrM

l liiscdiiion tlu THK BOOK ( )F APFi.E COMPUTEH SOFT-
W WW '. 19H2 conibint's prt'v ions ('<litk(ns {some re-written) and
new articles. re\ lews and e\ al nations. Jud)^in(f from the ri^^;ponst

accorded the first edition, whieh nnniediafelv sold out. there is a

^real need for a tiuide to the hundred.s of pr<>grams that cf>mpetf

Inr the- Apple owner's dollars. W ith the introduction of the Z8(i

card, chniees liet e\en liarder concerning what to purchase:

Iherehire, we dedicate this book to you, the con-samer. We hope
yoii w ill use it for a tiuidc and us a refereiKt' fo assist you in mak-

inti intelliiicnt and infornied decisions when purchasing software.

(;urreiitl\. the Apple Computer owner i.*; pre.sented with a

hewiUlering selection of software from which to choose. On the

one hand, this should pJea.se you in that, as the owner of probably

the most popular [uicro^-eomputer in the world, you have a wide
and rapidly grow inti selection of softv. are from which ia choose.

On the other hand, this wide and growing .selection presents some
problems. The \ ast majority f>f retail computer store staff people

simi>lv just do not have the time to ade(|uately review each new
piece of software that eome.'; in their store. The problem Is com-
pounded if the new prt^am is an extensive or complicated one,

such as an accounting package or a word proce.ssing system, or a

comprehensive data ba.se management program. This docs not

mean that store personnel do not want to give you the best st*rvice

possible; it's just that it is an almost impossible task. If you pur-

chase software through the mail, the risks that you assume,
without a reliable i^uide to a.ssi.st you should be apparent.

Other pitfalls aw ait the nhinforrned buyer. For instance, in too

man>- cases \ ou cannot by the apfx-arance of the package whether
the program re(piires Integer Basic or Applesoft Basic or whether
it needs 16, 32 or 48K of RAM. It is also often difficult to teil

when you purchase a program on tape whether it can be trans-

ferred to disk or, if a disk program is purcha.sed, whether it can
be coi)ied or not.

Another area that can present problems to the buyer Is the
similarity of software. A well-stocked computer store may
possibly offer five different word proces.sing packages, four

assemblers, ten different adventure type games and/or several

mail list programs, (the choices seem endles.s); all of which have
ol>vious ad\ antages and disadvantages as well as different prices.

The goal of "The Book" is to eliminate as many of these poten-

tial problem areas for the software buyer as possible.

\A e w elcome any comments or criticisms from readers that will

help IIS in reaching this goal.

'Obviously, Apple and Apple Computer Co. is mentioned manv
times throughout "The Book." Apple II is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.
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Two employees with a small, California-based multinational hooked

up an Apple in their home office and one each in their French and Brit-

ish branches. Linked via modem to a relay-switching satellite, the com-

puters successfully transmit and download data back and forth between

the two continents. It formerly took similar information six to eight

weeks each way to reach its proper destination. Now it's there in

minutes.

An international micro-to-micro transmission like this had never

been tried before. In fact, the company's computer experts swore it

couldn't be done.

The same two men also connected an Apple to an IBM mainframe

for downloading information. The loose-tongued IBM is unaware that it

is chatting with a lowly Apple.

The same experts theorized how this might be done—the cost would

be about five thousand dollars in time and equipment. It actually took

only a few hours to do and cost no more than a six-pack of beer.

All this goes to show that if something can't be done or the cost is too

high, these days you have two choices: you can either do without or go

ahead and do it yourself.

It's not a comfortable feehng always to be caught in between such

choices. We're progressing in fits and starts; sometimes it seems hopeless

and sometimes too good to be true. Modern technology has dragged us

to the junction of risk and promise, and the world is being wracked by

hesitation.

In One Age, out the Other. We are once again crossing from one

great economic age into another; this time from the industrial to the in-

formational. We are the generations that know firsthand how things

used to be as well as how things will be. As to how things are right now

—

well, everything's changing.

"There is a certain relief in change, even though it is from bad to

worse. ... It is often a comfort to shift one's position and be bruised in a

new place," wrote novelist Washington Irving on traveling by stage-

coach. America is traveling a different hard road today, an economic

one, but the bruising is still the same.

Research shows that half of America's work force was in the infor-

mation and education business in 1976, according to The Futurist maga-
zine. By the year 2000, this will be more like a sixty-forty spUt, with the

odds-on favorite being information and education, and the rest being

manufacturing and other employment.

A systems revolution is upon us.

The last time a similar revolution was noted to be underway was in

1 880, when half of America's work force was in agriculture and the ex-

tractive business and half was in manufacturing and commerce. The in-

dustrial revolution was reshaping the nation. It peaked at its halfway

point in 1920 when the shift in major resources went from energy to in-

formation. By the time World War II rolled around, the situation had ex-

ploded. New technologies were developing faster than anybody could

implement them.

The door to the computer communications age was quietly opened in

1 940, according to Datamation magazine. A modified Teletype 26 key-

board in New Hampshire was used to transmit data in a test over regu-

lar phone lines to a relay calculator in New York. The calculator proc-

essed the data and returned its response to New Hampshire, a neat trick

at the time. It took twenty years for the computer to catch up to its

own potential.

Information Slicks. In 1962 the Rand Corporation, America's think

tank, proposed an all-digital, computer-controlled defense system that

moved computering from traditional time sharing to the concept of net-

working in a big way. What pipelines are to the world's oil flow, net-

works are to global information access.

This radical rethinking by Rand launched a battle of communica-

tions network satellites that has been raging now for twenty years.

Networks like Telenet, Tymnet, Datapac, General Electric's Quick-

Com, and Saponet are all in operation today, but there are no system

standards, the technology remains underdeveloped, and at best they of-

fer partial solutions to a chronic worldwide problem.

It's a problem that's constantly plaguing America's multinational

corporations. The daily international flow of information is the vital link

between the home office and those in the field. It's no wonder a corpora-

tion like Allergan, a division of SmithKline-Beckman, decided to take a

couple of Apples and create a network of their own.

Allergan is a small multinational compared to most, but its people

are very progressive. The company began in Los Angeles when Gavin S.

Herbert opened up shop in a room above his drugstore in 1948. Com-
puters at the time were vacuum-tubed affairs, the transistor had just been

invented, and operating systems were still five years away.

House Full of Kids. In 1967 the company moved to their present na-

tional headquarters in Irvine, California. Today they marshal more than

sixty-eight subsidiaries, with offices and manufacturing plants world-

wide, including Australia, Germany, Japan, Brazil, France, Italy, Mexi-

co, and Great Britain.

Allergan develops, manufactures, and markets products in two spe-
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cialized areas—eye care and skin care. They produce prescription drugs

to treat various eye disorders and nonprescription preparations to treat

less severe conditions. Hard and soft contact lens users will be most fa-

miliar with their lens-care packages. The skin-care division produces both

prescription and nonprescription products that treat various dermato-

logical problems. They also make a line of sun screens.

Formerly more of a development company, AUergan was able to be-

come an industry leader by acquiring compounds from other compa-

nies. Now they are committed to doing more of their own research and

development, with access to some of the foremost pharmaceutical re-

search findings and facilities under their merger with SmithKline.

Allergan is proud of their manufacturing capabilities—operators in

their product-filhng rooms wear masks and gowns, working under asep-

tic conditions that rival hospital operating rooms.

Their employee policies are considerably enlightened, also. Their

complex in Irvine includes tennis courts and a baseball diamond. They

have a van-pooling program that allows seven employees to travel to and

from work in a company van with the gas paid for by Allergan.
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crudal; one can't exist without the other. The visionary-hacker interplay

between these two "home-brewed, backyard hobbyists," as they have

been called, seems to be what has made their "hobbying" so successful.

The Way They Were. To see just how revolutionary the actual ap-

plication of an Apple system network is, it helps to have an idea of how
communications traditionally have been conducted between a multina-

tional's home office and an international office in a foreign country.

The basic problem with an international division is that it's located

miles away from home. Sometimes it's just a small office when it's not

connected to a manufacturing plant. The Allergan office in Great Brit-

ain is located in the top half of a converted Victorian mansion.

The company back home wants to know how things are selling and

developing in the overseas market. They also want numbers. The flow of

information is a major problem. Global data transmission is a jungle of

competing systems and international regulations.

Casparie explains how overseas information has been handled at Al-

lergan in the recent past, mostly by regular mail.

"Regular mail takes anywhere from ten to fourteen days from Eu-

The company maintains an "open-door policy" to encourage the free

flow of ideas and opinions within the corporation. It's easy to see how
two employees could pitch the corporate heads at Allergan an Apple net-

work idea and have them bite. The two employees that wound up spear-

heading the network operation were Jim Casparie and Jerry Pickering.

View from the First Floor. Casparie's and Pickering's offices are on

the first floor in the huge brick Allergan complex. It's called the interna-

tional floor; the people who work there must be fluent in two languages

in addition to English. The offices are neat and spacious, and blow-ups

of Allergan ads in foreign languages are prominent. There are plaques by

the elevators that tell which country's flags are flying in front of the

building on any given day, a salute to visiting field executives.

Casparie is a marketing products manager, specializing in new prod-

ucts. He met his Apple in 1980, using it for some personal hacking and

consulting work between stints at Allergan. A native Califomian, he

holds a master's degree in business and does career counseling at the

University of California, Irvine.

Pickering is a market research analyst with a degree in biochemistry.

He also has an Apple at home and has done some consulting work with

it. And he happens to be a registered nurse who spent two years in the

army as a Green Beret.

The two men make quite a professional, good-natured set of players.

They share tons of enthusiasm for the potential of the Apple. They de-

light in its ability to dazzle the big boys continually with amazing new ap-

plications. They are a classic pair of Apple flyers.

There is an unwritten law in the world of computer team-ups that de-

crees that one partner be the visionary and the other be the hacker. If the

visionary sees that Apples might fly, the hacker goes about finding a way
to make them airborne.

While it appears in reality that Pickering and Casparie have about

equal amounts of both, Casparie seems to lean toward the visionary role;

he specializes in fighting flak and red tape. Pickering seems to favor the

hacker role; he does the trouble-shooting and debugging. Both parts are

Opposite page: Flags outside Allergan headquarters in Irvine, saluting the

homes of visiting field executives. Visionary Jim Casparie. This page: Hacker

Jerry Pickering. Secretary Sue Kouba and administrative assistant Joyce
Bonura smile their way through WordStar.

rope. So the home office doesn't get to see or react to anything until two

weeks after the fact. After the information goes through the finance de-

partment (which takes from two to five days), is keypunched (one to sev-

en days), then run through the IBM mainframe (one to seven days), the

information finally gets to marketing—about four to six weeks after it

was sent. The international division finds out if they did anything wrong

four to six weeks after that.

"This is the standard procedure with most American multination-

als—gossip travels faster.

"We might even be talking about something as simple as a one-line

label change on a bottle of suntan lotion in Germany."

Faster than a Speeding Bullet. Most companies can easily be sev-

eral months behind in decisions based on this flow of information. The

Apple system at Allergan is demolishing this informational jet lag.

"We have taken a quantum leap from the Dark Ages with this sys-

tem," says Pickering.

He ran down some cost comparisons between existing international

networks. "To send a five-page transmission, fifty-six lines per page,

eighty characters each, would cost $112 if sent by telex at the 50-baud

rate from here to Great Britain and take eight to ten hours. To send it on

the Texas Instruments' TRT network would cost $17.80. To send it on

an ITT lease line at 300 baud, with a batch of other messages, would cost

$13.30 and also take eight to ten hours. On an ITT dedicated line sent at

1,200 baud it would cost $3.32.

"To send it on the G.E. system that we're using with the Apples costs

only $1 .24 and it's instantaneous." And it is done with the ease and con-

venience of making a local phone call.

While all this sounds amazingly simple and even a little bit inevit-

able, resistance to the project came in several different forms. Casparie

and Pickering had to contend with interdepartmental priorities, interna-

tional law, and hardware-software shortcomings. They were assigned the
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task on a part-time basis, but they soon found they were working ridicu-

lous hours and sometimes had to put their bread-and-butter jobs on the

back burner.

The go-ahead for the project was given in June 1981. Allergan got a

new director of marketing, John Stewart, who was pro-Apple. It was

Casparie and Stewart who initially hashed out the financing of the sys-

tem. Their job also included convincing the president of the internation-

al division, James Cavanaugh, that the Apple had what Allergan

needed.

About this time, the data processing department at Allergan took an

interest in the Apple project. Data processing departments are where the

mainframe honchos are ensconced. These are the experts with the de-

grees in computer science and decades of experience. Anything with a

chip in it is considered their turf. They were concerned that the Apple

system would interfere with their eighteen months of work in Italy try-

ing to get an IBM/ICL System 10 to work as smoothly as it did in Aller-

gan's Canadian office.

An Electronic Hammer. "We proposed the Apple along the lines of

a management tool. We showed them how it wouldn't be in competition

with their larger project. We were shooting for a small system on the lo-

cal level, for the little guys out in the sticks," says Casparie. Still, it took

them three months to get data processing's approval.

"They couldn't believe the Apple was good for anything more than

playing games," Casparie explains.

"They said we were crazy, that it couldn't be done," a phrase Caspar-

ie and Pickering were to hear endlessly at every corner they turned. It

only served to fuel their enthusiasm even more.

Pickering, with a broad background in Apples, was brought on as a

consultant after all the project's approvals had been acquired. The se-

rious technical research was begun.

The Apple was always the favored choice of micro for the system.

"You can walk in anywhere in the world and buy one," says Pickering.

He had checked out the competition.

"We looked at the Commodore, the TRS, the IBM pc, the Osborne,
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you name it—even the Apple III. The Plus was the most versatile. It was

able to handle all our hardware configuration needs. It is also serviced

worldwide."

Casparie mentions that the Apple Communications Card was found

to be the only internationally flexible communications card.

Modem compatibility in Europe became a major area of concern. It

seems they don't reaUy have Apples there—they have European-

manufactured Apples. Converters switch them from AC to DC, the Eu-

ropean standard, and special cards in slot 7 connect the AC Apple to a

DC monitor.

VisiTerm turned out to be the reigning communications software in

PROTECTYOURAPPLE!

Designed to arrange an Apple II computer, a 9" monitor and 2 disk

drives into one attractive system, the APPLE-CENTER™ features state-

of-the-art SURGE SENTRY voltage surge circuitry by RKS Industries, a

filtered cooling fan to protect your Apple from overheating, a key locking

on/off switch to control your Apple's use, an angled monitor shelf for

improved viewing, a diskette storage slot and you can even set your

printer on top. The APPLE-CENTER"
bolts easily to a table top to protect

your entire Apple investment.
(gpplexcenter)
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Apple IS a registered trade mark of Apple Computer, Inc

Casparie and Pickering's research led them to the conclusion that M&Ms are

the most Apple-compatible candy.

Europe; it has a worldwide distribution. But research led the Allergan in-

vestigators to favor ASCII Express. It could almost do what they need-

ed it to do; it would only require a few modifications.

Later, Pickering and Casparie enlisted the help of ASCII author Bill

Blue. He was able to create patches for them when "funny things" start-

ed coming across the system in its initial trials.

Road Show. In January 1982 the first Apples arrived at Irvine, and

Pickering began to make the necessary hardware and software configu-

rations. Casparie made travel plans.

"I did all the startup programming in random access," says Picker-

ing, "but it turned out we could only transmit files sequentially. So two

days before Jim left, I was frantically reprogramming everything for se-

quential transmission."

Casparie left for Great Britain in April 1982. Three days later, the

British Apple was up and running. Two weeks after that, France was

linked up.

"I left with a suitcase fuU of software packages and the ASCII and

General Electric documentation," Casparie explains. "There was no time

to look at everything, so I just took it all. There was no beta testing of

this system; I just showed up and we rolled up our sleeves."

The system didn't quite perform as planned with the first message

sent. There was some data loss. Ten minutes after the initial transmis-

sion, Pickering called Casparie about some stuck files. They were sweat-

ing this out together; both were nervous. This was their moment of truth.

"We were frantic," says Casparie. "The problem was the data-entry

mode of the Quick-Com system. It took too much time to transmit and

was overlapping. All we eventually needed to use was a 1 30-character

straight dump mode, but that wasn't in the book. G.E.'s system was de-

signed for straight transmission, not for downloading data files."

Pickering recalls how that first transmission almost didn't get made.

"Jim had taken our only copy of the G.E. book and I couldn't re-

member my password—there are four levels of passwords to get on the

system. I had to call their rep out here. I didn't know anything about

their system. It was a real comedy of errors."

One of the things they had to consider in designing the network was a

multinational regulatory law called TBDF (transborder data flow).
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Casparie explains: "The law considers data leaving a country as a lost

resource. It must either be processed in the country or be nonvital infor-

mation. That's why we signed on with General Electric—their Quick-

Com network had been approved by the most countries. We had to or-

chestrate the setup with them step by step. Nobody had ever used their

system the way we wanted to. We were blazing a trail of our own over

there. We turned out to be the first to make this kind of message switch-

ing work on this scale."

A Big Hit. When the system finally clicked, enthusiasm for Apples

and the network snowballed throughout Allergan, especially at the man-

agerial level. Casparie and Pickering had won over some very skeptical

opposition.

"The head of the British field office is an ultraconservative type, rigid

against change and all that," Casparie relates. "He used to sit up in the

attic and do all his figuring in longhand, using long division. When the

Apple was put in, he didn't want to sit down with the rest of the staff and

learn how to use it.

"It turned out he came in alone at night and figured the thing out for

himself," Pickering continues. "Of course, he fell in love. If the system

took off he could keep his Apple, so he wanted to protect his invest-

ment. He jumped on the bandwagon, started calling country managers

all over the world. He really started stirring up the pot for us."

The British staff was able to show off their Apple when they were

visited recently by an area supervisor. Th^ were ordered to rebudget; the

manager expected the calculation to take the usual two to three days. He
would pick it up on his way back from Italy. Using VisiCalc, the British

office was able to hand the recalculations to him at the end of the day,

before he got on the plane.

France was ready to go on the network before the network was even

ready. "We were originally going to set up the system from the U.K.

only, but it turned out our man in France had gone out and purchased

an Apple on the q.t., so we included them too," says Casparie.

"The head of our Australian operation is visiting here in Irvine right
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now. He was sold on the system right off the bat. He wants to take five

Apples back with him when he goes."

Altogether about twelve of.Allergan's country managers want Ap-
ples in their outposts, including Italy, where thelBM/ICL mainframers

are still toiling away on their $100,000 system, trying to get a six-bit lan-

guage to travel on eight-bit lines.

Each field office on the Apple network requires about seven thou-

sand dollars' worth of equipment to set up its end of the system. Each

needs an Apple II Plus, a NEC or Apple III monitor, two disk drives, a

Videx eighty-column card, a SoftCard, a Saturn 64K memory board, a

Videx Keyboard Enhancer II, a Thunderclock, the best local printer (this

was found to be the only equipment variable), a Quadram Miaophaser

(for quick screen dumps), and, of course, a D.C. Hayes modem (in Eu-

rope, nonacoustic modems must be hand wired to the phone).

They've Just Begun. Now that the first links of the Apple network

are in place and functioning, Casparie and Pickering already see it ex-

panding into more than they had planned.

"We want to start out simple, until everybody gets used to the Ap-

ple. Right now we're using VisiCalc, PFS, and the Executive Secretary

word processor to train people with. We hope to go up to CP/M and use

WordStar worldwide," says Casparie.

They eventually see graphics capabilities on the system, like trans-

mitting advertising and labels for approval and changes. In time, they

feel the system could handle camera-ready art; computer-generated

images could go directly onto graphic arts film and then be printed.

"This wall revolutionize the packaging and advertising business.

Companies who are on the ball will have a real competitive edge," says

Pickering.

As soon as Allergan has their corporate family all linked up on the

Apple network, you can be sure they plan to stay on top of the system's

development. The first thing a company wants to do when they get that

edge is sharpen it.

That's the American multinational way. HI

In Search of the Ultimate Treasure
The Mask of The Sun

• • •

".
. . my quest for the Mask drove nne from the mountains of Tibet to this Mexican

jungle. My name is Dakota Smith, and I'm dying from the Mask's curse. But the Mask
may also contain the cure I need. That's It! I'll put the Mask on. Walt, it's not right.

It's killing me ... I must learn how to use it or die . .

."

Get set for the best adventure graphics in ULTRAvision®. With exciting travel

sequences and special effects. Face certain death at every turn as you
search for the mythical Mask to save yourself and escape the Pyramids

allvel Enjoy non-stop action in super animation, with split-second

transformations that will literally blow you away. Don't wait another

minute to start your own quest for the Mask of The Sun.
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HEIGH-HO! COME TO
THE FAIR

Bv iin SALnoiii

AltD DAVE FITZUtALD

It's hot as blazes and a bit humid, as Tennessee is wont to be. Sun-

burnt skin finds momentary relief beneath occasional maples, and a

breeze from the sparkling lagoon wafts welcome relief to long queues of

people.

No one leaves the lines, despite the sun. No one even looks worn. To
these visitors to the 1982 World's Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee, standing

in line is worthwhile: they're waiting for a peek at the future.

That's what world's fairs are all about: countries and companies con-

vening to show off what they can do and what they can almost do,

what's just around the comer for all of us. They speak to the future and

they celebrate the past, reveling in the can-do attitude that has brought

humankind from leaf-nibbling foragers to Tang-sucking space walkers in

the blink of a cosmic eye.

Today, we measure our growth by our technological advancement; it

is the measure of our copability in all areas of life but the arts. Just as we
stand our children tall against the edge of a closet door to mark the

march toward adulthood, we stack up our technology at a world's fair to

benchmark just how far we've come since the one before.

This time, between the last world's fair in 1975 and this one, our tech-

nology in electronics and information advanced so fast that one entire

genre missed its opportunity to stand in the sun. In 1975, there were no
Apples. In 1982, they are so common, so accepted, that in their world's

fair debut they aren't seen at all. The Knoxville World's Fair's Apples

are workhorses, not peacocks.

Dozens of Apples populate the areas backstage, running the exhibits

that make this the most uniquely informative exposition since the first,

the London World's Fair of 1851. Visitors actually use Apples, interact

vnth Apples, through specially designed keyboards and divers screens;

but the fancy keyboards merely transmit their input to the Apples in the

wings, and the Apples answer for them—rather Uke Cyrano beneath the

balcony speaking for Christian to Roxanne.

The Apples share a purpose with all the people and products at the

fair to enhance the meaning of the fair's theme, Energy Turns the

World.

Tokyo, Rome, Madrid—and Knoxville. Of all the places you might

consider for a world's fair, Kiioxville seems an unlikely choice. Prior to

the fair, its popular claim to fame was as that place through whkh ten

million vacation-goers passed on their way to the Great Smoky Moun-

tains National Park, the most visited park in the nation. Short of throw-

ing tacks on the highway, Knoxville had been unable to lure these mo-

bile Americans within its city limits.

Not as often considered is that Knoxville, with its surroundings, has

first dibs on the title of energy capital of the United States. It's the home
of the Tennessee Valley Authority, the nation's largest public utility. The

University of Tennessee, whose main campus borders the fair site, is an

academic leader in advanced energy research for government and indus-

try'. And nearby Oak Ridge harbors the National Atomic Laboratory,

the world's leading nuclear research facility.

Which Came First, the Chicken or the Egg? The answer, of course,

is: the idea. In Knoxville's case, the idea sprang from the mind of one

Jake Butcher.

Knoxville's one hundred eighty thousand residents have seen their

share of the inner-city decay that plagues most American cities; unem-

ployment and shifting business populations have hit hard. Jack Butcher

thought he saw a way to reverse all that.

In a scenario that reads like a movie script, this rags-to-riches mogul

pulled every conceivable corporate and political string to realize his vi-

sion of a world's fair within the shadow of his United America Bank,

Knoxville's largest—and one of five that Butcher owns. He and his co-

horts believed the fair would provide the impetus and the financial op-
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portunity to redevelop Knoxville's ailing central business district in one

feU swoop.

Ordinarily, today's world's fairs are financed by local municipal

bond issues or other public funds. Not so in Knoxville. With his friends,

Jake Butcher negotiated a thirty-million-dollar line of credit from a con-

sortium of forty-three banks. The 1982 World's Fair is the first such ex-

position funded totally by private-sector investment.

The Way It Was. At first, world's fairs were mammoth spectacles.

Designated as universal expositions, fairs were held in internationally sig-

nificant cities such as London, New York, and Paris. With each partici-

The Sunsphere (far left), theme structure of the fair, dominates the view of the

site across the Waters of the World. The U.S. pavilion, The Energy Place

(left), is the fair's largest national exhibit and a showcase of Apple-controlled

videodisc displays. The Debate Wall (below), twenty video monitors

controlled by three Apples, as seen through The Neon Way, a colorful light

sculpture representing American energy supply and demand.

pating country funding and constructing its own pavilion, the evait at-

tempted to showcase the total spectrum of human accomplishment.

As the world became more diverse and complex, and just plain big-

ger, mounting the world's fair extravaganzas became impossibly costly

and unwieldy. The traditional metropolises balked at the prospect of try-

ing to outdo Busby Berkeley but didn't want to undershine the previous

host. World's fairs were in danger of extinction.

Yet the benefits of the fairs to the cities that hosted them couldn't be

denied. Smaller cities, needing the stimulation of economic activity the

fairs inevitably caused, couldn't afford the traditional fairs, but they also

didn't feel the need to compete with previous events. They lobbied for

smaller, focused world's fairs.

So the Bureau of International Expositions sanctioned a second cat-

egory of world's fair, the specialized fair, a global event focusing on a

particular aspect of human endeavor.

In a unique partnership, local developers front construction funds

and lease space to participants who share pavilions. Jobs are created,

many of which last after a fair is over, and the new or revitalized build-

ings are put to use in reenergizing the local economy. Like the extrava-

ganzas of yesterday, a specialized world's fair can turn a city around.

Childhood's End. The Knoxville World's Fair highlights world

achievements in energy. Diverse potential solutions to the world's ener-

gy problems abound in the pavilions.

Displays stress conservation and efficient use of energy. Demonstra-

tions of fuel-efficient cars, energy-efficient buildings, and labor-saving

but low-energy appliances offer glimpses of a more energy-conscious fu-

ture. And the renovation of a Victorian house on the fair site shows that

we can tackle the problem without rebuilding our cities.

More exciting are the displays of new technologies exploring differ-

ent sources of energy. Windmills and solar collectors abound on the fair-

grounds. Seeing one beside the other is like seeing the old world juxta-

posed against the new; actually, both are part of the future. Indoor ex-

hibits attest to the monumental effort industry is putting into developing

methods of recovering and using uranium, deuterium, coal, and oil shale.

Many exhibits at the World's Fair use Apples, but three of the larg-

est pavilions use them in such quantity and so integrally that they merit

closer looks. Follow now as we visit the United States pavilion, the pa-

vilion of the America's Electric Energy Exhibit, and the Tennessee Val-

ley Authority exhibit.

The United States pavilion, The Energy Place, is the centerpiece of

the 1982 World's Fair. The six cantilevered stories of the U.S. pavilion

extend majestically over an edge of the three-acre Waters of the World, a

beautiful reflecting pool created especially for the fair. Open-air bal-

conies overlooking the lake give pavilion visitors a breathtaking view of

the Sunsphere, the 266-foot theme structure of the fair. On the opposite

side of the building, an IMAX theater presents the film Energy, Energy

on a screen ninety feet wide and seven stories tall—the largest in the

world.

The Energy Place practices what it preaches: energy conservation and

innovation. A network of computer-controlled sensors constantly moni-

tors and adjusts the climate within the pavilion. This super-intelligent

thermostat will even open the windows if the system determines that out-

side air is the most effective way to keep the building within environ-

mental standards. State-of-the-art insulation techniques and a 4,1 00-

square-foot solar collector contribute to the building's energy efficiency.

Escalators shuttle crowds to the top of the pavilion. Here, they begin

a gradual descent down broad ramps through a series of displays that un-

fold America's energy past, present, and future. Throughout the de-

scent, visitors are afforded an unobstructed view of the entire pavilion

from the railing-lined ramps and broad landings. Even the cavernous

open space in the center of the pavilion is filled with energy-related items

suspended from the ceiling by wire.

The firm of Ramirez and Woods, eighteen-year veterans of exhibit

design, brought together numerous historical artifacts, from Jefferso-

nian bedwarmers to the first solar-powered airplane, to give concrete

examples of the evolution of our diversified uses of energy. Artistic ex-

pressions are also included to convey the elusive concepts relating to

energy.

The Energy Time Curve presents a three-dimensional view of our in-

creasing demand for energy and our varied sources of it. Beginning with

a six foot tall pedestal representing the use of steam and animal power in

1 800, a succession of pedestals grows to more than twenty-seven feet, the

tallest representing energy demands in 1980. This towering demand is

now being met by a variety of sources, including nuclear and solar pow-

er. A second artistic exhibit, Energy. The Neon Way, provides a similar

dramatic graphic representation of energy supply and demand.

While these historic and artistic displays are informative, they are

static. But Ramirez and Woods didn't stop here and have incorporated

interactive displays that advance the state of the art in exhibit design.

Grown To Loan. Steve Gregory, cofounder of the New England

Technology Group (NETG) and professor of computer graphics at

MIT, began consulting with Ramirez and Woods in January 1981 . Their

collective effort was intended to break new ground in the application of

computer and interactive videodisc technology within exhibit design.

Buttressed by the loan from Apple Computer of fifty computers, the

U.S. pavilion is a resounding statement of the success of the collabora-

tion between NETG and the exhibit design firm.

"When we learned of the Apple computer loan, we were truly ex-

cited," Steve Gregory recalls. "Having been in business for a while, we
had occasion to work with the Apple for some of our clients. We found it

to be a very flexible, capable, and reliable machine."
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In fact, the pavilion demonstrates an evolving sophistication in

NETG's application of Apple computers within interactive information

retrieval and presentation.

The most basic interactive display is a high-tech version ofthe "push-

a-button, get-a-message" exhibit technique. The topic of the exhibit is

"embodied energy," the energy it takes to produce a product rather than

what it takes to use it.

Backlit photographs of sixteen everyday products invite visitors to

examine more closely the embodied energy used to produce each item.

By touching the picture of a product, a visitor calls up a brief audio-

visual presentation that explains how that item is made and the surpris-

ing ways in which energy is essential to the process.

An Apple computer controls access of specific segments of a laser

videodisc. By issuing the videodisc a start and stop frame number, the

Apple directs the rapid access of stored information much as it would

with a standard disk drive. The difference is that the information is in-

terpreted and presented by the videodisc player as an audio-visual mes-

sage rather than being fed into the computer for traditional number-

crunching. While the results are dramatic, the videodisc is actually noth-

ing more than a sophisticated data storage and retrieval peripheral for

the computer.

A more innovative apphcation of the Apple is the use of touch-sensi-

tive screens. These devices provide the ultimate in user transparency. The
user's attention is not divided between viewing and keyboard operation.

Instead, with a simple touch of a finger, the viewer controls the presenta-

tion much like a wizard would cast a spell with the wave of a hand.

The magical touch screen is a product of Biographies of Oak Ridge,

Tennessee. This high-resolution screen, providing a four thousand-by-

four thousand point grid, consists of a glass sheet coated with a trans-

parent resistive substrate. The substrate is separated from a plastic cover

sheet by tiny plastic beads. This cover sheet is sprayed with a transparent

conductive coating of gold.

A Touch of Glass. When the two layers are pressed together by a

touch, an electric circuit is completed. A variable resistance calculation

generates a unique (X,Y) coordinate. The Apple can as easily interpret

this position coordinate as a key-tap signal from a traditional keyboard.

The Energy Glossary stations are a step up the ladder of sophistica-

tion in application of the touch screen-computer-videodisc configura-

tion. For those visitors unfamiliar with the new terminology, a number
of stations provide access to a Buck Rogers dictionary of five hundred

energy terms used in the pavilion's exhibits.

The viewer steps up to a monitor and touches a small horizontal scale

at the bottom of the screen to access the dictionary. Where the scale is

touched determines the direction and rate of speed at which the terms are

scanned in the alphabetical master list. Moving forward through the list,

a term materializes in a queue in the background of the screen. As each

term's turn to be accessed approaches, it zooms into the foreground.

Touching a term as it zooms past retrieves its definition.

Definitions are presented in a variety of formats. The screen may
simply fill with a concise definition in easy-to-read text, highlighted

words indicating which words within the definition may be touched to

access additional terms in a nested search. In other cases, a computer-

generated graphic or still frame from a videodisc may be superimposed
with text enhancement. More than one hundred different terms access

short, explanatory video s^ments. In all cases, an Apple II Plus is con-

trolling die system.

The Energy Data Center allows visitors to consolidate and investi-

gate their special interests in energy. Six personal-sized monitors with

touch-screen controls allow individuals to interact with the system. Six

seventy-two inch projection television sets act as slave monitors for each

of the stations, allowing easy observation by nearby visitors.

Unlike the glossary exhibit, the Energy Data Center deals ahnost ex-

clusively in dynamic video and computer-generated graphic images.

Rather than simply searching from a master list, the Energy Data sta-

tions utilize sophisticated branching within an ongoing retrieval of

information.

For example, a monitor might show a speeding train rolling out of

West Virginia. When a viewer touches a coal-laden car, the image freezes

while computer-generated graphic information is superimposed. A band

of images indicating related coal topics lets the viewer's fingers do the

walking through a vast storehouse of information related to coal.

As sophisticated as these various Apple-controlled exhibits are,

NETG's crowning achievement at the U.S. paviHon is the Debate Wall.

This exhibit demonstrates a mixture of old and new information presen-

tation techniques. In presenting a diverse set of taped expert opinions on

various energy-related issues, the exhibit uses multi-image audio-visual

display. The new technological twist that has been added is audience

control of when or even if a speaker's opinion will be heard.

Meeting of the Micro Minds. A wall covered with twenty video

monitors faces the seated and standing audience. A series of sound ef-

fects, short comments, and visual images introduces the Debate Wall.

Then one of thirty energy experts makes a leading statement, while his or

her image is shown on fifteen of the twenty monitors. The debate has

begun.

While this initial comment is playing, the remaining five touch-screen

equipped monitors display still images of possible follow-up speakers.

Each of the five pictures is superimposed with an invitation to touch the

screen to hear the pictured speaker respond. With each new comment,

five additional carry-on choices are presented. Remarkably, the Apple-

controlled videodiscs have enough opinion segments stored to take the

discussion in literally hundreds of directions.

Revealing the challenge involved in execution of this exhibit, Steve

Gregory explains, "The most difficult exhibit from a hardware integra-

tion standpoint was the Debate Wall. It features three Apples controlling

ten videodisc machines, with each player capable of sending picture and

audio into one of the twenty monitors.

"Two of the Apples are what we call slaves," Gregory continues.

"Each of the slaves is responsible for controlling five of the videodisc

players. These slaves act under cues from the master computer."

The master Apple also sends signals to a custom-designed switcher

that channels all video output throughout the monitor network. The

master also detects presses on the touch screens, which indicate the fol-

Left: Three of more than thirty Apple computers housed in the glass-walled control room at the U.S.

pavilion. Center Spectators control the flow of discussion by means of touch-sensitive video monitors at

the Debate Wall. Right: Jim Ogul, U.S. pavilion site manager, explains the evolution he has seen from
early static exhibits to the exciting interaction of microcomputer controls.
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lowing speaker and statement to be retrieved from the videodisc

database.

"The exciting thing about all the efforts that went into the World's

Fair project," Gregory concludes, "is that we were able to extend our

knowledge in the application of microcomputers to videodisc control

and sophisticated graphics generation. New England Technology Crroup

now has a full range of salable Apple-based laser-disc and enhanced

graphics products and services."

Such private-sector benefits are the just desserts of ajob well done. In

all probability, NETG and all those who contributed to the realization of

the U.S. pavilion have given us the most uniquely informative and enter-

taining exhibit in the entire history of the World's Fair. And Apples

played a big part.

Keys of the Kingdom. At 15,000 square feet, America's Electric

Energy Exhibit is the largest corporate pavilion in the 1982 World's Fair.

The $2.5 million twin-domed structure includes an AEEE exhibit, gener-

al exhibition space for other participants, and a multimedia theater.

The theme of the AEEE exhibit is: Electric Energy—Key to a Better

Future. Some of the exhibits focus on ways that utility companies are

working to meet the need for increased amounts of energy through both

conservation and new and improved technology. Additional exhibits il-

lustrate the contributions made by various energy sources and the cen-

tral roles of coal and nuclear energy in meeting electrical demand.

applied state-of-the-art microcomputer and videodisc technology to the

AEEE project.

"In each of the five interactive stations, the configuration is as fol-

lows," Lowe explains, unravehng the mystery of the featureless white

boxes that stand near each station. "Inside each box is a stock Apple II

Plus, equipped with 48K RAM, one disk drive, and an Allen Communi-
cations VMI card that controls a 7820-3 videodisc player." The key-

boards are Lowe's custom design "which appears to the Apple as an RS-

232 serial terminal communicating at 1,200 baud through a port in the

VMI card.

"It's a very straightforward set-up, really," says Lowe. "Basically off-

the-shelf technology with the exception of the keyboard and a PROM I

wrote to interpret the input from the keyboard to the Apple." The Ap-
ple graphics are provided by Synergistic Software's Higher Text

package.

AEEE had a clear notion of the message it wanted to convey but was
concerned that a comprehensive tutorial exhibit would disrupt the flow

of visitors through its pavilion. Not wanting the Apple to function sim-

ply as an on-off button for the sequential presentation of video seg-

ments, Lowe turned to video game aesthetics to provide player and spec-

tator interest.

The Taste of Learning. When he learned that North American Phil-

lips was going to have an Odyssey video game display at the pavilion, he

Left One of two floating barges converted by the Tennessee Valley Authority to house its Apple-using

exhibit, The Valley Adventure. Center: Main floor of a TVA barge exhibit. Behind the wall of displays,

under the air outlet in the upper right, is housed the Apple computer control room that powers the Load
Control Center. Right: Jay James, TVA manager of special projects, designed the barge exhibit. In

addition, James did the actual programming of the Load Control Center simulation.

Upon entering the vaulted cavern of the AEEE dome, visitors im-

mediately find their attention drawn to a giant video screen suspended

from the ceiling. The subject of this overhead station, one of four, is coal.

The other stations spotlight nuclear energy, conservation, and supple-

mental energy technologies. Just in front of each suspended screen, an

angled tube juts out from the floor. Each tube is capped by a colorful,

flat, touch-sensitive keyboard that controls the corresponding overhead

display.

The four stations encircle an exhibit highlighting the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor, and a fifth keyboard, similar to the other four, con-

trols the display of an eye-level monitor in the breeder reactor exhibit.

Throughout the day, visitors position themselves at the keyboards

and gaze at the monitors overhead. They are responding to the chal-

lenge of answering a series of energy-related questions. With each an-

swer a visitor gives, the computer-generated text display disappears and

is replaced by a short audio-visual presentation (film or videotape) that

clarifies and supplements the answer.

In the course of the quiz, the display moves quickly and smoothly

from computer text to video segment and back again. To those unfa-

miliar with microcomputer capabilities, this is just another magical ex-

hibit—no explanation needed; it simply works. But to anyone who
knows about microcomputers, it's apparent that something exciting is

going on.

Boxing with Apples. Larry Lowe, a flight instructor, Apple enthusi-

ast, and computer programmer, is the person who can best explain

what's happening here. At the request of Roger Tierney, the exhibit de-

sign and production expert in charge of devising the AEEE exhibit, Lowe

knew it meant stiff competition for instructional quizzes that take on the

average of eight minutes to complete. Three aspects of video gaming

—

scoring, the recording and display of high scores, and a character that

eats the words of an incorrect answer—were incorporated into the quiz

in order to give it more of a video game flavor.

According to AEEE exhibit manager R. A. Evans, 'The reaction of

visitors to the pavihon has been great! Quite frankly," confides Evans,

who has only recently retired from a long career with the Department of

Energy in Oak Ridge, "it amazes me because this energy stuff is old hat

to me. But we get folks here from the Midwest and the North and they

think this is the greatest thing since chocolate cake."

As Evans sees it, people's enthusiastic responses to the exhibits can

largely be attributed to the quality of the exhibits designed by Roger

Tierney and his associates and the Apple Computer-run exhibits devel-

oped by Lowe and Tierney.

Judging from the volume of visitors taking the interactive quizzes

daily, the AEEE exhibit certainly does grab and hold people's attention.

Even so, Larry Lowe believes he has just begun to realize the potential of

the computer in exhibit presentations. He's already looking ahead to

1984—in New Orleans.

Valley Apples, For Sure! Moored on the edge of Fort Loudon Lake

at the south end of the fair site, two converted river barges are home to

The Valley Adventure, a fiftieth anniversary celebration of the Tennes-

see Valley Authority. A significant part of FDR's master redevelopment

plan for recovery from the Great Depression, TVA continues its part-

nership with the region's people in managing and improving the Tennes-

see Valley's resources in preparation for future energy needs.
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Huge is a word that aptly describes the work of the TVA—and this is

graphically communicated in the large exhibit by real pieces of equip-

ment borrowed from the utility's hydroelectric and related facilities. Jay

James of the TVA Information Office explains:

"Management came up with the idea of using a couple of barges

from our existing river fleet as the foundations for our World's Fair ex-

hibit. The TVA is the United States's largest public utility involved in soil

conservation, flood control, and energy production as well as economic

and industrial development. This exhibit was a huge challenge."

As manager of special projects, James was charged with devdoping

the informational form and content of the two barges. Much of the con-

tent in The Valley Adventure is conveyed via effective traditional media.

Life-size sculptures of post-Depression unemployed wait in line to be in-

terviewed for precious TVA jobs made available during the thirties.

Audio speakers resound with historical radio broadcasts of the forties.

Videodisc replays of relevant television news programs remind visitors of

the increasing energy consciousness that has pervaded the last thirty years.

"When it came to the computers," James begins, "I wanted to try to

communicate a few of the things we have the most trouble explaining by

traditional means.

"People have great difficulty understanding the job we face in eco-

nomically matching supply and demand. They need to understand that

the costs of such resources as coal, oil, uranium, water, and gas vary rel-

ative to each other and that the same amount of power can cost more or

less depending on the mix of resources used to produce it. At the same

time, they need to understand the impact of variable consumer demand,

concepts we call baseload and peakload."

To explain these concepts, James picked the brains of TVA power

system operators. They analyzed the demand curve for the hottest day in

August of last year, a day when the midday peakload could barely be

met with all available power sources. They took the nameplate ratings of

all components in the power system. With the help of TVA mainframe

computer experts, James developed a simulation model that TVA op-

The result of this effort is the Load Control Center exhibit, a princi-

pal attraction at The Valley Adventure. Entering the chrome and multi-

colored semicircle, the visitor is treated to an environment reminiscent of

the bridge in Star Trek. What one might mistake for the viewscreen of

the Enterprise is actually a large projection television that runs a two
minute overview of the cost of energy sources and general instructions on
how to play the Load Control game.

On either side of the projection television are two player stations. At
each station, a color monitor is recessed in a slanted panel above a ledge

where four knob-topped levers protrude. Each lever is labeled either Hy-
dro, Nuclear, Coal, or Gas Turbine. An extensive cable network runs

from the Load Control Center beneath deck to the hidden computer

room where lines tie the levers to the game I/O ports and the monitors to

the video-out lines of four Apple II Plus computers.

Poking the Peak Load. As the big-screen instructions are playing,

the four stations present colorful graphics depicting each of the four

power sources. Each player then gets a practice run on the system and

the graphic pictures are replaced by a colorful bar-graph plot.

At the top of the display, a bar creeps left to right reaching peakload,

then recedes representing customer demand. The combined output of

each of the four levers is depicted by a horizontal bar representing sup-

ply which is displayed just below demand. Broad vertical bars climb up

and down the screen as the player adjusts the power-supply levers. The
use of hydroelectric power starts a blue vertical bar creeping downward;

this represents the falling water level in the lakes as the dams are opened.

At the conclusion of the practice run, players are given advice on how
to run the system better. The screen is cleared and replotted with a mes-

sage to get ready for a scored run. A full day's demand curve is com-

pressed into a run that takes a little over a minute. The player anxiously

manipulates the levers in an attempt to produce the most effective mix of

energy resources to meet demand.

The computer pauses while calculating at the end of the scored run.

The player is then informed what the average customer's bill would be

Left Levers in hand, visitors to the TVA Load Control Center attempt to minimize customer utility bills by

manipulating the various sources of energy to meet electric demand. Center: Testing her energy I.Q., a

visitor to the America's Electric Energy Exhibit interacts with an overhead video projection monitor

controlled by an Apple connected to a special keyboard mounted in the floor tube. Right: Sam DeLozier,

manager of Eastern Computer, is the local retailer who services the Apples at the fair. Every exhibitor

gave him high marks for keeping the hardware in top shape under such high-volume usage.

erators ran numerous times to determine accurate averages of how they

ran the system best in real life.

The Charge of the Light Bill. These simulations confirmed that opti-

mal operation of the system matched TVA's current electric rate of 4.6

cents per kilowatt hour. With an average residential bill of one thousand

kilowatt hours, this results in a forty-six dollar monthly bill for the typi-

cal customer. With numbers in hand, James knew he wanted an exhibit-

cum-computer game that would quickly show that if you ran the energy

system right, the average bill would be forty-six dollars and change. But if

resources were mismanaged, the customer's bill would rise dramatically.

The problem became how to present these numbers in a way that

would catch people's attention without resorting to having Pac-Man run-

ning around eating light bulbs. "That's when I turned to the Apple,"

James explains. "There was such a huge library of software available, in-

cluding games. To be a successful communicator you have to pay atten-

tion to your audience. In the name of the TVA, I forced myself to play

countless hours of Apple video games." (Tough job.)

under his or her resource management. This can either be a treat or a

horror, depending upon how close the bill is to forty-six dollars.

"I wrote the initial versions of the game in Applesoft," James recalls.

"The simulation-model calculations worked but it was slow and, honest-

ly, I'm not too good at handling graphics. So Sam DeLozier, our local

Apple dealer at Eastern Computer, introduced me to Rob Scott, a

Knoxville-area high school student. He's an Apple wunderkind. Scott

helped polish the program, especially the graphics.

"Sometimes I look at the Load Control game and think it isn't that

impressive. You look at what the arcade manufacturers, software houses,

even the bigger budgeted pavilions here at the fair are doing and ours

doesn't seem like a big deal. Then I look down on the floor and see long

lines of folks waiting to get at the game, kids getting back in line. Ten

thousand people a day running the Load Control Center!

"Then it hits me," James concludes. "This is the most powerful tool I

have ever had to interact with people in all my time in exhibit work. And
we're just scratching the surface." Jl
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With the Animated Apple, Softalk introduces the limited series by a

guest columnist outstanding in the subjectfield. The Animated Apple, an in-

troduction to GraForth, is planned to have six parts. Selected because ofthe

swift, widespread interest in the new language, the column is written by the

author of GraForth, distinguishedprogrammer andprogram designer Paul

Lutus, and the person most closely involved with the technical implementa-

tion of the language, Phil Thompson.

Please note that you cannot execute the instructions in this column with-

out a GraForth package, just as you cannotfollow the Pascal Path without

Pascal, SoftCard Symposium without a SoftCard, or the Third Basic with-

out an Apple III.

The promise of arcade-quality graphics is a powerful inducement to

many to buy the Apple II. The high-speed shoot-'em-ups with color ani-

mation and realistic laser blast sounds may only be games to some folks,

but to others they are the stuff of inspiration. What creative souls can see

those games without imagining what they could do with Apple graphics,

if only they knew the techniques?

The problem is that many have tried, but few have succeeded. At

first, it was almost impossible to find the information necessary to create

high-quality animation. Over the years of the Apple's existence, the open

Apple allowed more and more discoveries. Soon, shape table utilities, hi-

res character generators, and even 3-D graphics aids were available; but

for most people, the initial stumbling blocks remain: machine language is

too difficult to write and debug, and Basic is too slow. Now, however,

there is an acceptable middle ground.

Enter GraForth. GraForth was created as a fast, structured pro-

gramming language containing all the graphics tools needed to produce

real-time animation in both two and three dimensions. It includes all the

favorite graphics tools: line, plot, and fill commands; character graphics;

turtle graphics; 3-D graphics; even a music synthesizer for producing

notes in several voices and sound effects.

The language of GraForth is similar to Forth, which is known for its

speed and flexibility and for its somewhat novel approach to program-

ming. But, because GraForth is a language created specifically for graph-

ics on the Apple, the Basic programmer won't have to start over; many
commands are taken from Applesoft to make GraForth easy to learn.

Home still clears the screen, htab and vtab still position the cursor, and

plot and line are used in the elementary graphics modes.

GraForth operates under DOS 3.3 and your completed programs are

compiled to machine language and stored as standard binary files. It is

faster than Integer Basic, Applesoft (even compiled), and Pascal. For

comparison, counting to 32,000 in Applesoft {for I = I to 32000: next)

requires thirty-five seconds; Integer Basic (for I = I to 32000: next I) takes

an amazing forty seconds, and Apple Pascal (for I: = 1 to 32000 do;)

requires twenty seconds. GraForth {32000 0 do loop) takes only three sec-

onds. This is not meant to be a complete benchmark for the languages,

as it tests only the simple for-next (do loop) construct.

The graphics are as easy to use as the language is fast. Character

shapes consisting of several redefined images may be drawn to the screen

with one command. Three-dimensional graphics include color, perspec-

tive, and shapes of almost unlimited complexity. And turtle graphics

works at speeds that are high enough for game programming.

In this series, we'll explore graphics on the Apple with emphasis on

fast, smooth, 2-D and 3-D color animation. We'll give you examples,

hints, and several sample programs to help you learn GraForth and

eventually create your own impressive animations.

For background, the ability to program in some high-level language

such as Applesoft or Integer Basic is helpful. You should be comfortable

with the Apple hi-res screen and graphics in general. Knowledge of as-

sembly language or a structured language such as Pascal won't hurt, but

it isn't required. A color monitor is a plus, as much of what we'll be

doing is in color.

Likes and Unlikes. GraForth is quite different from Basic or Pascal.

Like Pascal it is a structured language, and also like Pascal it is com-
piled, not to a pseudo p-code but directly to machine language. Like Ba-

sic, GraForth is immediate; there is no separate compiler or linker to be

invoked.

Where GraForth is different from Basic or Pascal is in its use of

stacks. Pascal and Basic also use stacks internally, but they hide them

from the user. This is done so you can type something like:

LET A = B + C

The Basic interpreter is smart enough to translate this line into the prop-

er sequence of machine language routines to get the job done. This type

of algebraic notation was used to make Basic easy to learn. The price you

pay is speed. Generally, the more work a compiler must do to translate

your program into the language of the machine, the more it will use very

general-purpose routines. These routines are not particularly optimized

for the task at hand, therefore your program slows down.

The tradeoff, then, has been simple. Use machine language when you

want speed and a high-level language when you want understandable,

easy-to-develop programs.

Fortunately, these are not the only alternatives. A high-level lan-

guage can be built that operates in much more harmony with the ma-

chine for which it is generating instructions. This is the idea behind Gra-

Forth and Forthlike languages in general. By learning to use the stack, a

data storage area that computers can use efficiently, you can keep all the

features of high-level languages you like and still write programs that run

ten times faster than they would written in Basic.

Understanding stacks is not difficult. In fact, if you have used a Hew-
lett-Packard calculator, you are already familiar with Reverse Polish No-

tation. This system is often used in mathematics because it eliminates the

need for parentheses. RPN is implemented by using a stack in machines

such as computers and calculators. With this system, all operands pre-

cede their associated operators. What this means is that if you want to

add the numbers 3 and 4 together, you would write it as 3 4 -I- rather

than 3-1-4. This is most easily demonstrated using turtle graphics.

Follow the Tail. Turtle graphics is a vector graphics system, similar

in many ways to Applesoft's shape tables. What we mean by vector

graphics is that the shape is drawn by a series of relative moves and

draws. This allows us to design an image and draw it at any position or

angle on the screen. Let's tie up some loose ends with examples of both

RPN and turtle graphics.

GraForth's prompt is the word Ready. When you've booted up and

gotten the prompt, get the turtle commands from your GraForth disk by

typing

READ " TURTLE "

Make sure to leave spaces on both sides of the quotation marks. The
quotation mark is a GraForth command that says, "This is some literal

text." Commands in GraForth are always separated by spaces. For this

reason, they are often called words. Turtle is the name of the disk file con-

taining the turtle graphics words.

When the prompt reappears, we're ready to start. Type:

TURTLE

Imagine that you now have a turtle with ink on its tail in the center of

your screen. Turtle is a GraForth word that erases the screen and sets a

text window along the bottom four lines. It also selects the color white

and positions our imaginary turtle in the center of the screen, facing the

top. We can tell it to turn and move (relative motion) or we can tell it to

turnto or moveto an absolute position. We can also tell it to lift its tail so

that no line will be drawn (penup) or put it down again (pendown).

Let's try this out. Type:

50 MOVE

Notice that the distance, 50, is specified before the command (move).

Now let's command our turtle to turn to the right and walk another fifty

units.

90 TURN 50 MOVE

Multiple commands can be placed on one line with spaces to sepa-

rate them. Let's complete a square with the following

90 TURN 50 MOVE
90 TURN 50 MOVE

You can see the advantage of turtle graphics over standard line drawing
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already. With standard line commands, we would have had to calculate

the actual X,Y coordinates of each comer of the square. Using turtle

graphics, we only have to know how to make a square to plot one.

In GraForth, every time you type a number, it is placed on the data

stack. You can see this graphically by typing stack from the Ready

prompt. Now type the following

4 5 6

Don't forget the spaces between the numbers. When you press return,

you'll see a list of these numbers inside square brackets. This is a picture

of the data stack. The stack display can be turned off again simply by

typing stack.

How do GraForth words use the stack? When we typed the number

50, it was placed on the data stack. The turtle graphics word move then

removed this number and used it as a distance to move the turtle. Most

words in GraForth either use the stack for parameters or affect the stack

in some way.

Let's Do It Again. No language would be complete without looping

structures, and GraForth has a large variety of them. One of the easiest

and most useful is the ifo . . . loop construct. Very similar to the Apple-

soft for-next loop, do . . . loops, can be used to repeat a group of words a

predefined number of times. Here is a GraForth progr£un that will draw

a square using a do . . . loop.

TURTLE 4 0 DO 50 MOVE 90 TURN LOOP

Again, notice that the four and zero precede the do. This loop will sim-

ply count to four, each time executing the body of the loop that draws

one side of the square. (Actually, it will count from zero to three, as the

loop limit is not included in the loop; this is a Forth convention.)

If you typed this line into your Apple II, you immediately saw a

square drawn on the screen. GraForth compiled and ran your short pro-

gram, and then promptly forgot all about it. Like Applesoft, GraForth

has both immediate and deferred execution modes.

In Applesoft, you write a program, and, while it's necessary to be

within the language to run it, the language and your program are entire-

ly separate entities. GraForth handles this differently. The distinction be-

tween your program and the language itself is much less clear. Your Gra-

Forth program actually extends the language. In other words, what you

write is an addition to the language that specializes it for a given task.

That task could be a 3-D space simulation, a maze game, or anything

else you might like to write.

GraForth comes complete with a long hst of words. These are the

general-purpose commands that are useful in nearly any program. Some
are also specific graphics commands for two and three dimensional

graphics, others for music and sound effects. You can see this list at any

time by typing list. Pressing control-C will stop the Ust; any other key will

continue. If you have been staying with us so far, the list should look like

this:

Ready LIST

TURTLE
TURN
TURNTO
MOVE
MOVETO
PENDOWN
PENUP

These are the commands that you can use to write your programs. Your
programs actually extend this list; each word you create is appended to

the top. In fact, we already extended it for turtle graphics when we typed

READ " TURTLE "

The turtle graphics commands were read from the disk file called Turtle

and added to our Hst of commands. This list is often called a dictionary or

word library. Each word performs a certain task (like a subroutine in Ba-

sic or Pascal), and the entire list is your program.

Forget Me Not. Armed with this knowledge, let's create our own

LOCK-IT-UP 5.0
Copy-Protection System

for the Apple II

by Jeff Gold

Lock-lt-Up 5.0 is a sophisticated copy-protection and
duplication system for the Apple II Computer. It features

several levels of protection which make standard diskettes
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• Any diskette which functions under the normal DOS
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• All sectors on the diskette can still be used.
• Files can be loaded and/or saved to both the protected

diskette or a normal diskette.

• You can change and/or delete the names of any of the
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• You can require Autostart ROM.
• You can autorun Applesoft programs so that even if a

person can break out of your program, whatever they
type will cause the program to execute again.

• Save to tape has been disabled.
• You can have your program clear memory and reboot if

the reset key is pressed.
• Our copy system supports up to 14 disk drives.

• Complete data verification is available during copy
(bad sectors are re-copied).

• Sequential serial numbers can be applied to your
diskettes and checked with our system or from your
own program.
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access time by up to 50%!
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for even more security.
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you need a large quantity of diskettes copied by their
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Our system costs only $225, which includes the system
with three back-up copies, an informative manual, and a

non-exclusive license to copy as many diskettes as you
need.

Our System Requirements:
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Requirements of Diskettes Created with the System:
48K Apple II (or III in emulation mode) with DOS 3.3.

ORDER NOW! Call collect for COD, Mastercard or Visa
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DOUBLE-GOLD SOFTWARE
13126 Anza Drive

Saratoga, CA 95070

(408) 257-2247



word. Earlier, we wrote a simple GraForth program to draw a square.

Unfortunately, it was immediately run and then forgotten. We can create

programs that are added to the word library by defining a new word.

Here is the new GraForth word square.

: SQUARE
TURTLE
4 0 DO

50 MOVE
90 TURN

LOOP
;

Notice that, except for the first and last lines, it is identical to our earlier

program. We indented this one for clarity since a GraForth word defini-

tion may extend over several lines. The first line is made up oftwo parts,

a colon and the text square. The colon is a GraForth word that means
"define a new word." The text square is the name of the new word being

defined and is the name that will appear in the word library. Everything

following the name square is the string of words that defines what the new
word will do. Notice that it simply uses words that have already been de-

fined to create the new word. ITie semicolon (;) at the end of the list says

"end of definition." At this point the commands are compiled and the

new word is added to the word library. We can see it now by typing list:

Ready LIST

SQUARE
TURTLE
TURN
TURNTO

and we can run it by typing run, which runs the top (last defined) word in

the word library, or by typing the name of the word itself.

Ready RUN
Ready SQUARE

Both words cause our square word to be executed, and we are returned

to the Ready prompt.

Some Homework. We've covered quite a bit this month. Before we
leave, here is a new Turtle file you can type into the GraForth editor and
save over the existing file (make sure you do this to a copy of your Gra-
Forth disk, not the original!). With this version, animation is much easier

because you can use pemp to move without drawing a line, pendown to

draw, and unpen to remove an existing line. This allows you to erase en-

tire shapes, similar to the use of xdraw with Applesoft shape tables.

VARIABLE TURTLE.X
VARIABLE TURTLE.Y
VARIABLE TURTLE.ANG
VARIABLE TURTLE.PEN
: TURTLE.WALK
OVER OVER - > TURTLE.Y -> TURTLE.X
128 / SWAP 128 / SWAP
TURTLE.PEN DUP 1 =

IF DROP LINE
ELSE -1 =

IF UNLINE
ELSE POSN
THEN

THEN
;

PENUP 0 - >TURTLE.PEN
;

PENDOWN 1 - >TURTLE.PEN
;

UNPEN -1 ->TURTLE.PEN
;

MOVETO
128 * 64 + SWAP
128 * 64 + SWAP
TURTLE.WALK

;

MOVE
TURTLE.ANG 16 * 45 / PUSH
DUP I SIN * TURTLE.X + SWAP
I 32 + SIN * TURTLE.Y SWAP -
POP TURTLE.WALK

;

TURNTO - > TURTLE.ANG
;

TURN

$ HORSERACING $
The KEL-CO SYSTEM, developed by Dr. A.S. Kelsey, Professor of Matfiematics, and Mike Cox, an expert in horse race handicapping, has been
available separately for Thoroughbred and Harness racing since the late 1960's and has increased in popularity as the technical presentation of
it has improved.
The in depth analysis of 10,000 races for each of Thoroughbred and Harness racing was conducted to determine which measurable variables
were most predictive and which of the intangibles could be organized into a workable form.

CANNELLA SALES CORP. NOW INTRODUCES TWO KEL-CO SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR ANALYSING
THOROUGHBRED AND HARNESS HORSES!

THE PROGRAMS
Because of Computer technology, a novice need only learn how to interpret the racing papers (clear instructions included) to operate these

programs. You'll enjoy becoming a RallblrdI

THOROUGHBRED PROGRAM (RS-5): Horses' ratings reflect

True Class levels. The Program takes into account the levels of

racing at all North American racetracks so that ratings always
remain consistent; Fitness of the horse is also a major element
brought out in the analysis. Ratings may then be adjusted in

consideration of factors like Distance, Weight, Surface etc.

TROT PROGRAM (RS-6): Horses' ratings are derived through the

mathematical links among Speed, Finishes, Post Positions and Track
Lengths. Adjustments are then made for Current Form, Class

Changes, Driver Changes etc. This method can be used at any
Harness racetrack for which normal past performance data is avail-

able.

INPUT/OUTPUT — The Programs operate on the basis of prompts where the user responds with material from the racing papers, and in some
cases personal judgement.
Results may be produced one horse at a time or for complete races; horses are rated, ranked and qualified on a list (screen copy or hard copy).
Wagering guidelines for Straight-Win, Place, Show and Combination Bets, eg. Daily Doubles, Exactas — are given in the Programs. These rules

are applied in accordance with the horses' ratings and qualifications.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON CASH AND CREDIT CARD ORDERS - Send Money Orders; Personal Cheques (must clear before delivery);

VISA, MasterCard, (American Express-USA only) - send Acct. No., Expiry Date

TELEPHONE CREDIT CARD ORDERS!
IN USA: $200. Each Program STUDY
CANNELLA SALES CORP. A formal Study using the Thoroughbred
420 E. Genesee St. System in New York, New Jersey and Canada
Syracuse, New York 13202 showed a profit of 24% over 372 potential

1-800-448-5713 races. Copies of the Study may be obtained
(NY State 31 5-476-1430) for $1 .00 each from either our U.S. or
NY Residents add sales tax. Canadian office. Call Now and Order

These Two Programs.

Specifications: Apple II 48K with DOS 3.3; enquire about availability for TRS-80, PET, OSBORNE and others.

IN CANADA: $225. Cdn. Each Program
EQUINE MANAGEMENT & INNOVATIONS
P.O. Box 2214, Station D
Ottawa, Ontario K 1 P 5W4
Toronto 281-3568
Ottawa 523-4202
Vancouver 228-9091



PERSONAL COLOR GRAPHICS
Personal Color Graphics Has Arrived

TUrn your IBM PC, Apple II, or Apple III into a color graphics

system by adding a PrintaColor PG IOOO. Personal graphics

...in color.. .at your finger tips. The PG IOOO transforms dull

and difficult to understand graphics into easily understood

vivid color images. PrintaColor's PG IOOO is the perfect

blend of printer capabilities, making available for

the first time one printer that combines quality

text, graphics and color. The
PrintaColor

waiting for inks to dry, pens to clog, and no ribbon to

replace. Multiple copies are as easy as keying in the

number desired. ..each an original.

A Complete Printing System

The PG IOOO is a complete color printing system including

everything you need from the printer to a box of paper.

From the moment you unpack your printing system you are

ready to begin producing color graphic images

with your personal computer. An easy to

Quality Performance M MUMMl VI. install interface card and cable connects
The FG-IOOO is designed for the professional ng^ f\i\i\ the printer to your system. Software is included

who requires high quality color output in min- £ \J*J^\/\/\/ ^o facilitate copying the graphic screen in color,

utes, not hours. Utilizing ink-jet technology whether you use a black and white or a color monitor.

precision images containing over 125 shades of colors can

be produced. An 8V2 by 11 inch image is produced typically

in under two minutes. 1440 dots per line give your copies

the crisp definition required for detailed graphics.

A box of paper and an ink cartridge rounds out a com plete

compliment of items that allow color printing from your own

graphics software or many commercially available software

packages. Retail price $4,995.

Easy To Use

PrintaColor's PG IOOO is designed to be at home in any

office environment. Whisper quiet operation and compact

size allow the PG IOOO to be your desk-top printing

companion. Color images are produced on readily available

computer paper. The ink is contained in a snap-in,

disposable cartridge which inserts in seconds, producing

on average over five hundred color copies. There is no

Built For Reliability

The PG IOOO utilizes a rugged carriage designed for long

life. It has a rated life greater than 6000 hours MTBR The

color head has a proven reliability of greater than 10^°

operations. A six month warranty is standard with factory

maintenance contracts available on an annual basis.

For the name of your nearest dealer call or write

CORPORATION
5965 Peachtree Corners East

riorcross, Georgia 30071

(404) 448-2675
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TURTLE.ANG +
360 + 360 MOD TURNTO

;

: TURTLE
GR ERASE
0 40 20 24 WINDOW
3 COLOR PENUP
128 96 MOVETO
0 TURNTO
PENDOWN

;

New Turtle.

The Turtle Show is a GraForth program to show off your new turtle

graphics words. You can either type it in directly or use the GraForth

editor to enter, edit, and save it as a disk file. After it is entered, just type

run to watch the show.

: RESET
PENUP
128 96 MOVETO
0 TURNTO ;

: SQUARE
4 0 DO
UP MOVE
90 TURN

LOOP DROP
;

: SQUARE.CIRCLE
36 1 DO

DUP SOUARE
10 TURN

LOOP DROP
;

: SQUARE.SPIRAL
65 1 DO

I SQUARE
10 TURN

LOOP ;

: COLORS 3,6,2,1,5,;
: MANY.SPIRALS

5 0 DO

TURTLE
I

' COLORS + PEEK COLOR
SQUARE.SPIRAL
RESET UNPEN
SQUARE.SPIRAL

LOOP
;

: MANY.CIRCLES
5 0 DO

TURTLE
I COLORS + PEEK COLOR
12 + 10* DUP
SQUARE.CIRCLE
RESET UNPEN
SQUARE.CIRCLE

LOOP
;

: TURTLE.SHOW
MANY.SPIRALS
MANY.CIRCLES
ABORT

;

The Turtle Show.

Next month, we'll talk some more about the language of GraForth

and discuss different types of loops (if . . . else . . . then, begin . . . until,

begin . . . while . . . repeat). For the main event, we'll introduce anima-

tion with GraForth's character graphics and also show you how to save

your programs to disk.

In future columns, well expose the more advanced capabilities of

GraForth. A space shuttle simulation program will demonstrate the use

of 3-D graphics and the music section will include a library of general-

purpose sound effects. We'll also discuss programming techniques for

computer graphics and, above all, leave you with the knowledge you

need to do it on your own.

If you have suggestions on what you would like to see covered, a par-

ticular problem or question with the language, or a helpful or interesting

program, send it to Softalk Animation, Box 60, North Hollywood, CA
91603. We invite your input. 31

RanaSystems
Your Apple computer can

grow from ordinarv to au esome
in a matter of^minutes.

The Elite disk drive Series by Rana

Systems gives you that kind of magic.

Quickly, easily and cost-effectively.

This superb family of sophisticated

floppy drives w as designed and per-

fected by a team of industry-respected

engineers expressly for Apple* com-

puter owners who have long been de-

manding more disk drive for their money.

Now they have a drive that makes

an Apple perform the way it should.

For example;

Elite One. the most economical

Rana drive, delivers \5^c more storage

capacity than Apple's drive. The top-

of-the-line Elite Three will provide an

astonishing four-times more storage,

approaching hard disk performance. It's

done through exclusive high-density

single and double-sided disks and heads.

APPLEWRrrER* EXTENDED
additional capabiliiiai

'apple software
apple accessories

Attach SYSTEM
SAVER
to your

Apple II

CP/M

For specilic software not listed,

CALL 1-800-368-Z260

EGold
Disk
TeL 1-800-368-2260

VISA/MC/Check/M.O.

Free BASF disk .-
Micmon Z-80 SollanI

Mcraotl tw Kuncirt

vma VidMUmi

The MICflOMOOEM II is j complelt communiulion system toi

me Afi^ II II un trinsmit over the lelepMHW lines diu Detween

your Aoti" o^er compulefs anywnere ir> Nonti Amerca in

J4dit0n tnc Aople un be used is i remole Km-m
compuu* Tnt oossiNli«s are ervliess

FBEE DATA

DISK WITH

EVERY $49

WORTH
OF
PURCHASE!

INTERFACE CARDS

The Grappler
Apple Graphics interface

The most intelligent Apple Intertace available.
EPFIOhi chip makes high-resolution graphics
easy. Versions to accommodate the Anadex,
Epson Series*, IDS Paper Tigers, Centronics
739, NEC 8023, C Itoh Prowriter, Okidata
Series' aiid more,

'Requires Graphics Upgrade.

TG Products

JOYSTICK

HAVES MODEMS

Smartmodem

• AutO'Aniwtr • Aulo-Oisl • Repeil

• Profrsmmibit - Us« Any Language
• Touch-Tont and Pult« Dialing

• Audio Moniloi - Listen lo Connection

• FCC Appioved Oi'scl-Connect

• Full or Hall Duplei 0-300 Baud
• RS.232C Interlace • 7 Status LED i

• Two Vear Limited Warranty

The PKASO Interface

Gray scale printing

•jiiapshot screen dump

support for the Apple Z-80 CP'M

Apple ///compatibility

The master pkaso

printer interface

at a very low cost

iar Code'Readei
d n«adei

Contf

GOLD DISK"" Software
Box 102
Glen Arm, Md. 21057

TOLL FREE 1-600-366*2260

END OF SUMMER
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FOR ALL STUDENTS
AND PARENTS OF STUDENTS!

1-800-368-2260 (In Maryland, Call 592-5949) •APPLEisATRAoei^ARKOFAPPi.EcoMPUTeniNc

All the usual word pfocsssor function

40 or BO columns •••ctabit

Rtai shiM hay Miihoul loidsrmg

Full formal coniiol

full forms hanfllmo

Kaytx>ard inoul at pnm lime

Supports any pnnltr

Buill in Cara File «'Rapo'i Gensralor

Access to fliternai databases, such ai

Data Factory and others

Quilt in Electronic Man

VB/t

NoCradit
Car^PanaHf



Adventure on
a grand scale

.

A science fiction adventure in deep
space. The galaxy is in rebellion.

You command a Federation

starship and your Viking troops

are ready for battle.

Depart on the most exciting

experience you've ever had
withyour Apple II.

-K V ?— -XHIlfW VHI>3»r^

48K, Apple II, disk, $49.95

Tea sea -sen
^ VrtE3f-{-
8

For direct orders, add $1.50 and specify UPS or first class mail.

Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. Visa and MasterCard accepted.

[!i]G5)lJ0GIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-8482
Telex: 206995
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Special Psycliology witli
Executive Secretary

BV lOHATUAtl hlLLER
The moment sexologist Bill Terrell laid eyes on the man he sensed

this would be no ordinary case. The middle-aged machine shop super-

visor who stood before him didn't fit Terrell's general client profile—ui>
per income, college-educated, white collar. This guy was a soulmate of

Archie Bunker. A married grease monkey in overalls, he had one whale

of a problem. He was hearing sexual voices.

"He had a fear that he was a latent homosexual," Terrell recalls. "He
was hearing little voices in his head telling him that women were no good

and his deduction was, 'If I think women are no good then I must like

men.'
"

The man wasn't impotent and there was nothing in his background

or present activities to indicate that he had homosexual tendencies. Since

it was possible that his client might be overlooking or repressing some
clue, Terrell referred him to a clinical psychologist who put him under

hypnosis. But nothing new emerged.

Telling Hands. Terrell was returning to square one when, during a

subsequent visit, he noticed the man's hands. They were red and swol-

len. They got that way, the worker explained, because he occasionally

had them in a powerful machine shop cleaning agent. Could there be a

connection between the cleanser and the man's sexual problem, Terrell

wondered? Terrell had played hunches other times that he was stumped.

When the examination report came back from the toxicologist, he had

his answer. The cleaning agent was highly toxic and accumulating in

such quantities in his client's system that it was easily capable of produc-

ing the sexual hallucinations.

An unusual case, to be sure, but representative of the methods em-

ployed in sexual detective work by Bill Terrell—private sex counselor,

sex educator, consultant, author, sauna store owner, and, out of organ-

izing necessity, word processing Apple owner.

Ten years ago, Terrell took the considerable risk of abandoning the

nine-to-five ranks. At age forty-eight, with his wife's blessing, he re-

turned to school to enter what was then the highly suspect calling of sex-

ology. He earned certification as a sex educator and counselor and

picked up the master's degree in public health along the way.

Two years ago, buoyed by unexpected growth in his business inter-

ests, he took the plunge into computers. In addition to his private coun-

seling, he was teaching a popular course in human sexuality to nurses,

lawyers, social workers, and other helping professionals at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. He and nurse/wife Kim were conducting weekend

sexuality workshops for couples. By himself, Terrell was teaching

another course at a local community college, doing consulting work for

the Minneapolis Board of Education, working on two books, and han-

dling bulk mailings for the sauna store. He was drowning in a sea of pa-

perwork. So he leapt in head first, but it wasn't exactly a ten-point dive.

Heavy Thinker. "Before I got a computer I was the kind of guy who
didn't put anything on paper until I had worked it out in my mind. I

didn't like the idea of going through nineteen different drafts. Now I try

to write three hours a day. I sit down and write. Later, if it's no good, I

can throw it out, or, if there's something good there, which happens too,

I can edit it. I find that's a very motivating tool."

It is July 1982. Terrell the Nontechnical is surrounded by his $7,500

investment in new-found tools. They dominate the study in his town-

house home in the Minneapolis suburb of Burnsville. The hardware: an

Apple II Plus, two disk drives, a Hayes modem (microcoupler), a Bit

Three eighty-column card, and a Missing Link board for his IBM Elec-

tronic 50 printer. The software: an Executive Secretary word processing

package (word processor, mail sort, speller); VisiCalc spreadsheet; Ap-

ple Dow Jones access program; five or six word games; and a gin rummy
program.

A man who plays the market and changes careers in mid life ob-

viously doesn't shrink from taking chances, but every gamble has its

risks. He got burnt on word processing, which constitutes 75 percent of

his computer use. First there was the thrice-told tale of service in the

Service Age—a salesclerk who didn't know all he should about his prod-

ucts. The same salesclerk at the recently opened store where Terrell

bought his Apple also managed to sell him a DOS version of WordStar, a

program, alas, that the clerk was unable to demonstrate. "I bought it

blind," sighs a now wiser Terrell. "Then I found I didn't like it. I'm not a
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computer-oriented person, and to sit down and decipher the documen-

tation all by myself was a difficult job."

Matchmaker. When a friend suggested Minneapolis-based Personal

Business Systems, makers of Executive Secretary, Terrell found the per-

fect mate. "One of the reasons I bought the program was because the

demonstrator knew what he was doing, and the store offered an hour's

free instruction with the package." The salesman spoke in plain English.

His most complicated computer word was cursor. And Terrell, a com-

puter pilgrim in search of a guru, was sold.

Before Apple and Executive Secretary, Terrell wrote by hand. He'd

knock out a first draft in pen and ink, give it to a secretary at the univer-

sity for typing, and then initiate his final edit. "Now i do all that on the

Apple and print out finished copies. It has speeded up things consider-

ably."

This has been particularly true in filing and retrieving the notes he

works up on patient visits. "Quite often, I'll refer someone to a doctor

—

like I did in the case of the machine shop worker—and I'll send along a

copy of the client's sexual history, if the client permits. It cuts down on

the doctor's work and the patient doesn't have to go through the history

a second time." Word processing has also been a tremendous timesaver

in the preparation of lecture plans, curriculum redesigns, class handouts,

and tests, which must be revised each term under university rules.

More from Less. Speed and ease have been the bread and butter is-

sues for Terrell, but the benefits haven't been limited solely to word proc-

essing, thanks in large part to the versatility of the Executive Secretary

program. "It has a lot of capability. I have mail merge, so I can do 498

mail labels, sorting them by ZIP code. I've never been a good speller, but

with the Executive Speller program, which has twenty thousand check

words built in and file space for twenty thousand more, I can put the

medical terminology I use into its dictionary." There are, in addition,

those little extras that make his creative life less taxing. He can transfer

files and enfire disks with relative ease to create backup copies, as is his

habit. Using the program's abbreviation capability, he can punch in ac-

ronyms of munchable medical terms and leave the typing to his IBM.
"There's another thing," he says, continuing to count the ways. "You

don't have to put in as many printer commands on Executive Secretary

when it's on an eighty-column board as with other word processors. You
just hit caret NR and it keeps everything from there on exactly as it's put

on the screen. I can do all kinds of designs—center, justify, flush left, or

flush right—and have it come out in type exactly the way it is on the

screen."

Tiny Troubles. But surely this word processing marriage has hitches?

In the beginning, yes. The documentation, now much improved, pre-

sumed more than it explained. An oversight in the labeling program

documentation failed to mention the need to insert a period after a street

name that followed a string of address numbers. An early version of the

printer program capitalized everything after a colon, while the IBM
printer indulged its own upper-case aberrations by capitalizing letters fol-

lowing an M or W. John Risken, programmer of Executive Secretary,

took care of the first; IBM, confirming the wisdom of a yearly service

contract, corrected the latter.

Those minor annoyances behind him, Terrell is at peace with his Ap-
ple and Executive Secretary. They comfort him in his creative hours of

need. It had been his custom, Terrell explains, to keep a tape recorder by

his bedside just in case the muse interrupted his slumbers.

Now, whenever the spirit moveth he shuffles into his word process-

ing study to record his inspiration—secure in the knowledge he won't be

disturbing his household. "Even if I accomplish nothing else," he says, "I

at least can go back and get some sleep.

"I saw this system as a tool by which to increase my joy in the qual-

ity of my work and it has delivered."

Back in the 1950s, Terrell's professional joy was wrapped up in in-

dustrial photography. Taking advantage of the postwar boom in chemi-

cal plant construction, he'd built up his own freelance business and by

the mid fifties was supporting four other families as well as his own. He
was doing it his way and ulcerating all the way to the bank.

Too Perfect "I was the classic Type A personality," he recalls. "I

had an airplane, a nice ranch-style home, two cars, chain-smoked cigars,

Free Enterprise:
A business
management game
It offers the high energy, high risk pace of a
corporate president . . . without the stress!

It's your opportunity to sit on top and run a corporation.

Free Enterprise, based on an IBM-developed simulation

for training top-level managers, is as surprising and

demanding as the real world.

It lets you face the same on-your-toes challenges you

would in running a real business: pricing products,

determining budgets for advertising, production, plant

improvement, and R&D. Even securing bank loans

and deciding on stockholder dividends. You use

computer-generated reports to make decisions. But

if you're wrong you could go bankrupt. Only the

shrewd survive!

Free Enterprise can be played at three competency levels

so novices can compete with the more experienced, and

from one to six can play. It's the perfect chance to learn

about the free enterprise system— to practice business

strategies—and to enjoy it—with no risks.

To obtain Free Enterprise, see your local dealer.

Or send in the order form below.

Operates on an Apple II Plus with 48K RAM and disc

drive (DOS 3.3); or an IBM Personal Computer with 64K
RAM and disk drive (DOS 1.0). A printer is strongly

recommended.
For faster service, call Toll Free 800/621-0664.

In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois, call 312/984-7377.

I®
SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. INC.

155 N. Wacker Dr.. Chicago, IL 60606

A Subsidiarv of IBM

S R

Apple II Plus is a registered trademarks of Apple Computer Iik .

Yes! Please send me Free Enterprise today.

Quantity

Free Enterprise SI 00. 00 each

for Apple 88-1600 for IBM 88-1610

Check method of payment;

VISA # Exp. Date.

I I
Mastercard # Exp. Date-

Signature

*Plus shipping, tiandling. and local taxes, if appliiable.

Mail to: SRA. Software Products Dept., 155 North Wacker Drive,

Chicago, Illinois 60606

I J
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star Maze, a tour-de-force of hi-res animation and graphics.

Yours is a desperate mission—to find and recover tlie power
jewels hidden in the maze before your fuel runs out.

Star Maze features animation effects never seen before on an
Apple as well as the fine touches that mark it as a Sir-tech

game.

• huge 18 color multi-directional ma:

• 1 6 maze levels
-

• playable by keyboard, pad^jgSy joystick or joyport

• high scores saved to d
• and more ... all for $

Programmed by GordonLEagK/ftrfrom an origir

by fi0$Sm^odhead

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCA|
OMPUTER ANDHOBBY J
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probably drank too much, and was making a helluva bundle ofmoney

—

but my stomach couldn't stand it." His wife Kim couldn't either. It was

his stomach and he'd have to do what he thought was right, she told him,

but there was a caveat: "I don't want to be a rich young widow with four

children; there's no demand for them."

So Terrell sold the business, joined the corporate ranks as a photog-

rapher for a subsidiary of Standard Oil of Indiana, gradually moved in-

to public relations, and lived contentedly until the next crisis seventeen

years later. The kids were gone.

"We looked at each other and said, 'Who are you?' We were no longer

involved in bang parents and we hadn't gotten much chance to know
each other." The seed of a third career was planted when Bill and Kim
Terrell sought counseling, but it would take another couple of years be-

fore it flowered. Terrell would flirt momentarily with a marketingjob for

an industrial film company in Minneapolis and take another fling at free-

lancing before realizing, in the midst of his gathering mid-life crisis, that

what he wanted to do was get into something with more human orienta-

tion. "I was looking for something where I could work more closely with

people. And I was just gutsy enough to give sexology a whirl."

Naked Dread. Terrell has never forgotten the incident. It happened

about six years ago, soon after he started his private practice. He was

puttering around his home office when he got a frantic call from one of

his clients, a sobbing married woman, who, with her husband, had been

in counseling several weeks. At the time, Terrell had a standing rule of

only working with couples, but, under a fresh tempest of tears, he re-

lented.

Soon after the woman arrived, Terrell was called from the room to

take a long-distance phone call. "I couldn't have been gone more than

three minutes," he says today, still amazed. "She'd taken off all her

clothes and was lying down on the couch; my heart was in my throat and

I sort of gulped. It must have been panic. I tried not to show it; I sat

down in my chair and said, 'Mrs. So and So, before the phone call came,

we were discussing such and such,' and she started talking. We went on
for what seemed an hour; finally she sat up on the edge of the couch and
began to dress. And nothing was ever said about the clothes."

Terrell, an Episcopal vestryman of long standing, did the right and

professional thing, but such overtures can be a problem, and can even

feed the public appetite for scandal. "A year rarely passes without a di-

rect or pretty explicit offer from one of my students," says TerreU. "But I

have a personal value system that says that's absolutely out."

Bad Amateurs. What bums Terrell and like-minded members of the

five thousand strong American Association of Sex Educators, Counse-

lors, and Therapists (AASECT) are unscrupulous practitioners—all too

often, self-serving sex therapists who are abusing professional standards

in attempting to alter sexual behavior. "There were and still are a num-
ber of people who see this as a method of satisfying their own voyeurism

and unhealth as far as sex is concerned," he says bitterly. "I don't think

there's a lot of this going on, but, unfortunately, we hear about the bad

situations."

Terrell attributes much of this abuse to the growing pains of a young
profession and the failure of the states to enact licensing legislation.

(AASECT accreditation, which Terrell has, is voluntary.)

Although sex education has been around since the forties, it didn't

catch on until the Me Generation seventies, when sex therapy hitched a

ride on the self-improvement bandwagon.

Logic argued that the purveyors of the new sexual wisdom would
emerge from the heavily degreed medical ranks; instead, the new faith

was advanced by another seventies creation—the paraprofessional like

Terrell.

Semi-Dark Ages. "Most of the physicians you'd normally go to

back then were not well-trained in and not very comfortable with the

area of human sexuality," Terrell contends. "It was only eleven years

ago, a year after AASECT was formed, that a medical school first of-

fered training in human sexuality to students."

Doctors weren't much interested in the subject, an attitude reflected

today in a still common doctorly oversight. "This is a practice I get kind
of hacked about from time to time," he says, getting hacked. "There's a

high blood pressure medication doctors prescribe, but they don't men-
tion to the patients that impotence is a possible side effect." And the rea-

ross Clues:
The unique word
challenge game.
It offers intellectual stimulation arcade games can't

match . . . with all the excitement.

Fast-action fun isn't just for mystery or arcade games any

more. Cross Clues is a word game that tests more than

mere reflexes. It's the mind-challenging evolution of the

crossword puzzle, with beat-the-clock excitement. The
playing tempo is lively, but you decide how fast you want

to go. The computer "umpires" while you compete with

another player for hidden words, coaxing clues from the

computer. Since a clue helps your opponent too, suspense

builds till the end, when the best combination of skill,

intellect, timing and luck wins.

If you're ready for an even greater challenge, try

Concentration Crosswords™ a game that offers 3 levels

of difficulty and 3 ways to play—for even the most

demanding word whiz. Again, you compete against the

clock to uncover hidden words. But once discovered, they

disappear, to test your memory. Here, a combination of

word skills, intellect, memory and luck determine the

winner.

Both games offer 50 mind-boggling puzzles that appeal

to young teens through adults. Try them both! You may
find you've matched wits with monsters and space critters

long enough.

To obtain these word games, see your local dealer.

Or send in the convenient order form below.

Compatible with Apple II, 48K disc, and IBM Personal

Computer, 64K, disk drive, PC DOS.
For faster service, call Toll Free 800/621-0664.

In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois, call 312/984-7377.

S R SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.

155 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago. IL 60606

A Subsidiary of IBM

Apple II, Apple II Plus, Applesoft, are registered trademarks uf Apple Ci>inputer Iin

Yes! Please send me these Exciting games today.

Quantity

Cross Clues $29.95*

for Apple 88-500 for IBM 88-510

Concentration Crosswords S29.95* for Apple 88-508

Check method of payment:

VISA #

I I
Mastercard #

-Exp. Date-

_Exp. Date-

Signature

*Plus stiipping, handling, and local taxes, if appliralile.

Mail to: SRA, Software Products Dept., 155 North Wacker Drive,

Chicago, Illinois 60606

l_. I



...40 character screen display

...or 56 character screen display

...or 70 character screen display

You're a winner when you choose the exciting Super-Text 40/56/70,

the only word processor that offers three different screen displays

without the use of any additional hardware! At $125.00, Super-Text

40/56/70 gives you features you might not expect for so little cost:

page headers and footers, multi-file search and replace, easy to

read documentation and quick reference card, and easy text han-

dling all the way through.

And introducing a unique Super-Text feature: design your own
characters! Now you can create text in cursive, with accent marks,

in any foreign language you need!

Super-Text 40/56/70 . . . another reason why MUSE Software is

one step ahead.

For the Apple li with 48K and disk drive, retail price $125.00.

Available at computer stores everywhere. Write or call MUSE
for information and the name of the dealer nearest you.

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer Corporation.



son they neglect to mention that little detail, Terrell adds helpfully, is be-

cause they presume it's of little moment.

The information Terrell dispenses—and that's principally what he

does—seems very basic, yet it's surprising, he says, how little the word is

getting around. He tells the story of a thirty-seven-year-old divorced

woman with two kids who was deeply troubled by spending a weekend

with a new suitor—but not because of sex. What disturbed her was

naked bodies; despite eleven years of marriage, she'd never seen her hus-

band in the nude. He'd go to the bathroom, don jammies and robe, hit

the light, and crawl into bed.

"The only sex they ever had was under the covers and in the dark.

She was scared to death. Once she blurted it out and we talked about it,

she b^an to laugh and see how foolish it sounded. That was the extent

of the therapy. She needed somebody to give her permission."

Opposites Attract. Terrell believes in a world where sex is natural

and as gloriously varied as the people who engage in it. He also realizes

that he lives in a world where guilt-ridden sexual pilgrims agonize over

sin and performance. "There's this belief that you have to be superhu-

man in order to be normal," says Terrell of his democratically inclined

and statistically minded brethren. "What's normal for you may not be

for me. That's one of the messages we try to get across in these classes:

for people to accept themselves and their sexuality as their own individ-

ual thing—as long as it's not harmful to them or their partners."

The people who come to see Terrell and other therapists haven't en-

tered the sexual promised land—at least not yet. They're still hung up on

the here, not the after, but sexology is blazing research trails to smooth
their libidinous journey.

"Sex is a normal human function and you've got to learn to talk

about it," he preaches. "If you don't get over that or find some way to

accommodate it, you won't be able to talk to your own children without

passing along the same sort of negative impressions."

Amen. 31

Olivieri's Outline

of

Word Processors

by Peter Olivieri

Did you ever stop to think how dependent you are on words? Con-

sider the impact that newspapers, magazines, paperback books, person-

al letters, textbooks, legal contracts, instruction manuals, dictionaries,

encyclopedias, and family records have on your life.

Word processors were developed to help people manage the

enormous quantity of information they encounter every day—to help

them "process" the words. With the arrival of the microcomputer, it be-

came possible to give word processing skills to more people.

Perhaps the first steps in acquainting yourself with word processing

are to learn what a word processing system can do and to become com-
fortable with the terminology often used to describe the various features

of a word processing system.

Over the course of a series of articles, we'll consider such things as:

what a word processing system can do for you; what equipment makes
up a good word processing system; what features are worth looking for

in a word processing system; and what word processing packages are

available for the Apple.

What can a word processing system do for you? In the end, only you
can answer this question. But if you write reports, are an author (or a

frustrated one), do a lot of typing, or prepare lots of form letters—or if

you'd like to provide a service that makes such skills available to
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ANOTHER FULL TIME JOB?
That's what you would have if you tried to keep up
with even a small portion of the new releases.

At Peelings II we make that job easier for you by
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than hope.

In a market where slick advertising and flashy

packaging are becoming the norm, doesn't it make
sense to get your education about a program or

product before you buy!

Subscribe to Peelings II today and start receiving
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ing decisions.
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PIE Writer:
Word Processing System

Hayden is thinking about your future. We know
you're concerned with saving time and money . .

with increasing efficiency and productivity . . .

and that is the reason for PIE Writer!

Now you can turn your Apple II into a complete
word processing system. PIE Writer, a powerful
editor and formatter, offers the versa-

tility and machine efficiency of

the larger systems—at a fraction

of the cost! PIEWrirer:*

Now all your documents and corre-

spondence—reports, memos, direct

mail pieces, even "personalized"
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edited, formatted, and printed
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keystroke commands let you
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of PIE Writer's
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Fast page scrolling.
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others—a word processor can simplify your life considerably. It's been

demonstrated time and time again that once people have used a word

processing system for their work, they seldom return to the "old ways."

Consider some of the applications. Have you ever gotten a form let-

ter that looks very much like one that's been written especially to you?

Here's your name, there's your address—yes, it certainly resembles a per-

sonal letter.

Such letters are a very common application of word processing. To
create letters of this sort, you enter and then store on disk the names and

addresses of the people to whom you want to send the letter. Once you

have saved these, you can update the list as often as you wish.

Your next step is to type one copy of the original letter. In places

where you'd like a person's name to appear, you type a code word (per-

haps the word "name") and do the same for any other pieces of infor-

mation you have about the person that might eventually find their way

into your letter. The letter itself is then saved. You can then issue a com-

mand from your word processing machine that will merge the list of

names with this original letter and print out a personal letter to each of

the people on your list. The speed at which this can be done is much
faster than you could achieve by typing each letter separately and, of

course, each letter is error-free.

Let's Get Personal. A similar application can be found in the offices

of many attorneys. Attorneys are often called upon to draw up a con-

tract that consists 90 percent of standard material and only 10 percent of

material that must be tailored to a particular client or situation. If the

contract is resident on a word processing system, the attorney can quite

easily recall it, enter the data that is relevant to the current client, and

then have a personalized contract printed.

Authors are another group that can make good use of word proces-

sors. Mind you, a word processor does not make you a better author.

But it certainly can increase your productivity and make you more ef-

ficient.

Goodbye, Pencils. Suppose you've just written a twenty-five page re-

port only to discover that you have to add a lengthy paragraph in the

middle of page 2. If you're working at a typewriter, your only alternative

is to retype page 2, along with every page that follows. But if you had

done the report on a word processor, you could easily make the inser-

tion, have the computer "push down" all of the subsequent material, and

then get a fresh printout of your document. Indeed, a word processing

program can number your pages automatically, specify margins, indent

paragraphs, print headings and footnotes, and so on. It may even check

your spelling. And when you're done, the perfected version ofyour work

still resides on disk, ready for further changes or to be stored in your per-

manent archives.

The advanced features of many word processing systems allow you

to do the following kinds of things.

1. You can search through a document for every occurrence of a

particular word or phrase (this feature is useful if you're creating an in-

dex of your document).

2. You can find every occurrence of a particular word or phrase and

replace it with a different word or phrase.

3. You can have special control over a printer that is interfaced with

your word processor. This allows you to print subscripts and super-

scripts, underscores, centered titles, and nicely aligned tables, and also

enables you to make use of various other formatting features.

4. You can program a specific key on the keyboard to provide a

special sequence of commands that you would normally have to enter

one at a time.

5. Some word processors can be linked together to form a network

in which documents and data can be shared.

6. Some typesetters are experimenting with linking word processors

to their typesetting machines.

Perhaps this list of applications has begun to give you some idea of

the kinds of services that a word processing system can provide. You can

probably think of many others.

Next month we'll talk about equipment a particular system might

consist of and how to use it. We'll also discuss some of the word proc-

essing features you may want to consider. !
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple

II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement for

ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple III in the emulator mode.

Zork III. By Marc Blank and Dave Liebling. A Softalk reviewer recent-

ly reported the ringing of the death knell for the text adventure. This re-

view is out to prove that he was hearing things, and Zork III is the ideal

example for making the point. Zork III, along with its Zorkian prede-

cessors and the recent mystery hit Deadline, is very much alive and
totally text.

When there are no more computerists who pleasure in intelligence

and erudition, when there are no gamers with imagination, when there

are no users who enjoy good prose, then those who are left may hear

such a bell toll. For now, we can revel in Zork III.

The Infocom team improves with every outing—and they started at

the top. Zork III is filled with well-written descriptions of imaginatively

delightful and curious places. The grandeur of the ancient high-arched

aqueduct system, shining in stolen sunlight; the damp, swirling mists of

the Land of Shadow; the brilliance of the pit of fire, two hundred feet in

diameter, its depths and heights lost in turbulent smoke and sunlike

flame—all these are far more graphic than any depiction yet achieved by
an adventure with graphics.

Realize that the Zorks are essentially a trilogy chronicling the history

of a great lost empire that once flourished underground. It was a realm

that reached some level of achievement before its demise, having created

entire aqueduct systems and hollowed-out mountains. It had great banks

and businesses and a royal government, complete with crown jewels. It

also had a Royal Puzzle.

Most of these achievements exist only in ruins now, and much has

been lost completely. Grues menace the remains—gruesome predeces-

sors of gruds and far more discreet in that they never show themselves.

For many years the empire has been little more than a testing ground for

adventurers and a home for a few seldom-glimpsed eremites.

And, of course, a prime mover. No? Yes, indeed. Someone had to

give Blank and Liebling their inspiration, fill them in on the story. If you
are clever enough, and good enough, and sensitive enough, you may
meet this being in Zork III.

When you begin Zork III, you do not know your goal. That's one of

the problems you must solve. Careful observation and constant relating

of information will determine how well you'll solve this one.

What you will know is that the total score you are after is seven.

That's all.

Two things are most unusual about the scoring system in Zork III.

Each point is given for having behaved properly in a situation or toward

a puzzle; it is not given for solving the puzzle or for knowing what you've

done. You can earn all the points and not know how you did it. The
true lover of logic and adventure will not be satisfied until those points

are understood; all the evidence is there.

And, indeed, when you've gained all the points, you aren't through.

You still have to prove yourself with one of the hardest, yet most clearly

logical, puzzles in adventuredom.

Zork III, like all Infocom adventures, is not a word game. The vo-

cabulary is extensive for an adventure, and if you use a word Zork
doesn't know, it tells you which word is the problem. Niggling over

words is not the point; logical problem solving is. And you need not be

afraid to use erudite words; if the word fits the situation, 2tork probably

knows it.

Although plot is not its forte, Zork III has a theme, morals, and

meaning. It's a masterpiece of logic that demands that you think. No ad-

venturer—or game-enjoying thinker—should be without it. n(T

Zork III, by Marc Blank and Dave Liebling, Infocom (55 Wheeler Street, Cam-
bridge, MA 02138; 617-492-1031). $39.95.

Transend. A unique feature of the Transend communication pro-

grams is that you can enter at any level and then upgrade to the more so-

phisticated packages by paying only the price difference and a $20 up-

grade charge. Another nice feature is the inclusion of a backup copy.

Transend I turns the Apple into an intelligent terminal with file

transfer capabilities and a limited editor. The entire system is based on

numerous menus that guide you through setting up the system and

executing the desired operations. The first task you are asked to perform

when initially running the program is to set up the hardware configura-

tion and system parameters. On the hardware side, Transend supports

over twenty-five various communications, printer, modem, eighty-

column video, and clock-calendar interface cards.

Transend has the capability to redefine any or all character codes.

This can be done for either input data or output data. It will also sup-

port lower case on an unmodified Apple. The forty-column screen can be

set up to display either upper case or lower case as inverse characters.

Finally, Transend also offers the unique capability of controlling the

high-order bit of all data passed through it. This bit is normally not used

with text transmission, but special functions such as binary transfers,

graphics, and transmissions to certain systems may require control of this

bit. It can be preserved as entered or forced either high or low. Further-

more, you can specify this action for both incoming and outgoing data as

RcjC-h^fRfeJ^ bp b'^- C-5R5\T

^0' O^^i^ -y^^^^fiO
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well as to the printer—all separately.

Transend has many other advanced features, including data com-
pression and decompression to reduce transmission time. TheX-on/X-
off protocol is also supported for compatibility with some remote sys-

tems, and makes it possible automatically to save the contents of the cap-

ture buffer to disk when it becomes full. Transfer-rate protocol is also

fully supported by either full-duplex echo-back, nulls after carriage re-

turn, or delay between characters. With all of these options, it should be

possible to communicate and send files to almost any remote computer

system.

While Transend I will only send text files, Transend 2 allows trans-

mission of any DOS 3.3 files, including those created by VisiCalc. When
communicating with another Tmnsend-equipped Apple, verified trans-

missions (using a CRC-16 error-checking code) are possible. This means

that the receiving computer can check the validity of the data it gets and

signal the sender if it spots an error. The transmission computer will then

attempt to send that block of data again until it arrives correctly.

Transend 2 also lets you create a transmit list for multiple-file trans-

mission at one time. A transmission-time estimator is included to inform

you of the approximate connect time needed at the various baud rates.

The main menu lets you select what type of operation to perform; each

selection takes you to a different submenu with choices to further define

the task. When making selections on these menus, the program will

usually ask for confirmation on each command. However, an expert

mode can be selected to disable this and speed up operation of the

program.

Transend 3 will reportedly add further capabilities in the area of elec-

tronic mail. Unattended operation is supported by adding a clock-calen-

dar card to the system, and scheduling the time for outgoing messages to

be sent. Incoming mail is automatically logged and saved to the disk.

Several other features of the electronic mail system are: automatic re-

dialing at periodic intervals, password file protection, predefined text for-

mats, and multiple addresses at one telephone number.

The program can maintain a mailing list with up to one hundred

mailbox phone numbers and local mail stops. Mass mailing of a single

document to multiple users should also be possible by the creation of an

appropriate list. The scheduler will sort and schedule mail flow accord-

ing to user-defined priorities. Incoming correspondence can be received

automatically and sorted by recipient. With the appropriate password,

recipients can display, modify, or print their mail.

Transend 3 will also add a full-featured text editor and a personal ap-

pointment scheduler. The Detached Mailbox option allows non-Tran-

send users to send electronic mail to the system. This could significantly

lower the overall cost of a complete system because some stations might

not require the purchase of their own Transend 3 package.

All in all, the Transend series appears to be very well-written and easy

to use. The documentation is excellent, even though the program hardly

needs it; in most cases, the numerous menus, displays, and prompts

make the program self-documenting. The program also gets an A -I- for

error handling—improper keyboard entries are not allowed and the old

reset key cannot disrupt the program.

Until October 1, SSM is offering free membership in the Source in-

formation utility with the purchase of any Transend package. That's al-

most like getting Transend / for free. Now there's an offer that's hard to

beat! m
Transend I. $89; Transend 2, $149; Transend 3, $275; SSM Microcomputer Prod-

ucts (2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131; 408-946-7400).

The Snapper. By Dave Sanders. This game from the folks who brought

you Word Handler would have been better named "The Sleeper." One
can play it for a while and be quite bored, but given half a chance it be-

comes a most engrossing diversion. The cover is somewhat misleading,

asking, "Can You Survive the Snapper?" when, in fact, you are the

Snapper. Your job is to eat blots, avoid the whirlers, and, for God's sake,

stay away from the gamma-field!

The game is played on a somewhat haphazard grid, which contains a

number of blots. There are two types of blots scattered about, red and
blue, which increase in value every time you snap one up. However, you
don't really get any points for consuming them until you reach a base, of

which there are four on the grid. To prevent you from reaching the base,

there are the whiriers and the gamma-field. The former whirl about the

grid, consuming parts of it as they go, thus rendering it substantially

more difficult to reach base. The gamma-field seems like nothing more

APPLE SPEAKS
INTELUGENTLY!

The people who dared to teach Atari to talk are again

challenging the microcomputer establishment with the

VOICEBOX Speech Synthesizer for Apple. This low cost intel-

ligent peripheral can speak thousands of words unassisted,

generated directly from its firmware ROM dictionary lo-

cated on its plug-in card. This means that speech, with

variable intonation and speed, can be used in any of your

apple programs without ever having to bother loading a

disk. And, in case you want to expand your dictionary to

include unusual words or words in foreign languages, you

can easily define them with our 64 phonemes and store

them by the thousands on one of the six special dictionaries

provided for on our disk.

In addition your VOICEBOX for Apple can be easily coded to

sing on key with uniform barlengths and you can store

(record) your songs on disk, retrieving and modifying sec-

tions whenever you want. With the disk system, you'll also

enjoy an educational random sentence generator and
graphic speech animation! The VOICEBOX for Apple will

run on 32K Apple II with Applesoft or Apple II Plus systems

equipped with sixteen-sector disk drives. VOICEBOX for

Apple comes with loudspeaker and disk. The Alien Group
also makes a less expensive VOICEBOX for Apple with all

features (including expandable disk dictionary), but ex-

cluding firmware ROM and singing capability. Speaker is

optional on this unit.

For Atari users,

the VOICEBOX for

16K and up Atari

plugs directly into the

serial port. No extra cables are

needed and no speaker is needed since the speech comes
directly over your TV monitor. This unit has all speech syn-

thesis features except singing and firmware ROM.

AL-3001 VOICEBOX for Apple, With firmware ROM, singing

capability and speaker $215.00

AL-3501 VOICEBOX for Apple. Without firmware ROM,
singing capability and speaker $ 1 39.00
AL-4001 Speaker for AL-3501 (the AL-3501 will also work
with any other speaker) $15.00
AL-5001 VOICEBOX for Atari $1 69.00

All mail orders are on a 10 day moneyback guarantee if

you're not completely satisfied. When ordering enclose

check or money-order or state VISA or MASTERCARD num-
ber. Send mail orders to:

THE ALIEN GROUP
27 West 23 rd Street

Dept. ST-

2

New York, New York 1 001

0

or Telephone orders

from 1 0 AM to 6 PM
New York time

(212) 924-5546
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than a collection of pick-up sticks run amok—any contact with these

moving refugees from a toothpick factory results in annihilation.

After you've wolfed down ten blots or so, a ring appears in the cen-

ter of the screen. The ring increases a multiplier at the top of the screen

by one, which in turn determines the value of the blots you have eaten

once you return to base. Furthermore, getting the ring will cause the grid

to be redrawn, undermining all the hard work performed by the relent-

less whirlers. After every five rings an extra life is awarded.

Got that? Simply put, one must avoid the bad guys while scarfing up

blots and grabbing rings whenever possible. An occasional return to base

helps rack up the points. There is a timer displayed at the top of the

screen just to heighten the tension. At higher levels of play the interval is

inaeased. And just to complicate things even further, the grid itself

changes! At higher levels some of the grid lines switch from purple to

blue, representing "slicks." Such pathways enable the Snapper to travel

at a much higher speed, but preclude its turning off onto a side path un-

til the end of the slick has been reached. Should you double back on the

slick upon reaching the end, then you are able to turn onto another line.

At the highest level of play, life in the fast lane takes over and the entire

grid becomes slicks. However, mere mortals should not worry about ever

facing this hazard.

In the interest of a slightly longer game, the folks at SVS have

thoughtfully provided us with limited shields that enable you harmlessly

to cross paths with the whirlers but not with the gamma-field. The shields

only last for a couple of seconds, though, and are usually employed too

late.

The Snapper is truly a game of strat^y, despite first appearing to be

simply a game of reflexes. In order to really get anywhere, you must

figure out when to go for blots and when to head for base, as well as

which blots to go after and in what sequence. Each time you return to

base, the blots are redrawn (although the grid remains as the whirlers left

it until a ring is captured) and the level of difficulty increases. Thus the

longer you stay afield, the higher that round's score will be, and the more
you get to play at the easier levels. Failure to get the rings at the low

levels ensures a rapid demise at the higher levels, yet the longer you stay

away from base, the more dilapidated the grid gets and the harder it is to

get home. In short, you constantly have to make quick decisions, and all

wrong decisions bring about even tougher dilemmas. Not many games

play that way . . . only the good ones. DA

The Snapper, by Dave Sanders, Silicon Valley Systems (1625 El Camino Real,

Suite 4, Belmont, CA 94002; 415-593-4344). $29.95.

Cytron Masters. By Dan Bunten. With much fanfare, Strategic Simula-

tions has introduced the Rapid Fire line, four battle simulations de-

signed to satisfy popular demand for fast-paced games without betray-

ing their strategy roots and traditions. Galactic Gladiators is a somewhat

traditional tactical (rather than strategic) game, but Cytron Masters is a

new concept altogether.

The premise behind this game is like that behind RobotWar by Muse.

That is, humanity has advanced to a stage where conventional war be-

tween human combatants is either threatening to race survival or con-

sidered abhorrent by a more enlightened society than our own. Either

way, the culture has chosen to accept robot warfare and abide by its out-

come as a substitute for the more destructive alternative. (Apparently,

simply abolishing war leaves a void in diplomacy and also eliminates a

lot of good games.)

Coming from the author of Computer Quarterback, it is interesting

that Cytron Masters is comparable, albeit superficially, to football. Your

role in the warfare is described as manager, but is similar to the position
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of a coach. You are not represented by any particular character on the

battlefield.

The actual combatants are Cytrons, of which there are four standard

types. Each behaves in a simple, preprogrammed way. Mines explode on

contact with any enemy unit. Bunkers are simply moving walls. They

have the strongest defenses, but no offensive capabilities. They are used

to draw fire from other units or to defend power centers or the com-

mand center, the enemy's principal objectives. Commanders don't at-

tack either, nor do they defend very well. They are communication de-

vices, relaying your orders to the units around them. Shooters have the

most complex behavior. They shoot at the nearest enemy unit within a

certain distance. All of them move about as ordered, in one of four

directions, or halt.

The word Cytrons is short for cybernetic electronic devices. As the

American Heritage Dictionary defines cybernetics as "the theoretical

study of control processes in electronic, mechanical, and biological sys-

tems," this is a particularly apt name. Control processes are the essence

of what makes Cytron Masters unique.

Your control over the proceedings (and your opponent's control,

whether you compete with the computer or a friend) comes under the

category of deployment. Like the Joint Chiefs of Staff, you needn't worry

about the individual shots fired. You control the larger picture: what types

of Cytrons to create, where to position them, when to defend, and how
to attack. You give commands through the paddle controls, using a to-

tally menu-driven format.

Despite your executive status, don't expect to be able to sit back in

your armchair and occasionally issue an order. This is a real-time simu-

lation, and speed is essential. Though the Cytrons act on their own, they

do so in a thoroughly mindless way, without any thought of tactical ne-

cessities. You command them either individually or by relaying orders

through the commanders. The manual strongly advises against using too

much individual control. It is much faster to organize attack groups effi-

ciently—perhaps a phalanx of mines, followed by a phalanx of bunkers,

then some shooters and a commander—and relay orders. The manager

who reacts to situations before they become crises will be victorious.

Because Cytrons are rather easy to destroy, they have to be replaced

from time to time. The number of power centers you hold determines

how fast you can build replacements, so it is a good idea to capture the

enemy's power centers and to defend your own properly. You can place

newly created units anywhere on your half of the field, so it is a good idea

to position the locator once and place the Cytrons in groups. This is also

a time saver compared to individual placement.

Your last option is to use missiles. These are nonstandard Cytrons

that you guide with the paddle. When a missile is launched, all other ac-

tivity on the field stops. The other player can launch antimissiles by way
of defense. Whenever a missile explodes, the Cytrons immediately

around it are automatically destroyed, whether friend or foe. These are

powerful weapons, but must be used sparingly, as they take a lot of

power.

Dan Bunten has made sure that Cytron Masters is easy to learn by

providing a brief but complete manual. There is also a superb tutorial

program that interactively explains how to play the game, providing

practice with the menus as it explains each option and letting you prac-

tice with the missiles, which take arcadelike coordination to operate.

Cytron Masters gets a high rating in playability, intelligence, and ex-

citement. DD

Cytron Masters, by Dan Bunten, Strategic Simulations (465 Fairchild Drive, Suite

108, Mountain View, CA 94034; 415-964-1353). $39.95.

Snooper Troops: The Granite Point Ghost. By Tom Snyder. When mi-

crocomputers began, the people who bought them were mostly pro-

grammers either by profession or by hobby. Naturally, many among
them were science-fiction buffs, and certainly science followers. Early

games tended to be set in space—or in medieval dungeons, the other fad

of serious gamesters.

Now the microcomputer has spread to encompass all sorts of peo-

ple; there is no one who cannot find good use for a computer. And the

spread of the micro's popularity is testified to by a newcomer to the gam-
ing field, the mark of popular appeal that spans all walks of life: the

mystery.

The second major entry into the mystery field for micros comes from

a brand-new company called Spinnaker, and—now, adult gamers, don't

quit reading—it comes in the form of an educational game. The Granite

Point Ghost. It is intended to be the first of a line of mystery games in

which the solvers are called the Snooper Troops.

Although the Snooper Troops format is definitely educational and
worthy of a place in every fourth-grade through eighth-grade classroom,

it's also great fun. Guaranteed, parents who buy Snooper Troops for

their kids will burn the midnight oil solving it after the kids are bedded
down. And, unlike so many educational programs, the kids won't need

encouraging to play it during the day.

Snooper Troops is a mystery in hi-res color. It takes place in the tiny

town of Granite Point, Wherever, which you must map. As a member of

the Snooper Troops, you get to drive around town in your Snoopmo-
bile, getting statements from suspects, making phone calls (from booths)

to informers or to the infamous Mr. X, and even snooping in—that is,

searching—the suspects' homes when they're away.

The mystery is more structured than it would be for general adult

use. Each suspect has three clues to give; each home yields three more
clues when searched; and each phone contact (other than Mr. X) has

three clues to give. In addition, there are special message clues you get at

Snooper Troop headquarters through the computer Snoopnet; often you
must hurry back to get them before they go off the air. And there are

clues Mr. X will give you if you call him at the number he gives on the

precise day he says. The clues are numbered, and you must keep track of

each with its number.

Besides the general learning involved in deductive reasoning and or-

ganizing how to go about solving the mystery, several touches add to the

educational value of Snooper Troops. To extract information from the

phone contacts, you must suggest subjects to them; you're given three

words for each suspect, but you may not use the exact word you've been

given. You must give another word that hints to the informer what

you're looking for. Only when you fmd the correct related word will you

get the real clue. Other information and other clues help direct you to
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the correct word if you have trouble.

Searching the houses is a whole game in itself. The houses are as-

sumed to be dark when you search them, and you have a flashlight. But

if someone is home or arrives home and you use the flashlight, you'll be

caught. When you enter the house, the screen shows the layout of the

house only in walls; the locations of clues are shown by question marks.

You must move to a question mark and take a picture with your Snoopv

matic camera, then get out without being caught. The only harm in be-

ing caught is having to start that search over again—which means wait-

ing again for the day of the week that suspect is apt to be out.

There are many homes in Granite Point but only eight house sus-

pects. It is fun that you can search the other homes as well, if you like. In-

stead of finding evidence such as ticket stubs or important papers, you

catch photos of such things as "a box of corn flakes and a bunch of

bananas."

When you believe you know who is making all the mischief—haunt-

ing an old mansion to scare the new owners away—you can make an

accusation. Then you'll find that you have to eliminate every other sus-

pect by identifying the clue that exonerates each. Then you must name
the means and motive of the guilty party. No cinch, but educationally

thorough and thoroughly fun.

Incidentally, drive carefully. If you don't, you and the Snoopmobile

may end up spending time in the tow yard.

Snooper Troops is a breakthrough in educational programming: it is

enjoyable, colorful, of trade quality, and an excellent educational tool.

It's a good mystery, too. I1(T

Snooper Troops: The Granite Point Ghost, by Tom Snyder, Computer Learning
Connection, Spinnaker Software (215 First Street, Cambridge, MA 02142; 617-

868-4700). $44.95.

VisiCalc Formatting Aids. As everyone knows, Apple II VisiCalc has

become one of the best selling software products ever. But even with its

wide acceptance, there are a number of things that VisiCalc doesn't do
well. VisiCalc Formatting Aids is a product that can be of use to any Visi-

Calc user. A purchaser receives a disk, a ten-page manual, a two-page tu-

torial, and a registration card and order form. (You send the registration

card and $7.50 to receive a backup copy of the program disk.)

The Rich Man's
Graphics Tablet

vs.
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• Hardware Required
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When you first boot the disk you will see four program options, each

a separate function that a VisiCalc user might need. The first option is

Label Splitter. With this option you can take any label column in a Visi-

Calc file and convert it to any number of columns, giving them any col-

umn width larger than two. This can be a godsend for anyone who wants

to set up a model with a lot of text and doesn't want to go through the

hassle of entering the text into each individual cell. In VisiCalc, you en-

ter your text into the cells in one column, entering each row of text into a

single cell. Then you run the Label Splitter option and it automatically

splits your text into individual cells. You even have the option of having

the text split into noncontiguous cells (that is, putting it into columns A,

C, F, and AA).

Formula Reader is the second option. It allows you to see any or all

of the formulas, numbers, and labels in a specified VisiCalc file dis-

played on a monitor or printed on a printer. If you have ever tried to fig-

ure out what you were doing in a VisiCalc file and had problems be-

cause you could only see the formula or expression in one cell at a time,

you have been waiting for this option. Print a hard copy, showing cell lo-

cation with the formulas, values, and labels, and then go back to your

VisiCalc model and you will find it much easier to untangle your model.

Unhappily, this doesn't prevent you from tangling it in the first place!

Print File Reader does exactly what the name implies. It also permits

you to look at or print any "print to disk" file. Some people might use

this option fairly often, but most probably won't, because if you are

printing a file to disk you will probably be loading it into another pro-

gram anyway. If you have forgotten what files are on a disk, you can use

this option to see what your files are. You could also use this option to

examine any files you made with the Variable Width Reader option.

This may be the most useful option. You can selectively prepare a re-

port format that allows you to specify which columns you desire print-

ed, as well as individual column widths for those columns you print. Once

you have developed a format, you can save it to disk and use it the next

time you want to print the same report. This handles one of the most

glaring limitations of VisiCalc—lack of individual column widths and

the ability to print selected columns. You could, for example, print col-

umns A, B, G, and R, each with an individual column width. Unhappi-

ly, it won't let you specify the order of the columns to be printed. It

would be nice to print G before column A sometimes. As with the other

options, you have the choice of printing your report on a printer or dis-

playing it on the monitor. It will even give you the option of entering and

changing a report heading.

One thing about the operation of this program is very inconvenient.

If you are using more than one of the options in succession, you con-

stantly have to change from the program disk to your data disk and

back. It would be nice if it allowed you the option of putting the data

disk in drive two and leaving the program disk in drive one.

VisiCalc Formatting Aids is a very useful product for those people

who are trying to accomplish what this product does welL providing

flexibility and added features to VisiCalc. IS

VisiCalc Formatting Aids. Data Security Concepts (Box 31044, Des Peres, MO
63131). $44.95.

Marauder. By Rorke Weigandt and Eric Hammond. Decades back,

science fiction was about rocketing heroes shooting their way through

the cosmos. Technology was seen as a triumphant solution to all man's

ills and a great way to get around the galaxy.

A lot of those early science-fiction notions are dated now, even

quaint. So how come everybody still wants to be rocketing heroes shoot-

ing their way through the cosmos?

Some things never change. And space shoot-'em-ups like Marauder

continue to have that never-changing appeal.

There are two scenarios to Marauder; two completely different

games that are thematically linked. The first scenario pits you against a

city defending itself. You are the rocket invader trying to crack the city's

defense shield and knock out their guns. They are hurling indestructible

fireballs, magnetic air mines, and squiggling missiles at you. They also

have two to four piercing lasers that cordon off your sky—sort of a

booby-trapped Fourth of July.

The object of your mission is to poke enough holes in their shields to

be able to knock out their defenses. Shut them down completely and you

can dive right into the second scenario. Easy enough on the first level of
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difficulty, but there are nine total and that ninth one is a doozy. Crack-

ing the hide on that shield and dodging the fireworks at the same time is

a real skill tester.

Your rocket drops you off at the maze entrance to the second

scenario. You get an overhead view of yourself doing a fast clip through

a labyrinth full of enemy aliens that only appear when you get too close.

They'd just as soon kill you as look at you, and that's not so bad. Some-

times just their looks can kill. The corridors of the mazes are wide

enough for you to dart around and avoid the tracks of their bullets.

The object is to get to the bottom maze where the power center is lo-

cated. Score a direct hit on the glowing fireball and the roof caves in. The

maze starts to fill up with tiny squares and you have just enough time to

high-tail your way back out.

You have a choice of playing the two scenarios separately or sequen-

tially on either keyboard or joystick.

And in the future, when you get called up to be a rocketing hero

shooting your way through the cosmos, tell them you cut your teeth

playing Marauder. Somebody will understand. HP

Marauder, by Rorke Weigandt and Eric Hammond, Sierra On-Line (36575

Mudge Ranch Road, Coarsegold, CA 93614; 209-683-6858). $34.95.

Personal Inventory. By Gaynor C. Benson. Database management sys-

tems have been the subject of a lot of discussion lately because of their

ability to organize and relate many subjects. A full DBMS can be viewed

as a higher-than-high-level language whose variables are entire collec-

tions of data and whose commands allow powerful associations to be

made between different collections.

Unfortunately, to make use of most database management systems,

some training in database concepts and organization is required. Many
people probably fail to use this tool simply because they are unsure how
it is used or how it can be used in their particular application.

Personal Inventory is not a DBMS; instead, it is a set of customized

file managers for recording and relating information in seven specific

subjects (magazines, technical subjects, books, computer programs,

house items, jewelry, and tools). The advantage of this approach to man-

aging data is that the work of setting up the database is already done.

This is convenient and eliminates the need for previous database experi-

ence. However, this is not the program to use if the information to be

stored and related is not included in the list of seven subjects or if any-

thing other than simple searches on the subject is needed.

The list of subjects seems just right for the novice home user, some-

one trying to find uses for their new computer, and this is probably the

market for which this product was designed.

To use Personal Inventory, you must select a subject and set up a disk

for that specific subject. The program has a built-in routine to initialize

new disks; the process is simple and self-explanatory. Once the disk is

prepared, all operations are selected from a menu, which provides for en-

tering or editing data and printing or displaying all or part of this data.

A nine-page manual covers all operations; it does a good job of lead-

ing the novice user through the steps necessary to begin a new subject

disk and enter or retrieve data. A nice feature is that the program stores

entered data immediately on disk, so power failures and other problems

can't destroy your data. And if you make a mistake, it's simple to edit

any data item.

Personal Inventory takes advantage of a second disk drive but doesn't

require it. With a printer, you can make hard copy lists. )RH

Personal Inventory (Version 1.03), by Gaynor C. Benson, 8th Dimension Enter-

prises (Box 62366, Sunnyvale, CA 94088). Backup disk included. $59.95.

Phaser Fire. By Salt City Software. The latest in a slew of new offerings

from Gebelli, Phaser Fire is a masterful graphics display in search of a

gripping game.

The player controls a ship at the bottom of the screen. The mission is

to defend the Star Portal and prevent any of the enemy from slipping

past. The enemy comes in the form of waves of bombers that either drop

bombs or launch rockets at you. While the rockets are indestructible and
must be avoided at all costs, the bombs float gently downward and can

be detonated with a blast from your phasers. The bombers, of course, are

eminently mortal.

Once all the bombers in the initial wave have been obliterated, as in-

dicated on a monitor in the upper left corner of the screen, you must then

enter the Star Portal and try to pass through. This involves guiding your

ship down a long, narrow tunnel which has broken lines every so often.

You must pass through the gaps in the lines while avoiding a sentry that

zips along these hnes, trashing anything in its path. Successful naviga-

tion of the portal brings you to a new, faster, and larger wave of bomb-
ers bent on your destruction. Et cetera, ad nauseum. The only variation is

that after the first wave, rocket-launching saucers appear and either dash

across the screen or actually descend and pursue you. The pursuit in-

volves landing and then scooting at you. There is a way to avoid de-

struction at the hands of an earthbound saucer, but Gebelli won't tell

and neither will we.

Unfortunately, that's all there is to Phaser Fire. The 3-D effect of the

graphics is wonderful, the animation smooth and flickerfree, and all is

quite colorful. But we've seen this before; bits and pieces from a number
of different games all appear here in a game that is all reflex and no
strategy. A good show for the coin-op, hand-eye coordination crowd,

but not much her for the thoughtful gamer. DA

Phaser Fire, by Salt City Software, Gebelli Software ( 1 771 Tribute Road, Suite A,
Sacramento, CA 95816; 916-925-1432). $29.95

Wordrace. By Paul Coletta. Wordrace is a demanding educational game
that will tax your vocabulary to the limit. It can make use of a Votrax

speech synthesizer.

A word and six possible definitions appear on the screen simultane-

ously as the countdown begins. You know the word! You scan the list

frantically to find the corresponding definition. (Why is it you can al-

ways find the definifion immediately when it's your opponent's turn?) F!

It's definition F. You make a wild stab at the keyboard with your fore-

finger; to heck with touch-typing. You got 438 points out of 600. Where

did all the fime go?

Your opponent has bigger problems. She doesn't know the word.

She's guessing, but if she guesses wrong, she loses points. F again. She

lucks out: 500 points!

Wordrace offers three levels of play. There's a beginner's game: a

fourth grade finalist in a spelling bee should know 50 percent of the

words. There's a regular game: the average college student should know
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about 50 percent of the vocabulary. And there's an advanced game.

We're talking "brashy," "scruto," "sereno," "dotterel," and "tache." (A

scruto, incidentally, is not a deep orange-red chalcedony.)

Wordrace offers a good come-from-behind feature. The score can

never drop below zero. A player whose score is near zero can afford to

guess and guess wildly. Meanwhile, the pressure is on the high-scoring

player to be right consistently.

Wordrace has a vocabulary of more than two thousand words.

You'll have built up quite a vocabulary yourself by the time the words

and definitions start to repeat. A whole series of projected add-ons with

additional words and entirely new specialized vocabularies will allow you

to make use of Wordrace for a long, long time. SC

Wordrace. by Paul Coletta, Don't Ask Software (2265 Westwood Boulevard, Los

Angeles, CA 90064; 213-475-4583). 32K. $19.95.

Real Estate Analyzer II. By James E. Howard. Designed to perform de-

tailed cash flow and return-on-investment analysis, with an eye toward

making the maximum profit possible consistent with the minimum ex-

posure to loss. Real Estate Analyzer II attempts to point out those in-

vestments that will use the least cash possible while maximizing the use of

appropriate legal and tax strategies. It does not do this in an automatic,

push-button manner; rather, it is a powerful tool that helps you to ar-

range logically the large amounts of givens and variables present in any

real-estate transaction into a manageable format. This lays the founda-

tion upon which to perform the many "what if?" calculations necessary to

determine what best fits your personal investment objectives.

The program not only points you toward a better path but also gives

you a valuable education in the logic of real-estate investment. Quite a

deal for the money, and some or all of the purchase price is tax-deduct-

ible, depending on your personal tax standing.

The program's two strongest features are its ability to compare two

or more dissimilar properties and to forecast the net return on your in-

vestment. It can also target the point at which an investment changes

from excellent to average.

With the documentation under your belt, the program is very easy to

use, and the documentation is extremely helpful.

Howardsoft supports this program well. All registered owners are

notified of any updates or upgrades. New versions, such as might occur

because of a major change in the tax laws, are made available at a frac-

tion of the purchase price with the return of your original disk.

This is a professionally written piece of software designed for profes-

sionals. But anyone interested in buying investment property today

would benefit from a package such as this one. RiR

Real Estate Analyzer II, by James E. Howard, Howard Software (8008 Girard

Avenue, Suite 310, La Jolla, CA 92037; 714^54-0121). $195.

Quadrant 6112. By Justin and Amanda Fisher. At the controls of a

small scout ship equipped with lasers and three heat-seekers, you must

defend your quadrant against a seemingly endless onslaught of aliens.

Sound familiar?

Quadrant 6112 does, in faa, add a few twists to the traditional alien

shoot-'em-up, and therein lies its saving grace. You must think as well as

react in this game.

From Sensible Software, better known for their Apple utility pro-

grams. Quadrant 6112 is an arcade game of deceptive simplicity. You pa-

trol a quadrant surrounded by an impenetrable force field, on the look-

out for invading aliens. The aliens sneak into the quadrant via two star

gates, which are squares in the middle of the area you are patrolling. You
cannot shoot into or enter the two star gates, yet you will see the aliens

appear there before they enter normal space and try to demolish you.

There are four distinct types of alien ships, along with the occasional ap-

pearance of an exceedingly lethal alien commander.

You must try to eliminate all the aliens by means of the two weap-

ons at your disposal—lasers and heat-seekers. The lasers fire at the push

of paddle button 0^ and you are equipped with an unlimited supply of

energy. The heat-seekers will destroy everything in normal space, which

means on the screen but not within the two star gates, at the touch of the

space bar. However, you have only three such devices and no means by

which to replenish your supply.

The aliens come at you in waves. At first they merely try to collide

with you, and you can take your time shooting them as long as you avoid

their erratic movements. By the second wave, however, they begin shoot-

ing back, and each new type of alien is a better shot than its predeces-

sors. Finally, the alien commander shows up, near the end of each wave,

and he's out to dispatch you in very short order—unless, of course, you

get him first using your heat-seekers or ridiculously fast reflexes. The

commander rarely misses both shots and collision attempts.

Your mission involves more than just shooting aliens, though. You
must also patrol the quadrant. This involves traveling the perimeter and

completing laps, for which you receive bonus points that are tallied at the

end of each wave of aliens, or posthumously. In order to earn any ships

beyond your initial three, you must destroy all four waves of aliens and

have completed at least one lap per wave.

Between completing laps, outmaneuvering the aliens, avoiding the

commander, choosing when to use heat-seekers, and keeping your ship

under control, Quadrant 6112 keeps you on your toes. It is not an easy

game in which to rack up points, and the action can be blindingly swift.

Its only discernible weakness is ho-hum graphics. Due to the size of the

various objects, however, it's a weakness that is understandable and easi-

ly forgiven. The speed and excitement of the game more than make up

for the lack of graphic sophistication. Anyway, most of the time you're

too busy to notice. DA

Quadrant 6112. by Justin and Amanda Fisher, Sensible Software (6619 Perham

Drive, West Bloomfield, MI 48033; 313-399-8877). $34.95.

Prom-It EPROM Development System. The Prom-It EPROM Devel-

opment System from MPC Peripherals Corporation includes a powerful

programming board that doubles as a PROM expansion board. Person-

ality modules allow the Prom-It to work with a large variety of devices.

Completing the system is an easy-to-use, menu-driven program that con-

trols all aspects of the EPROM programming process.

The Prom-It circuit card contains two dip switches and one lever

switch. All are easy to reach when the board is installed in the computer.

One dip switch is used to write-protect the EPROM and the other turns

off compliance with the Apple's SCFFF expansion-disable protocol.

Three personality modules are included in the package: one for
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2516/2716 (2K byte PROMs), and one each for 2532 and 2732(4K byte

PROMS). The Prom-It only programs single-supply (5 volt) EPROMs.
From the main menu you can initiate any of the operations by enter-

ing the number that appears in front of it. Selecting option 1 causes a

complete check of the EPROM to see if it is blank. Option 2 causes the

contents of the EPROM to be checked against the data present in the

RAM buffer (the exact location and length of this buffer are set from op-

tion 8). Actual EPROM programming occurs within option 3. A run-

ning indicator shows during programming so you know the program is

working.

The next four options deal with transferring data to and from the

temporary RAM buffer. This is the area of RAM that must contain an

exact image of the data to be burned into the EPROM.
Option 8 sets all the parameters necessary for the rest of the system.

The buffer RAM starting and ending addresses are defined here. Also,

the EPROM start address is determined; this can be specified by either

an absolute address in the range $C800-$D7FF or by a relative offset

from the start of the EPROM ($0000-$OFFF).

After performing any option, you're returned to the main menu. This

simple command structure is easy to use and fairly bomb-proof.

In addition to being a powerful and versatile EPROM programmer,

the Prom-It is a very useful software and hardware development tool

due, in part, to a hardware decoding scheme that maps the first 256 bytes

of the EPROM ($C800-$C8FF) into the SCnOO peripheral I/O space.

This is a common technique used on many boards to interface through

the Apple's built-in Basic I/O commands. When designing firmware for

your own peripheral card, you can use the Prom-It's mapping scheme to

emulate the finished board. Of course, the necessary hardware mapping

circuit must be duplicated on your board.

All in all, the Prom-It EPROM Development System is a fine prod-

uct. The documentation consists of a thirty-page manual that's fairly

complete and simple. Considering the nature of the product and its prob-

able users, this is more than adequate. )M

Prom-It EPROM Development System, MPC Peripherals Corporation (9424

Chesapeake Drive, San Diego, CA 92123; 714-278-0630). $129.50.

Queen of Phobos. By Paul Berker and Bill Crawford. Queen of Phobos

is a unique animal. It's a hi-res adventure, but the graphics—unusual,

well-done line drawings, not color—are used for a scenario that would

do fine as a text adventure, and not for their own sake. Indeed, if the

graphics were the only draw for Queen of Phobos, you wouldn't be read-

ing about it in these pages.

The Queen of Phobos is a space wreck: the hulk of a huge passenger

transport abandoned in space. It's said that a very valuable enchanted

mask was left on the wreck and your people have sent you after it.

Unfortunately, other people have similar ideas; you are not alone on

the ship. The other pursuers of the mask, called looters (what, then, is

our hero?), are apparently stymied and hang around just hoping some-

one like you will do the job so they can steal the mask. One of them

blows up your transport ship soon after you come on board, which is in-

tended to be a sufficient excuse for you to do them all in.

A whimsical touch is in the identities of the characters and the idio-

syncratic susceptibility—or lack of it—they have to the weapons you find

about the ship. In any case, you must find the ways to do them in before

you can get away with the mask. Save often.

There is a giant maze of triangular staterooms that is enough to dis-

courage the hardiest adventurer. The answer? Ignore them. Don't bother

with the staterooms. Ain't no action there anyway. Investigate all the rest

of the ship and solve the problems you're confronted with there. The
staterooms will take care of themselves.

Occasionally, a sequence is animated—quite well and without dis-

rupting the generally static humor of the graphics.

No object in Queen of Phobos is not useful, although some jobs can

be done by any of two or three objects. The puzzles are generally logical

although few are complex—which doesn't mean they're easy. There are a

couple of places that seem like dead ends. Do something else for a while;

when you return, the solution may just come to you.

Queen of Phobos offers several evenings of pleasurable, if frustrating,

diversion for the adventurer. flCT

Queen of Phobos, by Paul Berker and Bill Crawford, Phoenix Software (64 Lake
Zurich Drive, Lake Zurich, IL 60047; 312438-4850). $34.95.
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The Magic Keyboard. By Phil Wershba. Have you ever wondered why
the keys on the Apple, as well as most typewriters, are laid out the way

they are? This layout is commonly referred to as the QWERTY key-

board, after the beginning of the typewriter's top row of letters. Bebeve it

or not, this configuration was actually designed to slow down the typ-

ist—thus reducing jamming of the keys on early typewriters. Despite at

least forty years of technology rendering it unnecessary, the QWERTY
design remains the standard.

Like many outdated standards, the QWERTY keyboard won't be re-

placed easily, if ever completely. Several more efficient designs are sur-

facing, however. Making a strong bid for popular acceptance is the

Dvorak keyboard; it's been proven to increase typing speed dramatical-

ly. Touch-typing is much easier for beginners to learn on this key-

board because letters are placed more logically; the vowels, for example,

are all in the home row of the left hand. With the possibility of such a

layout someday becoming the new standard, it's fun to find that you can

have it on your Apple today—with the abihty to toggle back to

QWERTY in an instant.

There are several devices available for the Apple that allow you to

redefine the keyboard, but only the Magic Keyboard gives three different

layouts at the flick of a switch.

The Magic Keyboard comes with a selection of seven standard key-

boards and eight possible numeric keypad configurations. (Only two of

each set are available at a time.) This selection is accomplished by setting

six dip switches on the main board.

Some of the alternate arrangements available with the Magic

Keyboard include the Dvorak and the American Simplified keyboard.

Another set puts the keys in alphabetical order across the keyboard.

There are even two layouts optimized for one-handed operation, and

there are three sets of colored key cap decals to indicate the keys' new

functions.

Among the keypad arrangements available, there is one especially de-

signed for hex. Sixteen keys in rows of four allow numbers 0 through F.

Installation of the Magic Keyboard requires some disassembly of the

computer, but this is adequately outlined in an eight-page manual. Sev-

eral photographs help illustrate how this piggyback module is inserted

between the keyboard connector and its corresponding socket on the

motherboard. Another flat cable connects the module to a special switch

unit. This unit is affixed on the computer just to the right of the reset

and return keys with double-stick foam. The switch unit contains

one slide switch, a momentary push button, and a small LED indicator.

The slide switch selects between the normal Apple QWERTY keyboard

and one alternate layout. Momentarily pressing the other button causes

the keyboard to take on one of the numeric keypad arrangements. The

red LED also lights to indicate this function.

The keyboard mapping is accomplished in an EPROM so you can

design your own layout if you have access to an EPROM programmer.

The company will also provide this service for $20 per keyboard. The

standard unit does not provide control characters with the alternate key-

board; this can be accomplished, however, by making a small modifica-

tion to the Magic Keyboard. Two wires are added which must be con-

nected to the Apple keyboard. This also makes it possible to have true

upper and lower case entry using the shift key. The only trade-off for

this function is that it reduces the number of alternate keyboards that can

be contained in PROM down to three.

The Magic Keyboard is a handy device for anyone who needs to re-

define the layout of the Apple keyboard. The numeric keypad function is

not as smooth as an external unit, but it costs less and remains attached

to the computer. Since many people will only require one alternate set,

the full keyboard modification may give an added bonus of true shift key

operation.

The sixteen-key hex keypad arrangement is a joy for machine lan-

guage programmers. Itl

The Magic Keyboard, by Phil Wershba, Southern California Research Group

(Box 2231, Goleta, CA 93118; 805-685-1931). $89.95.
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about the one who went to market, the second who stayed home, the

third who had roast beef, and so on?

And certainly no one can forget those immortal stars. Miss Piggy,

Porky Pig, and Arnold Ziffle (the last two retired and living off their re-

siduals). These are the glamour pigs: they've shed their mud packs to find

fame and fortune; raised themselves out of the mire; no longer driven to

the stockyards, but to and from the studios.

Pigs don't live in styes, nor do they appreciate the fact that twisted

American entrepreneurial minds turned their bathing habits into the

commercialized sport of mud wrestling. Those squeahng little hocks o'

ham are furious! They're out to get anyone trespassing on their turf. So

pull up your suspenders and get ready for a real run around the Pig Pen.

The game's author has equipped the program to be played with ei-

ther a joystick or keyboard. In the keyboard mode, you select the keys

for directional movement prior to the start of each game.

Play b^ins with a skinny little man running around a maze inside a

pigpen, leaving behind him a trail of white dots, accumulating points as

he tries to lure the little fatties in the vicinity of those ever-menacing

"power dots." With the little man in full power, the roles reverse, how-

ever. The sows become elusive ghostly pig-heads, scampering off in dif-

ferent directions while the little man gives chase.

Take heed. These piqued porkers are not to be outdone! Frequently,

they ride piggyback on one another hoping to confuse the player. And
both opponents have the advantage of escapeways as each maze changes.

More often than not, these swine use the escapeways as a strategic

distraction.

After playing Pig Pen several times, you devise your own strategies

against those chubby little mucksters, one of whom can incorporate the

trail of dots left behind as you make your way through the maze. Run-

ning back over the established trail allows you to escape more rapidly.

Therefore, it may be advantageous to secure a trail all the way around

the maze to ensure a quick exit from the pursuing piglets.

The most excitement in these maze games comes from being able to

outmaneuver opponents and still maintain the calm determination re-

quired to move from one screen to the next. Pig Pen provides the chal-

lenges; you provide the spirited competition.

Oh yes, don't forget the ear of corn that pops up during the game.

It's worth a thousand points on your score. You can't miss it. It looks

like an old-fashioned broadcast microphone. '>HP

Pig Pen, by TMQ Software, DataMost(9748Cozycroft Avenue, Chatsworth, CA
91311; 213-709-1202). $29.95.

Performer Printer Format Board. If you have an Epson printer con-

nected to your Apple II, then you may be interested in a new board

called the Performer. This board is like a "plug-in program," and it en-

hances text and graphics capabilities. Though similar to software prod-

ucts, the key to this program is that it is contained in EPROM. This

means that it does not have to be loaded into memory from disk. In-

stead, the program can be instantly run with just a few keystrokes. Once
initialized, the driver routines remain "connected" and can be activated

at any time.

As soon as you call your Performer, you'll see a menu from which

you can set seventeen parameters that will affect the printed output. For

example, you can select normal, italic, expanded, compressed, or en-

hanced printing—and various combinations. The number of lines per

inch, columns per line, lines per page, and total page length can also be

changed. Page numbering, titling, and dating are options as are video on-

off, primary-secondary page select, and normal-inverse graphics.

When you escape back to the operating system, the firmware is still

connected through the output hook, although the system will appear to

operate normally. You can then toggle the printer or dump the text screen

or graphics screen immediately. Another toggle takes you back to the

menu. Unfortunately, all commands must be entered while in the im-

mediate mode. No information is given on how to change parameters

from within a program, although this should certainly be possible.

The Performer is designed to work with the TYMAC PPC-100 paral-

lel printer card, which Micro-Ware also distributes. It should also func-

tion, to varying degrees, with other interface cards. Probably the most
outstanding feature is its low cost, which is not much more than similar

programs that require loading from disk.

The Performer should make a welcome addition to any Apple-Ep-

son system that still has at least one empty slot. WhUe not as elegant as

some of the newer, full-featured printer interface cards, the Performer

represents a reasonable alternative for people who already have a printer

card. Versions are also available for other graphics printers. in

The Performer. Micro-Ware Distributing (1342B Route 23, Butler, NJ 07405; 201-

838-9027). $49.

Mouskattack. By John Harris and Ken Williams. Remember thos

three blind mice that got their tails cut off with a carving knife? Well,

they've returned to get their revenge in this enjoyably frustrating new

game from the author of Jawbreaker. And a ravenous rodent called Su-

per Rat keeps helping them out.

Mouskattack is a maze game in which you lay pipe through the cor-

ridors as you travel. Sometimes you have to go back over a section

you've completed to make a connection you missed. Two cats and one

rat trap at a time are available to you. Picking up a kitty and placing it

where you don't want the rodents to come keeps them away. You can

also pick up the traps and set them where you want. If you run over a

trap with a mouse in it, he's a goner; otherwise he's eventually able to

wriggle free.

Sometimes the mice have too much freedom. When you exit the

maze at any of four points, the mice can chase you off the screen and nip

you in the wrenches before you get back. These are also fast mice. Each

time they bop you, it's back to square one, next round (there are three

per game), and it's excruciating if you've almost got all your pipe laid

down. That's why it's called the rat race.

You'll want to get plenty of sleep before you play Mouskattack. If

you stop at any point in the maze—hoping you can nap with a kitty for a

while—the magnetically inclined mice will box you in until kitty goes

kaput and you'll be a goner too.

As to that big cheese. Super Rat, he's definitely a rodent to run

from. The traps can hold him but cats are his culinary meow.
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A third play option available in the game (besides keyboard or joy-

stick) allows two players to compete in laying pipe. In this ratty battle,

cats become weapons and traps can be raided for bonus point rats.

Walt Disney built his kingdom on a cute little mouse. If he had

played a few games of Mouskattack, with its cute little mouse that

kicks up its heels when you lose, the world would be minus one

M-O-U-S-E. riF

Mouskattack, by John Harris and Ken Williams, Sierra On-Line (36575 Mudge
Ranch Road, Coarsegold, CA 93614; 209-683-6858). $34.95.

Peachy Writer. By Carl Rutledge. Have you ever looked at your Apple

and thought, "I don't need a fancy word processor, but it would be nice

if I could use this system as a typewriter once in a while"? If so (and if

your system already includes a disk drive and a printer), this may be just

the program you're looking for.

It's a word processor reduced to the absolute minimum, with the em-

phasis on ease of learning. The manual calls it a "text editor," but it's

more than that. It includes a text editor, all right; but it also has disk

management routines (store, retrieve, delete, and catalog), a printer for-

matting menu, and a useful help file. Not bad for less than thirty dollars!

Needless to say, it has some weaknesses—it's awkward to work with,

it looks funny on the screen, and it prints very slowly; but "weakness" is

relative. Compared to several systems that cost ten times as much,
Peachy Writer is weak. But considered as an answer to the question,

"What is the least that an intelligent, careful person could get by with, if

he didn't have to use it very often?" Peachy Writer is a well-chosen set of

compromises.

The system's main problems derive from limitations of the Apple dis-

play—the lack of lower-case characters, and the forty-character line

length. Dr. Rutledge has provided some neat tricks for working around

these limitations, but he couldn't get rid of them entirely.

The lower-case problem is taken care of by having everything print in

lower case, unless preceded by a slash mark (/). The solution to the forty-

character line problem is similar—simple and effective, but somewhat
odd-looking on the screen. If you set the system up for a line length of

more than forty characters, each line will be folded in such a way that it

ends on the right margin: thus if you set for a sixty-five character hne,

each typed line would begin fifteen characters in from the left margin and
extend for two lines on the screen, ending the second line at or before the

right margin. Three different tab commands are available.

The editing commands are the familiar Apple left and right arrows

and escape-IJKM (or escape-ABCD), plus commands to examine, de-

lete, insert, or modify selected lines.

Finally, one quite sophisticated feature: the system supports a wide

variety of printer control characters, embedded in the text. This includes

both true control characters (which display as inverse, for editing) and es-

cape sequences.

In short. Peachy Writer is a simple but effective "text management
system": a set of routines that manipulate the existing capabilities of your

Apple in order to produce text, either on disk or on paper. It's not quite a

"word processor," from the professional writer's point of view, but it's a

handy tool for the nonspecialist who only occasionally wants to produce

text with his Apple. JR

Peachy Writer, by Carl Rutledge, Cross Educational Software (Box 1536, Rus-
ton, LA 71270; 318-255-8921). $24.95.

Keno Master. By Ed Magnin. Keno Master comprises one and two
player versions of the venerable game of keno, based on the rules of the

game as it is played in the casinos of Las Vegas, Nevada.

For those who might be unfamiliar with the game, keno is a bingo-

type game in which eighty numbered balls are tumbled in a wire cage;

twenty are then removed at random. Meanwhile, you choose up to fif-

teen numbers on a playing card or, in this case, your display screen. The
object is to preselect as many of the drawn numbers as possible. Victory

results when you are correct in a qualifying percentage of your chosen

numbers. For this you are paid according to a schedule that the com-
puter displays for you on command. If you bet one dollar and chose ten

numbers, you would be paid $180 if seven of your numbers appeared

among the selected twenty. However, if only five of your picks are cor-

rect, you receive only two dollars.

This version of the game is clear and straightforward with on-disk,

easy-to-follow instructions. In fact, it addresses its mathematical points so

well that it could serve as an appealing method of introducing younger

household members to some harder-to-teach mathematical concepts

painlessly. For its price, this could be the educational software invest-

ment of the year.

The game keeps track of the amounts you have won and lost. It also

has a provision to repeat your previous bet, for those who like to play a

pattern of favorite numbers over and over without having to reenter the

information each game.

An inexpensive, fun game that clues you in on why the world has

played keno in one version or another since 1530. RIR

Keno Master, by Ed Magnin, Telephone Software Connection (Box 6548,

Torrance, CA 90504; 213-516-9430). $25.

Wine Cellar. By Bryan Ehlers. Apples have been from outer space to un-

derwater, so it only seems natural that sooner or later they would appear

underground—or at least as far below as your wine cellar.

That's what this simple, easy-to-use database is for organizing the

vintages and varietals of your wine collection. It can handle up to 372

varieties of wine, each of which may be associated with as many as

32,767 bottles of the stuff, or 2,730 cases. That's a lot of grape juice!

More than just a dry Hsting, this inventory program uses symbols to

designate availability, drinkability, and rating of your stock. It has a wild

card capability that lets you list Zin for Zinfandel and still come up with

all the information you need. You can also print out a copy of your cel-

lar's contents on any eighty-column printer.

Information can be entered for each particular wine under winery,

varietal, vintage, region, number of bottles, month, year, price of pur-

chase, and current value. There is also room for a personal comment on

each one.

One-key commands let you look at the scrolling contents of your cel-

lar, drink those contents (actually, delete any bottles you have con-

sumed), add or edit any information as the wines age, and gather overall

statistics — like how many bottles of Pinot Noir you have left after that

last soiree.

Wine Cellar is a custom-tailored inventory program that can be used
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by wine shops and restaurants and can certainly be of immense value to

individual wine connoisseurs.

Requires 64K and language card. fif

Wine Cellar, by Bryan Ehlers, WE Software (800 Greenwich Drive, Chico, CA
95926; 916-893-1162). $500.

PACE. By Robert Stoldt. PACE stands for prompt, accurate cost es-

timator, a flexible system that can produce custom-designed take-off

sheets for a wide variety of business applications in almost any industry.

The PACE system begins by giving you the third degree. You must

tell it the cost items you use to produce your product, the standard unit

of measure, the cost and source of each item, price volatility (so that the

system will know how often to expect a price change, after which it will

let you know if a price you are using might be outdated), your overhead,

fixed costs, discounts on materials, volume discounts, labor costs, sub-

contractor overrides, taxes, and any other cost that might be associated

with the production of your goods and services. Thank goodness, you

need input these things only once.

The program is diverse in its scope and very usable. It produces what

its title promises: prompt, accurate cost estimates.

The documentation is well-organized and complete and gets you up

and running in a hurry. High Technology offers a tdqjhone software hot-

line to help with any technical questions that may arise.

If the success of your jobs depends upon the ability to respond quick-

ly and accurately to a call for bids and other price estimates, this pro-

gram may well become the most valuable tool in your chest. RIR

PACE; by Robert Stoldt, High Technology Software (2201 N.E. 63rd Street, Ok-

lahoma City, OK 73113; 405-478-2105). $395.

The Flockland Island Crisis. By Kevin Bagley. And now, one of those

golden classics from last June that will live in our hearts forever, and the

winner of the Association for the Advancement of Questionable Taste in

Computer Game Hype Creativity Award for 1982. O nostalgia.

TTie recent emergence of the television docudrama caused a stir in

some circles, with the charge made that the hybrid form provided nei-

ther reliable fact nor edifying fiction. Such is the case here. As a game,

Flockland Island is pretty limited; so is its value as a socio-historical curi-

osity—^the game has little to do with actual events. (The historical refer-

ence for Choplifter is readily guessed from just looking at the screen; with

Flockland, you'd never know.)

This is the only game in recent memory that requires two players;

the one-player mode is a thoroughly losing proposition, though the

documentation doesn't address the subject either way.

Enemy ships approach from either side of a long, skinny land mass

and attempt to remove chunks of it while you attempt to manipulate

your two mobile shore defense batteries to prevent them from doing so.

The animation is of the can't-move-and-shoot-at-the-same-time variety,

and with two players the frustration this situation evokes is heightened as

the two of you attempt to execute five separate move-and-shoot com-

mands simultaneously.

The game's strongest points are its swift capitalization on current

events and its propulsion of microcomputer games into some headlines.

A must-buy item as a souvenir of the summer of '82. A(

Flockland Island Crisis, by Kevin Bagley, Vital Information (7899 Mastin Drive,

Overiand Park, KS 66204; 913-381-1818). $34.95.

Chuckles' Laf Pak. By Chuck Beuche. By the law of the land of com-

puter software, this disk should cost $1 19.80 or more. A lot to pay for a

game, you say. Quite right. Chuckles' Laf Pak isn't a game: it's four

games on one disk—for the price of one disk.

Of course you're asking why they weren't released on four disks.

Aren't they good enough? The answer is yes, yes, yes, and maybe. Per-

h^ On-Line was just feeling generous when they put togetho- this pack-

age. These are fast, tight little games, presenting a lot of action in limit-

ed space.

First and best Creepy Corridors. A maze is dug out on the screen.

You control an army of little men trying to sweep up the diamonds in the

corners of the maze. They dodge and shoot through ten levels, keeping

herds of munching meanies at bay. This one is worth the price of the

disk. If you can get past level six, you are very, very good. Joystick or

keyboard.

Second entry from Chuckles' game machine is Apple Zap, featuring

GOTO 168

INVENTORY MANAGERS:
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INFOTORY™...
YOU'RE BUYING
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Even though the system Is easy to learn and
operate it has great flexibility and power.

INFOTORY promises the information you

need— when you need it and the way you
want it. You design your own report with

INFOTORY'S unique reporting feature

called ANYREPORT™. This easy to learn

feature will deliver customized reports within

minutes.

ANYREPORT's capabilities are almost

unlimited. Other inventory systems do
not have an ANYREPORT feature. You
would have to buy an additional soft-

ware package to get this extra. . .and you

might have to take a computer course

to learn how to use it.

So, for the best, most flexible,

simple-to-learn inventory package
available. . .stop in at your near-

est Apple Dealer, or give SSR
a call for more information.

SSR Corporation, 1600 Lyell Avenue, Rochester, New York Telephone 716-254-3200
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THE BASIC
Solution

Sequenfial text files are a very useful method of data storage if you

can get around the idiosyncrasies of the input statement.

We deal with text files through the DOS commands open, write, read,

close, and a few others we won't discuss here, as well as through the Ba-

sic commands input, print, and get. The last three are familiar to most Ba-

sic programmers but will be used differently in this application.

Enter program A.

Lines 60 and 70 aeate and write to a text file called Test on your disk.

Note when you run the program that none of the data in A$(X) prints

out on your screen. That is because when write is in effect, print sends

things to the disk instead.

Program B uses the input statement to retrieve data from file Test.

Now run this program. There is a problem, no? Only part of the ex-

pected text file was printed out, along with some really unattractive "ex-

tra ignored" messages. This is the fault of the input statement, which uses

commas as separators for data. The same thing would have happened

had this been a normal input statement, that is, one requesting data from

the keyboard. If it only asks for one string and you include a comma, it

takes your input as two strings and tells you "extra ignored."

This is a problem in text-file input. The type of material you are like-

ly to want in a text file will tend to contain commas (and colons, which

will also cause an error). To get around this, we can use the get com-

mand to take data from the file instead. Get is able to take any ASCII

character as input— even commas, escapes, returns, and control charac-

ters (but not reset)—without problems. So add program C to program B.

To explain briefly, line 120 accepts characters from the file, one at a

time. Line 140 builds the string and echoes it to the screen. Line 150

checks for the ASCII value 13, which is given by the return key. This in-

dicates the end of the line of data.

Now change line 40 in program B to gosub 100. When you run this

program, you'll find that it goes slower, but it returns all the data you put

into the file. This is a preferable situation, but we can do better still.

Shorter and Faster. There is a way to get the input statement to ac-

cept commas and colons. You simply have to enclose the whole string in

quotation marks. In normal input statements this solution is often ig-

10 A$(1) = "FOUR SCORE AND SEVEN"
20 A$(2) = "YEARS AGO, OUR FOREFATHERS"
30 A$(3) = "BROUGHT FORTH ON THIS"
40 A$(4) = "CONTINENT, A NEW NATION. .

."

50 A$(5) = " —ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
60 PRINT CHR$(4); "OPEN TEST"
70 PRINT CHR$(4); "WRITE TEST"
80 FOR X = 1 TO 5

90 PRINT A$(X)

100 NEXT X

110 PRINT CHR$(4); "CLOSE TEST"
Program A. A simple text file writer.

10 PRINT CHR$(4); "OPEN TEST"
20 PRINT CHR$(4); "READ TEST"
30 FOR X = 1 TO 5

40 INPUT A$: PRINT A$
50 NEXT X
60 PRINT CHR$(4); "CLOSE TEST"
70 END

Program B. A reader of text files.

100 REM INPUT ROUTINE
110 A$ = " "

120 GET 1$

130 I
= ASC(I$)

140 A$ = A$ + 1$; HTAB 1: PRINT A$;

150 IF I
= 13 THEN 170

160 GOTO 120

170 RETURN
Program C. Input routine using get.

ByWm.V R. Smith
nored to avoid requiring the user to enter the extra punctuation. The
computer, however, can put the quotation marks in easily.

Go back to program A and change line 90 to print CHR$(34); AS;

CHRS(34). The use of CHR$(34) is, of course, the only way to get the

computer to print out the quotation mark. Run the program to re-create

the file Test. Now, change line 40 in program B back to the way it was.

You won't be using the input routine again, but you might want to keep

it to experiment with. It won't harm the program, in any case. Now, when

you run the newly restored program B, you will see that our data was re-

trieved from the disk at a greatly augmented rate.

This application has its uses for those who typed in BasiCalc from

our July issue. That version of the program used a variation on the slow-

moving get-type input routine for loading files from the disk. Changing

the following two lines of the program should speed up your data read-

ing a lot.

5200 PRINT CHR$(34); A$(Y,X); CHR$(34)
5630 INPUT A${Y,X)

But That's Not All. Unfortunately, if you have already saved any
spreadsheets the old way, these modifications will make the files incom-
patible. Not an insurmountable problem: you can use BasiCalc to con-

vert the file by the following method.

1. Load the old BasiCalc pro-am.
2. Type in the new line 5200. At this point leave 5630 as is.

3. Run.

4. Use the slash key to get the menu. Select the load option and type

in your spreadsheet's file name. BasiCalc will load the file in the

old method. Confirm that the file loaded as you expected it to,

with everything intact.

5. Now select the save option. As an extra precaution, use a differ-

ent file name, so the old file won't be overwritten. BasiCalc will

save the file using the new save routine, and your file will be com-
patible with the faster loading method.

You can convert any number of old files in this way. When you are

finished, break out of BasiCalc and change line 5630. To be safe, save

your new version of BasiCalc under a new file name too.

And we have more good news for people who typed-in BasiCalc.

Some of our readers have discovered bugs in the ampersand and at-sign

options. As you recall, the ampersand key was supposed to do row or

column summation. Unfortunately, it didn't work in summing rows. The
at-sign key, which was supposed to clear an answer cell, didn't work at

all. And finally, any entry or equation that resulted in the display of a

negative noninteger (like -5.2) produced some very interesting results.

Try it! Then correct it. Changing the following Unes will fix problems.

640 SF$ = "": IF A1 < 0 THEN SF$ = "-"

641 WA = ABS (A1):A3 = INT (WA):A1 = (WA - A3) +
1.001:H$ = SF$ + STR$ (A3) + "." + MID$ ( STR$ (A1),3,2)

660 FL$ = STR$ (A1):A1 = VAL ( LEFT$ (FL$,CW(X))): RETURN
805 P=1
2104 IF A=64 THEN 2256
2109 IF A > 43 THEN 2255
2256 AA$ = " ":IF A$ = CHR$(64) THEN

A$(Y,X) = LEFT$(AA$,CW(X)): GOTO 2260

Note that the string in 2256 is a number of spaces. This should be at

least equal to the largest column width you might want to set. The de-

fault width is eight, so you want at least eight spaces there. Many thanks

to the readers who pointed out and corrected these errors.

There is also good news for early BasiCalc disk purchasers. We have a

new version that contains all the changes we just talked about. It also has

a twelve-screen tutorial on how to use BasiCalc. So if you sent for our

disk early, and your version doesn't have the tutorial, you can exchange it

for one that does. Send no money, but you must return the old disk so

that we know you paid for it in the first place. -!
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BV DAVID DURKEE

An Army helicopter lifts from the parking lot of an extremely rural

U.S. Post Office and flies into hostile territory on a mission of mercy. On
the ground below, enemy tanks fire futile volleys at the chopper as it

moves toward its goal. Soon, it spots the captives, who signal it in des-

peration. It lands, inadvertently crushing one of the erstwhile victims,

and the survivors madly scramble aboard. A few must remain behind.

Another tank arrives to harass the rescue operation, but the copter lifts in

time, sprays the tank with explosive shells, and returns to friendly terri-

tory, where the first batch of grateful beneficiaries disembark. A few turn

back to wave to the hero, who is already off to give further succor to the

remaining hostages.

The Hi-Res Challenge. And all this action occurs on a computer

screen. Who would have believed it in 1976? The minis and mainframes

that were prevalent then—and the ones still used today by universities

and corporate giants—while unquestionably faster and more powerful

than today's ubiquitous micros, just don't lend themselves to this sort of

use. Indeed, the easy access to high-resolution graphics was a major fac-

tor in securing Apple's supremacy in the home computer market. It put

the personal in personal computer and set standards that Atari and IBM
are only beginning to challenge years after Apple's inception.

Don't misunderstand: the graphics in this popular game were not

easily achieved. The current standard for arcade games requires of the

next crown prince of programming a complex understanding of

assembly language, the hi-res memory layout, and bit-mapped graphics.
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However, this arcane knowledge is necessary only for the speed of

animation an arcade game requires. The hi-res images—the colors and

the detail—are within the grasp of any moderately competent Applesoft

programmer who knows where to look. The uses of such visuals are as

numerous as the individuals who would use them. If you have ever

wanted to put more on the monitor than the few scant letters, numbers,

and punctuation marks allowed by ASCII, read on!

Unfortunately, Apple only went halfway in giving you these marvel-

ous graphics techniques. They provided a means for reading hi-res

shapes from a table and drawing them on the screen in various sizes,

colors, and angles. Great! Only problem is, they barely provided any

means at all for creating these shape tables. Nor did they provide any

shapes with the machine, or even with the DOS System Master, which

wouldn't have been difficult. The procedure for creating shape tables de-

scribed in the Applesoft manual is, in its complexity of execution, not un-

like writing Basic programs by entering the hexadecimal tokens for the

keywords directly into the Monitor. Possibly worse. If you have already

learned the method from the manual, forget it; there are better uses for

your unique genius. If you haven't, don't bother; there are now several

utilities available for this purpose.

Inner Workings. By way of circumlocution, before we continue,

here's a clear, but not very complete, description of how a shape table

works. The table acts as a series of instructions, though it is actually

closer to being a data table. Nevertheless, there are eight possible in-

structions shape tables are allowed to contain. They are:

Plot a point and

Don't plot and

move
move
move
move
move
move
move
move

up

right

left

down
up
right

left

down

IMCO STICI
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trimming adjustments

three hair trigger buttons for max-

imum game flexibility

smooth 0 to 255 range in both x and

y axes

(614) 237-3380

(214) 454-3801 $5995

This assumes that the scale is one and the rotation is zero. At higher

scales, plotting a point becomes drawing a line, but that is something you

can discover on your own. Note you can only go in one of four direc-

tions with a single instruction. To do a diagonal line or a curve, you have

to mix directions.

We're going to look at three of the available packages

—

AccuShapes,

by Accent Software; Higher Graphics II, by Synergistic Software; and

Apple Mechanic, by Beagle Bros—and discuss what makes a good shape

utility as well. Consider what kinds of capabilities a really good shape

utility should have. Pay attention, aspiring geniuses, because no pro-

gram on the market is perfect. There may be room for one more shape

utility if it's good enough (though that isn't a promise).

You the Artist; Apple the Brush. A shape maker's primary function

is to allow you to design shapes and use them in your programs. All of

these programs do this, of course, but the different ways they do it are

important. The easiest to write (but the hardest to use) will have you en-

tering the shape point by point in the same sequence it will go into the

table. This makes it hard to get the shape right in the first place, and even

harder to correct one that's wrong. You will have to design any shape

more complicated than a rectangle on graph paper first. Higher Graphics

handles the shape generation phase in this way.

Accu-Shapes has the best method of shape generation. You design

the shape in low resolution and the program compiles the table

semiautomatically. This means that you can guide it through the con-

struction process without having to tell it every step, if you like. Creating

the shape in lo-res introduces a unique problem: because the lo-res pixel

is wider than it is tall, the shape looks taller than you expected when you

draw it in hi-res. A ecu-Shapes allows you to correct this distortion easily

with its powerful—and unequaled—shape-editing option. With a few

quick keystrokes you can make the shape longer or shorter along any

horizontal or vertical axis.

Apple Mechanic handles shape design somewhat differently. You
design the shape in hi-res, but you have a simultaneous display of the

shape as it will look in normal scale and the shape in a triple scale, which

makes it easy to keep track of the cursor and pay attention to detail. This

also means no distortion problem. Unfortunately, while you can design

the shape on the screen before telling the program the exact steps to use

to draw it, the tracing procedure is entirely manual and so a little slower

than with Accu-Shapes.

To varying extents, all three programs allow you to look at old

shapes while creating new ones. Higher Graphics allows you to see as

many shapes as you want. The others only allow one other shape to be

displayed at a time, but they also allow you to trace over all or part of that

shape, an option that you may find more valuable. If, for instance, you

wanted to create a hi-res chess set, you could trace over the base of the

rook shape you already designed to save effort when designing the knight

and bishop shapes.

Diamonds Are a User's Best Friend. The keys used for cursor con-

trol should ideally be placed in a usable diamond formation on the key-

board. Accu-Shapes uses W, A, D, and X to move the cursor. These keys

form a convenient pattern around the S key, which is used for scrolling

the picture. In contrast, Higher Graphics uses U, D, L, and R, which by

their scattered keyboard positions can slow down the design process a

lot. Apple Mechanic uses the arrows and the A and Z keys, which may be

the easiest configuration.

Next, because a table can have more than one shape, there ought to

be a way to rearrange the shapes in the table. Ideally, the first shape in

the table should be the shape you use most often. If the most-used shape

changes as you develop your program, you should be able to rearrange

the table with as little fuss as possible. Flexibility is the key; a good shape

maker won't punish you for changing your mind.

Accu-Shapes allows you to do this by a complicated process of re-

trieving a shape into a hold area, inserting it in the table where you want

it, and deleting it from its original location. Higher Graphics, in this

respect the best of the three, comes with a shape-shuffler program that al-

lows you to set up tables by taking shapes from any number of other

tables and putting them in any order you like. The only way that Apple

Mechanic allows resequencing is through retracing a shape in a new loca-
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tion. This is tedious and is an unfortunate deficiency in the program.

You the Programmer. Furthermore, if we are to consider the pro-

gram a utility at all, you have to be able to load your shapes easily from

Basic. You don't want to have to jump back into the shape maker when-

ever you want to use the shape. All of these programs save the table into

a binary file and let you bload them and poke the table address into the

pointers. On the surface, that would seem to make all of them equal. The
fact is, loading a binary file is not a simple process for the beginner, so

the explanation that the manual provides at this point should be clear

and complete.

In this respect. Higher Graphics strongly favors Integer Basic pro-

grammers. Integer is a faster language than Applesoft, so wdth the hi-res

routines that Higher Graphics provides, this package is probably better

suited to animation if you have Integer. But more people use Applesoft,

for good or ill, and the Higher Graphics manual fails to explain how to

set the pointers to the shape table from Applesoft.

The other two programs both ignore Integer Basic. Accu-Shapes ex-

plains how to set the table pointers from the Monitor but refers you to

the Applesoft manual for doing it from within a program. Apple

Mechanic explains it all very well. In fact, though Bert Kersey's manual

modestly claims, "Heck, I can't teach you everything" his manual with-

out question comes the closest to doing so. It has by far the best docu-

mentation of the three, explaining how to use shape tables in every con-

ceivable detail. It is the easiest manual for a beginner to use, yet it con-

tains information that an expert can benefit from.

Each of the packages has other features and limitations that ought to

be considered. Accu-Shapes has no other function but to create shapes,

although it is definitely the best at that. It has an excellent shape-display

method, showing up to fifteen shapes at a time with no overlap. By con-

trast. Higher Graphics shows shapes either one at a time, with scale and

rotadon options, or fifty at a fime, with no considerations to prevent

large shapes from running over each other or off the screen. Apple

Mechanic neatly displays the whole table of twelve shapes (the maximum
it allows) on one screen with no overlap.

All of the packages have a set of demonstration shapes.

Higher Graphics has a screen-creator program, which allows you to

use shapes and an Etch-a-Sketdi-type drawing routine using paddles or

joystick. You can then save the screen to disk for use in your pro-

grams—as a title page, for instance.

Apple Mechanic comes with a plethora of other utilities, some re-

lated to shapes and graphics and some not. One of these is a full-charac-

ter font editor with a few example fonts for your use. These fonts con-

tain much larger characters than those available with the DOS Tool Kit.

There are also two programs provided that use these fonts. One is for

creating hi-res pictures to store on disk, and the other is for merging with

your programs to give them the same ability. There is also a facility for

analyzing shape tables: viewing them at different scales, colors, and rota-

tions and looking at disassemblies of tables.

Apple Mechanic also contains the utility Byte Zap, which allows you

to examine and alter any disk byte by byte. Although this is unrelated to

shape tables, it has its uses. With it, you have access to parts of the disk

that were previously closed to you. You can look at the catalog sectors,

and even examine and change DOS commands and error messages.

Parting Words to the Wise. None of these programs is perfect. All of

them lacked two features that would be extremely useful. One is the

capacity to manipulate and edit shape tables generated by other pro-

grams. This wouldn't be too difficult a feature to incorporate, as a shape

table can remain in memory even after the program that loaded it is

gone.

The other feature we looked for but didn't find was a facility for

creating Applesoft subroutines to poke the table into memory rather

than load it from disk. Aspiring shape maker programmers should try to

include features like these.

Accu-Shapes, by Jason Marks, Accent Software (3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto,

CA 94306; 416-856-6505). $49.95. Higher Graphics II, by Robert C. Clardy,

Synergistic Software (830 North Riverside Drive, Suite 201, Renton, WA 98055;

206-226-3216). $35. Apple Mechanic, by Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros (4315 Sierra

Vista, San Diego, CA 92103; 714-296-6400). $29.50.

%4- 4
Survive the perils ofthe China Seas

An exciting new strategy-adventure game based on the

China trade ofthe 1800's!

Sail between the seven ports ofthe China Seas and trade

general cargo, arms, silk, and opium. Your goal is to make

a million in cash. But first, you must . .

.

• battle ferocious pirates

• survive the monstrous storms known as tai-Rins

• face merciless thieving street toughs

• evade government ofhcials who seize illegal cargo and

Impose heavy fines

• bargain with the notorious triad moneylender. Elder

BrotherWu
Experience the excitement of the China trade. See

TAIPAN atyour local computer games store.

Apple 11 orll Plus, disk48K, DOS3.2ur3.3
• Requires AI'FLESOFr

Avalanche Productions, Inc.

2460 Embarcadero Way
Palo Alto, California 94303

/^VKLANCHE (415)856-4881

Building Overwhelming Software
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SAWY is a miraculous new
information handling system.

SAWY is an automatic database

management system.

SAWY is a new level of

machine intelligence.

SAWY, part hardware,

part software, is the

beginning of truly

"Personal Computing".

What YOU disco

Trademark: SA\A/Y, Robot Programmer
Excallbur Technologies Corporation.

Personal Language: SAWY Marketing
International.

Through SAWY, you and your
computer talk to each other in your
own natural, conversational

English (or Spanish, or
—— French, etc.).

It learns from you

«»<-««u« '
what you want
done in your own
personal language.

Once SAWY learns

your language it

can create any file

you wish. Input,

output, additions,

^^'/!%^ changes and
„ deletions are

arranged for you.

0 *f4s^%/jfC Programmer"
*

' been trained

to write 100%
of the programs

needed to manage your
database information.

,
SAWY runs on CP/M™
and Apple DOS.

You II discover that SAWY
recognizes your personal words,
even if misspelled, or even if you use
a phrase never used before I

SAWY continues to grow through
use to become better and better at

understanding your commands.

Eventually, you will see SAWY as a
mirror to your own way of thinl<ing

and working. It is a re-definition of

"user-friendly".

SAWY, it s the first system that truly

means "personal computing".

SAWY is like no other system on
earth.

SAWY cost $950.

Seeing is believing. SAWY is on
display at selected computer retail

locations. Call for the name of your
nearest dealer.

CP/M Is a trademark of Digital

Research Corp.

Apple Is a Trademark of Apple Computer
Inc.

100 South Ellsworth Street, 9th Floor, San Mateo, CA 94401 (415) 340-0335
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A New, Exciting Ciiailenge from Hayden
Houston needs some satellites retrieved ... a

true test of skill, speed, and reflex!

It's non-stop excitement as you try to intercept

friendly satellites with your shuttle hook,

dodging asteroids, flying saucers, hostile

satellites, comets, and guided missiles that are

attacking faster and faster!

Warning: SHUTTLE INTERCEPT MAY BE ADDICTING!

Surviving play testers rate this a *1 Challenge!

to order call: ^
1-800-631-0856
(in NJ. call 201-843-0550, ext. 382).

SHUTTLE INTERCEPT, #19009, Apple II disk, $34.95

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
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The Schoolhouse Apple

It's September—the beginning of a new

school year. Fittingly, the September install-

ment of Schoolhouse Apple marks the debut of

an exciting new feature—James H. Muller's

series of tutorials on the Logo programming

language.

This month's column also features news

about a development that will have real impact

on computer science education in the years

ahead and more company capsules.

So let's get started.

Jumping the Gun. What will high school sen-

iors be doing in May of 1984? If everything

moves along as scheduled, twelfth-graders who
have done the appropriate course work will be

attempting to pass an advanced placement

examination in computer science. Those who

succeed will receive college credit for their work.

Advanced placement examinations are not a

new development. The College Board, the New
York City-based organization that develops the

tests, has offered AP exams in English, math,

history, biology, chemistry, physics, and for-

eign languages for the past twenty-five years

—

and in art and music for the past ten. But an A P
exam for computer science is real news. Coming

at a time when educators are concerned with es-

tablishing standards for computer science in-

struction, it's bound to affect what high school

students learn about computers.

Students who take AP examinations have

usually prepared themselves by taking one or

more special high school courses. These cours-

es are designed to cover material outlined in a

detailed course description issued by the Col-

lege Board.

Once the College Board decides to offer an

AP test in a particular subject area, a commit-

tee of educators begins the difficult task of de-

termining what knowledge and skills the exami-

nation should test—and what a course for

teaching this material to high school students

might look like. An important aspect of this

process is determining what first-year courses at

representative "target colleges" are like so that

high schoolers really will be doing equivalent

work.

Harlan Hanson is the College Board's direc-

tor of advanced placement tests. After discuss-

ing the notion of a new mathematical sciences

option with some colleagues, Hanson assem-

bled a group of "curriculum coordinators" to

assess the possibilities.

The group was to consider whether to de-

sign an AP course in linear algebra, probabil-

ity/statistics, or computer science. The commit-

tee strongly recommended computer science

and gave reasons not to offer courses in the

other two subjects.

Bringing a small group of high school and

college educators together under the chairman-

ship of Professor Stephen Garland of Dart-

mouth College, Hanson asked the educators to

act as if they were a development committee

and see how far they could get in developing a

serious first-year college course.

The formal course description is now near-

ly ready and will be issued this fall. This means

that courses to prepare students for the AP
exam are likely to begin in the fall of 1983. Why
the delay? Well, before the high school courses

are taught, many teachers will be going back to

school.

The committee devising the AP course de-

cided that students must know Pascal in order

to pass the advanced placement test. The com-

mittee's feeling is that Pascal is the only struc-

tured language commonly available for testing

students' programming methodology. This

means that instructors who have been teaching

their students Basic, Fortran, or some other

programming language have busy times ahead.

The College Board will be helping member
schools set up Pascal institutes next summer. A
mock course has already taken place at Carle-

ton College in Northfield, Minnesota.

Two possible approaches have been consid-

ered. The first is to offer teachers an accelerated

AP course of the type they will need to teach in

order for their own students to pass the AP test.

The second is to have an experienced advanced

placement teacher come in and talk about what

he or she teaches and why. Although the sec-

ond approach would seem to be a valuable one,

there may not be enough experienced advanced

placement teachers who know Pascal to meet

the demand.

Harlan Hanson stresses that the advanced

placement course and exam are not cast in

stone. This is just meant to be a beginning, "an

opening up of the machinery of the AP pro-

gram to computer science." Although Pascal is

the language of choice right now, it's possible

that additional languages may be acceptable

later on.

The next step in the process is for mock
examinations to be administered at cooperat-

ing test-site colleges. This will enable the Col-

lege Board to assess whether the kinds of test

questions being asked are useful, representa-

tive, fair, and appropriate when measured

against what colleges are actually covering in a

first-year course. In addition, there will be an-

nual revisions to the exam based on feedback

from colleagues.

In a future column, we'll tell you about the

computer science course description and about

educators' reactions to it.

More Software Sources. Now here's some
background information on half a dozen com-

panies that create educational materials for the

Apple market.

The Learning Company, 4370 Alpine Road,

Portola Valley, CA 94025; (415) 851-3160.

Founded earlier this year, the Learning

Company develops educational software for use

by children of ages three through thirteen.

Rather than seeing the computer as a teaching

tool that's best used for drill and practice, the

Learning Company emphasizes the computer's

potential as a tool to help children learn con-

ceptual thinking. Suitable for use in home and

school, the programs are interactive and use

graphics and music to help retain learners'

interest.

According to Jack B. Smyth, president of

the Learning Company, programs are designed

to "expand a child's potential for creativity

through logical thinking." Before release, pro-

grams are tested in a variety of settings, includ-

ing elementary and nursery schools, learning

centers, museums, and homes.

The company's products include Moptown

I WABASH I
® MINI-MYTE ®
® Certified Diskettes ®
®

r Year Perf. Warranty ?
^ Hub Rings, Write Protect ^

Stickers, Labels, Heavy ^
(g)

jackets.
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(g) Computer 1-9 Boxes 10 Boxes

(g)

(g)
Apple II $21.95/Box $20.95/Box ®

$23.95/Box $22.95/Box ®
®

$23.95/Box $22.95/Box

®

TRS-80

® MOD I/I I

(g) IBM
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^ TRS-80

® MOD II $33.95/Box $31.95/Box ®
® Others available on request. ®
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/»j Visa/Master Charge (include Exp. date) ^
Send Certified Check or Money Order ^

® If personal check allow 3 weeks ®
(g) Add $2.00 Post & Handling per order
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® Com-Pute Services (g)

® P.O. Box 3361 ®
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and Magic Spells, two programs from Ad-

vanced Learning Technology and available

through Apple's Special Delivery Software.

These programs draw on the earlier work of

Ann Piestrup, the educational psychologist who
founded Advanced Learning Technology in

1979. Kestrup is the Learning Company's

founder and chairman of the board.

Juggles' Rainbow, Bumble Games, and Bum-

ble Plot are three programs of more recent vin-

tage that relate to one another and are intended

to be "building blocks" of learning that guide

youngsters through progressively more dilRcult

material as they are ready for it. Juggles' Rain-

bow teaches children ages three through six the

concepts left, right, up, and down, as well as in-

troducing them to using the computer. In Bum-

ble Games, children ages four through ten learn

such things as how to understand charts and

graphs, how to describe locations on a map,

and how to do basic computer graphics. Bum-

ble Plot, designed for learners ages eight to thir-

teen, brings in positive and negative numbers

and encourages learners to build on the infor-

mation they acquired through playing Bumble

Games.

Mathware, 919 14th Street, Hermosa Beach,

CA 90254; (213) 379-1570.

This company gets its name from the Math-

ware Basic Math System (reviewed in Softalk,

May 1981), a five-disk system for teaching math

skills to children in grades three through eight.

Formerly a part of Math City, a math tutoring

service based in Palos Verdes, California, Math-

ware became a separate software development

company in April of this year.

Written by mathematician Bob Essertier,

the Mathware system comes in both classroom

and home versions. It can be set to varying lev-

els of difficulty. In addition, the difficulty level

changes within the lesson as learners demon-

strate the ability to handle more challenging

problems or the need for simpler ones. Topics

include addition/subtraction, multipUca-

tion/division, fractions, decimals, and ra-

tios/percentages.

Essertier especially enjoys developing CAI
materials, but for the last year and a half, he

and partner Tom Brock, a former secondary

school principal, have been working on a com-

prehensive administration package for schools.

The system, now going through extensive test-

ing at three school sites, requires a hard disk

and can accept information from individual

computer stations hooked up through the Om-
ninet system or from a central computer.

The three modules that have been created so

far

—

Basic Data, Attendance, and Current

Scheduling—all share the same data files, as will

a fourth module. Future Scheduling. The sys-

tem has been set up so that schools will be able

to establish their own data fields. And, accord-

ing to Essertier, they've paid special attention to

the complicated legal requirements with regard

to attendance.

Reader's Digest Services, Pleasantville, NY
10570; (914) 769-7000.

Reader's Digest Services is the personal

computer publishing division of the Reader's

Digest Association. According to corporate and

public affairs associate Bruce Trachtenberg,

"Programs carrying the Reader's Digest logo

will be as easy to use as possible," structured so

that users don't have to spend a great deal of

time learning to use them. The company's plan

calls for documentation to be brief and clearly

and simply written.

Programs in the company's educational

software series are known as Edu-Disks. The

first one, released by the company earlier this

year, is a mathematics assessment and rein-

forcement package developed under contract by

Cybertronics International (Morristown, New
Jersey) for children in grades one through sev-

en. It features pretesting and posttesting and

specific exercises designed to improve learners'

math skills.

Two new Edu-Disks are scheduled for re-

lease in late fall of this year. The first is Prob-

lem-Solving Strategies, a program for learners

ages ten and up that teaches logical thinking

and decision making through programmed

exercises in graphing, diagramming, and cre-

ative number lines. The second package is the

Vocabulary/Language Arts series being de-

veloped by Prentice Associates (Boston, Mas-

sachusetts). The three animated word-game

programs included here are designed to in-

crease learners' vocabulary skills.

Recently, Reader's Digest Services an-

nounced the finalization of a two-year agree-

ment with Apple Computer by which the Di-

gest Company will develop and market Apple-

compatible educational software. Apple will

provide technical information, computer train-

ing for Reader's Digest personnel, access to

computers, and marketing support.

Southwest EdPsych Services, Box 1870, Phoe-

nix, AZ 85001; (602) 253-6528.

The programs created by this eighteen-

month-old company draw on the expertise of an

educational psychologist, a programmer, and

content experts in various subject areas. South-

west EdPsych Services president Marley Wat-

kins is the educational psychologist, Larry

Johnson is the chief programmer, and practic-

ing teachers are the program consultants.

Watkins bought his Apple about three and

a half years ago, intending to write statistical

programs that would help him in his research.

Following through, Watkins did write some sta-

tistics programs and, along the way, discovered

some of the other things the computer made
possible. The result was the formation of South-

west EdPsych Services.

The company's education programs in-

clude The Math Machine and The Spelling Ma-
chine, both designed primarily for elementary

school children. Intended as supplements to

classroom instruction, the programs feature in-

dividualized lessons to help students learn at

their own pace, color graphics and sound as

learning reinforcement, and immediate feed-

back. Both programs come with manuals that

can be used by teachers and parents and a rec-

ord keeping system to track learners' progress.

The Reading Machine, a program that teaches

the reading skills typically taught in kindergar-

Krell's College Board

SAT*
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ten through third grade, is scheduled for release

this fall.

In addition to two educational games, Spell-

ing Sorcery and Math Wars, the company of-

fers Cactus Grade Book, a menu-driven grade-

book system designed with the novice comput-

er user in mind.

Spinnaker Software Corporation, 26 Brighton

Street, Bemont, MA 02178; (617) 484-8444.

This brand-new company intends to mar-

ket learning games that are especially intended

for use in the home. The company principals,

Bill Bowman and David Seuss, believe there is

far too little software for the home that success-

fully combines educational value and entertain-

ment.

Several programs are scheduled for release

by Spinnaker this fall. Face Maker is a "soft-

ware toy" for first-time computer users ages five

through eight. This program introduces chil-

dren to menus and symbols, and gives them the

opportunity to communicate with the comput-

er via the joystick. Face Maker teaches how the

computer can be used to create and manipulate

graphic images and enables children to write

very simple programs to animate the faces they

create.

Story Machine, a learning game for chil-

dren ages five through nine, teaches children to

communicate with the computer via the key-

board and helps them develop the ability to

write sentences and paragraphs using words

taken from a supplied list. The computer ani-

mates the sentence or paragraph that has been

created and the animated sequence is accompa-
nied by appropriate sound effects.

The Granite Point Ghost, the first scenario in

the Snooper Troops interactive mystery series

(created by Thomas Snyder, author of the

Search Series for McGraw-Hill), should be

available now. Computer users who attempt to

solve the mystery of what happened to the old

Cable mansion on Thursday, April 6, will ac-

quire note-taking and mapping skills. They'll al-

so be called upon to devise information-gather-

ing strategies, to screen, classify, and relate in-

formation, and to develop and test out their

hypotheses.

Terrapin Update. The Terrapin Logo pack-

age (reviewed in the July issue) contains two

disks, not one. The second disk is a Lx)go util-

ities disk.

Hal Abelson's Logo for the Apple II is now
part of the package in book form. Registered

owners of the original Terrapin Logo package

will receive the book and a new tutorial

automatically. Dl

A Schoolhouse Apple
Tu t o r i a I

LOGQ

XHEXURXLE
BV lin nULLER

Most adults grew up with the idea that math

is a computational system of adding, subtract-

ing, multiplying, and dividing numbers. In

school, math was a series of tables and formu-

las, memorized along with other subjects such

as spelling, states and capitals, foreign language

vocabularies, and historical dates. W'hile teach-

ers may have had good intentions, little was

done to teach students how to think.

Maybe this is why the language Logo has

been misunderstood by so many adults. They

see it only as a series of graphics commands that

allow young children to draw geometric shapes

on the computer. Just as they don't perceive

mathematics to be a universal problem-solving

language, they don't perceive or appreciate the

flexibility and lack of inhibiting constraints in

Logo.

Logo has a deceptively simple premise. If

you want the computer to do something for

you, you simply teach it how. Preschoolers use

Logo to teach the computer to scribble while

college students use it to gain a better insight in-

to Einstein's theory of general relativity. Logo

users can dabble in anything from circles,

squares, rectangles, and triangles to vector

analysis, solid geometry, curved space, and

Newtonian dynamics.

But what makes Logo so special—so differ-

ent? For one thing, it makes you think!

48K
Apple II Plus

Applesoft

ROM DOS 3.3
Printer Optional

71
$30
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NOW, YOUR APPLE™ CAN GENERAT
PROGRAM CODE IN MINUTES...

Is it magic? No, not magic, but an amazing software package that generates basic code for programs using

your APPLE^M computer.* THE CREATOR'''" by Software Technology for Computers will generate

Applesoft BASIC programs in final form in a matter of minutes. No programming knowledge is necessary.

THE CREATOR™ is easy for a beginner or expert to use. Even a novice can produce professional

programs. The programs you generate will be accomplished quickly, easily and error-free the first time and
every time. Under most conditions, the programs generated will be almost complete, leaving orily a few

statements at most to input yourself.

THIS PROGRAIVI IS FOR YOU. If you have put off writing your own program because you "can't

understand BASIC," or "don't have the time," then THE CREATORS" is for you. Use THE CREATOR^m to

save time in generating your own programs or as a method to merge new ideas into your existing programs.

All the functions you need are contained within THE CREATOR™. It generates input and output routines,

file structures, sort and search routines, dollar formats, totals and more by just answering simple English

questions. Sound amazing? Well, it certainly is!

THE CREATOR'''** comes with extensive documentation and a detailed tutorial to provide you with an

unparalleled level of trouble-free, user-oriented performance. THE CREATOR''''*'' is available for only $150

(U.S.). If you buy any program this year, this one is a must.

For a personal demonstration of THE CREATOR''''*'', contact your local dealer. If your local dealer does not

carry THE CREATOR''''*'', ask him to give us a call.

x'^-^jrj Software Technology for Computers
PO Box 428

* AN IBM PC version is underdevelopment. ~-

—

'fff^ BelmOnt MA 021 78
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE computer company. pU Jf^J^^ (617)923-4334
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Logo can be likened to the game of chess.

Players can learn and use the basic moves at a

very young age. But a number of lifetimes can

be spent learning the virtually infinite variety of

combinations of moves that make up opening,

middle, and end-game strategies.

The primitive commands of Logo can also

be learned very quickly. But exploring the va-

riety of combinations—not only of the Logo

primitives, but of user-defined Logo proce-

dures—can take another variety of lifetimes.

Let's take a short look at the game of

chess—and at Logo.

The pawn in chess is the foot soldier, ca-

pable mostly of moving forward one step at a

time. On its first move, however, the pawn may
move two spaces. And to capture another piece,

it can only move diagonally.

In Logo, this can be represented by a sim-

ple procedure.

TO PAWN
MAKE "KEY RC
IF .KEY = "1[F0RWARD 2]

IF :KEY = "F [FORWARD 1]

IF :KEY = "L [LEFT 45 FORWARD 1]

IF :KEY = "R [RIGHT 45 FORWARD 1]

IF YCOR = 8 [QUEEN]
SETH 0

PAWN
END

This procedure and the one that follows tell

a pawn how to move. If you enter a one, the

turtle moves forward two steps, in that this is

the first move. Thereafter, moves are made with

the F key. To capture, you can move the pawn
diagonally forward left or right. After each

move, the heading of the pawn is turned back to

0, to keep it moving up the screen.

Should the pawn reach the other side of the

board, at square 8, the player can exchange the

pavm for any other piece. In this case, we have

selected a queen. Of course, all of the condi-

tional procedures could be written to select any

piece. However, for the sake of an example, the

queen was selected.

TO QUEEN
MAKE "KEY RC
IF :KEY
IF :KEY
IF :KEY

:KEY
:KEY
:KEY
;KEY
:KEY

SETH 0

QUEEN
END

IF

IF

IF

IF

IF

"F [UP]

"B [DOWN]
"R [SIDERIGHT]
"L [SIDELEFT]
"N [DIAGUPLEFT]
"M [DIAGURIGHTl
"X [DIAGDNLEFT]
"Z [DIAGDNRIGHT]

The queen poses another problem in that it

can move more than one space at a time. The

first lines of both procedures—PAWN and

QUEEN—^tell the computer to make the vari-

able KEY equal to the input from the key-

board. Where the pawn can only move one

space at a time, writing the procedure to ac-

complish that type of move requires a defini-

tion for that single key input.

With the queen, however, inputs for both

direction and the number of spaces are re-

TERRAPIN, THE TURTLE PEOPLE,
NOW BRING YOU
THE LOGO LANGUAGE
FOR THE APPLE™ II

— Terrapin Logo is a powerful, all-purpose,

computer language that is fun to use.

— Terrapin Logo was developed at MIT to encourage
creative, structured thinking in children.

— Teachers, students, and even mature programmers
will learn Logo easily with Terrapin's new, step-by-step

tutorial manual.

For more information about Terrapin Logo and our Turtle Robot,

and for the Terrapin dealer nearest to you, call or write:

Terrapin, Inc.. 380C Green St., Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 492-8816

TAKE THE LEAD IN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING
WITH TERRAPIN LOGOl

quired. Thus, the input from the keyboard

needs to call another procedure to define the

distance. For example:

TO DIAGUPLEFT
MAKE "DISTANCE RC
LEFT 45
FORWARD :DISTANCE
SETHEADING 0

QUEEN
END

Similar procedures can be written for all of

the directions by simply changing the second

line to face the turtle in the proper direction.

An interesting element of this series of pro-

cedures is the use of procedures to call them-

selves and other procedures. Logo offers this

global type of capability wherein a defined pro-

cedure can be used to communicate with an-

other procedure or itself through input and out-

put functions.

Another interesting aspect demonstrated

here is the interactive nature of Logo. Any of

the defined procedures can be run indepen-

dently by simply entering the name of the pro-

cedure. PAWN, QUEEN, DIAGUPLEFT,
and all of the other direction procedures be-

come new Logo commands that can be used

within the hypothetical chess game or to pro-

vide a scribbling procedure for preschool chil-

dren. To do this, however, might require cre-

ating some additional procedures to draw

curves.

Apple Logo has arc and circle procedures

written into a STARTUP file on the disk sup-

plied. Of course, it is possible to write your own
procedures that will allow a youngster to draw

curved lines and circles. Here's one example of

such a procedure.

TO C
MAKE "KEY RC
REPEAT 360/;KEY [FORWARD 1

RIGHT :KEY]

In this case, the youngster enters a C and a

number—the higher the number, the smaller

the circle.

One of the other interesting features of Logo
not demonstrated here is the capability of using

not only numbers and character strings but al-

so lists and procedures as variables. This gives

you far more control over how the computer

will interpret and use the language.

At the Young Peoples' Logo Association

learning center in Richardson, Texas, young-

sters have developed some increasingly com-

plex procedures that draw jjeople, that use two

and three dimensional drawings, and that play

complex word and graphic games. Most im-

portantly, working with Logo has taught them

to think, to use the computer for what it can do

best—compute—and to allow them to do what

they can do best—imagine.

As Einstein said, "Imagination is more
powerful than knowledge." If you want to find

out just how powerful, try your hand at Logo.

James H. Muller is president of the Young Peo-

ples' Logo Association, 1208 Hillsdale Drive,

Richardson. TX 75081; (214) 783-7548. 31





As a serious computer user the
biggest investment you will make in

your data management system is

time. And you can't afford to re-

invest that time when your need for

information expands. You need
database management software that

is easy to get started on and that

anticipates the inevitable— growth.

TPG, The Program Generator,
can be used to generate highly effi-

cient user-structured inquiry, input,

edit and file update applications
programs without programming. In

a program produced with TPG, up
to 16 different TDM data files can
be open and accessed simultan-

eously, with up to 17 different user-

modem

' TDM can easily handle very large

files, and includes the most versa-

tile and powerful free-form report

generator available for the Apple II,

Apple III and IBM-PC. It provides
simple reporting procedures in

spite of its power and rapidly pro-

duces complex reports. When the
inevitable happens and your re-

quirements change, you can easily

redefine and restructure an exist-

ing database.
With TDM you can combine any

two databases to create a third.

You can retrieve data and update
files from remote locations. There
are no rigid restrictions for report

titles and headings. You can use
GOSUB statements and labelled

paragraphs. IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE
statements can be nested 16 levels

deep. TDM lets you sort once to

produce any number of reports in

the same sequence.

modem

As a business manager planning
for growth your need for more and
more information is inevitable. Your
software should be chosen because
it can handle the inevitable.

With the TDM /TPG Software Sys-
tem you will know you've done it

right the first time.

other System Capabilities

• date arithmetic (for aging reports, elapsed time, etc.)

• Interfaces with most text formatters and word pro-

cessing programs to produce quality documents

• interfaces with Visicalc and Apple II DOS 3.3 files

• floating dollar signs, commas, leading or trailing

signs, and negative amounts with brackets or CR
• 12 digit accuracy

• fast key sort, with keys built from portions or all of

any fields

• interactive report processing, with rewrites to the file

• record retrieval and selection using combinations
of any data

• job definitions

defined screen "forms." TPG
makes it easy for you to change
your custom programs as your
needs expand. The TDM /TPG Sys-
tem can be used with most hard
disks that support UCSD Pascal.

On a hard disk, TPG can make it

possible to access up to 500,000
records. It operates in both Corvus
network environments. (Incidentally,

there is no charge for additional

copies for multiple-user installa-

tions.)

The TDM /TPG System is current-

ly satisfying some very demanding
managers at companies like Marri-

ott's Great America, Saga Corpora-
tion, Fairchild, Intel, Corvus
Systems, and Addison-Wesley.

TDM/TPG Hardware Requirements

Apple III or Apple II w/ 64K memory
and 80 column board or terminal,

2 disk drives, or hard disk supporting
UCSD Pascal.'

IBM-PC w/ 128K memory, 2 disk

drives or Corvus hard disk.

'Certain restrictions may apply.

Call for details.

Ask your dealer for a demonstra-
tion or call Pascal Systems at

415-321-0761 for more information.

Pascal Systems, Inc., 830 Menio
Ave., Suite 109, MenIo Park, CA
94025

MSGIIl
SYSTEMS
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ATM
By Jim Merritt

Tools of the Craft, Part 15

Heartiest congratulations go out to anyone

who answered last month's challenge: to design

and build the procedure IntegerOutput, which

generates the character representation of an In-

teger value and deposits that character se-

quence into a specified output file. This data

conversion procedure complements Integerln-

put, presented last month as an example of the

mechanisms that underlie the predeclared stan-

dard procedure Read. IntegerOutput, of course,

represents the type of process that goes on in the

bowels of Write. Here's a version of Integer-

Output that uses only the Pascal language fea-

tures and programming techniques that we've

studied so fan

PROGRAM
TestlntOut;

VAR
I

: Integer;

PROCEDURE
lntegerOutput(VAR

OutFile

: Interactive;

Source

:lnteger);

(* DESCRIPTION: Copies the character

representation of Source to the Specified

OutFile . . . character representation begins

with hyphen if Source is negative, and is

unsigned if Source is 0 or positive. *)

CONST
(* The following constant (HighPlace) must

equal 10 raised to the power
Trunc(Log10(Maxlnt)). This guarantees that

this routine can handle AT LEAST all

integers from the range -Maxint.. +Maxlnt.

Do you see why? *)

HighPlace = 10000;

Base= 10; (* Base 10 arithmetic *)

VAR
PlaceValue,

Digit

:lnteger;

FoundNumStart
:Boolean;

BEGIN (* IntegerOutput*)

IF (Source < 0) (* is negative *)

THEN (* emit leading hyphen *)

Wri{e(OutFile, '-');

(* Now, display the magnitude of Source, one
digit at a time. Always display the leftmost

digit, then discard it, until all digits have been
displayed. *)

Source := Abs(Source); (* Get magnitude*)
PlaceValue := High Place; (* Ready to look at

highest position*)

FoundNumStart := False;

REPEAT
(* Get the leftmost digit *)

Digit := (Source DIV PlaceValue);

IF (FoundNumStart (* already *)

OR (Digit <> 0)

OR (PlaceValue = 1) (* guarantees that 0

will be handled

properly *))

THEN
BEGIN (* Display valid digit *)

(* We've begun to display the number *)

FoundNumStart := True;

Write(OutFile, Chr(Digit + Ord('O')));

END
(* ELSE, the digit is a "leading zero" that

should be ignored. *);

(* Remove the leftmost digit *)

Source := Source MOD PlaceValue;

(* Now, have PlaceValue reflect that of the

NEW leftmost digit; get ready to look at that

position. *)

PlaceValue := PlaceValue DIV Base;

UNTIL (PlaceValue < 1);

(* We only need go as lov,' as the "ones'

place." *)

END (* IntegerOutput *);

BEGIN (TestlntOut)

WriteLn;

FOR I := Maxint DOWNTO -Maxint DO
BEGIN

lntegerOutput(Output, I);

WriteLn(Output);

END;
WriteLn;

END (TestlntOut).

How It Works. First, IntegerOutput emits

the minus sign, if necessary. Once this is done.

Source's possible negativity is irrelevant, and so

the parameter is transformed into its own abso-

lute value (magnitude) in order to simplify suc-

ceeding calculations. Remember that modify-

ing the value of a regular parameter within a

procedure or function is permissible and does

not affect the value that is stored in the corre-

sponding actual parameter (in this case, the

global variable I). Regular parameters are, as

we've learned, true local variables that are ini-

tialized by Pascal with the values of their asso-

ciated actual parameters at the time of the pro-

cedure or function call.

The strategy for displaying the character

representation of Source is a simple one: we
know that no Int^er in Apple Pascal consists of

more than five digits, so we arrange to scan

through each possible digit position, moving

from leftmost (most significant) to rightmost

(least significant). Displaying the entire number
is simply a matter of extracting and displaying

the character that corresponds to the digit value

in each position.

It turns out that, rather than "extracting"

each digit as we need it, it's easier to keep "slic-

ing" the leftmost digit from Source and dis-

carding it when it is no longer required. To
make this possible, we declare and use the vari-

ables Digit, which will hold each digit value in

turn, and PlaceValue, which arithmetically

identifies the leftmost remaining digit position

in the ever-shrinking Source. Initially, Place-

Value is set to HighPlace, or the leftmost pos-

sible digit position.

To "slice off' the leftmost remaining digit in

Source, we assign to Digit the value (Source

DIV PlaceValue). Suppose Source is greater

than or equal to PlaceValue. Then Digit would

be left holding a nonzero value. If Source is

smaller than PlaceValue, Digit would contain

zero.

To discard the leftmost digit and prepare to

"slice away" its neighbor to the right, we com-

pute (Source MOD PlaceValue) and assign that

value back to Source. Then, we compute (Place-

Value DIV Base) and make that the new Place-

Value. The process is repeated until PlaceValue

is less than one. Note that the rightmost pos-

sible digit position is being examined when

PlaceValue contains one, so the display loop

should certainly terminate after that iteration.

As a matter of fact, both PlaceValue and Source

will contain zeroes at the termination of the dis-

play loop.

Incidentally, what do you think would hap-

pen if the loop continued for one more itera-

tion, past that in which HaceValue contains one?

If you're curious, rewrite the REPEAT-UNTIL
loop's terminal condition to be "(HaceValue <
0)", then recompile and execute. If anything bi-

zarre happens (and it should), follow any direc-

tions that the Pascal system writes on your

video screen.

And a Zero Shall Lead Them. The display

strategy described above doesn't mirror In-

tegerOutput perfectly; indeed, it includes a sub-

tle quirk that IntegerOutput does not. Simply,

unless special measures are taken, all values of

Source will be displayed with the same number

of digits (five, in keeping with the declared value

of HighPlace). Thus, 32767 would be displayed

correctly, as

32767,

but 23 would be displayed in a more awkward

form, as

00023,

and so on. To prevent IntegerOutput from dis-

playing these unnecessary "leading zeroes," we
use the variable FoundNumStart, which is set

True during the rightward digit scan whenever a

nonzero digit is encountered. (Its initial value is

False, and it is left untouched if a digit position

contains a zero.) By examining the IF-condi-

tion that guards the writing of a digit to Out-

File, you can see that all nonzero values are dis-
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played, while zeroes are generally displayed

only once FoundNumStart becomes True.

Note that the IF-condition also ensures that the

least significant digit will always be displayed,

whether or not it is zero and regardless of the

value of FoundNumStart. This guarantees that

at least one digit will be displayed for any

Integer, including zero itself

Trouble in Paradise. There is a potentially

serious limitation built into IntegerOutput as

presented above. Certainly, the procedure will

compile and execute in the Apple Pascal sys-

tem. In fact, it will function properly for all

valid Source values and OutFile destinations.

But, theoretically, it works only for those In-

teger values in the range —99,999 to 99,999, due

to the declared value of the constant High-

Place. This restriction doesn't limit the Apple

Pascal programmer, of course, since the largest

valid Integer magnitude is 32767. Thus, In-

tegerOutput is more than a match for any pos-

sible Integer value in Apple Pascal. However,

it's just like Apple to keep improving the Pascal

system, so some future release of Apple Pascal

may permit you to work with a substantially ex-

panded range of Integer values. The method of

data conversion discussed, which works for Ap-

ple Pascal 1 .0 and 1.1, may not necessarily work

for the "enhanced numerics" of this hypotheti-

cal future Pascal system. To take advantage of

the new system feature, you would have to

modify the constant HighPlace such that its new

value would be the power of 10 that is less than

or equal to (but not greater than) the new larg-

est Integer magnitude (as 10000 is to the cur-

rent largest magnitude, 32767).

Write your programs and routines in as gen-

eral a form as possible so that you will find it

easy to modify them, when necessary, to ac-

commodate data values that you did not (or

could not) foresee in the original design. To re-

spond to a change in the range of Integers avail-

able on any given Pascal system, you need

change only one constant in IntegerOutput.

That's not bad! But recall the complementary

procedure, Integerlnput, which we studied in a

previous issue. In its original form, Integerln-

put is capable of converting any stream of input

digits into an Integer. It does not have to be

modified at all if the system's capabilities

change.

Can we write a version of IntegerOutput

that, like Integerlnput, is immune to reason-

able evolution of the Pascal system? Yes, if

we're willing to put up with some redundant

"scanning" of the parameter Source. The trick

is to initialize PlaceValue to reflect not the maxi-

mum, but rather the actual number of digits in

Source before control passes to the display loop.

To do this, you must insert another loop into

IntegerOutput prior to the display loop, one

that "prescans" Source and sets PlaceValue ac-

cordingly, as in the following version of the pro-

cedure:

PROGRAM
TestlntOut;

VAR
I

: Integer;

PROCEDURE
lntegerOutput(VAR

OutFile

ilnteractive;

Source

: Integer);

(* DESCRIPTION: Copies the character

representation of Source to the specified

OutFile . . . character representation begins

with hyphen if Source is negative and is

unsigned if Source is 0 or positive. Works for

all possible Integer values. *)

CONST
Base= 10; (* Base 10 artithmetic *)

VAR
PlaceValue,

Digit

: Integer;

BEGIN (* IntegerOutput*)

IF (Source < 0) (* is negative *)

THEN (* emit leading hyphen *)

Write(OutFile, '-');

(* Now, display the magnitude of Source, one
digit at a time. Always display the leftmost

digit, then discard it, until all digits have been
displayed. *)

Source := Abs(Source); (* Get magnitude*)
(* Build up PlaceValue to reflect actual number

of digits in Source. *)

PlaceValue :
= 1

;

WHILE ((Source DIV PlaceValue) > = Base)

DO
PlaceValue := PlaceValue * Base;

{* We start by looking at highest position *)

REPEAT
(* Get the leftmost digit *)

Digit := (Source DIV PlaceValue);

(* Display it *)

Write(OutFile, Chr(Digit + Ord('O')));

(* Remove the leftmost digit *)

Source := Source MOD PlaceValue;

(* Now, have PlaceValue reflect that of the

NEW leftmost digit; get ready to look at that

position. *)

PlaceValue := PlaceValue DIV Base;

UNTIL (PlaceValue < 1);

{* We only need go as low as the "ones'

place." *)

END (* IntegerOutput *);

BEGIN (TestlntOut)

WriteLn;

FOR I
:= Maxint DOWNTO -Maxint DO

BEGIN
lntegerOutput(Output, I);

WriteLn(Output);

END;
WriteLn;

END (TestlntOut).

As you can see, by modifying IntegerOut-

put into a more general form we are able to sim-

plify it as well. The new version of the proce-

dure eliminates not only the constant HighPlace

and the Boolean variable FoundNumStart, but

also all the expressions that were concerned

with the suppression of "leading zeroes." In the

original IntegerOutput, HighPlace was used as

an arbitrary guess as to the number of digits in

Source. FoundNumStart, and the expressions

that used it, were means by which the proce-

dure could recover from a high first guess and

avoid displaying zeroes for unfilled digit posi-

tions. The new method guarantees that the dis-

play will always commence with Source's true

leftmost digit, because the position of that digit

is determined prior to the display process, not

during it.

There are those who might look at the

"double scan" of Source in the second version

of IntegerOutput and decry the procedure's

"lack of efficiency," believing that performing

so many extra arithmetic operations just to de-

termine the actual size of an Integer is very

wasteful of the computer's resources. On the

other hand, you should realize that input and

output operations (such as Read and Write) are

perhaps the slowest in any computer's reper-

toire. Generally speaking, both the Apple's 6502

cpu chip and the p-machine simulator per-

form arithmetic much more quickly than an

I/O device can accept or deliver data. Thus, the

"cost" of a few extra arithmetic operations in

IntegerOutput is negligible when compared to

that of putting out a single character using

Write. In other words, nobody waiting for out-

put should even be aware of the extra, prelimi-

nary scan, so it doesn't hurt to use it.

Even though the addition of the preliminary

scanning loop does not noticeably degrade the

performance of IntegerOutput, you may still

wonder if it is possible to display the character

representation of an Integer after scanning the

number only once. In fact, we can do this by

employing arrays, strings, or recursion. Arrays

and strings are data structures that we will be-

gin to study this month. Recursion is a pro-

gramming method in which a procedure or

function tackles a large problem by dividing it

up into two or more similar, more easily man-

aged parts, then calling "clones" of itself to han-

dle each subsidiary part. We won't study recur-

sion for some time; you'll learn how to pro-

gram IntegerOutput recursively when the time

comes. Alternative versions of IntegerOutput

that use strings and arrays will be presented

shortly.

The Case of the Phantom Procedures. Be-

fore we finally conclude our initial discussion

of input and output, let's reflect upon the per-

haps startling fact that Read, Write, and the

"parameterized" versions of ReadLn and

WriteLn do not actually exist (at least, not in the

way that your own procedures and functions

do). While processing your program, the com-

piler translates calls to these "anomalous" pro-

cedures into one or more calls to appropriate

(and "invisible") data conversion procedures,

similar in design and function to Integerlnput

and IntegerOutput. For example, the call

"Write(IntVall, IntVal2)" (where IntVall and

IntVal2 are Integer expressions) might be trans-

lated into the two successive calls, "IntegerOut-

put(Output, IntVall); IntegerOutput(Output,

IntVal2)". Similariy, "Read(Keyboard, Real-

Var, IntVar, CharVar)" might expand to "Real-

Input(Keyboard, RealVar); IntegerInput(Key-

board, IntVar); CharInput(Keyboard, Char-

Var)".

You are not permitted to call the actual pro-

cedures and functions that underiie Read and

Write; indeed, you are not even supposed to

know that they exist. They, and their similarity

to procedures that we have developed here, are

raised only to give you a feel for how the Pascal

system actually functions and to assure you that

the system, while complicated, is something that
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Bells, Jingle All The...)

We're really not rushing the season. We
wouldn't even mention it if we didn't think

you'd want to know.
The Strictly Soft Ware Holiday Catalogs

(Apple & IBM) are going to be ready early

this fall. More software than ever. Same
great prices. And with a customer service

and technical support program that's so

good that. . .well, let's just say someone at the

North Pole is on our mailing list.

If you're already on the Strictly Soft Ware

list, you'll automatically receive our Holiday

Catalog. If you're not on the list, call us (toll-

free) at 1-800-848-5263. Bulk mailing starts

Oct. 1.

Don't be left out in the cold by not order-

ing the free Strictly Soft Ware Holiday

Catalog. It may be the nicest present you get

this year.

SPECIALS « « « SPECIALS

• Tax Man • Terrapin Logo • Word Handier
• Bandits • Visicalc • Frogger
• Airsim 1 • Kids and the Apple • Hard Hat Noah
• P.F.S. • Ultima II • Sheiia

Above Specials In Effect Until Oct. 1.

Holiday Gift Idea #1

The Strictly Soft Ware Subscription

Plan. Prepayment allows the account to

be drawn upon for whatever you want,

whenever you want. When we send the

package, we'll provide a balance state-

ment as well. Here's a gift that can last

all year long.

Holiday Gift Idea #2

The Strictly Soft Ware Gift Certif-

icate. Here's the perfect way to take the

guesswork out of holiday giving. A gift

certificate and the Strictly Soft Ware
holiday catalog guarantee the perfect

gift for everyone on

your holiday list
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We take Master Card or VISA (include card
# and expiration date). Ohio residents add
5.5% tax. Include $2.00 for postage. 3%
discount if cfieck accompanies order.

Send for free catalog. Prices subject to

chiange. Hrs.: 9-9 weekdays; 9-6 Sat.

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338

Granville, Ohio 43023

order by phone 800-848-5253

in Ohio 814-587-2938

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
IdM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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can be understood—and exploited wisely—by
someone who has both patience and a deter-

mined desire to know . . . someone like you,

perhaps?

Could You Use Arrays? Suppose you want

to compute the sum of five input numbers. The

program below shows one way of attacking the

problem, using only three variables.

PROGRAM
Addlnp;

CONST
lnputQuantity=

5;

FieldWidth= 6;

VAR
ValNum,
Newint,

Sum
ilnteger;

BEGIN (* Addlnp*)

Sum := 0;

FOR ValNum :
= 1 TO InputOuantity DO

BEGIN
Write('Please type value #',

ValNum:FieldWidth, ': ');

ReadLn{lnput, Newint);

Sum :
= Sum + Newint;

END:
WriteLn('The sum of ',

InputQuantityiFieldWidth,
' input values= ',

Sum:FieldWidth);

END (* Addlnp*).

Here is a typical session with Addlnp; note

that the numbers to the right of the colons are

supplied by the user, and the symbol < CR >

signifies a press of the return key:

Please type value # 1:2<CR>
Please type value # 2: 4<CR>
Please type value # 3; 1<CR>
Please type value # 4: 5<CR>
Please type value # 5:3 <CR >
The sum of 5 input values= 15

If you change the value of the constant In-

putQuantity, you change the number of values

that Addlnp will accept and sum. Note that,

given this program's structure, only three

variables are ever needed to sum any number of

input values. Now, let's change the rules of the

game. Let's require the program to display not

only the sum of the input data, but also the in-

put values themselves. Immediately, the prob-

lem grows thorns. In order to display all the in-

put values, the program must remember each

one! For five Integers, the easiest way out (so

far) is to declare five separate Integer variables,

one to store each input datum.

PROGRAM
Addlnp2:

CONST
lnputQuantity=

5;

FieldWidth= 6;

VAR
ValNum,
Newlnti,

Newlnt2,

Newlnt3,

Newlnt4,

NewlntS

: Integer:

Put your
business forms

on an Apple II
An innovative software system that speeds the processing and analysis of

common business forms on a personal computer. VersaForm applications include:

• Invoicing • Order processing

• Purchase orders • Sales analysis

• Client billing • Personnel records

• Mailing lists • Inventory records

Hard Disk
Versions
Available

VersaForm
Business Form Processor

BEGIN (* Addlnp2 *)

FOR ValNum := 1 TO InputOuantity DO
BEGIN
Write('Please type value #',

ValNum:FieldWidth, ': ');

CASE ValNum OF
1:

ReadLn(lnput, Newlnti);

2:

ReadLn(lnput, Newlnt2);

3:

ReadLn(lnput, NewlntS);

4:

ReadLn(lnput, Newlnt4);

5:

ReadLn(lnput, Newlnt5);

END (* CASE ValNum *);

END;
(* Generate a single line thus:

The sum nn+nn+nn+nn+nn= nn *)

WriteLn('The sum ',

Newlnti :FieldWidth,

' + ',

Newlnt2:FieldWidth,
' + ',

Newlnt3:FieldWidth,
'+',

Newlnt4:FieldWidth,
'+',

Newlnt5:FieldWidth,

(Newlnti + Newlnt2+Newlnt3+Newlnt4+
Newlnt5)

:FieldWidth

);

END (*Addlnp2*).

What would be necessary if we wanted to

modify this second version of Addlnp to han-

dle even larger amounts of input—say one hun-

dred Integers, or one thousand? You are abso-

lutely correct! The programmer would spend an

insufferable amount of time entering repeti-

tious instructions. Are you thinking: "But loops

are supposed to save us from drudgery! We
know how many input values we need, and Val-

Num indicates the particular one that we're get-

ting at any given instant. Can't Pascal use Val-

Num to find, automatically, the right Newint

for each datum?" No, the declarations of New-

int 1 through NewlntS do not permit this. On
the other hand, if you express these five vari-

ables as an array, you can do exactly what you

have in mind.

Birds of a Feather. An array is a collection

of variables, all of which share not only the

same type, but also the same name. Each indi-

vidual variable in the array is an element of the

array. Because one identifier refers to all the ele-

ments in an array, you must append extra iden-

tification to the array name in order to specify

an individual element, just as you must include

more information than merely a street name in

order to identify a particular building. This ex-

tra "addressing" informafion is called an index

(also, a subscript). An index is nothing more

than an expression that evaluates to an Integer

or enumerated value. This value is taken as the

"address" of a single element within the array.

When referring to an array element, you

place the index between square brackets im-

mediately after the array name. Thus, if the in-

dex for a particular element of the array X is 47,

then X[47] refers to that single element (and to

no other). If an Integer variable InxBase con-

Applied 14125 Capri Drive

Software Los Gates. California 95030

Technology (408)370-2662
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tains the value 3, then X[3*InxBase+2] names

the same array element as Xfll]. Note that

every time an array element is accessed, an in-

dex must be computed.

It may not be immediately obvious, but Ap-

ple II keyboards generate both the left and right

bracket, albeit with some difficulty. To type the

left bracket, you must hold down the control

key and the K key simultaneously. For the

right bracket, press both shift and M, together.

The proper strategy is to press the control or

shift key first, hold it down while you tap the

appropriate letter key, then release it. You've

probably been doing this all along; still, even

those who are experienced with keyboard work

will sometimes let their fingers get ahead of their

thoughts.

While indices are most usually Integer num-

bers, they need not be. In fact, values taken

from any enumerated type, whether built into

the Pascal language or defined by the program-

mer, may be used as array indices. Thus, Inte-

ger, Boolean, and Char values are all eligible, as

are values from types Color and WeekDay,

which we invented for our own purposes in past

issues. Only real numbers are forbidden to act

as indices, and this has never bothered any pro-

grammer of my acquaintance—to the best of

my knowledge, nobody has ever been able to

make use of, say, the 3.1415th element of an

array.

How To Ask for Arrays. Of course, arrays

must be declared, just like all other variables. If

you want an identifier to name an array, the

type you give it must specify an array structure.

Figure 1 gives the syntax diagrams for an array

type descriptor. Such a definition may be used

directly, in a VAR declaration, or associated

with a type identifier of your choice in a TYPE
declaration. (The type identifier alone may then

be used to stand for the entire array specifica-

tion in subsequent TYPE and VAR declara-

tions.)

The key elements in an array type descrip-

tor are the index descriptor and the element type

descriptor. The index descriptor specifies the

values that may be used to index the array and,

by implication, the number of elements in the

array. For instance, the declaration "Test: AR-
RAY [Boolean] OF Real" describes an array

containing two Real-number elements,

Test[False] and Test[True], while "Test2: AR-
RAY [1024..3071] OF Char" creates an array

of 2,048 single characters. According to the defi-

nition of Test2, the array contains no such ele-

ments as Test2[10], Test2[1023], Test2[3072], or

Test2[4000]. The only legal index values for

Test2 lie in the range 1024..3071.

As you can see from looking at the railroad

diagrams in figure 1, the index descriptor may
be a single identifier that encompasses an entire

enumerated type of subrange type, an explicit

subrange specification, or an explicit enumera-

tion. Notice that this forces the upper and low-

er bounds on array indices to be defined, di-

rectly or indirectly, as constant values. In other

words, the size of an array is fixed in its decla-

ration; an array may not "grow" or "shrink"

during program execution (although we will

Array Type Descriptor

^—(packed)—'

these paths to be discussed
in a future column.

index Descriptor

NOTE: REAL NUMBERS MAY NOT BE iNDEX DESCRiPTORS,

(NONFILE TYPE)

IDENTIFiER^
V

ENUMERATED
TYPE LIST

SUBRANGE J
TYPE LIMITS

NOTE: DIAGRAMS FOR "ENUMERATED TYPE LIST" AND "SUBRANGE TYPE LIMITS" WERE GIVEN IN THE JULY 1981 ISSUE.

Figure 1.

learn techniques for simulating such behavior in

months to come).

The element type descriptor designates the

data type that is shared by all the elements in

the array. An "ARRAY [1..10] OF Char" con-

tains ten single-character elements, while an

"ARRAY ['A'..'Z'] OF Boolean" contains

twenty-six separate True or False values.

Only files are not permitted to be array

elements in Apple Pascal. (This is an arbitrary

restriction that doesn't apply in all versions of

the Pascal language.) Variables of all other data

types are suitable as array elements. In particu-

lar, a single element of an array may itself be an

array, which in turn includes arrays as ele-

ments, and so on. Such an array is said to be

multidimensional because two or more in-

dices are required to specify a single, indivisible

datum. Although detailed coverage of multidi-

mensional arrays must wait until next time, note

YOU CAN DEVELOP A COMPUTER
MENU SYSTEM AND SAVE TIME
OPERATING YOUR APPLE
Use MENU GENERATOR™ to create custom
computer menus and link them together like

those shown here. Your menu system will

access any program or operation in a matter of

seconds.

MENU GENERATOR™ automatically writes

computer menu programs in BASIC from your
inputs on one screen form. The menus can run

other programs, boot disks and execute user
supplied commands or functions. Most menus
can be created in less than ten minutes, without

programming. Editing is even faster using

MENU GENERATOR™'s data base capabilities.

Aformatted printout describes all menus in your
system.

.

MENU GENERATOR™ requires a 48K Apple II

Plus, DOS 3.3 and optional printer. ; / ;

GIV

$39.95

A LIFT!

CRANE SOFTWARE, INC.

16835 Algonquin, Suite 61

1

Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 846-8005
See your local Dealer or order direct.

. VISA, MasterCard, .Checks,,C.OD
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THE NORMAL EXPECTATIONS
OF SMALL BUSINESS

All too often our normal

expectations for small business

financial reporting are "logically

abnormal". We limit our finan-

cial reporting activity to satisfy-

ing the needs of the IRS. Kept

hidden in most fmancials is val-

uable information waiting to be

found to assist us in managing
our business more profitably.

Our normal expectations dictate

that the cost and difficulty of

organizing and reporting such

valuable information will pre-

vent its access.

Likewise, most general ledger

systems for the Apple II invari-

ably restrict themselves to assist-

ing us in satisfying the IRS . . .

and not much more.

ACU=LEDGER, a newly in-

troduced Financial Manage-
ment System, represents a dra-

matic departure from the ''norm"

ACU=LEDGER simultaneously

addresses:

= General Ledger Requirements

(IRS. etc.)

= Product Profitability Analysis

(Job Cost)

(with automatic proration of

'overhead burden')

= Financial Budgeting, Forecast-

ing, and Modeling

= Automatic Depreciation

Scheduling/ Posting (including

A.C.R.S.)

= Instantaneous, upon demand
(on line) inquiry

= Two Accounting Months

"open" simultaneously

= Full Year's detail entries

retained on the current file

Moreover, ACU^LEDGER al-

lows you to describe your vi-

sion of your environment (em-

phasizing Marketing, Opera-

tions, both, etc.). You can even

describe your environment em-
phasizing one aspect, period-

ically re-organize to emphasize

another, produce the manage-
ment reports, and switch back to

the original 'profile' — or stay

with the new!

All of this is done within an
integrated, logical universe (no

costly redundant input for "Bud-
get vs. Actual" Reporting, etc.).

In fact, your bookkeepers' skills

will improve because they use

AGU^LEDGER (many book-
keepers' present difficulties are

directly traceable to a problem
in finding the "logical thread"

that holds the current system

together).

ACU=LEDGER's logical struc-

ture is easily matched by its

technical sophistication, viz.:

= Produces many times more

reports than competitive systems

(up to 289 unique P&L's. daily if

you choose)

= Stores many times more entries

than any competitive system

= Has multiple techniques for

most functions (may use any or

ail of 4 methods to post entries)

- Extremely efficient — One test

"closed" one day's 3.440

"entry-sides" in IVi minutes!

ACU^LEDGER is so versa-

tile that it can be operated in a

very restrictive manner (mini-

mal skill level); or it can be

operated utilizing all of its

advanced features (or any-

where in between). Migration

from one level to another can

be effected as you become
familiar with ACU^LEDGER;
and comfort can be taken in the

recognition that as your needs

change, ACU=LEDGER can

change with you.

TMACU=LEDGER
for the

Apple II/ Apple II Plus

DOS 3.3 (floppy disk)

48K RAM Printer

Suggested Price $495.00

For more information, see your

Apple Dealer or write:

THE

NATIONAL
SOFTWARE CO.

Chamber of Commerce Building

Suite 117

Baltimore, Md. 21202

(301) 539-0123

Distributed Exclusively

by

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

^OU=LED(Si[R™ /§^©y=LEE)@EIR™ ^©y=LED(Si[^)TM

•Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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that the syntax diagram in figure 1 includes ex-

plicit provision for specifying more than one in-

dex in an array declaration.

Examine the following array type and vari-

able declarations and work through the syntax

diagrams to convince yourself that each, in fact,

obeys the rules of Apple Pascal. (Several decla-

rations specify multidimensional arrays. Which

ones, and how many dimensions do they have?)

TYPE
Color= (* enumerated type *)

(Red, Yellow, Blue);

CharArray =

ARRAY [1..10] OF Char;

lntArray=

ARRAY [Color] (= that is. Red .. Blue *) OF
Integer;

ColorArray=

ARRAY ['A'-'Z'] OF Color;

AType2Dim =

ARRAY [1..5] OF ARRAY [1..5] OF Integer;

BType2Dim =

ARRAY [1..5, 1..5] OF Integer;

VAR
Newint,

Oldint

:lntArray;

C
:ColorArray;

Expl

:ARRAY [(Low, Med, High)] OF IntArray;

Flags

:ARRAY [1..32] OF Boolean;

D2A
:AType2Dim;

D2B
:BType2Dim;

Even though it contains constituent vari-

ables that may be accessed separately, an array

is a complete, individual entity in its own right,

and may be treated as a whole. Thus, using a

single assignment statement, you can assign

values to individual array elements (for

example, "Newint [1] := 5"), or you can assign

the entire contents of one array to another (for

example, "Newint := Oldint"). Of course, two

arrays must be identical in size and type of ele-

ment or the Pascal compiler will prevent whole-

sale assignment of one array to the other. As we

amble down the Path, you will have plenty of

opportunity to become familiar, and comforta-

ble, with the dual nature of arrays.

To supplement our discussion with an

executable example, here is Addlnp3, which

uses an array to bring simplicity back to the

summation problem:

PROGRAM
Addlnp3; (* Uses arrays *)

CONST
lnputOuantity=

5;

FieldWidth= 6;

VAR
ValNum,
Sum
:lnteger;

Newint

:ARRAY[1 ..InputOuantity] OF Integer;

BEGIN (* Addlnp3 *)

Sum :
= 0;

FOR ValNum := 1 TO InputOuantity DO
BEGIN (* Get a new Integer *)

Write(Output,

'Please type value #',

ValNum;FieldWidth, ');

ReadLn(lnput, Newlnt[ValNum]);

Sum := Sum + Newlnt[ValNum];

END;
(* Display the input values and summation *)

Write(Output, 'The sum of ');

FOR ValNum := 1 TO InputOuantity DO
BEGIN
Write(Output, Newlnt[ValNum]:FieldWiclth);

IF (ValNum < InputOuantity)

THEN
Write(Output, '+')

ELSE
Write(Output, '= ');

END;
WriteLn{Sum:FieldWidth);

END (*Addlnp3*).

Remember that, for every access to Newint,

an index must be computed. This implies that,

for every loop iteration, the index to Newint is

recomputed to conform to the current contents

of ValNum. As ValNum changes, Newlnt's in-

dex values change, and so a different element of

Newint is affected for each iteration.

Once more, we have programmed our way

into a comfortable situation where, in order to

change the number of input values to be

summed, we need only modify the value of a

single constant, InputQuantity.

"There are dimensions other than the one

we know." While that may or may not be a true

metaphysical description of the universe, it cer-

tainly applies to arrays in Pascal. Next time, in

keeping with the spooky holiday season, we'll

discuss these extra dimensions and much more

as we proceed further into the realm of arrays,

records, and strings. 3M
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Wlw does
EDU-mRE bother
to meet
individual
needs?

Have you ever met an

"average" learner? The

reality is that every learner

brings to the curriculum at

hand a distinct combination

of skills— at any age, in

home or classroom. Given

the reality, solutions to

learning needs must

somehow focus on the

individual.

Edu-Ware focuses on the

needs of the individual

learner. Use its Computer

Based Instruction (CBI) to

achieve specific learning

objectives:

Accelerate— Gifted

students need

opportunities to advance

beyond their classmates.

Edu-Ware helps them
follow their own pace and

ensures continuing

motivation.

Remediate— Deficiencies

in core skills sometimes

limit a learner's success

in an entire subject.

Edu-Ware can be

fine-tuned to the

individual's abilities in

distinct skill areas; give the

right feedback at the right

time; alleviate frustration.

Reinforce— Learners

sometimes run into hurdles

in their work which they

need help to bridge. For

them Edu-Ware's benefits

are 1) precise definition

of skills taught in each

system and 2) a patient,

non-threatening approach.

Refresh — At one time or

another, nearly everyone

wants to brush up on skills.

Edu-Ware offers adults

and young learners alike

an effective way to review.

Edu-Ware helps solve

learning needs each step of

the way . . . because some
learners require a helping

(animated) hand or carefully

monitored instruction, while

others are prepared to

manage their own learning.

For young learners,

ARITHMETIC SKILLS™ uses

high resolution displays and

minimum text to establish

basic math skills— addition,

subtraction, multiplication,

and division.

T

EDU-WARE. Because solution means more than' keeping them busy.



The Learning Manager

Systems in FRACTIONS and

DECIMALS let specific

parameters (i.e. number or

subject of test problems,

sequence, sound effects) be

tailored to the individual.

The ALGEBRA SERIES,

a sequence of five

independent packages,

together comprise a

first-year algebra course. Its

learners have already

acquired basic math skills.

Selecting to work in one or

more "learning styles," each

individual is encouraged to

achieve an increased level

of self-management.

Edu-Ware can make the

difference in Lang uage Arts.

Often that difference means
adaptability to a wide range

of learners.

Teachers participating in

an MECC evaluation of

COMPU-READ reported:

"Students liked the

programs . . . they really had

to concentrate. It was
surprising how even the

youngest children stayed on

task. '* COMPU-READ is a

tool for improving reading

speed and recall because it

works with the reader (child

through adult), matching

pace to performance.

COMPU-SPELL teaches

spelling by positive

reinforcement. With

Data Levels 4-8 it will

accommodate up to sixty

learners, yet gives each

individual vocabulary suited

to his or her needs.

COMPU-SPELL with the

Adult/Secretarial level

becomes a tool for

mastering words common in

business, industry, and

college.

Edu-Ware hel ps you to

prepare , whether for the

college board or the

business world.

Word attack skills are

tools of analysis which give

you an edge on mastering

vocabulary, deciphering

new or unfamiliar words,

and taking tests. SAT and

PSAT** WORD ATTACK
SKILLS are tutorials which

give college-bound students

that edge.

New tools called

Interactive Simulations™ —
Demonstration aids

learning, especially in

subjects like Earth Science

and Physics.

RENDEZVOUS accurately

simulates, in 3-D animation,

the orbital flight of a space

shuttle craft. It will

demonstrate exact systems

of ballistics and orbital

mechanics or the

disorienting effects of

inertial space. Use it to test

the limits of learners' (over

13) physics understanding,

mathematical judgment,

and perceptual skill.

Learning companions for

the very youn g. Children 3-6

are taking their first steps

toward "computer literacy."

With animation and

easy-to-read, high

resolution graphics,

Edu-Ware's "BEEs" make
learning comfortable and

fun without forfeiting

carefully managed
instruction.

Children work intently

with SPELLING BEE AND
READING PRIMER,

discovering basic concepts

about words, spelling,

and reading. Capturing

attention, COUNTING BEE

introduces young learners

to numbers.

Walk into your local

computer dealership and

ask for a demonstration

of Edu-Ware. You'll see

the difference.

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 22222

Agoura, CA 91301

213/706-0661

'From a review in the "Instructional

Computing Newsletter"; MECC,
May 1982.

"Edu-Ware has no affiliation with

the College Entrance Examination

Board or the Educational Testing

Service.
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Apple is a trademark of Apple

Computer Inc.
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fast, four-way shooting action. You're a space station in the middle of

the screen, with alien ships blasting at you from north, south, east, and

west. Keyboard controlled.

Third out of the chute is Space Race. You control rocketships trying

to get from the cones of two volcanos at the bottom of the screen

to an escape hatch at the top. Hundreds of anxious, radar-crossed bats

mess up your right of way. This doesn't have the necessary primal charge

of the others. Paddles only.

Finally, in Mine Sweep you control a nozzle blasting through a

screenful of mesh, trying to clear it all away. Every time you think you've

almost done it, a little weaving bug knits up a new batch of strands. The

time keeps ticking away. Engrossing and impossible; a frustrator. Key-

board, joystick, or paddle controlled.

Four different games, most with reconfigurable keyboard controls,

and each with its own challenges. What to do with all the money you

save? Invest in a set of paddles or a joystick if you don't already have

one. flF

Chuckles' Laf Pak, by Chuck Beuche, Sierra On-Line (36575 Mudge Ranch
Road, Coarsegold, CA 93614; 209-683-6858). $34.94.

Client Management System II. By David J. Kalmick. The Client

Management System II is a new and very complete law office billing and

management control package that offers ease of use and great flexibility

both in billing and in the number, type, and format of the many useful

reports it is capable of generating.

The program has three major functions. First, it prepares prebills and

monthly statements. The statements may be printal on your company

letterhead, on preprinted accounting forms, or on plain paper for extra

uses such as audit or file copies. The system has separate functions for

regular hourly billing, the billing of cases taken under contingency, and

the billing of trust accounts. The billings are normally done on a regular

month-end cycle but it is very easy to issue interim statements or to set up

your own billing cycle.

Second, the program prepares more than a dozen management re-

ports, including Aged Accounts Receivables, Alphabetical Case Recap,

Case Control Reporting, Case Histories (for single or multiple cases),

Total Fees Billed by month, quarter, and entire year, showing fees billed,

costs advanced, standard, contingency, and trust account income and

unearned income. Total Fees Billed by each attorney, paralegal, and sec-

retary. Financial Case Recaps, and several reports containing general

ledger information showing current and cumulative totals for fees, cost

advanced, and payments received, as well as hours spent this month, av-

erage hourly rate charged, and total balances due.

The last function is a unique and comprehensive docket schedule and

critical-dates calendar. One of the unusual features is that the program

can keep track of dates many years into the future, avoiding the year-end

scramble to transfer dates from one calendar to another. In practice,

daily ledger sheets are prepared by the computer showing what appear to

be three-by-five-inch ledger cards. If the critical date is less than one week

away, it will be printed one per sheet. If less than two weeks away, they

are printed two per sheet; those further in the future are printed three per

sheet. This system makes it possible to determine at a glance the urgency

of each date. Each of these "cards" lists the day's date and the critical fu-

ture date with the client's name, the names of the senior attorney and the

responsible attorney, the matter to be taken care of, and the location and

time at which ail is to take place. Finally, at the bottom of the card in let-

ters five times normal size are printed the number of days and weeks un-

til the critical event will take place. These cards are printed on the sheets

three weeks before the critical date. On the actual date, the word Today is

printed in these giant letters!

Compu-Law has fully licensed the Apple Pascal System programs so

that you need only have a RAM card to have full Pascal capabilities.

This includes the ability to format and initialize the many disks needed

for the operation of this program from within the program itself—a very

convenient feature typical of the practical thought that went into the sys-

tem during its two and a half years of development and testing.

Once the operation of the system is mastered, it is normally possible

for a firm with up to ten people with billable time to enter all the neces-

sary information in about four hours, depending on the total number of

transactions and expenses. The system is set up so that it is a simple mat-

ter to enter all the necessary information.

The documentation is quite lengthy and detailed, but it is badly

planned and organized. Despite the more than two hundred pages allot-

ted to documentation, there is no hands-on tutorial.

Some of the terminology is disturbing. In a two-drive system, drive

one is referred to as the program drive and drive two is referred to as da-

ta drive one. This could cause problems: the system, when configured as

suggested in the manual, uses about thirty disks; in a large, busy office

the disk storage could easily require more than a hundred disks and fre-

quent disk swapping. After you become familiar with the system, these

problems lessen.

With the original purchase of the program, Compu-Law or your

dealer will have one of their experts spend up to a full day with you to

help install the system and train an operator in its basics. After this, they

make themselves available for telephone support as necessary.

But the critical program disks cannot be copied and no backup disks

are available. Worn-out or damaged disks will be replaced by mail with-

in twenty-four hours for $35 or by Express Mail for $45.

In short, while the system is very well conceived and executed, it is

too complex and storage-intensive to be easily used on the suggested

floppy disk system, except by smaller firms and storefront offices. For

larger practices, the system should only be considered in conjunction

with a high capacity hard disk storage system.

The program is written in Apple Pascal. Its compiler-generated

UCSD Pascal code makes the program very fast, with little or no time

wasted waiting for processing. The program is entirely menu-driven and

self-prompting, which makes operator training relatively easy despite the

flawed manual discussed earlier. R)R

Client Management System II, by David J. Kalmick, Compu-Law (5500 Lindley

Avenue, Suite 223, Encino, CA 91316; 213-996-1810). $2,500.

The Curse of Crowley Manor. By Jyym Pearson. As part of Scott

Adams's decision to add hi-res graphics to all of his adventures, Pen-

guin's graphics have been added to this "Other-Venture" production.

The Curse of Crowley Manor, an intermediate-level adventure, stars

you as Inspector Black of Scotland Yard. The scene is set in London,

1913. It starts with a telephone call telling you there has been a grue-

some murder at the Crowley estate. Your job is to uncover the hideous se-

cret of the manor and to bring the killer to justice. Drawing heavily on

the occult and demonology, this adventure has several challenging

sections.

• One's powers of deduction and observation are constantly tested.

Overiooking any one minor clue will cost you your soul in the end game,

where one battles the forces of Hell itself! Dead bodies and signs of de-

monic influence abound. If you are lucky, a friendly wizard will provide

aid and guidance in your quest. One last warning: Be careful or you may
be eaten alive! RRA

The Curse of Crowley Manor, by Jyym Pearson, Adventure International (Box

3435, Longwood, PL 32750; 305-862-6917). $29.95.

Disk Directory Dater. By Leighton Paul. This is another straightfor-

ward, economical utility program from the Telephone Software Con-



LET US
ENTERTAIN YOU!
Avant-garde means "ahead of its time" and Avant-Garde Creations truly

lives up to its name with exciting entertainment software that promises

more than the mundane! Not just the usual bang-bang shoot-em-up

types, but challenging games that require skill, timing, fast thinking

and finesse.

ZERO GRAVITY PINBALL keeps you busy even at speed I

with 1 0 flippers, 2 force fields, an unpredictable black hole and

of course zero gravity.

FEDERATION puts you in command of a space fleet on a

mission to wipe out the merciless invading Drorn Drones.

Its lightening fast action requires perfect timing.

DEATH RACE '82 combines the skill of high-speed

driving with the thrill of a perilous chase as you at-

tempt to escape from robot guards in Death Squad

Cars.

HI-RES COMPUTER GOLF, our all-time best

seller, is better than the real thing! This highly

acclaimed game requires strategy, judgement,

visual keeness and skill to meet the

challenge of five 18-hole courses. Yelling

"Fore!" is optional.

Air of these grea;t games run on

Apple II Plus 48K and retail for

$29.95 They are available at

your local dealer or you

may order direct from

Avant-Garde Creations.

AVANTGARDE CREATIONS
P.O. BOX 30160 • EUGENE. OR 97403 • (503) 345-3043
BUSINESS, EDUCATION, UTILITY AND ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
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nection people, who seem to have a penchant for simple programs that

perform a needed task in a simple manner.

The operation of the program is transparent to the user. The Disk Di-

rectory Dater modifies DOS to automatically date stamp a file name in

the catalog listing whenever a file is saved or rewritten to the disk. To-

day's date is also displayed in place of the words "disk volume" at the

top of the catalog screen.

The program is so well-designed as to be near-unbombable. The date

that is placed in the program name is not significant to the running of

that program. For example, Hello may be run by just typing run hello

without the date. If you add the date to the run command it will still

work. If your program name is more than twenty-one characters long, it

will be truncated to twenty-one characters—but you can choose to type

the whole name, the first twenty-one characters, the first twenty-one

characters and the date, or the whole name and the date—and the pro-

gram will run like a piece of cake. If a file is saved with the same name,

the date will be changed to the current date.

If you have a clock card that uses the standard Mountain Computer

Apple Clock format, this program will save a program named ClockVmA

will automatically read your clock upon boot-up, reset the date for you,

and then run the Hello program of your choice. If you want to manually

set the date in either case, you need only type in§b and you will be asked

to type in the desired date. The program will then update itself without

further input from you.

All this is very nicely done without removing any DOS commands to

make room for the Dater routines.

In these days of increasing paranoia concerning piracy and other sub-

legal distribution schemes, the Telephone Software Connection has a re-

freshing attitude.

All TSC software, when ordered by mail, comes on high-quality Ver-

batim disks and is completely unprotected and listable. Most of the pro-

grams are self-documented in a clear and concise manner.

The only constraint in the use of Disk Dater is the requirement that

the system be booted with a DOS master disk before merging the Dater

with your disk's DOS. For obvious reasons, you should not attempt to

use this program on disks that have any kind of copy protection or

alterations to DOS.
If you do any amount of programming, and like to keep track of

when a particular version of a program was saved without resorting to

changing the name of each version, this routine would be a timely in-

vestment. RIR

Disk Directory Dater, by Leighton Paul, Telephone Software Connection (Box

6548, Torrance, CA 90504; 213-516-9430). $25.

Bez-Off. By John Besnard. Bez-Off i?, another entry in the burgeoning

genre of game anthologies, an innovation of these economically worri-

some times whereby you get several games for the price of one—some of

which may even be pretty good.

The basic idea in Bez-Off is that you get one try at three different

games rather than the usual three tries at one game.

All three scenarios continue the ongoing affair between Apple gam-

ers and the insect world. The segment that lends the name to the game is

similar to Fly Killer, a freebie of a few years back from the Tokyo Baked

Apple user group, in which you manipulate your floating bug bomb
against an increasing moth population, with killer dragonflies appearing

at about level ten; here, the pests are bees. The stomp-'n'-squish con-

tingent is represented by a stream of ants, a sugar cube, and a floating

hiking boot. Avoid the scorpion. A spiderweb game with a floating pair

of scissors appears to be unique unto itself.

Aside from their thematic unity, the three are not closely related, but

the score is cumulative. After you finish one, you have your choice of go-

ing to one of the remaining games. They are all of the no-win type, with

the denouement of each an inevitable capitulation before superior num-

bers of inferior life forms; a sound ecological lesson.

The graphics are straightforward, neatly avoiding all opportunities

for gross sensationalistic effects.

Joystick only. AC

Bez-Off, by John Besnard, Bez (4790 Irvine Boulevard, Box 19633, Irvine, CA
92714). $32.95. 31

Supercharge Your APPLE II

• Plug-in compatibility

• 320K bytes of RAM (200NS) memory designed

to function like two 35 track floppy disk drives

• Compatible with Apple DOS 3.3 and Apple

Pascal 1.1

• Same size as the Apple Disk H* Drive

• Invisible memory refresh - even with the Apple

turned off

The Axlon RAMDISK™ 320K Memory System for

the Apple II and Apple II Plus* provides access

speeds never before available. The Axlon memory
system is designed to interact with Apple DOS
3.3* and Apple Pascal 1.1* like two standard flop-

py disk drives while delivering the lightning fast

access speeds of RAM memory. This also leaves

32K of RAM for advanced programming techni-

ques. The interface board is slot independent and

draws no power from your Apple. The
rechargeable battery system built into the unit

provides three hours of backup in the event of a

power loss. Drop by your local Apple dealer or

contact Axlon, Inc. for more information.

Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Pascal is a Trademark of U.C S.D. Regents

• Rechargeable battery system built-in to pro-

vide 3 hours of auxiliary power

• Slot independent interface board - draws no

power from your Apple

• All firmware is in static RAM on the interface

board

• Includes software for diagnostic, fast load and

copy routines, and business applications

170 N. Wolfe Road,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

A)(LON (408)7300216
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APPLE EUPHORIA

'Absolutely the best show I've ever been to in my life.

"

'It was incredible— I never knew there were so many products available for the Apple."

These are some of the things people are saying about Applefest, the world's largest exposition of

Apples and Apple compatible products
. nmiMVWM^^^^H

At Applefest, you can see and try out everything new for your liBPy
App e. Software for every conceivable application from wf^JW^K^--' H^*
arcade games to investment programs, music to machine W ^
language, teaching systems to accounting pacl<ages, word I

.

processors to graphics processors. Hundreds of peripher- I iH
als, including printers, hard disks, modems, memory cards, ^ JH

r--^ video displays and syn- -

thesizers, plusaccesso- f -^H
ries, publications,

support services and ^'
- ^.^^

more! Over 5,000 prod- * , . '
.

ucts are displayed and «
lgli .

- ^
available for purchase at ^ .jgJiBfB
super show prices. e^* .^..I
Get a taste of Apple Euphoria. Don't miss Applefest when
comes to a city near you.

Applefest/Minneapolis
Thursday-Sunday

September 16-1 9, 1982

Minneapolis Auditorium

Admission: Adult $5 per day. Child $3 per day

Show Hours: Thurs. 11 AM to 7 PM, Fri. and

Sat. 11 AM to 7 PM, Sun. 12 NOON to 6 PM

Applefest/Houston
V ' Thursday-Sunday

^ October 28-31, 1982

Houston Civic Center

Admission: Adult $5 per day. Child $3 per day

Sliow Hours: Thurs. 11 AM to 7 PM, Fri. and

Sat. 11 AM to 7 PM, Sun. 12 NOON to 6 PM

Applefest/San Francisco
Thursday-Sunday

November 18-21, 1982

Brooks Hall

Admission: Adult $6 per day, Child $3 per day

Sliow Hours: Thurs. 11 AM to 7 PM, Fri. and
.

- Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM, Sun. 12 NOON to 6 PM

For information on exhibit space or tickets, call or write:

Northeast Expositions, 824 Boylston Street, Suite 202, Chestnut Hill, ,MA 02167 (617-739-2000)



Dear Appley: My teen-age boy recently modified Clonesmith to make
it copy anything . . . and I mean anything—his Beatles records, his dog, his

friends' homework, his worst enemy's worst enemy, and his Cheryl Tiegs

poster. Now I'm afraid he's used it on himself. When I looked in his room,

all ofa sudden he had a twin brother, and they werefighting over who would

get to use the Apple. What do I do? , , r ^
Unexpected Mother of Twins

Dear Unexpected: A child can grow to reach his full potential only if

he has certain possessions that he can call his very own and need not

share with siblings. Buy another computer for the second child. If you

can't afford it, see if Clonesmith will copy the one you have.

Dear Appley: Since my husband has retired, he's never gotten out ofhis

chair in front of his computer except to go to the kitchen for another beer.

All day long he sits there staring at the screen muttering to himself "For

Memorizing IVIatli Facts

can be fun witli

ED-U-COMP's!
Each game contains:

4 Levels of difficulty
(Levels 3-6)

15 Choices of either
single or multiple
operations

(Elementary through
Remedial Secondary)

FOR APPLE II*

DISK ONLY
DOS 3.3

•APPLE IS a registered trade-
mark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC

10 EXCITING
MATH GAMES
$39.95 EACH

• Math Wars
• Math Gallery
• A-Maze-Ing Math
• Math Bowl
• Crewel Math
• Pinball

• Tenacity
• Bull's Eye
• Laser Math
• Block Buster

ED-U-COMP Corp.
P.O. Box 173
Freeport, New York 11 520
516-546-7645

. . . next . . . goto . . . branch to sub 200. " Because he's using our only tele-

vision set for his monitor, I can't even watch "General Hospital." Please

At Witts End

Dear Witts: What you need is another man. When your husband

leaves to get a beer, go to the computer and dial the Sauce. When you're

connected, call up Spouse.Net, and you'll see a dozen or so names and

resumes. If a temporary arrangement will be sufficient, call for

Swap.Net. That one has thousands and thousands of names, and I'm

sure you'll find at least one who's compatible.

Dear Appley: Me and my friends are into Wizardry. Last night. Tom-

my—he's a level six gnome—snuck into where the computer is and created

maybe a hundred new characters, gave all their money to his character, and

then deleted them. Now he has twenty thousand more gold pieces than we

have. Is that fair?
^^^^^^ ^^^^.^ ^^^^^

Dear Greech: You ask about fairness? I call it murder one! Call your

local district attorney's office immediately. He should get at least the

death penalty for this—if not much more.

Dear Appley: My boot disk drive is making an awful lot ofclacking and

grinding noises. Is there something wrong with it?
Concerned

Dear Concerned I think it's okay. My hair dryer does that, too.

Dear Appley: Here's an Applied Advice I think your readers should

know about. As you know, the Apple'sgame paddles are both exactly alike.

They're both right-handed, so you can't have one in each hand. However, if

you turn the left one around so the cord isfacing you, then you can have one

in your left hand as well as in your right and still push the buttons with your

thumbs. , , J ,,,
Ms. J. Nybble

Thanks to you, Ms. Nybble, and to all the rest of you for keeping

those letters rolling in. Here are a dozen more of Dear Appley's Applied

Advices:

1 . Always have an initialized disk in your boot drive when you turn

on your system. If you don't, someday you'll want to save a program

you've written and find you can't because DOS was never loaded.

2. For the same reason, always have at least one blank initialized

disk on hand to save files onto. And label it so you know that it is initial-

ized. A good idea is to have one with the label "Working Disk" to use for

temporary storage of anything you're working on. Because disks don't

last forever, every so often reinitialize it to erase it completely, transfer to

it some permanent files that you rarely refer to, store it, and break out a

new one for the working disk (and initialize it immediately).

3. If you know you're going to be printing the output of your pro-

gram, put the command PR#1 in the program itself rather than hoping

you remember to do it from the keyboard. This saves an awful lot of con-

trol-Cs or resets and also a lot of swear words. For the same reason, put

PR#0 at the end of the program to turn off the printer so you don't mess
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A HIGH SPEED STRATEGY GAME f
NOT "JUST ANOTHER" ADM-LIKE GAME '

NORAD'S WORLD MAP SHOWS ALL THE ACTION
"IN A TOTALLY FRESH, NEW WAY"

(According to THE SOFTALK REVIEW, December 1981)

NORAD is the first in the "FUNPAX" series of entertainment software from SDS
and is available through dealers ngtionwide.

aLert
!

ENEMY MISSILES

BEARING
NUCLEAR WARHEADS
ARE HURTLING
TOWARDS THE
UNITED STATES!

aLert i

AUTOAAATIC ADM
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
HAVE FAILED AND
MUST NOW
BE CONTROLLED
AAANUALLY!

aLert!
YOUR APPLE ir

HAS DETERMINED
THE I.CBM TARGETS
TO BE THE TEN
MOST POPULATED
CITIES IN AMERICA!

THE FATE OF
MILLIONS RESTS
IN YOUR HANDS!

aLert!
YOUR INTENSE
PERSPIRATION IS

SOAKING YOUR
CLOTHING...
DON'T JUST SIT THERE...
KEEP READING!

Strategic plonning as well

OS quick reflexes ore

needed to survive! You
must launch, control

and detonate your
interceptors fronn all ten

launch sites!

If you hold out long

enough, even Congress

helps by approving

nnobile AAX and
subnnarine-based

reinforcements!

Buy it. it's good!

$39.95

"NORAD is licensed by
Western MicroDoto Ent., Ltd."
•APPLE II is o rrodenriQrl^ of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
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high on
the SAT

ComputerSAT
A complete program for Scoring High on tlie

Scholastic Aptitude Test

Combines Computer Software, Review Textbook and User's Manual Into the

Most Compretiensive SAT Study Program Available.

• MakesstudyingfortheSATeasyand

enjoyable
• Builds test-taking skills quickly in

planned systematic program.

• Simple and easy to use even for

those with no computer experience.

Special Features:

• 1000 Electronic Vocabulary-Building

Flash Cards

• 560 Specially-Designed Computer-

ized Drill Items

Complete Textbook
"How to Prepare for the SAT " 470

pages.

• FourFull-LengthExams— enteran-

swers in computer for instant scor-

ing and diagnosis

Complete review of verbal and math

categories found m exams.

• Strategies for answering every kind

of question.

User's Manual
Simple clear instructions take you

step-by-step ttirough the entire

Computer SAT program.

Computer Software
• Scores and times yourperformance.

• Calculates College Board equivalent

score.

• Diagnoses your strengths and weak-

nesses in 15 key areas of study

• Prescribes specific drill and review

on computer and m the textbook to

improve your score.

• Strengthens and buildsyourvocabu-

lary and math comprehension.

Educator's Edition Available
Conduct group sessions with this

unique package of software and

textbooks with detailed instructor's

guide. 5 sets of Software (4 Disks

per Set). 20 textbooks, and 20 user's

manuals.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Dept. Computer SAT210
1250 6th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101

For further information or to order CALL (714) 231-6616 or send

me information on the following

The48KApple II orApple II PLUS COMPUTER SAT $69.95 each

The TRS-80 COMPUTER SAT

The Educator's Edition Package $375.00
All of the above

Name

Address.

City _ State _Zip.

World Leader in Educational and Testing Materials

up your output with keyboard commands or syntax error.

4. You probably have found out already that game paddles are good
for only about one trip around the sun, but don't throw your old ones

away. You can get replacement buttons at your neighborhood Radio

Shack, but the 1 50K ohm variable potentiometer turned by the knob is

almost impossible to find (except maybe in Silicon Valley). If one of

yours goes, cannibalize the good one out of an old set and solder it in

place of the bum one in the new set. If you've already clipped the wires to

get the old one out, don't worry. Both paddles are wired exactly the same
way, so you can open up the other one and copy its wiring.

5. If your Apple hangs when someone turns on the washing ma-
chine, a surge protector may solve the problem. If it hangs on hot sum-

mer days, it may be overheating. Try one of the fans that clip on the side

vent holes. They are reasonably priced and are available at most dealers.

At least one of the auxiliary fans comes without a switch. When the manu-

facturer was asked why, he said, "Just buy a terminal strip, put it on the floor,

and plug evoything into it—computer, monitor, fan, printer. Then you can

turn everything on all at onoe with your foot." It's not a bad idea. They are

convenient if you're not also using your monitor to watch "M*A*S*H."
6. Before writing a program, even a little Hello program for initial-

izing a disk, always type new to erase whatever is already in memory. If

you don't, you may be surprised months later. For instance, suppose the

residual program creates or writes data to a text file named Printer. Lat-

er you save on this disk another file also named Printer. When you boot

the disk, you may find that what you thought was an innocent Hello pro-

gram has destroyed your efforts.

7. Always check a disk's catalog before using the rename command.
Although you can't save two different programs on the same disk with

the same name (the second would replace the first), you can end up with

both if you rename one of them.

8. No matter what you see people in computer stores do, never, nev-

er, never (well, hardly ever) open or close a disk drive's door if the light is

on and the disk is spinning. Not only could this destroy all the informa-

tion on the disk, but you may clamp the spindle on the doughnut in-

stead of in the hole.

9. Always put a write-protection tab on your original disk before you

copy it. If you have one drive, you may get mixed up as you swap disks

back and forth twenty-seven times to copy twenty-seven files. If you have

two, you may hit the wrong slot or drive numbers. If you're going from

your only copy of your just-written adventure-game-to-end-all-adven-

ture-games to a backup disk with nothing but a Hello program on it and

accidentally go the wrong way, you'll have two initialized working disks.

Got a write-protection tab on the working copy of your System Master?

No? How many times have you initialized it and had to recopy it?

10. You know that when you're writing a program you should al-

ways number your lines by tens to leave room for additional lines if you

need them later ( when you need them later). What numbers should you

pick for those additional lines? If you add only one line, choose the one

ending in five—five, fifteen, twenty-five, and so on. This leaves four

unused numbers both above and below for still more lines. If you need

two lines, using numbers ending in three and seven will leave you with

two above and below and three in between.

1 1 . Speaking of hne numbers, when you're writing a program, you'll

probably want to use one line number for every statement so that you

can branch to that statement later if you need to. When you're done, you

may want to pack your program using colons to put several statements

that won't cause branching problems on the same line. Example: 10 X =

100, 20 Y = 25 converted to 10 X = 100:Y = 25. You can do this with-

out retyping by using escape (once) to gain control of the cursor, copy-

ing the first line with the arrow key, adding a colon (:) at the end, con-

tinuing your copying to include all the blanks between the first line and

the second line to indicate that it's all one line, deleting the second line's

numbers with the space bar, and then copying the rest of the second line

with the arrow. You'll then have to delete the old second line by typing

its number.

12. When you clean your disk drive heads don't scrub the pressure

pads by mistake. Remember that the Apple drives have their heads on

the bottom side of the disk, not the top.

Next month: Mistakes . . . mistakes . . . mistakes. Dl



The Book
That's an Open Door to the Computer Future;

KIDS & THE APPLE is its name, and its game is

to prepare your chiid, or any child, to take

his or her place as a member of the com-
puter generation by teaching them the

mysteries of the Apple* computer in ways
they'll love and enjoy, Don't be surprised if

you will also learn along with your chiid.

The kids of today ore fascinated by com-
puters to start with, And thofs great, be-

cause it means they're eager to ieorn. But,

until this book by Edward H. Carlson, learn-

ing about the Apple was a fumbling,
bumbling effort for a child,

KIDS & THE APPLE was designed in every

aspect to lead them gently, interestingly

yet quickly into the computer world. First, ifs

0 large 8V2 by 11 book which con be
opened flat for ease of use. Second, there

are 35 chapters, each one building upon
the knowledge of the prior chapter - and
Ifs loaded with dozens and dozens of car-

toons which make a point as they amuse.

At computer stores, or from:

The educational/book division of

M DATAMOSTi
9748 Cozycroft Ave.

Chatsworth, CA 91311 (213)709-1202

Then, there are special sections for a parent

or teacher to use so they con work along

with the kids. If they wish, and help them
over any rough spots.

Perhaps the major reasons the kids will love

this book is that it is truly written so they con
easily understand it (without a lot of confus-

ing technical language) . . . and that they

see on-screen-results almost immediately!

Right away they realize they'll soon be pro-

gramming their Apple, making their own
gomes! ... or creating other programs for

school or work or to ploy.

The computer world is roaring toward us. To

be successful at work, school or even play, a
chiid will hove to be knowledgeable about
computers. Moke sure your favorite child is

prepared for the challenge. With KIDS &THE
APPLE at his side, he'll enjoy learning and
you'll know you've prepared him or her for a
successful future. Only $19.95.

*Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

\



A new aid to decision mal<ing

WALL STREEJER
Project transaction decisions with this

new portfolio management program. It

allows you to enter, by hand or modem,

Friday's closing stock prices, Standard

& Poor ratings. Beta ratings. Value line

timeliness and safety factors and price-

to-earnings ratios.

To help in decision making you may
want to use a standard formula or one

that you tailor to fit your financial out-

look at the time. Feel more bullish? Just

change the formula and it is easy to go

back to the old one. It will indicate

stocks you may want to buy or sell, sell

short or hold.

See Wall Streeter today at your local

Micro Lab dealer. Micro Lab is the home

of User/Friendly computer software.

C>_>___»_^^^- systems that work .mmm^^J

2310 Skokie Valley Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035, 312-433-7550

It's like having your own team on the trading floor!



Buttonwood Apples first appeared in Softalk in the September 1981

issue. Although only a year has passed, both the software industry and

the availability of investment applications programs have expanded at a

rate that belies time.

One year ago, the major investment software packages for the Apple

could be counted on one hand. Today, there are at least twenty packages

available. Some software houses are nearly matching the breakneck pace

at which arcade games materialize for the Apple.

As investors, we stand both to benefit and to lose from this rapid

growth. If publishers sacrifice the quality and support of their products

in an attempt to get products to market too quickly, investors will be-

come wary of new offerings and will not purchase as many. Since this

will shrink the potential of the market, fewer new products will be

created. If, however, the new software packages are given the attention to

detail they require, investors will have a greater variety of reliable tools to

choose from.

Apples first found their way into investment management as elec-

tronic filing cabinets. Used with available databases, they helped to or-

ganize information for individual investors and for some forward-think-

ing investment professionals.

Charted Waters. The first investment programs took the form of

technical charting or portfolio management. Charting is a time-consum-

ing, exacting task that requires not only market knowledge but artistic

ability, while portfolio management and accounting demand accounting

skill. These programs have enabled the Apple to serve these needs.

Newer programs for the Apple perform sophisticated options anal-

ysis, momentum studies, and other complex analyses. In the past, these

techniques were the province of larger computers. As such, these tools

were not readily available to individual investors unless investors sub-

scribed to service bureaus or patronized full-service brokerage firms that

provided these calculations. The costs to the investor for these services

were high.

The off-the-shelf software now available for the Apple can perform a

majority of the calculations required by even the most sophisticated

investor.

Data retrieval via telephone lines from large databases ensures that

accurate and timely information is available to the investor for input in-

to these sophisticated analytical tools. For those investors who cannot

justify the expense or the equipment needed for electronic data retrieval,

almost all packages allow entry directly from the Apple's keyboard using

resources such as the daily newspaper and Barron's Market Laboratory.

What Goes Up? As the cost of hardware continues to fall, computer

power will be within the reach of more investors. Software prices will be

influenced by public demand and by authors' expectations as to the

prices their products can command.
As in any new industry, the marketplace is searching for an equilib-

rium point. What prices, levels of service, support, and quality will con-

sumers demand for software products?

As investors and users, we will be the ones who will shape the mar-
ketplace for these products. Our needs, and our desire to get our money's
worth, will define and mold future investment packages.

Focus on Software. This month Buttonwood Apples features the

Computing Investor Software Series from the Computing Investor (29-A

Estancia Drive, Marana, AZ 85238; 602-6834444).

Hardware required 48K Apple II with 16K RAM card or Applesoft

card; 48K Apple II Plus. Printer is optional.

Data Entry: Manual only, no modem facilities.

Backup policy: Copiable.

The Computing Investor Software Series was created by Rod Packer,

the author of the recently released Investor's Computer Handbook from

Hayden Book Company. The series consists of eight programs.

Quickfolio is a sample portfolio evaluator (available to anyone who
sends in a blank 5 '/4 -inch disk). The program will yield the portfolio's

total worth, dollar gain and loss, and percentage gain and loss.

Fotofolio produces a picture of your portfolio's status. Several meas-

urements are analyzed and plotted in color or black and white.

00000000000000000000000000000
ADALAB Is a small lab computer system with LARGE capabilities from

Interactive Microware, Inc.

ADALAB HARDWARE PACKS MORE POWER. . .for collecting data and con-

trolling your laboratory Instruments. It Includes a 12-blt analog voltage Input, a

12-blt analog voltage output, 8 digital tens* Inputs, 8 digital control outputs, a

32-blt real-time clock and two 16-blt timers/counters . .ALL ON A SINGLE
APPLE INTERFACE CARD!

QUICKI/0 SOFTWARE t^AKES IT EASY. . .Simple commands in BASIC give

you control of all hardware features of ADALAB. Sample programs and easy-to-

use manuals will enable you to start using your ADALAB system right away. Ad-

ditional software for laboratory applications Is available at extra cost. A com-
plete self-test diagnostic program Is included to assure you that ail of the hard-

ware Is working properly and accurately.

^ • Saves time by eliminating manual calculations.

D*
Is easy to use because the manuals and software are complete and well

. written.

A • Saves money by adding convenience and utility to older instruments.

L • Has a great memory to store and organize experimental data.

A • Is versatile; It works with many different instruments.

Q • Is more accurate than a meter or chart recording.
D • Is fully supported by a dedicted team of scientists.

GREAT PWCE/PERFORI^ANCE. . .the ADALAB Add-on Package with inter-

face card, cables, self-test module, QUiCKI/O^^ software and manuals is

available today for ONLY $495.

Put a complete, reliable computer system In your laboratory FOR ONLY
$3295, including a 48K APPLE \\ + ' computer, disk drive, graphics/text printer,

video monitor and ADAI-AB Add-on Package.

Send for FREE hardware and software brochures or enclose $10 for com-
plete manuals. For fastest service, call in your VISA/Master Card order NOW.
Dealer Inquiries Invited!

-Trademarks of Apple Computer, inc.

rri" INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.

Iml P-O- Box 771, Dept. SK State College, PA 16801
**• CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION



Each chart has a status display that shows the results of each meas-

urement. The presentations available are portfolio gain or loss; relative

worths for each security; annualized gain or loss; tax-holding times for

capital gains treatment; percentage attainment of your price goals for

each security; and a portfolio summary report.

Quotepro is a quote base manager, similar to a rudimentary database

system. You enter weekly quotes in eighths or in decimal. Quotepro then

builds a full-year quote disk to display any stock's quote stream as a

quarterly-oriented "quote calendar" and point and figure charts are

scaled in week-of-the-year form.

Chartpro is the technical charting module of the series. Data is en-

tered manually. Chartpro utilizes high, low, close, and volume informa-

tion. The charting routines generate a price-volume chart on the hi-res

screen. Trend line, trailing average, and other technical calculations may
be performed. The package allows you to obtain specifics of the secu-

rities being viewed, such as exact price and volume, by using one of the

twenty keystroke commands available (explained in the help screen).

Gaining Momentum. Momentum-M is an equity momentum moni-

tor. Using weekly price information and buy-sell points that you specify,

Momentum-M calculates weekly price changes relative to each stock's

prior movements. The program calculates support and resistance lines

and is used as a buy-sell decision aid.

Transactor provides the investor with a stock account status report.

You enter the specifics of a buy or sell order and the module then deter-

mines your portfolio's inventory status, calculates a running cash bal-

ance, and builds lists for tax records.

Stocksheets is a database manager that creates a "stocksheet" or re-

port on each security you enter. The program is self-prompting for data

such as price-earnings ratio, net income each quarter, and so on. You
may store your notes and opinions of each company by ticker symbol.

Vector-S computes support and resistance lines based on the move-

ment of each security. The program may be used as a predictive trading

model. Color animation is used to show momentum of the securities

being examined.

All the programs in the series may be purchased as one package or as

various sets. The complete series costs $299. Each collection of pro-

grams has a special name that indicates the type of investor for whom it

is considered appropriate.

The Technical Investor includes Quotepro, Chartpro, and Stocksheets

and retails for $149. The Weekend Investor is comprised of Fotofolio,

Quotepro, and Momentum-M , and is $99. The Investor's Aide, which con-

sists of Transactor and Stocksheets, is also $99. The Small Investor's

Sampler is Quickfolio and Fotofolio and sells for $49.

Sylvia Porter They're Not. The intent of the author of the programs

was to provide tools that would help small investors do a better job of

managing their money and portfolios. The series was not designed to

help you pick stocks from the entire market, but to aid you in selecting

stocks from your "known" list.

Dr. Packer warns investors not to rely on the buy-sell recommenda-

tions of Vector-S or Momentum-M. He envisions these programs as an

aid to the investor, not as a substitute for individual judgment. It's a

good idea to heed this advice whenever dealing with investment software.

The programs were designed with the nonprofessional investor in

mind and will be reviewed in that light.

Each module has help screens that contain the majority of the docu-

mentation for each program. Technical sheets are provided that clarify

the specifics of a program and highlight some of its features. The combi-

nation of the on-screen documentation and the technical sheets pro-

vides only a minimal explanation of the modules and a guide to their

operation.

For the sake of simplicity, we'll review each module separately. Since

investors can obtain the Quickfolio module by sending a blank disk to

the author, we won't review Quickfolio here.

Fotofolio is designed to be used by the small investor as a visual rein-

forcement aid. The statistics mentioned earlier are projected first as bar

graphs and then in tabular form. The author's intent is to help you

"visualize" your portfolio's performance. The bar graph technique does

indeed highlight stock performance.

Introducing

the

SERIES900MARKETMAVERICK
A new stock market programfrom FSIfor the serious investor

SAVE $30

Used with the Apple II,* the Series 900 "Market Maverick"
provides immediate investment counsel and is not just another
device that raises more questions than it answers. Utilizing

shorter forecast time horizons, Series 900 has a long history

of excellent performance even under extreme market condi-

tions. With fewer inputs, it is user friendly—yet it answers
questions asked from many
angles and points of view.

Series 900 "Market Maverick"
is not a game. It is not theo-

retical. It is for the serious

investor or stock broker. Send
for yours today. Requires
U8K Apple II/IIPlus, DOS
3.3 and Applesoft in ROM
or 16KRAM expansion.

Save $30. ..Limited Time
Offer. If you order now, we
will ship your Series 900
"Market Maverick" for ju.st

$145.00-and that's $30.00 off

the regular price! MasteK'ard/
Visa welcome, as are dealer

inquiries.

'Apple II is a registered

trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

* Over 10 years of excellent performance

* Stock data provided for immediate use on over 900 stocks

* Logic is based on precisely-read variables

* Fantastic results in

up or down markets
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I
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FREE BROCHURE
Please send me the Series 900 Market Maverick for just $145.00.

(Ohio residents add .S'Xi sales tax)

n Please send me the free brochure which contains additional

specific information on the "Market Maverick."

Check to Financial Software, Inc.

MasterCard Visa

Card # Exp.

Name _

Address.

City State. _Zip_

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE, INC.
11401 We.stridge Circle, Chardon, OH 44024 / (216) 338-6811

/ '0

INTRODUCTORY

SAVE $30



CHARTINGA MORE PROFITABLE
COURSE FORYOUR PORTFOLIO?

NOWTHAT'S USINGYOURAPPLE!
In-depth stock analysis has always been time con-

suming and expensive. Until now. DOW JONES
NEWS/RETRIEVAL® brings you three unique soft-

ware packages to meet every investor's needs, at every

level. Qiaickly. Easily. Economically.

Introducing. . .The Dow Jones Market Analyzer™.

Access daily and historical stock quotes from the

DOW JONES NEWS/
RETRIEVAL service, then

let your Apple take over.

This state-of-the art Dow
Jones package provides in-

vestors with more software

power than ever before

possible.

Charts And Indicators Help You Capitalize On
Price Swings. This revolutionary analysis tool from
the publishers of The Wall Street Journal and Barron's

lets you perform these vital investment functions on
your Apple computer. . .in seconds.

• Review current quotes and price histories.

• Store a year's worth of data on 150 stocks.

• Detail the high, low, close and volume figures. .

.

in full color bar charts.

• Compare the relative strengths of up to 5

stocks. . .in full color.

• Calculate moving averages and chart trend

lines. . .in full color.

You'll have direct electronic access to exclusive news
stories from The Wall Street Journal and Barron's as

well as fundamental background information such as

Wall Street Week transcripts, Disclosure II and
Media General.

Ifs So Easy To "Climb Aboard." Visit your local

Apple computer dealer and sample the Market
Analyzer for yourself or these two other fine Dow
Jones products:

Dow Jones" News & Quotes Reporter . . .gives you
easy, instant access to the specific news and stock

quotes you want. . .whenever you want them.

Dow Jones" Portfolio Evaluator . . .find out instandy

the current price of just the stocks you are interested

in and tabulate the current value of your entire

portfolio.

For more information and the name of your nearest

Apple dealer, call the Dow Jones toll-free customer
service hodine below.

Call Toll Free 800-257-5114
(In New Jersey call 609-452-1511)

DOWIQNES

DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL and Dow Jones Market Analyzer are

trademarks of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
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Mix and Match. The bar graphs are not scaled on the vertical axis;

this makes absolute comparisons between securities difficult, although

relative comparisons clearly stand out. For those investors who find

charts more pleasing than numbers or visual displays easier to under-

stand than tables, Fotofolio is a valuable tool.

Quotepro can be difficult to use. The technical notes that accompany

this program consist of a script that walks you through step by step. The

procedure is not complicated but is difficult to understand nonetheless.

The program is designed to provide you with a database of quotes on

your securities. After this information has been stored, you may retrieve

it either as a quarterly oriented "quote calendar" or as point and figure

reversal bar graphs. The point and figure reversal bar graphs indicate

breakouts in a stock's movement. To interpret these graphs, you must be

well versed in the underlying analytical theory. Without a solid back-

ground, these charts can very easily be misused.

The Chartpro module produces high-low-close-volume charts on the

Apple's hi-res screen. The charts are nicely drawn and easy to read.

When you're unsure about which command to use, press the H key (for

help, as in the other modules) and a screen listing all the available com-

mands will appear.

The program is easy to use. Stock quotes are easy to enter, and the

charting routines are fairly rapid.

Mommtum-M retrieves its information from the Quotepro module.

The program quantifies relative movements of your securities. How this

is done is not made clear. Scores are displayed for each security, but their

actual importance or interpretation is not fully explained. This program

apparently has been used successfully by the author, but neither the tech-

nical sheet nor the on-line documentation is explicit enough about the

program's computations.

Transactor provides an excellent system with which to organize and

file information on the status of your trading account. The program does

not have the facility to recognize short sales or interest on a credit bal-

ance, but this will not affect the majority of investors in any appreciable

way. The program has good error trapping. The left and right arrow keys

are used to drive the program's menu, which is simple to read and un-

derstand. It is a straightforward, well-executed program for portfolio in-

formation management and cash balance reporting.

Stocksheets is basically a tailored database for stock information.

You are prompted for various characteristics about the stock in ques-

tion. Stocksheets saves the information and also has areas for your per-,

sonal comments. The data entry is structured but not difficult. When
you're entering new data, the program does not clear the screen; this

makes reading and checking of data entries difficult.

If you don't have a database program, Stocksheets can be of value as

a diary of a company's activities.

Sound Foundations. Vector-S is a price-momentum indicator that

uses animated graphs to show support, resistance, and breakouts of

equities. The technical foundations of the program are sound, but some
people may find the program difficult to use. The menu structure is con-

fusing, and after a few commands have been executed the screen is lit-

tered with information from previous commands or operations.

The graphics are interesting, although a high-low-close chart using

color for emphasis, coupled with data in tabular form, would be even

more useful to the investor.

Dr. Packer has devoted considerable energy to the creation of the mi-

crocomputing investor series. The programs reflect his investment style

and strategy. Unfortunately, the documentation that accompanies the se-

ries does not fully explain the operation or use of the programs. A good

technician is likely to find some of the modules useful and interesting but

must be willing to expend significant time and effort to gain an under-

standing of the program's operation and results.

The people at the Computing Investor are more than willing to pro-

vide information or advice on their programs by telephone or by mail.

The buyer should be prepared to take advantage of these channels con-

sidering the programs' present documentation.

In summary, the Computing Investor Software Series fulfills its intent

of providing an integrated series of programs that give the small investor

a useful analytical tool.

KERN
PUBLICATIONS

190 Duck Hill Rd
Duxbury.MA 02332

GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE

GRAPHIC SOFTWARE FOR
MICROCOMPUTERS— This self-teaching guide will

show you how to write your own graphics software.

61 programs for 2D and 3D graphics: interactive input,

translations, rotation, isometric views, perspective, scaling,

stretching, clipping, surface intersections, shading, hidden

line removal, tablet software, animation and more.

Applications to science, engineering and business. All

programs in BASIC fully documented. Modify and combine

to suit your own applications. "One of the most outstanding

books on computer software" —A. Grund. U. Illinois;

"The best book available on microcomputer graphics"—
Creative Computing Feb. 1982.

Book-$21 95: Disk-$18 95.

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS ON MICROS -This self

teaching guide contains a series of programs which

calculate stresses and deflections in beams, plates, trusses

and frames using conventional and matrix techniques.

Theory, equations and program listings fully documented.

Written for the non-specialist who wants to use his micro

for structural analysis with minimum investment in time.

Use the programs as is or modify for your own applications.

Book-$39.95;Disk-$19.95.

DATA PLOTTING
SOFTWARE

DATA PLOTTING ON MICROS— A collection of

programs to process and display all types of data: bar

charts, stock market charts, engineering and scientific

data, 3D views of surfaces, pie charts, sorting, filtering,

running averages, curve fitting, and more. Application to

business, engineering and science. All program listings are

in BASIC fully documented and keyed to theory. Use them

as-is or modify for your own applications. This is one of the

most complete collections of data plotting programs

available anywhere— and the source code is fully

documented!

Book-$24.95; Disk-$19.95.

ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE FOR MICROS -A self

teaching guide to developing software for engineering

applications of microcomputers. Emphasis is on combining

graphics with engineering problem solving. Programs

included to interactively create engineering drawings, store

on disk file, recall, modify and merge. Other programs for

simulation, mechanisms design, heat transfer, circuit

analysis, optimizations and including Monte Carlo

techniques. Programs for Fourier analysis display frequency

spectra graphically. This is a valuable collection of modern

engineering analysis software for students and professionals.

Book-$28.50:Disk-$19.95.

Books contain fully documented program listings in BASIC with theory and equations Disks contain the same programs as the books but

without documentation When ordering disl<s, please specify APPLE II Plus 48 K DOS 3 3 or IBM To order, send check drawn on U S bank,

money order in US funds. Visa or Mastercard number with expiration date to KERN PUBLICATIONS 190 Duck Hill Road, P O 1029A,

Duxbury, MA 02332 Add $2 per book 4th cl postage in US and Canada, $3 1st cl orOPS m US; $4,50 1st cl Canada; $12 air Europe and

Central America. $18 elsewhere Call (617) 934-0445 lor faster delivery.
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More Apple II owners choose Hayes

Micromodem II than any other modem
in the world. Compare these features be-

fore you buy You should. It's your money.

Thousands of other Apple II owners
have already compared, consid-

ered, and are now communicat-

ing — all over the U.S.A. - with
j^jj

Micromodem II. The best mo-
dem for the Apple II. The most .

^

modem for your money
, '-"'^^^oo^J'

A complete
,

'

•"r^S''

data communi- A
cation system. W
Micromodem II ^

"
-^/j

is not "base , ^
priced" plus

necessary "options." It's a complete, high-

performance data communication system

The printed circuit board fits — quickly

and easily— mto your Apple II. eliminat-

ing the need for a serial interface card.

And the Microcoupler^" uncluded^ con-

nects the Apple II directly to a standard

modular telephone jack. Auto-dial and
-answer features are built-m. Operation

can be full or half duplex, with a trans-

mission rate of 300 bps. And it's Bell 103

compatible and FCC approved.

Now there's Hayes Terminal Pro-

gram, too! Developed by Hayes speci-

fically for Micromodem II. this new
Terminal Program allows

you to access all the great

MicrocoupleT"
'^"^^'''''^

;

^- in a matter of seconds.

/ '^^Sto,.
With it. you can use

-^^^^ your CP/' M.'' DOS
3 3 or Pascal for-

''SmamJ- matted diskettes

i^^^pr to create, send, re-

'1^^^ ceive. list and delete

ffjiSr\. 'Wm .files. Hayes Terminal

'y^r*^€^W Program is a complete.

^*'4^jW stand-alone disk.

i And because it's

^ menu driven, you can

choose from a wide variety of

options to set your communica- I A
Lion parameters — as well as I T
change hardware configuration V^fc^
—directly from the keyboard. It even al-

lows you to generate ASCII characters that

are normally not available from Apple

keyboards, further extending your Capa-

bilities. Incoming data can be printed

\on serial or parallel printers) as it's dis-

played on your screen.

Software sold with Micromodem II

or separately. A Terminal Program disk

and user manual now come with

Micromodem II: or, if you already have'

one, you can buy the Terminal Program
separately

If you're ready to communicate
with other computers, to access iiifor-

'

mation utilities, timesharing systems, or

use bulletin boards, then you're ready

for Micromodem II. Come on. Compare.

Consider.

Micromodem II is already the best-

selling modem for the Apple II. Now,
with Hayes' new Terminal Program, it's

better than everm Don't settle for any

LJ^\#£2iO thing less. Available

lldyV?W 3t computer stores

all across America.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

5S35 Peachtree Corners East

Norcross. Georgia 30092 \404i 449-8791

YourApple II

just isn't the samewithout
Hayes Micromodem IE

NEW! ,

Terminal Program'

from Hayes! .,

icromodem II and Microcoupler are trademarks of Hayes Miaocomputer Products, Inc, Apple 'is a registered trademark of Apple Computer., Inc.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. © 1982 Hayes Microcomputer Proc^ucts. Inc. Sold only in fhe O:S,A, -
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Mind Your
BV PETER OLIYIERI

Welcome to the fall season and to our September installment of

Mind Your Business. There is much to talk about this month, so let's get

right to it.

Business User Group. The mail from readers who are interested in

being part of our business user group is quite heavy. It's particularly nice

to note how willing members are to share with one another their positive

and negative experiences.

Some of you may recall a plea from a regular reader, Gary Griffis,

about interfacing the NEC Spinwriter with the Apple Serial Interface

card. Dr. Helge Gunther of Webster, New York, who once faced a simi-

lar problem, sent along a solution.

Gunther reveals that the secret to interfacing the Apple II Plus with

the NEC Spinwriter is the replacement of the PSA PROM chip (as

recommended in the addendum to the Apple Serial Interface card book-

let). With the PSA PROM installed, the NEC printer works very well. It

has an ETX/ACK protocol, mark parity, full duplex, and fast printing

speed.

If you wish to interface the Apple III with the NEC Spinwriter, the

process is a bit more complicated. The printer does not operate with the

cables and modem eliminator that are supplied with the Apple III. (It

will work with XON-XOFF protocol, but Dr. Gunther wanted to use

the same one as with the Apple II.) It was therefore necessary to have a

special cable prepared. The following diagram for the cable was pro-

vided by Tom Landry at NEC Information Systems.

To Printer (female) Apple III (male)

1 > 1

2 - -- > 3

3 - > 2

7 > 7

Pin Number 5 5

6 6

8 > 8

20 20

Note that pins 5, 6, S, and 20 are bunched on both ends before

connecting.

The printer should be set to 7 bit, odd parity, 1,200 baud, full du-

plex; and the protocol for using the RS-232 driver should be configured

to ETX/ACK protocol as listed in the Apple III Standard Device Driv-

ers Manual for the Qume Sprint 5 printer.

One nice feature with this configuration is that if you've forgotten to

turn on the printer, or if the printer is in local mode when printing in-

structions have been sent to it, you can correct the setting on the printer

and a control-F will get you going without losing a single character. This

particular setup allows you to use the printer with either the Apple II

Plus or the Apple III. All that's needed is a rocker switch to transfer back

and forth from mark parity to odd parity.

While this explanation may be a bit technical for some readers, it just

fills the bill for those who are having problems with interfacing. Some-

times the only way to get information about how to solve a problem is to

get the answer from another user. Contacting vendors and dealers is not

always the most successful way to go. Your hints, peeves, rages, and

other experiences using the computer are well worth sharing; they may
provide some much needed information to another user.

Find Your Business. Jeff Lambert, president of Photronics Corpora-
tion in Pennsylvania, writes to underscore how vital it is for users to be

able to locate immediately data on compatibility of hardware and soft-

ware. Of course, the strengths of certain hardware and software need to

be documented also.

Ideally, a telephone-accessible database containing legitimate com-

plaints and reviews of products should be established. Dealers, vendors,

and magazines cannot convey the same information about a product as

can someone who has "walked into the desert" with it! Lambert hopes

that other readers share his feelings and can either suggest a forum for

the exchange of information or will actively support any such forum that

might be developed. As one step toward addressing this problem. Mind
Your Business wall devote space to the business user group and will share

information users send in.

Several thousand of you responded to the Olivieri's Inquisition a few

months back. What a great resource. To get the ball rolling now, we'd

like to ask those of you who have had experience using a word processor

or printer to answer the following questions.

If you are using a word processing program:

1. Which word processing program are you using?

2. How much did it cost?

3. What hardware is needed?

4. What are its strengths?

5. What are its weaknesses?

6. What general comments do you have about word processing

(hardware or software oriented)?

7. Do you have any questions for other readers "about word

processors?

If you have a printer.

1. Which printer do you own?
2. How much did you pay for it?

3. What interface card do you have?

4. What are the printer's strengths?

5. What are its weaknesses?

6. What general comments do you have about it?

7. Do you have any questions for other readers about printers?

When you finish, send your response to Softalk B.U.G. (Business

User Group), Box 60, North Hollywood, CA 91603. For a mere twenty

cents you can be an active member of the group. Your replies to these

questions will provide valuable information to other users; besides, it's

quite likely that sometime in the future someone else will reply to ques-

tions that are of particular interest to you.

Financial Modeling. One of the most important aspects of any busi-

ness is managing the financial side of things. Even if you have a strong

background in finance, this can be a complex and difficult task.

In the course of running a business, it's often necessary to consider a

variety of financial options and then to select the one that best suits the

company's goals and objectives. This process can call for a good deal of

quantitative analysis and the building of models that represent the finan-

cial aspects of any organization. If these models are well constructed, you

can use them often and ask various "what if?" questions that will help

you evaluate different financial strategies.

Most managers who have to make these kinds of decisions greatly

value any support they are given. Software systems that provide this kind

of help are sometimes called decision support systems. Such systems aid

judgment instead of simply trying to computerize it. This approach

evolved at about the same time as the concept of time sharing on large

computers and gave users the opportunity to develop and use financial

models interactively.
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With the arrival of microcomputers, similar power is becoming avail-

able to interested users at a significantly lower cost. One such system,

available from Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, is called Micro-

DSS/Finance. (Note that the letters DSS, for Decision Support Soft-

ware, appear in the tide.) Micro-DSS/Finance rqjresoits a sophisticated

financial modeling package for the microcomputer. Addison-Wesley

plans to develop a Micro-DSS series for managers and professionals.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate what this type of package will do is

with an example. If you are somewhat familiar with financial modeling,

you'll immediately recognize the power of this system. If you're new to

the concept, then what follows will be an excellent tutorial on some of the

characteristics of such models. We'll consider some of the more ad-

vanced features of the package later on.

Let's look at an example from the DSS/Finance package of the anal-

ysis of alternative investments.

Financial Modeling Example. Joan Perkins, owner of Perkins Real

Estate, plans to retire next month at the age of seventy. She intends to

keep the house she owns (debt free) and to convert all her other assets,

valued at $320,000, to cash.

To supplement her guaranteed pension of $14,000 per year, Perkins is

thinking about purchasing a ten-year annuity with an 1 1 percent yield.

She is also considering investing $150,000 in a money market fund. The
current yield on the fund is 13.7 percent, but she feels that interest rates

wall drop to 12 percent next year and that they will stabilize at 1 1 percent.

Perkins would like to know both her dollar income and her real in-

come over a ten-year period, assuming that inflation is around 9 percent

per year. Her question is whether she'd be better off putting all her cash

assets into the money market fund or into the annuity.

Many of us, provided we had a litde help (and luck and time), could

solve this problem using pencil and paper. Let's look instead at how a

program might be written within the DSS/Finance package to come up
with some answers more easily. The program will be explained in more
detail after the listing. Refer now to figure 1.

The first number at the beginning of each line is a line number. We'll

use these numbers to reference different lines as we explain their

meanings.

Lines with a C at the beginning represent comments that can be in-

serted into a program. When a number appears at the start of a line (af-

ter the actual line number), it refers to a row.

Look at line 5. This line says that row 2 of the model will be labeled

"cash" and will contain cash amounts. This same principle applies to

lines 6, 9, and 10, which are labeled "pension," "investment in money
market fund," and "interest rate," respectively. Since no values have

been given yet, they will have to be input to the model later.

Line 11 contains a calculation. It says that row 6 will be labeled—

—

2: C
3: C INVESTMENT MODEL FOR JOAN PERKINS
4: 0
5: 2'GASH'
6: 3'PENSION'
7: C
8: C
9: 4'INVESTMENT IN MONEY MARKET FUND'

10: 5'INT RATE-MMF'
11: 6'INT INCOME-MMF' = 4*5/100.0

12: C
13: C
14: 7'INVESTMENT IN ANNUITy'=2-4 for 1

15: 8'ANNUITY PARAMETERS'
16: 9'ANNUITY'=7 PAYMENT 8
17: C
18: C
19: 10'GROSS INCOME' = 3+6+9
20: 10'GROSS INCOME' = 10 + 4 FOR 10

21: 11'INFLATION FACTOR'
22: 12'REAL INCOME'= 10/1

1

23: C
24: 0
25: 13'NPV RATES'
26: 14'NET PRESENT VALUES'=12 MULTINPV 13

Figure 1. Listing of commands for alternative investment analysis.

1: 2=320000
2: 3=10*14000
3: 4=*150000
4: 5 = 13.7, 12,*11

5: 8=11,120,1,12
6: 11 = 1, 9%
7: 13=10,15,20,25

Figure 2. Data file for alternative investment analysis.

"INT INCOME-MMF". The values in that row are to be calculated as

follows:

Row 4 times row 5 divided by 100.

Look at the formula and see how this is typed. Remember that the

calculation is to be done for all columns in the table (ten years, in this

case).

Line 14 also has a calculation in it. It says that the "investment in an-

nuity" will be the result of row 2 minus row 4 for the first column only.

Lines 15 and 16 deal with a special built-in function in DSS/Finance.
This function requires two lines. The first line gives the appropriate pa-

rameters for the annuity. Thus, line 16 says to use the parameters in row
8 against the values in row 7. The function requires that four parameters

be placed in row 8. These are the interest rate as a percentage, the num-
ber of payments, the starting month, and the number of payments per

column (year). You'll see how this looks when the data is listed and the

final reports are shown.

Line 16 uses another built-in function that allows you to compute the

net present value of the numbers in row 12 at each discount rate con-

tained in row 13.

Preparing the Data. The data can be entered into the model inter-

actively or as a data file. Figure 2 contains the data for our alternative in-

vestment analysis model.

The information in the data file relates directly to the original prob-

lem statement.

Line 1 says that the value in row 2, column 1 is 320,000.

Line 2 says that row 3 has ten values of 14,000 (the pension).

Line 3 says that all columns get a value of 150,000.

Line 4 gives the interest rates for the money market fund. The first

value is 13.7 percent, the next is 12 percent, and the rest of the values are

11 percent.

Line 5 gives the four annuity parameters described earlier: a rate of

1 1 percent for 120 months, beginning in month 1, with twelve payments

per year.

Line 6 gives the inflation rates. They start at 1 percent and then in-

crease at the rate of 9 percent per year.

Line 7 gives the different discount rates required by the present value

formula. They are 10 percent, 15 percent, 20 percent, and 25 percent.

One very nice feature of the DSS/Finance model is a special com-

mand called worksheet. This command causes the system to print out a

worksheet that contains a listing of all the values that must be input to

the model to make it work. The values are clearly labeled and are fol-

lowed by blanks. This allows you to send the worksheet (the request for

input data) to someone who has little knowledge of or experience with

computers. After this person has completed the worksheet, it can be re-

turned to whoever is running the actual model.

Getting Some Answers. A few simple print commands now allow

you to print out a variety of reports. Figure 3 shows three such reports

much as they would look when printed.

It's not often that such a detailed and lengthy example finds its way
into this column. But in this case an example seemed the best way to il-

lustrate what kinds of things this particular package can do. If you're in-

terested in the subject of financial modeling, invest some time in trying to

«ee how most of this model works. It may give you some insight into how
you might put it to use in your own setting.

Micro-DSS/Finance requires an Apple II with 48K, the Language

System, two disk drives, a monitor, and a printer (preferably one with

132 columns).

Bag of Tricks. Now for some specifics about DSS/Finance.
The program is designed to build and run models and to generate re-

ports and graphics.

It can perform financial calculations automatically, including pay-



THE BEST ST\NDS OUT

* PRACTICAL DECISION-MAKING
aids buy/hold/sell decisions by projecting cash flow &
profitability; computes ROI, IRR, ROE, and FMRR.

*REALISTIC SIMULATIONS
models economy based on 5 separate components of

inflation for realistic "whiat-if" studies

*UP-TO-DATE WITH CURRENT MARKET
takes into account rent control, runaway inflation,

money rates, creative financing, and complex lease packages

* UP-TO-DATE WITH TAX LAWS
includes latest tax laws for depreciation (including
ACRS), recapture, & capital gains

* PROFESSIONAL PRINTOUTS
detailed 10-year tables of cash flow and ROI in

personalized, paginated report format

*ERROR TOLERANT
designed for ease of use by newcomers to computers;
fully tested by real estate professionals

*INSTRUCTIVE MANUAL
100-page book includes easy-to-follow examples and
detailed instruction in investment analysis

1 he best investment clearly stands out when you use
computer-aided decision-making with the Real Estate

Analyzer by HowardSoft. Applying the latest

techniques in investment analysis, this software
produces detailed, objective projections of cash flow

and overall investment return for any commercial or

residential property. Even the most dissimilar deals are
compared fairly because inflation rates, creative loan

packages, complex depreciation schedules, involved

leases, and complex tax laws are all taken into account.

$195 AT YOUR DEALER
for the 2nd Edition for Apf3le Computers.

(Ask about our other tax and financial software.)

V* *J Howcnd Softwccre Services
loi the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

8008 Giiard Ave,. Suite 310
i
La Jolla. CA 92037

i
(714) 454 0121

m



INVESTMENT MODELS FOR JOAN PERKINS
(FIRST 5 OF 10 YEARS ARE DISPLAYED)

CASE: DIVIDED BETWEEN ANNUITY & MONEY MARKET FUND

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
CASH TO INVEST 320,000 _ _ _ _

PENSION 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000

MONEY MARKET FUND:
INVESTMENT

150,000

150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000
INTEREST RATE 13.70% 12.00% 11.00% 11.00% 11.00%
INTEREST INCOME 20,550 18,000 16,500 16,500 16,500

ANNUITY:
INVESTMENT

170,000

- - - -

ANNUITY 28,101 28,101 28,101 28,101 28,101

SUMMARY OF INCOME:
GROSS INCOME 62,651 60,101 58,601 58,601 58,601
INFLATION FACTOR 1.00 1.09 1.19 1.30 1.41

REAL INCOME 62,651 55,138 49,323 45,251 41,514

10% 15% 20% 25%
NET PRESENT VALUE 332,855 228,115 251,593 225,438

CASE: ALL MONEY INVESTED IN ANNUITY

1982 1983 1984 1985 1 986
CASH TO INVEST 320,000 _ _ _ _

PENSION 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000

MONEY MARKET FUND:
INVESTMENT
INTEREST RATE 13.70% 12.00% 11.00% 11.00% 11.00%
INTEREST INCOME _____

ANNUITY:
INVESTMENT 320,000 _ _ _ _

ANNUITY 52,896 52,896 52,896 52,896 52,896

SUMMARY OF INCOME:
GROSS INCOME 66,896 66,896 66,896 66,896 66,896
INFLATION FACTOR 1.00 1.09 1.19 1.30 1.41

REAL INCOME 66,896 61,372 56,305 51,656 47,391

10% 15% 20% 25%
NET PRESENT VALUE 337,416 296,247 264,709 240,032

CASE: ALL MONEY INVESTED IN MONEY MARKET FUND

1982 1983 1984 1985 1 986
CASH TO INVEST 320,000 _ _ _ _

PENSION 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000

MONEY MARKET FUND:
INVESTMENT 320,000 320,000 320,000 320,000 320,000
INTEREST RATE 13,70% 12.00% 11.00% 11.00% 11.00%
INTEREST INCOME 43,840 38,400 35,200 35,200 35,200

ANNUITY:
INVESTMENT
ANNUITY

SUMMARY OF INCOME:
GROSS INCOME 57,840 52,400 49,200 49,200 49,200
INFLATION FACTOR 1.00 1.09 1.19 1.30 1.41

REAL INCOME 57,840 48,073 41,411 37,991 34.855

10% 15% 20% 25%
NET PRESENT VALUE 327,686 274,631 236,729 208.897

Figure 3. Three sample reports.

back, net present value, interest expense, and tax loss carry-forward.

Functions for lag, spreading, and cumulative value are built in.

Simultaneous equations and matrix manipulation can be done easily.

The program can handle tables of up to 13,000 cells.

The program facilitates the design of extensive, customized reports,

as well as the speedy generation of "quick and dirty" reports.

Reports can be "turned sideways" so that rows are columns and vice

versa.

Files of results can be saved and used as input to other models.

Automatic Financial Calculations. Discounted cash flow can be cal-

culated for finite or infinite streams of cash flows at single or multiple

rates. Included are features for net present value (NPV) of a finite cash

flow stream, net present value of a perpetual cash flow stream, NPV at

multiple rates, internal rate of return of perpetual cash flow streams, and

pay back period for a cash flow stream.

Depreciation is calculated using straight line, declining balance,

double-declining balance, or sum-of-the-years'-digits method. Options

include residual value of assets and automatic switch-over to straight line

in the optimal year.

Tax calculations include computation of the amount of a loss car-

ried forward and the appropriate tax rates.

Lxjan amortization includes functions for interest, principal paid, re-

maining balance on a loan, and total payments.

Graphic displays of reports include pie charts, bar charts, and line

graphs. A special plug-in device allows you to conduct a "slide show" of

your graphics. This device plugs into the game port and is also used as a

copy-protection feature.

The DSS/Finance documentation is outstanding. It is professionally

done and easy to use. At times it does read like a sales promotion piece,

but it is nonetheless very thorough and complete. In addition, a user hot

line is provided to assist users.

Ouch. Now for the bad news. The cost of Micro-DSS/Finance is

$1,500! For those of us who are used to considering packages that range

in price from $29.95 to $250, this is very steep.

While many users will feel this is too high a price, the model is ex-

tremely powerful. If you are at all involved in financial modeling, you
must seriously consider DSS/Finance. It is indeed less expensive than it

would be to use a larger mainframe package. In any case, if you are in-

terested, consider purchasing either the User Reference Manual for Mi-

cro-DSS/Finance ($35) or Introducing Micro-DSS/Finance ($10) first

and giving it a thorough look.

If the DSS/Finance package seems to be right for you, it may be one

of the better investments you make. It is not as fast and powerful as its

mainframe predecessors, but it is very impressive.

Continuing Support. Once we've bought a product—in particular, a

software product—all of us like to know how to use the package to its

fullest. A variety of newsletters and user groups formed around particu-

lar programs have surfaced to offer this kind of information and con-

tinuing support.

Intercalc is one such user group. Intercalc is the largest independent

user group specializing in the uses of VisiCalc-type programs. The group

also publishes Spreadsheet, a bimonthly newsletter, Intercalc members
receive many valuable tips, applications, product reviews, and complete

templates developed by the organization's founders. In addition, mem-
bers contribute their ideas, tips, concepts, and programs. Members also

receive special discounts on related products.

The majority of Intercalc's membership is from the business com-

munity and includes Fortune 500 companies. Big Eight accounting firms,

advertising agencies, brokerage houses, computer manufacturers, small

businesses, colleges, doctors, and lawyers. Membership dues are $25 per

year and represent a good investment.

Whether you're a novice or an expert at using VisiCalc, you really

should have Spreadsheet. Each issue contains great tips and actual ^pli-

cations. You can even share some ofyour own uses (and be paid for your

contribution).

A Yearling. About a year ago. Software Arts, the creators of Visi-

Calc, introduced a publication of their own called SA TN (Software Arts

Technical Notes). The objective of this bimonthly publication is to show

all VisiCalc users how to use the program more effectively and exten-

sively. Articles cover such things as detailed applications, tutorials, points

of clarification, and information on the use of specific VisiCalc

commands.

Upcoming issues ofSA TN are scheduled to include articles about ex-

changing data between VisiCalc and other programs using the DIF for-

mat, political forecasting models, interfacing with word processing pro-

grams, and more. If you're interested in subscribing to SA TN, send $30

to Software Arts.

In both of the above instances, you might ask to see a sample issue

before deciding whether to subscribe. But, based on the issues we've seen,

the total investment of $55 is a wise one for any regular user of VisiCalc.

Continuing professional and technical support is absolutely essential to

the success of any business product—and that means success from the

viewpoints of both user and vendor.

Finale. Well, that brings us to the end of another month. Thanks for

reading along; we hope something discussed here was helpful to you. The

Inquisitions are nearly done, the word processing series is progressing,

and the Apple III review will be coming up soon. Take care and have a

good month. Hi

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867; (617) 944-

3700. Intercalc. Box 254. Scarsdale. NY 10583. NEC Information Systems. 36

Washington Street. Wellesley Hills, MA 02181; (617)431-1140. Software Arts, Box
815. Quincy. MA 02169.



"SOFTALK"REVIEWED HOME FINANCIAL PROGRAMS
AND HERE'S WHAT THEY HAD TO SAY..

At$39?§
ChequeMate"
is the Bargain
ofthe BunchV

Chcquemate delivers the

best value of them all. It's the

complete home financial pack-

age for Apple computers.
Softalk perceived Cheque-

mate's value because it does it

all— checks, charge cards, cash
control, automated teller trans-

actions, accounts payable and
budgeting. You can even split

checks into two categories
(keeping track of interest and
principal separately for house
payments).

A complete set of reports

gives you the capability to

make hard copy printouts or

review them on the screen. In

addition, the contents of the

screen can be printed at any
time.

If you want the final word
in home financing you want
Chequemate from Master-
works. Available at most Apple
dealers.

FEATURES • Budgeting with
actuals • Charge cards and
accounts • Multiple categories

per check • Automatic teller

transactions • Standard entries

by abbreviation • Multiple
checking accounts • Video dis-

play printed at any time with
CTRL-Y • Comprehensive doc-
umentation • Graphic budget
analysis • Unpaid bills display

in check entry • No monthly or

annual cutoffs necessary • All

data accessible for change

REPORTS • Check list • Stan-

dard entry list • Budget list •

Budget comparisons • Charge
list • Graph budget/actual

NEW!
IBM SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE NOW.

Call or write for details.

(213)539-7486.
25834 Narbonne Ave.

Lomita, California 90717
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Mark Pelczarski credits David Durkee as coauthor of this month's

Graphically Speaking.

Although most graphics are done in machine language for speed,

there are some interesting effects that can be created easily and quickly in

Applesoft Basic.

Explosions. Using Applesoft shape tables, you can do a fast, good-

looking explosion. First, use the shape maker from two issues ago to

create a somewhat random shape like the one shown in figure 1. Make it

somewhat small, as we will be scaling it larger. Also, be sure that your

starting point is somewhere in the middle of the shape so that it stays cen-

tered when we increase the scale. Name this file. Shape.

Now use the routine in listing 1 to create an explosion at location

X,Y. The routine first draws the shape you created in scale 1, erases it,

draws it in scale 2, erases it, and so on until it reaches scale 7. Along the

way, it varies the hcolor from one to seven, adding color to the effect. If

you use this routine on a background you want to keep, use xdraws in-

stead of draws, and skip the hcolor commands—draw will clobber what-

ever was there.

Lasers. The hplot command can be used to create a quick laser ef-

SELL YOUR SOFTWARE
ADVERTISE IN THE

LAMA SOFTWARE DIRECTORY
The LAMA Software Directory is a high quality inexpensive
way for both large software companies and single APPLE
users to advertise their application and system software for

the APPLE Computer. A listing in the LAMA Software Direc-

tory includes:

Program Name
Program Description
APPLE Configuration
Prices and
Ordering Information

and costs Just $15.00 for ONE FULL YEAR. In addition, orders
of two listings or more receive a 33% discount, lowering your
cost to Just $10.00 per listing.

The LAMA Software Directory will be available at all partici-

pating APPLE dealers and bookstores beginning In January,
1963. In order to be included in the first issue we must receive

your order by November 30, 1962. New issues will follow

every four to six months.

For more information send your name and address to:

The LAMA Software Directory
P.O. Box 201

Bloomingdale, IL 60108

(312) 830-4159

APPLE li • Iradamark ol Appla Computar, Ino.

feet between any two points. It helps to have a set source for the beam.

The two bottom corners are favorites in many games because they give

the impression that the user is really in a spaceship. That is what we will

use here. Unfortunately, there is no hplot command with the features of

xdraw, so any fancy background will be hurt by this effect.

Now, of course, these two effects are just dying to be used together,

which is why we used the odd line numbers. Listing 3 is a routine that in-

corporates both into a laser blast followed by an explosion sequence.

1

10

20
30
40

50
320
330
340
350
360
370

REM EXPLOSION
PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD SHAPE.A 16384"

POKE 232,0: POKE 233,64

HGR : POKE - 16302,0
REM X,Y IS THE LOCATION OF THE EXPLOSION
X = 140:Y = 96

FOR I
= 1 TO 7

SCALE= I: HCOLOR= I

DRAW 1 AT X,Y

HCOLOR= 0

DRAW 1 AT X,Y

NEXT I

Listing 1.

1 REM LASER FIRE

10 HGR : POKE - 16302,0

20 X = 140:Y = 96: REM TARGET LOCATION
300 HCOLOR= 5: HPLOT 278,190 TO X,Y: HPLOT 1,190 TO X,Y:

REM DRAW
310 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT 278,190 TO X,Y: HPLOT 1,190 TO X,Y:

REM ERASE
Listing 2.

1 REM LASER FOLLOWED BY EXPLOSION
10 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD SHAPE.A 16384"

20 POKE 232,0: POKE 233,64

30 HGR : POKE - 16302,0

40 X = 140:Y = 96: REM WHERE IT ALL HAPPENS
300 HCOLOR= 5: HPLOT 278,190 TO X,Y: HPLOT 1,190 TO X,Y

310 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT 278,190 TO X,Y: HPLOT 1,190 TO X,Y

320 FOR I
= 1 TO 7

330 SCALE= I: HCOLOR= I

340 DRAW 1 AT X,Y

350 HCOLOR= 0

360 DRAW 1 AT X,Y

370 NEXT I

Listing 3.

X is starting location

• is a plotted point

Figure 1. Randonn Explosion Shape.

X is starting location

• is a plotted point

Figure 2. Bouncing Ball Shape.



THE SECOND SCENARIO
e Wizardry Adventure Continues! Barbarians

ather, preparing to sack the city of Uylgamyn. News
that the mighty staff of Gnilda has been reclaimed by

its earthigod creator has travelled fast. Protected for a

thousand years by the power of the wonderous arti-

fact, and now defenseless, Uylgamyn is doomed,
unless you help!

What have people said about the first scenario?

. . . [Wizardr]^] has the potential to become a classic.

David Lubar, Creative Computing

The most eagerly awaited adventure . .

.

Computer Merchandising

. . . perhaps the most advanced adventure program

on the market. ^ , , , -r-i. c- /->

Forest Johnson, I he bpace uamer

The amount of detail is fantastic.

Neil Shapiro, Popular Mechanics

Knight of Diamonds, a challenging scenario for experi-

enced Wizardry players (13th level characters will

barely survive!).

Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord (shown at

right) and Knight of Diamonds operate on any Apple

Computer* with at least 48K, DOS 3.3, and 1 disk

drive.

Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord—$i9.95

Knight of Diamonds—$34.95

Join over ten thousand adventurers exploring

the ultimate fantasy experience.

C.O.D.

Shipping $2.00 in U.S.; $5.00 outside U.S.



TURN YOUR APPLE
PERSONAL COMPIHER
INTO A PROFESSIONAL
COMPUTER FOR $75a
The majority of all professional computer soft- memory expansion boards, the CP/M Handbook

ware programs available today are written for the by Rodnay Zaks, and complete manuals. You get

CP/M® disk operating system. The SYNERGIZER everything you need for fast, easy installation and
lets you access all of this vast body of sophisti- operation in one package.* Each element is de-

cated software with your Apple II while retaining signed to complement the others, and everything

the capability to access your present Apple is designed and produced by the same company,
software. The SYNERGIZER. It'll turn your Apple

In addition to the CP/M interface and software into a professional computer. And it costs only

diskette, the SYNERGIZER gives you $750. Phone or write us, or ask your

Manufactured by Advanced Logic Systems,
1195 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, OA 94086, (800)538-8177 (In California (408)730-0306)

Apple and Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.,

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Researcfi, Inc.,

Tfie CP/M Handbook is copyrighted by Sybex, Inc

And tfie SYNERGIZER was our idea.

*AII SYNERGIZER Components are also sold separately.
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Last month we provided a primer on animation using random paths,

preset paths, and joystick and keyboard control. As an addition to those

methods, listing 4 is a program that actually simulates the natural move-

ment of a common object: a bouncing ball. You'll need a new shape for

this program, as illustrated in figure 2. Name your new shape file, Ball.

Lines 10 through 70 set things up. The main loop, lines 100 through

190, follows this sequence:

1 REM XF.YF ARE BOUNCE FACTORS
2 REM XM.YM ARE MOMENTUM
3 REM GF IS THE GRAVITY FACTOR
4 REM X,Y IS STARTING LOCATION
10 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD BALL.A 16384"

20 POKE 232,0: POKE 233,64

30 HGR : POKE - 16302,0

40 SCALE= 1: ROT= 0: HCOLOR= 3

50 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,191 TO 0,191 TO 0,0

60 X = 30:Y = 30:XM = 5:YM = - 1

70 XF = 12:YF = 20:GF = .4

100 REM MAIN LOOP
110 XDRAW 1 AT X,Y:XO = X:YO = Y
120 X = X + XM:Y = Y + YM
130 IF X < 3 THEN X = 3: GOTO 200

140 IF X > 276 THEN X = 276: GOTO 200

150 IF Y < 3 THEN Y = 3: GOTO 250

160 IF Y > 188 THEN Y = 188: GOTO 250
170 YM = YM + GF
180 XDRAW 1 AT XO.YO
190 GOTO 110

200 REM LEFT OR RIGHT
210 XM = - XM
220 XM = SON (XM) *

( ABS (XM) - ABS (XM) / XF)

230 GOTO 150

250 REM TOP OR BOTTOM
260 YM = - YM
270 YM = SGN (YM) *

( ABS (YM) - ABS (YM) / YF)

280 GOTO 170
Listing 4.

Line 110 draws the shape at X,Y.

Line 1 20 updates the shape's location by adding the momentum fac-

tors, XM and YM. These are preset in line 60 and updated in various

places throughout to account for gravity and bouncing.

Lines 130 through 160 check to see if the ball has hit a wall. If it has,

the routines from lines 200 through 280 reverse the direction of move-

ment and simulate the loss of energy that occurs when a ball bounces.

Line 170 is the gravity factor.

Line 180 erases the shape. Note that the more instructions you put

between drawing and erasing a shape, and the less you put before the

next draw, the less your shape will flicker. Using smaller shapes also

helps minimize this problem.

Line 190 goes to the beginning of the loop.

The Effects of Entropy. Take a look at line 220. This is where the ob-

ject loses some of its momentum in bouncing. ABS (XM) / XF is the

fraction of the energy that is lost. If you make XF smaller, the object will

lose more energy with each collision. However, if you make it a negative

number, it will gain energy!

The preset values for this variable and others are located in lines 60

and 70. Try changing them and seeing how each affects the physical laws

in the little world on the hi-res screen. The remarks in lines 1 through 4

explain what each controls.

Now, the only trouble with this is that it goes on forever unless you

use control-C to get out of it. This is the reason that we numbered the im-

portant parts of the laser and explosion routine starting at 300. If you just

add those lines 300 through 370 onto the listing 4 program, and then add

these two lines, you get a neat way out that demonstrates aptly how to

use such a subroutine in a larger program.

185 KB = PEEK( - 16384): POKE - 16368,0:IF

KB > 127 THEN 300
380 FOR DL = 1 TO 500: NEXT DL: HOME : TEXT : END

That's all for now. In the next few installments we'll be offering a Ba-

sic hi-res character generator and machine language graphics routines to

use from Basic programs.

ARE VISICALC COMMANDS DRIVING YOUR Ippplc bananas?

• A plug in keyboard developed to bring

relief to Visicalc* users on Apple II*

computers.

• 30 most used Visicalc commands

• 4 arrow keys for cursor positioning (no

more space bar)

• works with any Apple II using Visicalc

(just plug it in)

• numeric key pad (19 keys) use with any

program. Why spend $1 50 or more for a

numeric key pad when Key Wiz can do

so much more for $299.

• see your dealer or send $299 + $8 ship/

handling to:

Creative Computers
Aztec Environnnental Center 1044 Lacey Road
Forked River, N.J. 08731 609-693-0002

TRADE THIS: /ss /ic /f$ /e !

(Multiple strokes)

FOR THIS: '

'

(Single stroke)

Insert

Column

KEY WIZ
BREAKS THE KEY/CODE BARRIER

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

'Visicalc is a registered trademark of Personal Software
'Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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• NUMEROUS USAGE LABELS AND NOTES

• A BASIC MANUAL Of STYLE

• EFFECTIVE COVERAGE OF STANDARD VOCABULARY

MauDING CURffNT BUSINESS. SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHWCAL TERMS

i

You get 85,000
words on disk with
THE SENSIBLE SPELLER
and a Random House
dictionary to boot!

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER™ is the first

COMPLETE spelling verification pro-

gram for the Apple Computer. NO other
spelling program includes as many op-

tions, or has a dictionary (on diskette) as
large as ours, and includes a well known
dictionary, too. THE SENSIBLE
SPELLER now features the complete
CONCISE EDITION of the RANDOM
HOUSE® DICTIONARY. If you question
the definition, pronunciation, or spelling

of any word, you can simply look it up
in the supplied hardcover dictionary.

Four versions ofTHE SENSIBLE
SPELLER are available. There is no need
to MUFFIN or transfer your files from
one operating system to another.

• The DOS 3.3 version works with
Applewriter (I or II), Apple Pie, The
Correspondent, Executive Secretary,

Letter Perfect, Magic Window, Screen-

writer (formerly Superscribe), Text
Editor, TXT/ED. Write-On, Word
Power, or any other word processor,

editor, or program that generates stan-

dard DOS 3.3 TEXT or BINARY files.

• The Super Text ™ version works
with Super Text, Super Text II, amd
the new 80-column version of Super
Text.

• The CP/M ™ version works with
WordStar, ED, Magic Wand. Type
Master, and any other word processor
that does not compact text.

• The Pascal tm version works with the
Pascal Editor, Eind Prose.

Numerous options are provided
throughout the program to enable you
to completely control all activities of

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER. These in-

clude the ability to ignore both format-
ting commands and control codes,
multiple options for the action taken
with each misspelled word, and the use
of multiple dictionaries. An alphabetical

listing of misspelled, unknown, and/or
all words in your document along with
usage frequencies may be listed. A
verification mode is provided to allow
you to examine and dispense with
misspelled words while viewing them in

the actual context in which they ap-

pccired in your file. When you encounter
cin unknown word, you can even search
the dictionary for the correct spelling

(using wildcards). In the near future.

Sensible Software will be releasing well

known legal and medical dictionaries to

complete this professional package.

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER package
includes:
• an easy to read instruction manual
• two copies ofTHE SENSIBLE
SPELLER program

• a main dictionary diskette, containing
45,000 of the most commonly used
English language words (there is room
to add approximately 10,000 of your
own words)

• a supplementary dictionary diskette,

containing the remaining 40,000
words in the CONCISE EDITION of the

RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY
• the hard cover RANDOM HOUSE
DICTIONARY, CONCISE EDITION

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER requires an
Apple ™ II/Apple ™ II -i- equipped with
48K, DOS 3.3, and 1 or 2 disk drives.

Two disk drives are required to delete or

add words to the dictionary. The price is

only $125.00.

Sensible Softwore

6619 Perham Drive, Dept. M
West Bloomfield, Michigan 48033
(313) 399-8877
Visa and Mastercard Welcome.

Add $1.25 postage and handling per program.

For a complete catalog, send
$1 .00, refundable wWh your first purchase.

• APPLE is a registered trademark of APPLE Computer Company 'CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp.*

• SUPER TEXT is a registered trademark of Muse Softvi/are* APPLE PASCAL is a registered trademark of U.C.S.D.^

RANDOM HOUSE and the House design are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc. Copyright 1982 Random House, Inc.
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Everyone's Guide to Assembly

Language, Part 24

Last month we looked at a routine to simulate the SCRN(X,Y) func-

tion of Integer Basic. The notion of inquiring about points on the screen

is closely related to this month's topic, the collision counter.

The collision counter is a one-byte memory location on page 0 of the

Apple's memory. Its value is a function of the Applesoft hi-res graphics

routines specifically related to shape tables. The purpose of the collision

counter is to keep track of any "collisions" between a shape being drawn

on the screen and any previously drawn screen images. The collision

counter is located at SEA (decimal 234) and is affected only by the com-

mands draw and xdraw.

Some Experiments. To illustrate the behavior of the collision count-

er, we'll first need a shape table to experiment with. The one given here is

probably the simplest one possible—a single dot.

To enter it into memory, go into the Apple's Monitor by typing in

call —151, and then type in:

300: 01 00 04 00 04 00
E8: 00 03

This will place the table in memory at location $300 and set the point-

er at $E8,E9 to point to the table.

The first two bytes of the table (01 00) indicate the number of shapes

in the table, which in our case is just one. The next two bytes (04 00) give

the offset from the beginning of the table ($300) to the start of the actual

shape data ($304). The next two bytes (04 00) are the actual bytes of data

for the shape itself. In this example the shape table is a single move of one

position up the screen.

You may wish to review the information on shape tables in your Ap-
plesoft manual (1978), pages 92 to 96, for more details on shape tables.

The first experiment is to verify that we have in fact installed a us-

able shape table. This is most easily tested by putting your Apple into

Applesoft Basic and typing in:

HGR : HC0L0R = 3 : ROT = 0 : SCALE=1

The screen should clear. You can now type in:

DRAW 1 AT 100,100

A single dot should appear on the screen. You can change the scale to

three by typing in:

SCALE=3

Test this by typing in:

DRAW 1 AT 100,100

A vertical line of three pixels should appear. If all has gone well so

far, you can now try a third experiment. The purpose of the experiment

will be to see how the collision counter reacts with various combina-

tions of drawing colors, background colors, shape drawing commands,
and the previous condition of the collision counter.

Clear the screen with hgr again, and try this sequence of commands,
noting for each one what the conditions of the screen and collision count-

er are before and after the command. (Note that references to "color" in

this article will be in terms of "white" and "black" as would be seen on a

black-and-white monitor. If you have a color set, the dots will appear as

single color dots—as explained in previous issues.)

HC0L0R = 3 : POKE 234,0 : DRAW 1 AT 100,100 : PRINT PEEK(234)

('0' should be printed along with a white dot on the screen)

DRAW 1 AT 100,100 : PRINT PEEK(234)

(T, white dot)

DRAW 1 AT 100,100 : PRINT PEEK(234)

('1', white dot)

HCOLOR=0 : DRAW 1 AT 100,100 : PRINT PEEK(234)

('0', dot erased)

DRAW 1 AT 100,100 : PRINT PEEK(234)

(T, no dot)

If you try all the various combinations, you should be able to replicate a

chart something like this:

HCOLOR Command Background C = 0 C=1 Result

White DRAW Black 0 0 White

White DRAW White 1 1 White

Black DRAW Black 1 1 Black

Black DRAW White 0 0 Black

White XDRAW Black 1 1 Black

White XDRAW White 0 0 Black

Black XDRAW Black 1 1 White

Black XDRAW White 0 0 Black

With the scale at one, we did a series of draw and xdraw commands.
The first column shows the value of hcolor for the draw or xdraw

command. The second column shows which command we used. The
third column shows what background color was present when the shape

table was drawn.

The headings C=0 and C= 1 refer to the status of the collision count-

er before the draw or xdraw. The entries in each column show the value

after the command is executed. The last column shows whether the re-

sulting dot is white ("on") or black ("off).

The conclusions to be "drawn" from this chart are:

1 . If a draw is done, the resulting dot will be consistent with the

hcolor used. The collision counter will increment one unit for each dot

on the screen that is already at the same "color" as the dot being drawn.

That is, if white is your hcolor, the collision counter will count the num-
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ber of white dots the shape hits. If your hcolor is black, the collision

counter will return the number of black dots the shape draws over. This

allows you to use a light background and dark shapes and still have ev-

erything work!

2. If xdraw is used, the current hcolor has no effect. Xdraw always re-

verses the background dots. For a black background, xdraw will incre-

ment the collision counter for only those dots turned "on." If the back-

ground is white, the collision counter will be set to zero only if all dots are

turned "off."

3. The previous state of the collision counter has no effect on the fi-

nal value after the draw or xdraw. This means that no preconditioning or

initializing is necessary in a given routine.

Draw versus Xdraw. Before proceeding further with the collision

counter, it is important to take a moment to clarify the distinction be-

tween the two shape table commands draw and xdraw.

Draw is very direct in that it basically does an hplot in whatever the

current hcolor is, using the specified shape. As mentioned eariier, the col-

lision counter simply adds up the total number of collisions with existing

dots in the same "on" or "off state as the hcolor being used.

Moving shapes using draw is done by first drawing the figure, and

then either reversing the color by setting hcolor to black and then doing

another draw, or using xdraw to accomplish approximately the same

thing.

Xdraw, on the other hand, uses the EOR (exclusive or) function to

actually reverse the bits on the screen where the shape is to be drawn.

What this means is that a fixed color as such is not used. Rather, each bit

on the screen in the desired shape pattern is reversed from its current

status. By following this with another xdraw, the screen is restored and

background figures are not erased.

Principles of Animation and Collision. Any hi-res game or simula-

tion is basically just a simulation of reality in which a screen image suc-

cessfully mimics the behavior of an object in the real world. The primary

things to be simulated are generally motion and collisions. Both aspects

have been discussed in earlier issues, particularly with regard to the idea

of simulating convincing motions.

In the past programs, the positions of the objects were used to deter-

mine whether it was time to bounce the object off a wall or off another

object. In this sense, we can say that collisions were predicted rather than

detected. The collision counter gives us a way of detecting collisions with

objects on the screen whose current position may not be known. This

takes on practical significance when you may not want to keep track of

all the things flying about the screen, as is quite possible in many game
scenarios.

Putting all this together, we come up with the following general ap-

proaches:

1 . Draw a figure. Check the collision counter for nonzero values to

detect a collision. Draw with black or xdraw to erase for the next move-

ment. Background figures will be erased when using this technique.

2. Xdraw a figure. The collision counter should equal the number of

dots in the figure (that is, a constant value) if there is no collision with ex-

isting images. Xdraw again to erase. The collision counter should return

to zero if no previous collision was made. This will leave background

images intact, but figures drawn will have a "harlequin" appearance as

they pass over background images. See the demonstration program for

an example of this.

The Scanner. The following two demonstration programs are called

The Scanner because they are reminiscent of the classic radar screen

sweep pattern.

The first program uses the xdraw,xdraw system of redrawing the

image, and as such, is nondestructive to other images on the screen.

2 * SCANNER — XDRAW/XDRAW *

4
*

5 ORG $7000
6

7

OBJ $7000

8 FLAG ECU $06
9 RT EQU $07
10

1

1

SCL EQU $08

12

13 PREAD EQU $FB1E
14 WAIT EQU $FCA8
15 HCOLOR EQU $F6F0
16 HGR EQU $F3E2
17 HPLOT EQU $F457
18 HPOSN EQU $F411
19 SPKR EQU $C030
20

1»
I?

Learn f^oni a Master
"I can do nothing for the man who will not bring me his problems."

More than two thousand years ago the Chinese philosopher Confucius taught his simple truths about life

in pointed stories and clever aphorisms. But with all his wisdom and wit, Confucius could only help those

willing to help themselves.

For the post two years, the novice assembly language programmer has found wisdom in the writings of

Roger Wagner. Unfortunately, not everyone has been able to follow Wagner's work from the beginning.

Now you can help yourself to become a better assembly programmer with Assembly Linest The Book, a

compilation of the first fifteen installments of Wagner's "Everyone's Guide to Assembly Language," pub-

lished in Soffalk from October 1980 to December 1981.

Complementing the fifteen updated and expanded columns, Wagner has added new material to benefit

the novice and experienced programmer alike. Five appendices, an index, and an introduction help

make Assembly Lines: The Book one of the best treatments of the subject.

$19.95 gets you more than 270 pages of graphs, listings, and exercises. Assembly Lines: The Book is

available at finer computer stores across the country or directly from Soffalk. If you order from SoHalk,

please add $1.50 for shipping and handling.

California residents odd 6V2 percent sales tax.

Send order with payment to:

Softalk Book

Box 60

North Hollywood, CA 91603
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21 ROT EQU $F9
22 SCALE EQU $E7
23 PTR EQU $E8
24 SHNUM EQU $F730
25 DRAW EQU $F605
26 XDRAW EQU $F661
27 CTR EQU $EA
28

7000: 4C 09 03 29 ENTRY JMP E2
30

7003: 01 00 04 31 TBL HEX 010004
7006: 00 04 00 32 HEX 000400

33
7009: A2 03 34 E2 LDX #$03
700B: 20 FO F6 35 JSR HCOLOR
700E: A2 00 36 LDX #$00
7010: 86 07 37 STX RT
7012: A2 03 38 LDX #$03
7014: 86 E8 39 STX PTR
7016: A2 70 40 LDX #$70
7018: 86 E9 41 STX PTR + 1

42
701A: A9 01 43 SET LDA #$01
701C: 85 06 44 STA FLAG

45
701E: A2 8C 46 POSN LDX #$8C
7020: AO 00 47 LDY #$00
7022: A9 50 48 LDA #$50
7024: 20 1

1

F4 49 JSR HPOSN
50

7027: E6 07 51 CALC INC RT
7029: A2 00 52 LDX #$00
702B: 20 IE FB 53 JSR PREAD
702E: 98 54 TYA
702F: DO 01 55 BNE STORE
7031: C8 56 INY

7032: 84 08 57 STORE STY SOL
58

7034: A5 06 59 CHKFLG LDA FLAG
7036: FO 04 60 BEQ ERASE
7038: C6 06 61 DEC FLAG
703A: FO 14 62 BEQ PLOT

63
703C: A2 01 64 ERASE LDX #$01

703E: 20 30 F7 65 JSR SHNUM
7041: A5 F9 66 LDA ROT
7043: 20 61 F6 67 JSR XDRAW

68

7046: A6 EA 69 SOUND LDX CTR
7048: FO 06 70 BEQ PLOT
704A: AD 30 CO 71 CLK LDA SPKR
704D: CA 72 DEX
704E: DO FA 73 BNE CLK

74
7050: A2 8C 75 PLOT LDX #$8C
7052: AO 00 76 LDY #$00
7054: A9 50 77 LDA #$50
7056: 20 1

1

F4 78 JSR HPOSN
7059: A2 01 79 LDX #$01
705B: 20 30 F7 80 JSR SHNUM
705E: A5 08 81 LDA SCL
7060: 85 E7 82 STA SCALE
7062: A5 07 83 LDA RT
7064: 85 F9 84 STA ROT
7066: 20 61 F6 85 JSR XDRAW

86
7069: A2 01 87 DELAY LDX #$01
706B: 20 IE FB 88 JSR PREAD
706E: 98 89 TYA
706F: 20 A8 FC 90 JSR WAIT

7072: 4C IE 70

91

92 GOBACK JMP POSN
93

;
WHITE

X = 140

Y = 80

SET CURSOR X,Y

;SCALE=1

ONLY ONCE

PDL1

After assembling the code at $7000, enter the following from Apple-

soft:

HGR: HC0L0R = 3: HPLOT 100,0 TO 100,160

Preset paddle zero to the minimum (zero = far left) and paddle one

rSCRG Presents ^
FOR YOUR APPLE^" II OR 11+

I
—THE $79.95 NUMERIC KEYPAD—

,

THE KEYPAD
• Converts APPLE^" keyboard to one of eight 10-

key or hexadecimal keypads

• Hardware conversion—compatible with ALL
software • Cecals provided

• Works with any revision APPLE^" 11 or 11+

• Instantly switches between standard keyboard
and keypad • Custom layouts available

• Installs easily, no soldering

• Lowest priced numeric keypad available—$79.95

-THE MAGIC KEYBOARD-
Everything That THE KEYPAD
Gives You, Plus ....
• At the flip of a switch, select beween standard "QUERTY"
keyboard and your choice of DVORAK, A.S.K.,
MONTGOMERY, LEFT & RIGHT ONE-HANDED, and
ALPHABETICAL ORDER

• Easy modification and optional PROt\/l allows true upper/lower
case entry

. $89.95

Paddle-Adapple

Works with all Apple
compatible joysticks

and paddles

Unique "Jumpers"
socket allows you to

configure to meet your

needs.

Select one of two
devices or

Use 4 paddles simul-

taneously

BPT" users can have
BPT' device and
paddles plugged in

simultaneously.

Gives you four push-

button inputs

Supports shift key
modification

Exchange X & Y
joystick axis

Small and compact-
adheres to computer
with supplied foam
tape

All strobes, annunci-
ators and power
available on both
connectors

LOWPRiCE-$29.95

9 CARDS AND 8 SLOTS?
The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your APPLE™, allowing

an easy change ol cards. The 18" flex cable is long enough to allow

placement of the card m a convenient location. The high quality

connectors are gold plated lor reliability.

The EXTEND-A-SLOT works well with all slow to medium speed

cards, such as Modems, Printers, Clock, Music, etc It is not

recommended for high speed data transfer devices such as disk drive

controller cards. J29 95

All these fine products come with a 90 day warranty

Available at your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231-S
Goieta, CA 93118

(805) 685-1931

Add $2.50 for shipping:

CA and MA add tax

kVISA, MASTERCARD accepted ^j';

11.11 k 111 Apple Cdiilpillert

rk 111 bl'l SvsliMiis A



chances are, when you

bought your first disk drive, it

was an Apple. Now that you're

ready for a second, take a look

atQuentin.

Our Apple*-Mate™ 51/4" Disk

Drive is fully software transparent

with Apple's DOS 3.3 operating

system in full and halftrack

operation.

Add it to your present drive for

greater capacity and faster access.

Just plug it in and go to work.

And the Apple- Mate has these

High Performance advantages:

ON TRACK HEAD SEEK
A precision lead screw positions

the head onto the correct track.

Time-consuming retries and
disk-to-disk copying errors are

virtually eliminated.

SIEMENSt DISK DRIVE
The apple-beige unit is built

around the highly reliable

Siemens system with over

10,000 lifetime hours. Shielded

connecting cable also attached.

LONG TERM
DEPENDABILITY
MTBF (Mean Time Between

Failures)—8,50,0 power-on hours,

and the unit has a one-year

warranty.

COUNT ON QUENTIN
FOR QUALITY
Quentin Research was building

disk systems for the computer
industry when Apple was a little

bud on the big computer tree.

We're known for product reliabil-

ity and stand behind every system

we sell you.

But the best news may be the

price— only $379.00 (40 tracks)

when you order Apple-Mate
directy from us. Also available at

your local dealer.

So when you're ready to boost

the juice on your Apple, add-on
the Quentin Apple- Mate.

To order: Check, Money Order,

Visa or Mastercard Number Calif,

residents add sales tax. Allow

one week delivery.

See Apple-Mate and other
Quentin Products at:

Applefest
Sept. 16-19— Minneapolis, Minn.

Peripheral Equipment & Software
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—Anaheim, Ca.

Applefest
Oct. 28-31— Houston, Tx.

Comdex
Nov. 8-11—Amsterdam, Netherlands

Applefest
Nov. 18-2WSan Francisco, Ca. -

till

'

®
tSlemens is a trademark of Siemens Corporation.

Apple-Mate is a trademark of Quentin l^esearch, Inc

which does not manufacture Apple computers.

19355 Business Center Drive

Northridge, CA 91324

(213) 701-1006

Telex; 910-493-2174
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to the maximum (255 = far right).

Now activate the routine by typing in:

CALL 28672

Experiment with different paddle values, slowly increasing the radius

with paddle zero until the scanner intersects the vertical line. You should

at that point hear a number of clicks from the speaker as the lines cross

each other.

Let's see how the program actually works. Line 27 starts the actual

code by jumping over the data for the shape table. This is the same one-

dot shape table you entered earlier in this column. Lines 32 and 33 ini-

tialize the HCOLOR to 3 (white), although for this program that is ac-

tually not necessary. Lines 34 through 39 set our value for rotation to

zero (to be used later), and set the pointer $E8,E9 to point at our table at

$7003.

Now here's the tricky part. In general we want to store two positions

for the line we'll draw. The first is the old position (where it was last

drawn) and the second is the new position where the new line will be

drawn. You'll recall we developed this technique in earlier articles on the

moving dots as a way of minimizing the screen flicker.

For the simple dots, it didn't really matter if on the first pass through

the program we erased a dot that wasn't really there. In this case, though,

it does matter since using XDRAW will cause an image to appear if one

wasn't there already to erase.

This is solved by using a one-pass flag that will tell the program to

skip over the ERASE routine on the first time through. Lines 41 and 42

initialize this flag to T.
Lines 44 through 47 use HPOSN to prepare for the later use of the

shape tables. Line 49 increments the value for rotation on each pass

through the loop. This causes the revolving of the line. Wrap-around

when RT reaches 255 happens automatically, so no checking for out of

range errors is required.

Lines 50 through 55 get the value for scale from paddle zero, which

corresponds to the eventual length of the plotted line. Note that a special

check is done to avoid scale being set to #$00, since Applesoft treats this

the same way it treats 255. This makes the paddles a little more friendly

to the user.

On the first pass through, FLAG will be equal to 1 , so the test on line

58 will fail. It will then be decremented to 0 to clear the flag, and the

forced branch to PLOT will be executed.

The routine for drawing the shape is very similar to routines in pro-

grams presented in earlier articles. The main difference in this routine is

our use of the routine XDRAW ($F661), which is used the same way the

DRAW routine was used before.

Once the PLOT section is completed, a wait is done at lines 85

through 88 by using the WAIT ($FCA8) routine as a function of paddle

one.

Notice that on successive passes through the loop, FLAG will equal

zero, and so ERASE will always erase the old position before PLOT
creates the new one. RT ($07) and SCL ($08) are used to hold the new
values for rotation and scale, respectively.

As for the actual collision detection, because we are using the

Xdraw,Xdraw method, we will use method 2, which says that the colli-

sion counter should return to zero after the figure is erased. We use this

fact to check on lines 67 and 68 for a zero value collision counter. If the

counter is not zero, the speaker is clicked that number of times before the

program does the next plot.

In practice the speaker is a little undependable since the frequency of

the clicks is so high. You may wish to experiment with different delays in

the CLK loop, as is done in the sound routines. You may prefer the cur-

rent method for this demo because of the intuitive nature of the clicks,

but musical sounds can also provide some interesting insights into the

process.

The usual hgr equivalent from this routine has purposely been left

out to allow you to alter the screen with hplot and other Applesoft com-
mands before running the scanner. Another interesting variation is to

type in:

HGR: HCOLOR = 3:HPL0T 0,0: CALL 62454

The screen should clear to all white. Now activate the scanner by typ-

ing in:

CALL 28672

Now the clicking will depend more directly on the length of the line,

although some interesting variation can be observed depending on the

angle of the line as well. While you're reading along you might ponder

why that would be, considering the screen would seem to be clearly uni-

form in the number of dots the line is intersecting.

Once you've entertained yourself sufficiently with the first program,

try this second variation, one that uses the Draw,Xdraw method. Here

the point of interest is that the scanning line erases anything it touches,

and so leaves a visible trail of where it has been when activated against a

solid white background.

SCANNER — DRAW/XDRAW
3

4

5
ODO 5)7000

6 OBJ $7000
7
oo rLACa [TO 1 1bUU $06
9 RT EQU $07
1

0

bOL dollEQU $08
1

1

PREAD EQU $FB1E
H O
lli

\M A ITWAI 1

C0 1 1bQU (tC O A Q
q>r uAo

1 J HOULUH CO 1 1tQU $F6F0
H A
1 4 not 1hQU !tir3b2

1 0 i_iDi r^TMrLU 1

COI 1bQU ff'C A Ctq)r4o/

1 b MrUbN COI 1tQU <1*C A ^q>r41

1

i -T
1 /

i O

O DorKH r Ol 1bQU !bCOoO

1 O

19 HO 1 EQU $F9
oo A 1 CbUALb croi 1bQU

1 r 1 n bQU !t>bo

O l—l M 1 1 h 4bHNUM r'o 1 1tQU $F730
23 UHAW EQU $F605
O A24 V P\ A \ A/XUHAW CO 1 1tQU $F661
25 CTR EQU $EA
26

7000: 40 oy 70 27 ENTRY JMP E2
2B

/(JUo. U1 UU U4 XD 1

1 dL i_i crvHbX U 10004
7006: 00 04 00 30 HEX 000400

7009: A2 03

31

32 E2 LDX #$03
700B: 20 FO F6 33 JSR HCOLOR
700E: A2 00 34 LDX #$00
7010: 86 07 35 STX RT
7012: A2 03 36 LDX #$03
7014: 86 E8 37 STX PTR
7016: A2 70 38 LDX #$70
7018: 86 E9 39 STX PTR+

1

40

701A: A9 01 41 SET LDA #$01
701C: 85 06 42 STA FLAG

43
701E: A2 80 44 POSN LDX #$8C
7020: AO 00 45 LDY #$00
7022: A9 50 46 LDA #$50
7024: 20 11 F4 47 JSR HPOSN

48 *

7027: E6 07 49 CALC INC RT
7029: A2 00 50 LDX #$00
702B: 20 1E FB 51 JSR PREAD
702E: 98 52 TYA
702F: DO 01 53 BNE STORE
7031: C8 54 INY
7032: 84 08 55 STORE STY SCL

56
7034: A5 06 57 CHKFLG LDA FLAG
7036: FO 04 58 BEQ ERASE
7038: C6 06 59 DEC FLAG
703A: FO OA 60 BEQ PLOT

61

703C: A2 01 62 ERASE LDX #$01
703E: 20 30 F7 63 JSR SHNUM

WHITE

X = 140

Y = 80

SET CURSOR I X,Y

; SCALE =1

ONLY ONCE
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7041

:

A5 F9 64 LDA ROT
7043: 20 61 F6 65

66

JSR XDRAW

7046: A2 8C 67 PLOT LDX #$8C
7048: AO 00 68 LDY #$00
704A: A9 50 69 LDA #$50
704C: 20 11 F4 70 JSR HPOSN
704F: A2 01 71 LDX #$01
7051: 20 30 F7 72 JSR SHNUM
7054: A5 08 73 LDA SOL
7056: 85 E7 74 STA SCALE
7058: A5 07 75 LDA RT
705A: 85 F9 76 STA ROT
705C: 20 05 F6 77

78

JSR DRAW

705F: A6 EA 79 SOUND LDX CTR
7061: FO 06 80 BEQ DELAY
7063: AD 30 CO 81 CLK LDA SPKR
7066: CA 82 DEX
7067: DO FA 83

84
BNE CLK

7069: A2 01 85 DELAY LDX #$01
706B: 20 IE FB 86 JSR PREAD
706E: 98 87 TYA
706F: 20 A8 FC 88

89
JSR WAIT

7072: 4C IE 70 90
91

GOBACK JMP POSN

; PDL1

In this routine, the first variation is in the use of DRAW (versus

XDRAW) on Hne 77. In addition, because we are now using the

Draw,Xdraw method, the collision counter detection now goes after the

initial creation of the image as is done by PLOT. In terms of program-

ming then, the changes are minor. It is interesting to note, though, how
differently the screen behaves.

It is most instructive to start by typing in:

HGR: HCOLOR = 3: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454

The call 62454 is the routine that clears the hi-res screen to the last

hcolor plotted, so we'll take advantage of it to fill the screen with dots for

our Draw,Xdraw scanner to detect. Make sure the paddles are set to zero

for paddle zero and 255 for paddle one. Then activate the routine by typ-

ing in:

CALL 28672

As you eventually sweep out all possible angles and radii, you'll no-

tice that not all screen locations can be reached from a fixed point. This is

because of a limited number of rotation positions (as opposed to a con-

tinuous 360-degree motion) and also the line nature of the screen dis-

play.

By looking carefully you can see that there are more point intercep-

tions, and thus collisions and clicks, at the near vertical, horizontal, and

forty-five-degree positions than angles in between. This tends to give a

modulated sound to the clicks as the "beam" scans when running the

first program against a white background.

The Possibilities. Once you understand the idea behind the coUision

counter, it can be very useful in both arcade game—type software and

other simulations. You'll probably be able to imagine all sorts of novel

ways of applying this technique in your own programs.

Next month, we plan to give nongraphics enthusiasts a break and

look a little more into some areas of machine language programming

that we haven't covered yet.

See you then!

A Note from Roger: Our discussion of hi-res graphics from assem-

bly language will wrap up with the old year. We'd like your input on

where to go next. What would you like Assembly Lines to cover?

Assembly Lines: The Book is about to go into its second printing.

Now's the time to report any errors you've found.

Please send ideas and errors to: Keep Roger Smiling, Softalk, Box 60,

North Hollywood, CA 91603.

INTRODUCING
WATSON

Teamed up inside
your Apple^ Watson
adds new features
that give you complete
access to everything you evCT
wanted to know about memory
and disks. Recover blown disks,

Now The Inspector
HAS AN ASSISTANT

fix catalog entries, display and delete
control characters, repair bad data files even
on disks with non-normalDOS. Search forward and
backwards in memory, edit in HEX, ASCII, NEGATIVE ASCII
and LOWER CASE. Scan aisles forward and backwards, follow flies

forward and backwards in track/sector list on either 13- or l6-sector
disks. Lockout sectors on Track Bit Map, reconstruct VTOC, find and display all

Track/Sector Lists, display map of .Sectors used on disk, read Nibbles track-by-track.
Disassemble «llh ASCII displayed. Hill Inverse and fla.shing characters, verify and compare disks and display

differences, read and write directly to disks. Alter DO.S to display control cliaracters In inverse, and dump the

screen to a printer wltfi a CTRI,-Z, even from wltiiln BA.S1C. Tiiere's more but we're running out of space.

Oil well, you get the idea.

Eprom or disk versions are always at

/ your fingertips. Watson (requires The

Inspector), $49 95. The Inspector,

$59 95 At your local dealer or direct.

MasterCard and Visa holders order

toll-free, or return the coupon.

1-800-835-2246

Send me
The Inspector @ $59.95

Watson @ $49.95

Check or money order enclosed

System description:

Apple II Apple II -t-D Integer Card 16K Ram Card

OAAEGA MICROWARE,INC

222 So. Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 6O6O6
312-648-4844

address _

cily _

slate, zip_



/ou bought /our >1pple for education,

use l/KindOM^ as /our guide to software

!

k HdNDOH/is a magazine without pages — an elec-

tronic inagazine on a floppy disk! For the first time, you
dan learn about computing directly from your computer.

Wtiether you're a student, a teacher or a parent,

whether you've had your computer for three years or

three days, Window gives you a totally new view on the

world of educational computing.
In each of Window's five yearly issues, you'll find

informative and challenging programmed articles

arranged on a 5V4" floppy disk for Apple II computers.
(Window will soon be available for other computers.)

Each article shows you, in a different way, how to get

the most out of your Apple ~* for learning.

Window Is Truly Interactive
Feature Articles introduce you to a unique inter-

a^ive editorial style. Imagine an article running pro-

ems to show them to you, not just talking about them

0\ writipsf. Window is much more than pages of eiee-

ironic4ext — it brings your Apple to life. You can

explofe the world of personal computing by interacting

with your computer every step of the way. Window is

for those who vMsant to use a computer^ not |u§^t read^^^.

about one.

Written And Produced By Well Known Experts
Window is the work of two pioneers in the world of

education and personal computing. Henry Olds (Ed.D.,

Harvard) is Editor of Classroom Computer News and
has spent twenty years training teachers, publishing,

and devetoping curricuJum materials. He has researched,

developed, and extensively reviewed educational soft-

ware. ,ibhn Richards (Ph.D., SUNY-Buffalo) has spent

sixt«ien years teaching philosophy and education and
cor^ducting research in mathematics education. He is

Wow with the Division for Study and Research in Educa-

^jLion at M.l.T. They have assembled a rich group of

'editorial, educational and programming talent from all

q\|(ir the country to create this exciting new magazine

Special Introductory Offer
Get the premier issue of Window for only $19.95

Regularly $24.95). Or become a charter subscriber and
get the first five issues for $95.00 — a substantial

savings.

Money Back Guarantee
Window comes with a 100%, money-back guaran-

tee: if you're not fully satisfied with any issues of

Window, return it within 15 days for a full refund.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Valuable Software Is Youiii To Keep
Our Feature Programs are educational software

you want to own — programming aids, simulations,

learning tools, and games. Our first issue contains

WINDOW-ON-BASIC, a unique program that gives you a

glimpse of how any short BASIC program works — you
can learn to write and test your own programs. *
WINDOW-ON-BASIC has been highly praised as am
immensely valuable learning aid. ^

Any Window Feature Program alone is worth the

price of the disk. And you may copy it for your personal

use.
^

Test-Drive Exciting New Software Before Yoii Buy!
interactive Reviews guide you in exploring the

latest software. You'll actually see the program demon-
strated as it is reviewed. No print magazine can do this.

Once you've experienced the real thing — how it runs,

how it iooks, how it feels — you'll know what software

you want to buy.
| %

Experience The Future!
Previews show you — on your own computer %

what's new in program development. The world of

educational software is changing so fast It's hard to i

keep track of what's best to buy. The editors of Wind(li/v

have their fingers on the pulse of the latest software ^
breakthroughs. You will see what is being developed i

today for your use tomorrow — what major research

projects will soon be bringing to the market. And
Window doesn't just talk about the future — it shows it

to you.

Open Your Own Wndow On Learning Today I

YES! I want to open my ov^
Window on learning.

Send me the premier

issue today ($19.95).

Enter my subscription.

(5 issues — $95.00).

Send more information.

My check/money order is enclosed*
Charge my MasterCard or Visa account

wmDow
Suite ST2
469 Pleasant Street

Watertown MA 02172

(617) 923-9147

Card#

Name_

exp. date

Address

City State.

Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.

Overseas orders add $1.00 per issue.

-Zip_
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SOFTALK

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
GEOART

A geometry discovery unit. New, highly inter-

active, extensive graphics. $39.95.

Ventura Educational Systems

2239 Townsgate Rd., Suite 201

Westlake Village, CA 91361

VERBATIM Datalife minidisks for your Ap-

ple. Reinforced centers, certified error-free. Only

$27.95/box of 10. Packed in plastic file box $2

more. Send check or money order to THE
SOFT SPOT, INC. Dept S4, PO Box 212, Cor-

bett, Oregon 97019. Please include $2 ship-

ping/handling. Send for list of hardware/soft-

ware specials. Verbatim and Apple are regis-

tered trademarks.

WE'VE LOWERED
OUR PRICES!

We have redone our catalog with all new prices

and many new programs. If you liked our

variety and low prices before, you will love our

incredibly low prices now. Call or write for a

free price list #609. BYTES & PIECES, PO
Box 525 Dept. S9, East Setauket, NY 11733

(516) 751-2535, SOURCE TCP637.

PUT AN ATLAS
IN YOUR APPLE

Now you can quickly locate North American

Cities and determine exact distances between

them. Includes 411-City Data Base and Hi-Res

map. Ten day moneyback GUARANTEE!
ONLY $24.95 (check/Visa/MC). DOS 3.3. For

FREE info/ Order write: Micro-ATLAS, CO-
LUMBIA SOFTWARE, Box 2235J, Colum-

bia, MD 21045. (301) 997-3100.

MASTER DIAGNOSTICS
APPLE II & in- OWNERS save unnecessary

maintenance charges. Great review August

SOFTALK (PI 18), January NIBBLE (P189). 29

tests incl motherboard Rom, Applesoft card

Rom, int card Rom, motherboard Ram, Drive

speed etc. Instruction manual $49.95 -l-$2 ship-

ping. Calif residents add 6.5% sales tax. THE
SOFTWARE SOURCE, 17905 VENTURA
BLVD., ENCINO, CA 91316, (213) 705-4445.

DIAL-YOUR-MATCH
The most popular dial-up bulletin board is avail-

able for your 48K APPLE with APPLESOFT, 1

or 2 disk drives, and a HAYES MICRO-
MODEM. People will dial-up your APPLE,
answer a questionnaire, and be matched up to

other callers. Give the system a call before you

buy it! Call DIAL-YOUR-MATCH at (213)

842-3322. WRITE FOR INFO, OR SEND $99

TO; MATCHMAKER ENTERPRISES, PO
BOX 6055, BURBANK, CA 91510.

FOR THE APPLE 01
Character set editor: Joystick/keyboard.

Edit, mix create system character sets.

Blockaccess: All-purpose "zapper". Read,

edit, write raw diskette/Profile data.

Both require Pascal. Source code included.

Full online documentation. $40 each.

PowerToois, 1206 Karen Avenue,

Austin, TX 78757.

SPECIAL SALE
SOFTALK'S BEST SELLERS

THE COUNTRY STORE
Box 2131 Dept ST
Littleton, Colorado 80161

Send for current free price list.

THE BEST GRADEBOOK!!!
Teachers have found GRADEBOOK to be the

most efficient way to keep records. Anything

you would ever do to sets of grades can be done

instantly by GRADEBOOK. Thorough, help-

ful manual and a friendly and simple system

make short work of all grading operations.

Send $49.95 (postpage paid) to:

Word Enterprises

PO Box 1157, Welch Station

Ames, Iowa 50010

TRENDING
Plot the trend of any parameter versus time using

your printer. Up to 4 variables can be plotted at

a time, up to 550 data points per parameter! In-

troductory offer, $24.95. R. Morrow, 211 S.

Craig Dr., Orange, CA 92669.

3 PROGRAMS FOR $50.00

Oil Well Game. Find gushers to become rich.

High Score: Utility to save your scores.

Catalog-. Utility to find disks by name & #. Send

check or Money Order to: Steven Kahn, 134-45

166th PI., #3G, Jamaica, NY 11434.

LIFE INSURANCE SOFTWARE
Capital Needs Analysis $49.50

Financial Needs Analysis $99.50

Estate Liquidity Analysis $99.50

Employee Benefits Presentation $400.00

Dealerships Available

Insurance Micro Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 13318, Wichita, Kansas 67213

BIORHYTHMS
The most complete biorhythm program avail-

able—written by an expert in the field. Includes

computer identification of critical days, and

highs and lows; prints chart on any 80 column

printer. Stores names and birthdates for easy

use. $20.95 incl. shipping. TRS Software, 307-N

W. Tremont Ave., Charlotte, NC 28203.

"CONSUMER" DRUG WATCHER
New Educational Programs for the informative

use of over 550 medications. Drug Information

Program that tests your specific medications for

potential 'Drug Interactions'. Applesoft/disk/

DOS 3.3/48K system, $39.95.

MEDICAL WATCH SOFTWARE
1620 Ensenada Drive

Modesto, California 95350

ADDGRAM
Address Mailing List—Program allows you to

add, examine, change entries and print selective

number of labels. 700 random access files per

disk—copyable disk—make more disks to meet

your needs. Prints on 3 Vi" x 15/16" labels. Re-

quires 48K & ROM Applesoft. $24.95.

ComBil
806 Haldemann Avenue

Joliet, Illinois 60436

MULTIPLE-FACTOR-ANALYSIS pro-

gram. Newly created for the APPLE II-1-. Write

for description ordering information, prices.

Dealer inquiries invited. MATHEMATICAL
SOFTWARE CO. Dept. ST-1, PO Box 12349,

El Cajon, CA 92022.

MERGE III

APPLE WRITER III UTILITIES
These simple utilities allow data files created by
Apple Writer III or PES III to be merged with

any letter or document created by Apple Writer

III. These jobs are powerful examples of Word
Processing Language built into Apple Writer IE.

Dealer Unlimited Copyright

$205 COD (UPS)—$55 RetaU

FORSYTHE COMPUTERS INC.

7748 Forsyth Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63105

Phone (314) 72M300

WORD-CRUNCHER
Our new word processor; fast, easy, centers text,

sets tabs, easy mods (insert, delete, move blocks

of text). Prints drafts, multiple copies, right just-

ifies, etc. Plus our newest option: merges any

two files (i.e., addresses and form letters) DOS
3.3 and instructions. Limited Offer Only $18.95

-I- $1.05 postage to L.A.S.T., 619 Sarver Ave.,

Montgomery, AL 36109.

GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES ON

Broderbund S/W, MicroPro, Microsoft, Videx,

Stoneware, VisiCorp, Ashton-Tate, Accounting

Plus, D.C. Hayes, Microtek, NEC, Sirius,

Howard S/W, Continental S/W, TG Products.

Plus a Complete Line of Hardware.

SOFTWARE GALORE
P.O. Box 10005, Marina del Rey, CA 90291

(213) 827-1851 (800) 423-6326



OPTION INVESTING
At last! The program to guide your listed stock

option investing. TRS-80, APPLE, IBM PC.

For expert or novice. Manual discusses strat-

egy. $125. MC & Visa. Free brochure. OP-
TIONS-80, Box 471-R, Concord, MA 01742.

LOWERCASE FOR APPLE II

True LC descender chip & utility prog's

Revision 7 or later only

Use LC in basic prog's; Tape $22.95,

Disk $24.95

Call for low MX80FT prices; much more.

Catalog on request.

COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED
27131 Cook Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44138

(216) 235-2088

THE ANIMATOR
A system for producing animated 'film' strips.

You enter only key frames. The Animator cal-

culates the in-between frames. Demo includes a

ballet sequence. Over 50 pages of documenta-

tion with 3 tutorials. Requires 48K & Apple-

soft. $51.95.

BalbeSoftware Systems

#6 White Plains Dr.

St. Louis, MO 63017

(314) 532-5377

INSTRUCTOR GRADEBOOK
Alphabetizes, enter numbers, letter scores, re-

port results. Several scoring methods. Many
jrompts for novice, manual. $30. Inquiries in-

vited. Apple Country Computers, 626 N.

Jerome, East Wanatchee, WA 98801. (509) 884-

3767.

SOUND/OFF
External on/off volume control for your Apple

speaker. No cutting or soldering. Installs in

sceonds.

$9.95

Please include $1.50 shipping and handling. CA.
residents add 6'/2% sales tax.

THE COMPUTER WORKSHOP
One W. Thousand Oaks Blvd, Suite 28-B

Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

(805) 4%-7996

SOFTWARE RENTALS
GAMES FOR THE APPLE II

RAINBOW SOFTWARE
9528 Miramar Road, Suite 26

San Diego, CA 92126

NOT FOR PILOTS ONLY
AIR NAVIGATION TRAINER, real-time

simulator, hires graphics, sound, VOR's,
NDB's, ADF, airspeed, wind, heading, ground

track, 4 simulations, VOR Demo (for begin-

ners), 48K, DOS 3.3, ROM Applesoft, $40. ppd,

MC & VISA, SPACE-TIME ASSOCIATES,
20-39 Country Club Dr., Manchester, NH,
03102, (603) 625-1094.

FANTASTIC PRICES! ! !

We sell all Apple and Atari software at fantas-

tic low prices. Call or write for FREE catalog.

FREE SHIPPING for telephone orders. Spe-

cial savings on Hardware. FAST SERVICE.
FASCINATION SOFTWARE

12 V Village Loop Road
Pomona, CA 91766 (714) 622-1727

SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS
When you use your business computer you want
powerful quality software. Too much depends

on it to settle for less. Dynamic Software has se-

lected the best business software available for

forecasting, accounting, word processing, and
more. Guaranteed free fast delivery. Write to:

Dynamic Software, PO Box 3576, Federal Way,
WA 98003.

NO EARS ON OUR ELEPHANTS
Elephant Disks have no ears, but do have hub
rings, are heavy duty, never forget, and are only

$24.77 a box of 10. Add $2.00 shipping, IL res

add 6% tax. Visa and MC welcome. To order

call (312) 882-2350—or write: Computer Out-

post, Box 67X Streamwood, IL 60103.

THE SOFTWARE SPOT
in West Los Angdes

MAIL-ORDER PRICES IN A RETAIL
STORE -I- Special Prices on Books & Maga-
zines + Custom Programming + Broad Selec-

tion. 10977 Santa Monica Blvd. at Veteran, 4

Blocks East of the San Diego Fwy.

THE OTHER EPSON MANUAL
Makes clear how to run your Apple II with the

MX-80. Written by a frustrated Apple owner.

Specify MX-80 with Graftrax 80 ($10) or with-

out Graftrax ($6). Add $1 & 5% for post. &
hand. (CA res add 6'/2%). CUT THE BULL
SOFTWARE, Box 82761, San Diego, CA
92138.

ATTENTION APPLE OWNERS
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS offers the

lowest prices on the entire VisiCorp software line

and on all State of the Art brand accounting

software. FREE Update Service and price list:

Dept. S5, 208 Overbrook, Freehold, NJ 07728.

!LOW SOFTWARE PRICES!
No Membership Fees—No Clubs to Join

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
VALLEY SOFTOUCH

4974 N. FRESNO ST., SUITE 132

FRESNO, CA 93726

THOUSAND OAKS
Extensive Apple software. View with no
obligation.

AUTHORIZED RANA DRIVE DEALER
The Computer Workshop

One W. Thousand Oaks Blvd., Suite 28-B
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

(805) 496-7996

COMPLETE MORSE SYSTEM
Software decodes Morse without hardware in-

^terface. Sjjeeds over 60 WPM. Transmit has

buffered keybrd., macros, files. Disk $15. Bob
Wiseman, 118 St. Andrews Dr., Cincinnati OH
45245.

APPLE PASCAL
ANIMATION GRAPHICS

MORWE/GRAPHICS—83 pp. manual and

two diskettes. SASE for details, $3.95 for

manual, —$19.95— for complete kit.

HENDERSON ASSOCIATES
980 Henderson Avenue

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

PROGRAMMERS—Eliminate busywork with

BUSYWORK. Integrated programs & rou-

tines for business applications. Develop better

programs faster. Listable and copyable. DOS
3.3 diskette & 60-page manual. Incredible value

at $39.95. Datam Consultants, 1641 State, Box
238, Dekalb, IL 60115 (815) 758-1505.

S P FILING SYSTEM — data storage & re-

trieval system. Holds 1200 records. Can be used

as a mailing list with 450 3-line name & ad-

dresses. Copyable! Only $39.95.

S P REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS — sophisti-

cated hand-holding program aids in evaluation

of potential investments including cash flow, tax

advantage, etc. Can change selected values with

calculations automatically adjusted. $59.95.

S P SOFTWARE
6832 Rockview Ct.

San Jose, CA 95120

(Programs require Apple II-I-, 48K, DOS 3.3)

(Add $2.00 for shipping. CA res add 6 Vi% tax)

COMPUTERIZE YOUR DATA
with our Information Storage and Retrieval Sys-

tem. Store all kinds of data—address lists, busi-

ness records, etc. Searching and report capabili-

ties are provided. At only $45, it's far less than

comparable packages, plus it's not copy pro-

tected. Requires 48K Apple II with disk and
DOS 3.3. Write for free information to: PMH
Computing, 424 W. Commonwealth #307, Ful-

lerton, CA 92632.

WIZARDRY PLAYERS
Modify your characters with this utility pro-

gram. Resurrect the dead or lost. Alter charac-

teristics, spells, hit, experience & gold points.

CHEAT! Make yourself a 1000th level super

hero for Knight of Diamonds. Disk 48K &
Applesoft. Includes maps. $20.00, California

residents include 6'/:% sales tax. ARS Publica-

tions, 3710 Pacific Ave. #16, Venice, CA 90291.

Softalk's classified advertising section offers a

considerably less expensive way than display ad-

vertising to reach tens of thousands of Apple
owners.

Classified advertising space is available at

the rate of $10 per line for the first ten lines, with

a five line minimum. Each line over ten lines is

$25 per line. Ad copy should be received no later

than the 10th of the second month prior to the

cover date of the issue you want the ad to ap-

pear. Payment must accompany ad copy.

The publisher reserves the right to reject any

advertising that he feels is not in keeping with

the publication's standards.

Heads will be set in 10 point bold face, all

capitals only. Italics are available for body text

only; please underline the portions you would
like italicized.

The body text of the ad will hold roughly 45
characters per line. Spaces between words are

counted as one character. Heads will hold

roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be-

tween words counted as one character. Please

indicate if you would like the head centered or

run into the text.

Please write or call for additional informa-

tion.

Softalk Classified Advertising

11021 Magnolia Boulevard

Box 60

North Hollywood, California 91603

213-980-5074



r
Quality Disk Software

from

SPECTRUM
PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER

The premier personal and small business financial

system. Covering all types of accdunts including

check registers, savings, money market, loan, credit

card and other asset or liability accounts, the system

has these features:

Monthly Transaction Reports

Budgets Income & Expense

Reconciles to Bank Statements

Prints Checks & Mailing Labels

Automatic Year-End Rollover

Prepares a Net Worth Report

Searches for Transactions

Handles Split Transactions

User-Friendly Data Entry Forms

Fast Machine Language Routines

Extensive Error Trapping

HI-RES Expense/Income Plots

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC $75.00

Manual & Demo Disk only $15.00

COLOR CALENDAR

Got a busy calendar? Organize it with Color

Calendar. Whether it's birthdays, appointments,

business meetings or a regular office schedule, this

program is the perfect v^ay to schedule your

activities. The calendar display is a beautiful HI-RES

color graphics calendar of the selected month w/ith

each scheduled day highlighted in color Using the

daily schedule, you can review any day of the month

and schedule an event or activity in any one of 20

time slots.

For Apple II (48K) $30.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES

Both Programs $250.00

A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry

accounting system employing screen-oriented data

input forms, extensive error-trapping, data validation

and special routines for high speed operation. The

series includes these two modules:

GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system

with these features:

• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per

month.
• Interactive on-screen transaction journal

• Prints checks and mailing labels.

• Produces these reports:

Transactions Journal Balance Sheet

Account Ledgers Account Listings

Income Statement

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC $150.00

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

A flexible system with these features

• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices

per diskette.

• Prints invoices, customer statements &
address labels.

• Interfaces to General Ledger.

• Interactive screen-based invoice work

sheet.

• Produces these reports

Aged Receivables

Sales Analysis

Account Listings

Customer Balances

LOGIC DESIGNER & SIMULATOR

An interactive HI-RES graphics program for designing

and simulating digital logic systems. Drawing

directly on the screen the user interconnects gates,

including HAND, NOR, INVERTER, EX-OR, T-FLOP, JK-

FLOP, D-FLOP, RS-FLOP, USER-DEFINED MACRO and
N-BIT SHIFT REGISTER types. Network descriptions

for the simulation routines are generated

automatically.

The program is capable of simulating tne bit-time

response of any logic network responding to user-

defined source patterns. It will simulate networks

of up to 1000 gates. Includes a source pattern

editor, MACRO editor and network editor. Produces

a fan-out report. Simulation output is a string of

1's & O's representing the state of user selected

gates for each bit time of the simulation.

Atypical page of a logic drawing looks like this:

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC (2 DRIVES) $250.00

MANUAL AND DEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and

demo disk $30.00

MATHEMATICS SERIES

The Series Includes These 4 Programs:

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program

performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, determines

the mean, standard deviation and plots the

frequency distribution of user-supplied data sets.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI RES 2 Dimensional plot

of any function. Automatic scaling. At your option,

the program will plot the function, plot the

INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the

ROOTS, MAXIMA, MINIMA and INTEGRAL VALUE.

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program

for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of

any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of

SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS.

3-D SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and

BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES PLOTS

of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-variable

equation. Disk save and recall routines for plots.

Menu driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden

line or transparent plotting.

For Apple II & IBM PC $50.00

ptCAP

Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program

Tired of trial & error circuit design? Analyze and

debug your designs before you build them. With

mCAP you simply sketch your circuit diagram on

the CRT screen and run an AC, DC or TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS. Your circuit may consist of RESISTORS,

CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, DIODES, BAHERIES,
BIPOLAR or MOS TRANSISTORS, OPAMPS,
TRANSFORMERS, and SINUSOIDAL or USER-OEFINED

TIME DEPENDENT VOLTAGE SOURCES. jiCAP can

analyze any such network containing up to 40
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This month we are going to discuss an important feature of Visi-

Corp's newly introduced VisiCalc Advanced Version and learn how to

build templates that can accomplish the same thing with a regular ver-

sion of VisiCalc.

VisiCalc Advanced Version. VisiCorp announced VisiCalc Ad-

vanced Version for the Apple III at the National Computer Conference in

June. The Advanced Version is the most powerful version of VisiCalc avail-

able.

One new command, providing powerful and useful new capabilities,

stands out in the Advanced Version. It is the Keystroke Memory com-

mand. This command can execute a series of VisiCalc commands with a

single keystroke (all right, three keystrokes if you count /K). The poten-

tial uses for Keystroke Memory are varied, and, as people begin to un-

derstand and use it, its range of uses will probably increase dramatically.

One of the main advantages of Keystroke Memory is that it allows

you to consolidate data from different templates into a single template.

The Advanced Version doesn't magically consolidate information, how-

ever. Instead, it uses the Data Interchange Format (DIF) as the vehicle

for consolidations. Other modeling tools, such as A.p'p\Q's Senior Analyst

and Microsoft's MultiPlan. use tags to specify which data is to be con-

solidated. The use of tags for consolidations is very flexible because data

can be pulled from a file without requiring that the models have a spe-

cific format. But the problem with employing tags is that users still have

to be very familiar with the operation of the software.

VisiCorp has chosen to do consolidations in such a way that users

don't have to be familiar with the more complicated aspects of VisiCalc.

The idea is that data will automatically be interchanged through DIF
files using Keystroke Memory. DIF can be even more useful, because it

enables you to transfer data to different Visi-series products as they be-

come available on the Apple III. VisiSchedide for the Apple III, for ex-

ample, also announced at the June conference, uses DIF.

Now Comes the Hard Part. The problem (and it is either a simple or

a complex one depending on your knowledge of VisiCalc) is that the

original template designer must design the template to be able to handle

data transfer through DIF. After all the templates have been completed

(and the templates don't have to be in the same format), the Keystroke

Memory command allows consoHdations to be accomplished by almost

anyone. The user simply boots VisiCalc Advanced Version, presses /K
and a specified key, and the consolidation begins. The user is prompted

to insert the correct disks and the rest of the consolidation is automatic.

While DIF has been available for a couple of years, this is the first

time it will be easy for users to take advantage of its capability. As Visi-

Calc Advanced Version gains in popularity, no doubt many templates will

be created that use this method of consolidation. Apparently anticipat-

ing preparation for this, VisiCorp announced Business Forecasting

Model, a series of templates for the DOS 3.3 Apple II version of Visi-

Calc. These templates are designed to enable consolidations of informa-

tion into income statements, balance sheets, and financial-ratio analysis

templates using DIF. If you own VisiCalc III, you can convert these tem-

plates to your version of VisiCalc using the information contained in last

month's column.

Consolidations don't require the Advanced Version. So even if you
don't have an Apple III you can use DIF files to consolidate informa-

tion. The only stipulation is that you must have a version of VisiCalc that

contains DIF capability. If you want to check your version, pressing /S

will show a # in the list of options. The # symbol is the DIF save-load

command.
If your version doesn't have DIF, there is still a simple method for

doing consolidations. Those of you with thirteen-sector Apple II Visi-

Calcs or the original VisiCalc III Version I.O can use the normal Visi-

Calc file consolidation method. Note: If you have a DOS 3.3 Apple II

version of VisiCalc and plan to use DIF, make sure that you have a ver-

sion other than 193B. Version 1938 will have problems with DIF trans-

fers. If you do have version 193B, contact your dealer to see about ob-

taining an upgrade.

Which Method Should You Use? There are advantages and disad-

vantages to each method of consolidation. DIF consolidation permits

smaller files to be sent for consolidation. Efi'ectively, the DIF file is noth-

ing more than the information displayed on the screen. That means that

if the input model uses any formulas to generate the data (for example,

10 percent growth per month), the data (numbers) and not the formulas

will end up in the consolidation template. For most consolidations, that

is desirable. But if you want to take the information presented and do
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"what if?" calculations (after all, what's VisiCalc foi?), you won't, for ex-

ample, be able to change the growth percentage rate and see the effect

without rebuilding each input model to include formulas. If you need to

"what if?" clearly the normal VisiCalc file method is necessary.

The normal VisiCalc file method requires that each input model be in

exactly the same cell coordinates as it is in the consolidation template.

That has a major implication. If the input model is below the consolida-

tion template, it will be a larger file than the consolidation template and

will consist mostly of blank space. This is because the file size is partly de-

termined by the number of rows and columns that exist to the left and

above the bottom right of the model. The DIF method allows the input

model to require only the space necessary for the actual model.

Choose a Method and Try It! If you aren't going to use the DIF
transfer capability, complete the DIF consolidation model until you have

tested and saved the consolidation template and then go to the section in

this article on building a model using normal VisiCalc files. If you are go-

ing to use DIF, start in this next section. As always, it will be easier and

more fun if you boot VisiCalc and try things out as we go along. You'll

also need a formatted or initialized disk on which to save files.

Building a DIF Consolidation Model. In order to consolidate infor-

mation, we are going to build two types of templates. The first type of

template is comprised of the models that have the information to be con-

solidated. We will refer to these as input models. A company's area sales

forecasts from the sales managers of different regions are an example of

an input model.

The second type of template is the consolidation template. This is the

template that a company's sales office would use to consolidate area

forecasts into a single sales forecast. In this article, we'll build two input

models. But first we'll build the consolidation template.

Our consolidation template will include a sales forecast and a reve-

nue forecast. The sales forecast will be a consohdation of the separate in-

put model forecasts for unit sales. The revenue forecast will be based on
the total unit sales multiplied by a specified retail price. Our forecast

will be for one year (January through December) and will include three

items (or products). Set up the forecast and revenue sections as shown in

figure 1. (In order to make the directions for the inout templates easier to
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understand, start the Item 1 row in C6 for the Unit Sales chart, and in

CI 5 for the Revenue chart.)

Next, enter the two regional (Area) forecasts input models shown in

figure 2.

The Area forecasts in figure 2 are the locations to which the DIF files

will be transferred. After we have completed and saved the consolida-

tion template, we will delete the consolidation forecasts (figure 1) and use

the Area forecasts as the input models. For simphcity, we will save both

input models in one file; but normally each Area template would be used

independentiy. If that sounds confusing, remember that the Area fore-

casts are the input models that contain the data we are trying to consoli-

date and would probably come from different people. It is also impor-

tant to note that we could have as many input templates as memory and
space permit.

Presto, Chango. The two input models shown in figure 2 point out an-

other interesting thing about using VisiCalc for consolidations. The in-

put models don't have to be in the same format as the consolidation tem-

plate; they don't even have to be in the same format as each other. Hav-
ing them in different formats does complicate the initial model building,

as you will see. Once the model is completed, the format of the individ-

ual input models makes no difference.

The ideal format for the input models is to design each to have the

same format as the consolidation template. That way, any rows or col-

umns (Items or months in our example) added to the input models can

easily be added to the consolidation template. The formulas in the con-

solidation template can easily be added through replication.

Furthermore, the labels applied to each row and column can be dif-

ferent in the individual templates. In an input model, a cell can be la-

beled the intersection of a month and a product name, while in the con-

solidation template the consolidated data can be labeled anything ap-

propriate.

For simplicity's sake, format all the data cells in the unit and the reve-

nue forecasts for integers. That's easily accomplished by entering /FI in

an individual cell and then replicating it through the remaining cells in

the templates.

Now comes the difficult part. As we said earlier, having two differ-

ent layouts for the input models will cause the formula entry to be a bit

more complicated. Move to cell C6, the intersection ofJan and Item 1 in

the unit forecast section. We want to add the data in the equivalent ceU

coordinates for Jan and Item 1 from Area 1 and Area 2 input models.

In our example, the formula in the first cell is -I-B26 +G26. Cell

B26 is the January forecast for Item 1 in the Area 1 forecast and G26 is

the equivalent cell in Area 2. To continue the example, Item 1 Feb is

+Bn+H26. If the input models had been the same format as the con-

solidation model, you would have had only to enter the first formula and

then to replicate it (using relative reference) into the remaining cells. If

you'd like to make the remainder of our example easier, change the Area

1 model to the same format as the Area 2 model before proce«iing. Then

finish entering the remaining formulas in the sales forecast section.

Next, the Total Sales cells will sum the values in each column. Enter

the ©SUM formula (that is, @SUM(C6...C8)) and replicate it (with rela-

tive reference) across the Total Sales row.

Next, in the Revenue section, we want to take the unit sales figure for

each month for each Item and multiply it by a retail price. In our ex-

ample, the Jan Item 1 Revenue cell has the formula 12*C6. Jan Item 2 is

15*C7 and Jan Item 3 is 13*C8. Complete the Revenue section follow-

ing the examples above. You can use the replicate command (with rela-

tive reference) again to speed up the process. If you want the prices to be

variables, you can have a section in your model where you enter the in-

dividual costs. Then, instead of having the formulas be a value multi-

plied by a cell coordinate, the formulas will be the cell coordinates that

you already have in the formulas muhiplied by the cell coordinate

containing the prices. Remember, if you replicate these formulas, you

will use relative reference and No Change (for the costs).

We need a Total Revenue row next. Replicate the formula in Jan To-

tal Sales across the Total Revenue row (need we say using relative refer-

ence again?). All of the cells should display 0 until we enter values in the

input models.

The next step is to test the template to ensure that our formulas are
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accurate. First, save this template under a file name like CONS.TEMP
(Apple III format), or CONSOLIDATION TEMPLATE (Apple II).

Next, enter the same value (for example, 10) into each cell in the Area

1 model only. Press .' to recalculate the template and to check that all the

values in the Unit Sales portion are the same and that the Total Sales

values are all equal. Then, check that the rows containing Item 1, Item 2,

and Item 3 monthly revenues as well as the Total Revenues are all the

same. Repeat this test for the Area 2 model. If you get unexpected re-

sults, double-check the formulas in the suspect cells. (Don't forget to save

the file again if you make any changes.)

If you're going to do consolidations using normal VisiCalc files, now
is the time to go to the section entitled, "Building a Consohdation Model
Using Normal Files."

For DIF users, it's now time to prepare the input models. This part is

going to be easy! For this example, we will keep these two input models

in the same file. Once you understand how to break them out of the con-

solidation template, you can easily separate them into different files if

you want to.

Delete rows (/DR) until the label Area 1 is in cell A3. Save the file.

This is all it takes to make our sample input template. If you want to save

individual input templates, delete the columns containing the Area 2

model and save the Area 1 model. Reload the original input template

containing both Area 1 and Area 2 and delete the columns containing

the Area 1 model. Save the Area 2 model and you're ready to do a con-

solidation using individual input models.

Consolidating the DIF Model. The first step in consolidation is to

enter information into the individual Area models. You can enter either

random information or growth formulas in the cells. For example, you

can enter a value in the Jan cell, enter 1.1* (the Jan cell coordinate) in the

Feb cell, and then replicate the value in the Feb cell (using relative refer-

ence) into the Mar through Dec cells.

Next, move the cursor to the cell containing the label Area 1 . Press

/5#5 AREAl{rQi\xm). Move the cursor to the lower right cell of the Area

1 model (Dec Item 3) and press return twice. Do the same thing for the

Area 2 model, using a different file name than you used before, and you
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are ready to do a consohdation.

Reload the consolidation template (CONS.TEMP or CONSOLI-
DATION TEMPLATE) and move once more to the cell with the label

Area 1. Press /S#L AREAl (return return). You have now consolidated

the Area 1 model. Press .' and see the result in the consolidation area of

the template. Remember that you must start with the cursor on the cor-

rect Area label whenever you load your DIF files. Load the Area 2

model (using /S#) and see the completed results. You now have a con-

solidated template. If you want to learn how to consolidate using nor-

mal VisiCalc files, read the next section.

Building a Consolidation Model Using Normal Files. If you have

completed, tested, and saved the consolidation template (including the

Area models), you are ready to prepare it for consolidation. The first

thing we must do is separate the Area models. These are the input

models. This is done in a slightly different way than in the DIF method.

Rather than deleting rows or columns to remove the consolidation part

of the template, blank out (/B) all the cells in the consolidation part of

the template. You can do this easily by replicating a blank cell through-

out the cells you want to be blanked. Do not delete any rows or columns.

It is important that the input models remain in their exact cell locations.

Otherwise, the consolidation won't work.

After blanking out all of the consolidation part of the template, save

the Area model template. If you desire individual Area models, you can

then blank the Area 2 part, save it, load the combination Area model,

blank out Area 1, and save the Area 2 model. You now have two indi-

vidual Area models.

This method of consolidation is simpler than using DIF. Load, enter

sales data, and save the separate Area models. You might want to use

growth formulas in the forecast cells (see the section, "Consolidating the

DIF Model") so you can see that the consohdation doesn't affect the for-

mulas.

Load the consolidation template (again, CONS.TEMP or CON-
SOLIDATION TEMPLATE) and then, without clearing the consoh-

dation model, load (in the normal /SS fashion) the remaining Area mod-
els. You now have a consolidated model.

Designing Templates for Growth. The two or three files you have are

all you need to do many different consolidations. You can change the ti-

tles in the models for different applications. If you decide that you need

more Items or more months, the easiest way of getting them is to take the

consolidation template, add the new rows or columns, test the model,

and break out the individual input models.

In some instances, the data to be consolidated is really only a part of

the consolidation template. The consolidation template may do many
different computations, in the range of which the input model is only a

small factor. That relationship really doesn't affect the process of design-

ing the template. The input model should be designed as a physical part

of the consolidation template and should be tested; only then should it be

separated from the template. You can, of course, try to develop the indi-

vidual templates in separate files, but then the only way to test them is ac-

tually to consolidate. If they don't work, then make your changes, save

the files, and try another consolidation.

Also, the input model might be a part of a larger template. In this

case, as you probably know by now, the input model should fit the for-

mat (cell locations) for both the original and consolidation templates.

Once you understand how to build consolidation templates, you will

begin to find many instances in which information from certain tem-

plates can be used in other templates. Consolidations are often the quick-

est and easiest way to accomplish that. If your consolidations are com-

plicated because they require too many steps, look closer at VisiCalc Ad-

vanced Version. Once you know how to consolidate your information,

the Advanced Version will do most of the work for you!

Templates Revisited. Last month we discussed how to convert Visi-

Calc templates that were designed for use on different Apples. Purchas-

ing VisiCalc templates is one of the fastest ways to begin to realize value

from VisiCalc. A future column might be the perfect forum in which to

discuss some of the templates available today. If you know of any com-

pany selling (or giving away) VisiCalc templates for any Apple Comput-

er version of VisiCalc, please write to Softalk and let us know. If re-

sponse is sufficient, you'll see an article or review on templates in a fu-

ture column. ^1
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Without question, the most important peripheral for most computer

owners is the floppy disk storage system. When you consider the alter-

native, the tape recorder, it becomes clear why the vast majority of Apple

owners have at least one Disk II.

Because of the high demand for these units, many outside manufac-

turers are now offering Apple-compatible disk drives. In fact, many of

these drives are superior to the Disk II in storage capacity, speed, and re-

liabibty. Even the Apple disk controller card has been improved by

several companies.

Disk Basics. When it was introduced, the Disk II floppy disk sys-

tem, like the Apple itself, represented a radical departure from the design

of the time. Gone were the usual LSI controller IC, the sector hole de-

tector, and the constant disk rotation when the drive was not in use.

Even the head-load solenoid was eventually removed, lowering drive cost

as well as the noise generated during operation.

If all of this is Greek to you, maybe reviewing a few basic principles

of how the floppy disk works will help. This month's column focuses

mainly on a hardware description. For a further understanding and a

complete overview of the disk operating system software, refer to a trea-

tise such as Beneath Apple DOS from Quality Software.

The Disk Medium. As you may already know, a floppy disk is some-

thing of a cross between recording tape and a phonograph record. As
with the recorder, information is stored magnetically on a thin piece of

Mylar film. Rather than using a long, narrow strip of "tape," the stand-

ard floppy is an eight-inch diameter disk that can be rotated like a rec-

ord. The Disk II and other drives we will be discussing are technically

classified as minifloppies because they use the smaller 5 '/4 -inch format.

Information is stored on this film base by spinning it past a writing

head so that data is laid out on a circular track. The head moves in and

out to write on many different tracks. Tracks are somewhat like the

grooves on a record, only each track is concentric; that is, the tracks do

not continually spiral inward. A better analogy may be to an eight-track

tape player, in which the head moves up and down to play back the dif-

ferent tracks.

How does the head actually read and write data on the disk? The
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Figure la. Erased disk.

secret lies in a thin coating of magnetic particles that are spread onto the

surface of the Mylar. These particles are suspended in a substance that

allows them limited movement, yet keeps them from falling off the disk.

The coating is referred to as the oxide.

Each particle is like a tiny magnet; therefore, it will act like a com-

pass under the influence of a magnetic field. That is, if the field is strong

enough, these particles will turn themselves so that they are aligned with

the field.

On a blank or erased disk, each particle will be pointing in a com-

pletely random direction (figure la). After passing over the head while it

is writing, however, the particles in that track will be aligned in one of

two directions, depending upon the flow of the electric current through

the head (figure lb). The direction of current flow determines the direc-

tion in which the particles line up. By changing the current's direction,

we can write our desired information as a series of magnetic fields. After

the particles have passed by the head and are no longer influenced by its

field, they remain locked into their last orientation until acted upon by

another magnetic field. Therefore, we have achieved our goal the per-

manent storage of data. This is the basis for all magnetic recordings,

whether of music, digital data, or television pictures.

Reading data back from the magnetic media is also quite simple. As

the aligned particles move past the head (which is now being used as a

pickup device), they set up their own magnetic fields, which extend into

the gap of the head. Whenever there is a change in the particles' orienta-

tion, or flux reversal, a small voltage is induced into the head (figure 2).

This voltage can be amplified and conditioned to resemble exactly the

data signal originaUy recorded. Figure 3 shows how this is accomplished.

Packing It In. With binary digital data, an important consideration is

how much data can be stored on a given disk. In this discussion, we're

going to make numerical claims about the performance of disk drives in

several areas.

These numbers by no means represent the actual expected limita-
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Above, our first collection of Apple-compatible drives. Starting from the

penthouse on down: the Disk II made by Apple Computer; the Model 3101

by Lobo Drives; the Super Drive by Fourth Dimension; the A2 and the A40
drives, both by Micro-Sci; the Apple-Mate by Quentin Research; and the

Elite One by Rana Systems.

tions at any given time. Instead, tiiey are relatively standard figures that

give a considerable margin of safety to ensure reliable operation. Thus,

for example, when we say that a disk can hold 25,000 bits per track, it

may be true that we could store as many as 50,000 bits in some instanc-

es. But after allowing for disk and drive variations, environmental fac-

tors such as temperature, humidity and dust, and wear and tear, it may
be that the lower number is the limit we can approach and still have a

reasonable chance of recovering our data without error.

The total amount of data that can be stored on one disk depends up-

on two factors: the number of tracks and the number of bytes per track.

The number of tracks used is determined by the accuracy of the posi-

tioner and the track recording width. The Disk II and its equivalents all

use thirty-five tracks. While most drives for the Apple are physically ca-

pable of reaching one or more extra tracks (moving closer to the disk's

center), many manufacturers are now using the popular forty-track

drives. Of course, changes must be made to the DOS in order to use the

extra tracks.

Both thirty-five and forty track drives use a standard track density of

48 TPI (tracks per inch). This means that the head only moves about ¥4

of an inch from track 0 to track 34. Seventy and eighty track drives

achieve their greater density by packing the tracks closer together, at

ninety-six TPI. Obviously, this requires a very accurate positioner and a

head with a narrower field.

The number of bytes that can be recorded per track also depends up-

on a number of factors. First, a certain constraint is imposed by the disk

material itself. This has to do with the density of the magnetic particles,

or how many there are on a given area of the disk. It takes many parti-

cles in alignment to represent either of the magnetic states; therefore, the

density of particles really sets a limitation on the density of flux changes.

At the same time, the read-write head has a limiting factor of its own.

This relates to the size of the field it creates when writing and responds to

when reading. The drives we will be discussing are typically rated at

about 5,500 FCI (flux changes per inch).

Keeping in Sync. Given this limitation on the number of flux

changes per inch, the number of bits per track depends upon the track

length and the number of flux changes required per bit. The first figure is

easy to calculate. Since we must assume the "worst case" conditions, we

use the innermost track dimension, which turns out to be a circle of

about 1.54-inch radius. Using two-pi-R, the circumference formula, this

translates to 9.68 inches.

The number of flux changes per bit is determined by the type of re-

cording format used. Since the data is stored serially, that is, one bit at a

time, by a mechanical device whose motion is not extremely precise, it

must be sent asynchronously. This means that some extra clock pulses

are added to the data so that when reading, the playback circuits can

later synchronize with the data stream coming from the head. Several dif-

ferent techniques have been developed for this function.

Recording Format. Before trying to understand the recording tech-

nique used by Apple DOS, it is helpful to examine the standard format

that was used by most other manufacturers when the Disk II came out.

A typical 5 W -inch floppy disk system might have consisted of a Shugart

SA400 drive, a controller interface designed around an LSI controller

IC, and a disk operating system such as CP/M. The system might have

used hard sectoring, in which the beginning of each block of data was

indicated by the presence of a sector hole in the disk. This hole was de-

tected by a simple lamp-photocell arrangement located on either side of

the disk. Another sectoring scheme, called soft sectoring, might also have

been employed. This technique signifies the beginning of each sector by

writing a special series of bits, sort of a road sign, to the disk to mark the

address of each location.

The actual recording technique used is known as double frequency

(FM) NRZI modulation and is characterized in figure 4. A bit cell is de-

fined as the space between two clock bits. The absence or presence of a

pulse within each cell determines whether it represents a zero or a one.

With this technique a "zero" is written by one flux reversal and a "one"

is written by two reversals within each bit cell.

Given the previous restraints on flux density, the standard single den-

sity recording was set at 25,000 bits per track. This works out to 2,581

bits per inch on the inner track. Since each bit takes a maximum of two

flux reversals to record, this translates to 5,126 flux changes per inch,

which is well within any disk's capabilities. After accounting for the sec-

toring information and safety gaps, this allows about 80K of storage per

disk.

However, using one clock pulse per bit is quite inefficient. All that is

required for read synchronization is that a pulse be received every so

often. If the data ones recorded on the disk could provide this pulse, we
could eliminate the clock pulses. Without clock pulses, however, there

must be some guarantee that there will not be a long string of zero bits.

Such a string would be read back as a long space without any pulses. If

long enough, it could cause the read circuits, or data separator, to be-

come unsynchronized.

Thus, the data to be stored must first be translated into a series of

legal codes that can be written to the disk. This is the function of a rou-

tine in DOS. There is a similar function to restore the data when it is read

back from the disk. With DOS 3.3, eight-bit data is first transformed in-

to one of thirty-two different codes. This allows six bits of the original

data to be represented by the eight-bit code. With this technique, known
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as group code recording (GCR), six bits of data can be represented by

only eight flux changes instead of the twelve previously required. That's a

50 percent improvement!

Apple Innovations. By stretching things a little farther, DOS 3.3 is

able to place more than one hundred forty-three thousand bytes of data

per disk. This is accomplished with a flux density of approximately 5,460

FCI. The only penalty for this increased storage capacity is a similar in-

crease in the complexity of the storage system.

Whereas the previous single density format lends itself to a simple

hardware interface (usually contained within one chip), theGCR format

requires extensive software overhead to perform disk operations. Apple

felt that the computer would be tied up anyway during disk operations,

so they placed many of the typically hardware functions in software.

Another example of this is in the control circuits for the head posi-

tioner. By using software, Apple was able to design a faster positioning

medianism. Instead of moving the head at a constant rate like its pred-

ecessors, the Disk II accelerates the head as fast as possible until it is

halfway to where it needs to go. Then the head is decelerated at the same

rate until it finally comes to a stop at the desired location. Since several

different positioners are used by the drives under consideration, we will

now look at these mechanisms.

Head Positioning Mechanisms. The function of any head position-

ing mechanism is to move the head to a precise location under the disk.

This selects which track the head will access. Almost all disk drives use a

stepper motor to perform the actual movement. Unlike a normal motor

that spins freely when a voltage is applied, a stepper motor only turns in

small increments, or steps, according to changes in the voltages applied

to its coil.

Each possible position of the motor's shaft corresponds to one track

on the disk. The Apple Disk II and all "fully compatible" drives use a

ninety-six TPI, or seventy-track, stepper motor. This means that the step-

per motor can position the head to within 1 /96 of an inch. The standard

head, however, makes a recording whose track width is greater than this.

Thus Apple's disk operating system only uses every other position, or

phase, yielding a forty-eight TPI or thirty-five-track drive. Many soft-

ware protection schemes make use of these in-between positions, or half-

tracks: therefore, to be completely "Apple compatible," a drive must

have this ninety-six TPI compatibility.

The magnetic head within a drive sits in a small carriage that rides

along a metal rail. This keeps the head tangential to the disk recording

(just like those straight-line tracking phonograph turntables). Linking the

carriage to the stepper motor is usually accomplished in one of three

ways: by means of a plastic cam, a lead screw, or a metal band.

The least expensive approach is to attach a small plastic disk, or cam,

to the stepper motor. Molded into the top of this disk is a spiral groove.

A small ball bearing attached to the carriage rides in this groove. Thus,

as the cam rotates, the head moves in and out. With this type of coup-

ling, there is a significant amount of sloppiness, or play, and this limits the

accuracy of the head positioning. By the way, it is this plastic cam that

causes most of the noise (especially those squeaks) when the head is

changing tracks.

Another limitation of cam drive is the time it takes to step from track

to track or over multiple tracks. For reliable operation, the carriage

should have at least thirty-five milliseconds to move one track. Because

of this, Apple DOS has a built-in delay routine that waits forty msec, for

track-to-track stepping. Even with DOS's clever accelerate/decelerate

positioning software, this yields an average access time of about two hun-

dred msec.

Other Head Positioners. Many of the newer drives have now gone

to a lead screw-type positioner. This works on the same principle as the

bench vise and monkey wrench. The stepper motor drives a worm gear

that runs parallel to the motion of the head.

Riding on this gear, or lead screw, is an assembly connected to the

head carriage. As the screw turns clockwise, for example, the carriage

moves toward the inner disk tracks. The lead screw positioner provides

more accurate alignment of the head and allows all forty tracks to be

used reliably. It can also move faster, cutting the track-to-track access

time down to fifteen to twenty-five msec.

Of course, to take advantage of the extra tracks and faster seek rate,

patches must be made to the DOS. These patches can stir up some diffi-

culties of their own, however. For example, when you have a mixture of

standard Apple drives and enhanced drives on the same system, the stand-

ard drives will undoubtedly experience problems (such as I/O error) un-

der the "improved" DOS.
Another problem with the patches is that they may conflict with

other modifications to the DOS. The biggest annoyance may be that

most of your favorite programs, which use their own modified DOS for

protection, cannot take advantage of the drive's extra capabilities. But

even under standard DOS, these improved drives should perform as well

as standard drives, if not better.

Another mechanism, the band positioner, has found its way into at

least one of the Apple-compatible drives. This type of positioner offers

even greater accuracy and speed by providing an almost direct coupling

between the stepper motor and the carriage.

Essentially, the carriage supports a long, narrow metal band that

loops around a drive pulley exiting from the stepper motor. The special

shape of the band allows a small screw to fix the band securely to the pul-

Controller cards for Apple-compatible drives (from the top): controllers from

Lobe Drives; Apple Computer; the four-drive controller from Rana Systems;

and Micro-Sci's controller.

ley to prevent slippage. With virtually no mechanical constraints to slow

it down, the band positioner can achieve track stepping in less than five

msec.

Beyond the three types of positioners already described, there are

more exotic techniques such as the voice coil positioner, which provides

motion in the same manner as the cone of a loudspeaker. This can over-

come even the shortcomings of a stepper motor, but only at a much high-

er cost. The advantages of these techniques are questionable for the 5 '/4-

inch floppy format.

The Contenders. For purposes of this overview, we evaluated several

of the disk drives currently available for the Apple. A Dymek alignment

disk and disk sf)eed program were used to check quality control on the

subject drives. Current measurements were taken and overall drive noise

was evaluated. Finally, we looked at the length of the connecting cable

and whether it was shielded or not. This may prove important in

multidrive systems, especially where you have an interference problem.

All the drives we evaluated are styled to match the Apple and include

beige cabinets.

Apple Disk II. The Disk II, a thirty-five-track cam-positioned drive,

is essentially a stripped-down version of a Shugart SA400 or equivalent.

All Disk lis now come with a shielded cable about twenty inches long.

Current retail price of a drive, without controller, is $525; with control-
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let the tag is $645.

Lobo Drives Model 3101. The Lobo drive is an exact replacement

for the Disk II. It uses the same type of drive mechanism, a similar

analog board, and works equally well with an Apple disk controller card

or Lobe's own 3.2 to 3.3 switchable boot controller. An interesting fea-

ture of the Lobo products is that one pin of the disk cable connector is

keyed to a cutoff pin on the controller connectors, making it impossible

to plug the cable in backward.

Unfortunately, you can still connect the cable missing an entire row

of contacts; powering up the computer under this circumstance is guar-

anteed to blow a chip on the analog board. The Lobo drive comes with

a thirty-inch unshielded cable and is priced at $385. With the 13/16 sec-

tor controller the price is $455.

Interface Inc. Drive. An Apple-compatible drive available from In-

terface Inc. uses an upgraded forty-track version of the SA400, the

SA390. For those with an appetite for variety, this drive comes with a

case in one of eight different colors. The price is also quite attractive:

$325 for a single drive (with a thirty-six-inch unshielded cable). It uses a

standard Apple controller card.

Micro-Sci A2 and A40. The A2 drive from Micro-Sci is another

Disk II replacement. It rated very well in our alignment test and sells for

$479. This includes a twenty-eight-inch unshielded cable.

The A40 is a forty-track, band positioned drive that is not Apple

compatible without a special controller card (used by the seventy-track

Model A70) that comes with various utilities on disk. These utilities are

mainly used to modify DOS, Pascal, and CP/M to take advantage of the

extra tracks and faster seek rate (five msec). The A40 is the fastest drive

we tested. Other utilities are provided to modify FID, CopyA, and

other Apple utilities to perform correctly with the extra tracks. A com-
plete user manual is included that details all operations with both stand-

ard DOS and modified DOS.
The Micro-Sci controller card can handle two drives and includes a

jumper to select either thirteen-sector or sixteen-sector boot code. The
prices for the A40 (with twenty-six-inch unshielded cable) and controller

card are $449 and $100 respectively.

Quentin Apple-Mate and Fourth Dimension Super Drive. These two
drives are almost identical. Both use the Siemens FDDlOO-5 forty-track

drive with a lead screw positioner. Although these drives offer greater

capacity and faster operation, neither manufacturer includes the DOS
patches necessary to take advantage of these .features. Some other fea-

tures of the Apple-Mate and Super Drive are disk-protection systems

that prevent the drive doors from closing unless the disk is fully inserted

and motor stall sensors that can prevent a burnout if the disk jams.

Track zero switches silence the drives during recalibration, adding to

their overall smooth and quiet operation. Of course, some people may
miss all that racket that the other drives make; at least you know when
they're working, especially when they run across an I/O error.

The Apple-Mate is a very fine drive at a reasonable price of $379. It

uses a twenty-two-inch shielded cable that will plug into any Apple
standard controller card. The Super Drive retails for $329. The Apple-

Mate and Super Drive both carry one-year warranties. Either would be a

good choice for an add-on drive.

Rana Systems Elite One. The Elite One is the first in a series of flop-

py disk drives from Rana Systems. Looking a bit different from the rest

because of its larger size, it is still stylishly designed to match the Apple.

The only disadvantage in its greater height will be for those who use an

Apple stand to hold their drives and monitor. The Rana drives will not

fit into the small shelf.

The extra size gives the drive a place to put two small LEDs that indi-

cate disk activity and write-protect status. A small touch switch next to

the write-protect indicator also allows you to protect the disk manually
without having to remove it and place a tab over the notdi. A small jump-
er inside the disk can be set to have the drive come up unprotected (like

a regular drive) or protected when the computer is first turned on.

Inside the Elite One there may be either a Siemens, MPI, or Tandon
drive assembly. No matter which is used, the drive offers fast and accu-

rate head positioning, forty-frack opCTation, and automatic power-down
of the analog circuits when the drive is not being accessed. Another real

plus is the small loose-leaf user manual that comes with the Elite One.

This manual is quite comprehensive and includes sections on the hard-

ware and software.

Although the Elite One can be connected to any Apple controller,

Rana also makes its own controller card. This, too, is a rather unique de-

vice. It can control up to four drives (with simple patches to the DOS); it

automatically selects the booting code for either thirteen or sixteen sec-

tor disks; it offers improved data separation; and it incorporates power re-

duction features. This last claim was confirmed by our current measure-

ments: despite its overwhelming increase in circuitry, it drew only 190

milliamperes from the -1-5 volt supply, as compared to 270 miUiamperes

for the Apple controller.

The Elite Enhancer disk contains several utilities to modify DOS
for the Elite drives. Rana has solved the problem of mixed drive types by

including a drive table within the DOS itself. This table is configured ac-

cording to the type of drive(s) in each slot. When the modified DOS tries

to access any disk, it first checks this table and then uses the proper seek

delays for the type of drive. Of course, if you change any drives around,

you must reconfigure the DOS to match. While this special DOS still has

some limitations, it presents a most reasonable solution to the maximum
use of mixed drives. The Elite One is priced at $449; the four-drive con-

troller is $135. Extended warranties can also be purchased on either item.

In Conclusion. The disk drive market for the Apple II is just begin-

ning to heat up. Apple Computer has always been in a good position to

supply the first drive to most users. Now, however, the improved fea-

tures and lower prices of outside vendors are attracting the first-time

buyer as well as the add-on shopper.

Apple Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Drive. Cupertino, CA 95014; (408) 996-1010.

Fourth Dimension Systems, 3100 West Warner Avenue, Suite 7, Santa Ana, CA
92704: (714)850-1228. Interface. Inc., 7630 Alabama Avenue, Unit 3, CanogaPark.
CA 91304; (213) 341-7914. Lobo Drives International, 358 South Fairview Avenue,

Goleta, CA 93117; (805) 683-1576. Micro-Sci, 2158 South Hathaway Street, Santa

Ana, CA 92705; (714) 662-2801. Quentin Research, Inc., 19355 Business Center

Drive, Northridge, CA 91324; (213) 701-1006. Rana Systems, 20620 South Leap-

wood Avenue. Carson, CA 90746; (213) 538-2353.
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by Peter Fokos

haveni lived until youve died in space.
And here's your chance.

Software author Peter Fokos has created Alien

Ambush, a space age nightmare. This hi-res, full-color

arcade game is written completely in assembly
language to give those nasty aliens every advantage.

So if you have access to a 48K Apple* with DOS
3.3, and you're hot for some new thrills, Alien Ambush
was written for you. But be warned: It just got a lot

tougher to survive in space.

Available at finer computer stores everywhere. *Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Distributed exclusively by Micro D, 17406 Mt. Cliffwood Circle, Fountain Valley CA 92708 (714) 540-4781



Softalk Presents Tlie Bestsellers
The following letter was received from Ernie Brock, product man-

ager at Sirius Software, and speaks for itself:

"Your May Top Thirty list is in serious error. For that month, Bandits

outsold Kabul Spy (number 25 on your list) 24 to I but does not appear on

the list. Through the end ofMay, total sales o/ Bandits were 1.4 times the

total sales of Kabul Spy, which is pretty amazing considering Kabul Spy

came out two months before Bandits. Minotaur and Kabul Spy were both

released the same month and have sold equal numbers ofcopies every month

since then, but Minotaur never appeared on the list. In the month ofMay,

Flywars, Cyclod, Lemmings, Gorgon, and Jellyfish all outsold Kabul Spy

by factors from 2 to I up to 4 to I , but did not appear on your list. I have

sales receipts to verify the quantities. If you continue publishing the Top

Thirty list as it is, you should bill it as Softalk's favorite thirty, not as the

top thirty sales leaders. It is irresponsiblejournalism to represent this list as

being based on actual sales figures.

"As you are probably aware, the Top Thirty list is being quoted by pub-

lishers in pitches to lure new authors, by distributors and retail owners to

determine what products to order, by venture-capital groups to decide what

companies are good investment risks, and by end users to determine what

products to buy. Ultimately a product will sell on its merits, but with the

vast number of new products currently available in the Apple market, your

list is leading many to support products that are inferior or outdated.

"I suggest that ifyou are serious about reporting on the best selling soft-

ware, that you hire an independent accounting firm to audit actual sales.

This Last

Month Month

1.

Apple III
1. VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert Frankston,

VisiCorp

2. 2. Apple Writer III, Paul Lotus, Apple Computer
3. 3. Personal Filing System, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

4. 4. PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

5. 6. Apple III Business Basic, Apple Computer
6. 5. Apple III Business Graphics, Apple Computer
7. 6. Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering

8. — Great Plains Hardisk Accounting Series, Great Plains Software

9. 9. Apple Pascal, Apple Computer
10. 8. Access III, Apple Computer

The record industry has Billboard, the TV industry has the Nielsens, and ra-

dio has the Arbitron report. All these are provided by independent, repu-

table accountingfirms. Since Softalk is one of the major voices ofthe soft-

ware industry, I believe it is your responsibility to provide a more accurate

reporting of software sales."

The letter raises questions ranging from definition to methodology.

The primary question is: At what point in an individual unit's life

does it become a sale? To a software publisher like Sirius, it's a sale when
the product is shipped to a retail store or a distributor. To a distributor

like Softsel, it's a sale when it's shipped to the retail outlet. To the retail

outlet, it's a sale when the unit passes into the hands of the end user. Sof-

talk adopts this latter definition.

Any other method leaves open room for obvious misinterpretations.

In the case of Sirius itself, distributors have standing orders for x amount
of each new entertainment product the company releases. Should we
then assume that every product put out by Sirius Software finds equal

favor in the marketplace? Clearly not, nor would anyone be justified in

drawing that inference.

In the case of distributor sales, those sales represent the expectation

by the retailer that they can sell a given product at a certain level. Should
we then draw the inference that they did? Empirical evidence tells us that

such an inference would be false.

Two cases in pwint are relative to the controversy. First consider Drag-

on Fire from Level- 10. They claimed to have shipped nine thousand

pieces in their initial release, and we have no reason to doubt them any

more than we have reason to doubt the ratios cited in the letter above.

Should Softalk then have reported Dragon Fire as the number-one sell-

er? It was not, nor did Softalk so report. Parent company Dakin-5 was

forced into bankruptcy by just such overshipping.

DB Master from Stoneware is another case in point. When Stone-

ware first started delivering DB Master in quantity, they would ecstati-

cally relay to Softalk the huge numbers being shipped. As the weeks, and

then months, went by without the Softalk poll reflecting those numbers,

it became a matter of speculation as to whether Stoneware was inflating

their shipping figures or the poll was not properly capturing the sales.

Neither was the case. In the third month after Stoneware started ship-

ping, the end users started buying. In effect, the pipeline was three

months long. Incidentally, Softalk's poll results reflected Stoneware's

claims almost unit for unit after taking into account that three-

month lag.

Word Processors 10
This Last

Month Month

1. I. Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line
2. 2. Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
3. 3. WordStar, MicroPro

4. 8. Word Handler, Elekman, Silicon Valley Systems

5. 6. PIE Writer, Softwest, Hayden
6. 9. Executive Secretary, John Risken, Sof/Sys

7. 5. Sensible Speller, Sensible Software

8. 4. Magic Window, Gary Shannon and Bill Depew, Artsci

9. 7. SuperText II, Ed Zaron, Muse
10. 10. Zardax, Ian P. Phillips, Computer Solutions/Action-Research

Northwest

The marketplace can best be viewed as a pipeline, with publishers

pouring product into the supply end, distributors providing the energy to

move the product through the pipe, the retailer controlling the spigot at

the consumer end, and the end user being the ultimate object of all that

expended effort. The length of the pipeline is measured in units of time as

opposed to units of distance.

In the best of all possible worlds, the pipeline would be instanta-

neous; that is, a product moved fi-om a publisher's wardiouse would be a

product in an end user's hands. Not only is that not true, it is not true

that a product in a distributor's hands is a product in the dealer's hands.

During the very poll in question, a Chicago retailer was questioned about

why he wasn't moving a certain product that was heading the lists of

West Coast retailers who used the same distributor. His response? "We
haven't received that yet." The lag time for the distributor to serve his

midwestern accounts mth this product was three weeks. In this case, the

time differential meant that some stores were reporting sales of the item

in May while other stores were not.

A very realistic scenario would be that the publisher finished the

product in April, shipped to the distributor in May, but some of his peak

sales were not reflected in the marketplace until June. Such a product

may show up as fifteenth on the chart for two months, whereas had all

the sales been in one or the other of the months, it would be number two

or three. A weaker product might not show either month, although the

sales lumped in one month might have rated a bottom rung on the Top
Thirty.

Another variable is shelf life. Once moved to the dealer, how long

does the product sit before being purchased? Shelf life is both a positive
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and a negative nieasiireinent. If the product never sells, such as Dragon

Fire, shelf lite is the kiss of death. But if the product, or the product line,

is so reliable that the deiiler is willing to order more than a couple of test

units, then shelf life is a positive measurement of the market's view of

that product or product line. Companies that benefit from their reputa-

tion are Sirius and Strategic Simulations, among others. Dealers know

products from these compiuiies will sell, and therefore buy in larger

quantities, in essence stockpiling against future sales.

Companies without that kind of reputation sell in smaller quantities

to the dealer. But there is no inference there that the end user is more

enamored of one product than the other. The fact that the dealer has ten

copies of Kabul Spy and three of Queen ofPhobos is not an indication of

popularity. If, at the end of the month, the dealer has eight copies of

Kabul Spy and no copies of Queen of Phobos, Queen of Phobos did bet-

ter. Sirius did better than Phoenix even though Queen ofPhobos did bet-

ter than Kabul Spy. Is that confusing enough?

In the case of Bandits, very few of the more than one hundred retail-

ers polled mentioned the program for May, although many more com-

mented on how well it was doing in June. Sirius's pipeline is apparently

longer than they realize.

The letter writer is in error in assuming that independent accounting

firms have any relationship to any of the measuring devices he cites. Bill-

board clearly states that they generate their own data. Interestingly

Business 10
This Last

Month Month

1. 1. VisiCale, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert Frankston,

VisiCorp

2. 2. Personal Filing System, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

3. 3. DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane and Jerry Macon; and

Barney Stone, Stoneware

4. 4. PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

5. 5. VisiTrend/VisiPlot, Micro Finance Systems/Mitch Kapor, VisiCorp

6. 7. BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, Apple Computer

7. 6. VisiFile, Creative Computer Applications/Colin Jameson and Ben

Herman, VisiCorp

8. 9. PFS: Graph, Bessie Chin, Software Publishing Corporation

9. — VisiDex, Peter Jennings, VisiCorp

10. — General Manager, Brillig Systems/Paul Malachowski and Kevin

Cooper, Sierra On-Line

enough, they do not consider only sales, but also radio play. Nielsen and

Arbitron are independent companies, but neither is an accounting firm.

In the music industry, the authentic measuring stick is the Recording

Industry Association of America. The RIAA certifies records platinum

or gold, depending on their sales. The RIAA depends on the sales data of

the various distributing companies for its data; as a result, its certifica-

tions became a laughingstock, represented by the phrase, "He shipped

platinum and returned gold." In record parlance, this means the distrib-

utor cajoled retail outlets to accept a million units, but had to take back

five hundred thousand.

In an effort to reestablish the credibility of their certification, RIAA
now waits six months to conduct a sales audit on any title to ensure that

the returns have been properly logged in.

There are two lessons to be learned from the RIAA experience: First,

that moving product is not the same as making sales. Second, that music

business executives were not above using misleading data for their own
purposes. Why should we grant software publishers higher human at-

tributes?

The question of Nielsen and Arbitron is even more interesting. Both

measure television audiences, and it is a little-known fact that there was a

fairly wide discrepancy between what they reported for local Channel 7

news and Channel 4 news in Los Angeles. Depending on which service

you subscribed to, you'd find Channel 7 way ahead or Channel 4 win-

ning a neck-and-neck contest. At stake were millions of dollars of ad-

vertising revenue. One of the channels even threatened a lawsuit to pre-

vent what they considered erroneous information from being dissem-

inated. It never came to that, and the disparity in reported results has

DIETICIAN TM

THE IHiST USE OF THE MI( K()(OMPIJTEK
IN PEKSONAI. C ARE

No sinf»lc food can provide you all the nutrients you need. That is why it

is inijjoitant to eat a balanced meal. It is in this efibil to achieve balance that

most people get confused and frustrated. Tiying to add up calorics of fcjods,

while keeping an eye on the carbohydrates, fats, and othercomponents can get

out ofhand very quickly. Tliis is die tvpe of work tliat the computers perform

admirably. Now with the help ofour program, you can use your microcomputer

to select foods that best fit your needs.

• Program comes complete with the composition of700 foods. It also

lets you add foods of your own choice to expand the data base.

• Allows you to msike up a diet menu with specified content of

calories, carbohydrates, proteins, fats, cholesterol, and sodium.

• You examine the composition of each food instantaneously before

deciding to include it in your diet

• A special recipe- entering module and plenty of raw ingredients

allow you to make up almost any kind of meal. How is that for

adding variety to your dieting? Make up a different menu for each

day of the month.

• The dietmenus can be printed out in a most comprehensive format,

with each item's weight and composition listed individually.

• Costs less than the price ofa dinnerfortwo. Only 859.95 plus 82.00

for postage and handling.

WE FEEL THAT NO OTHER SOURCE CAN GIVE THE TYPE OF
INFORMATION THAT THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES YOU IN THE PRI-

VACY OF YOUR HOME, AT YOUR OWN LEISURE, WITHOUT RUSH,
AND WITHOUT A CHARGE EACH TIME YOU WISH TO USE IT.

System requirements: APPLE II Plus or APPLE II with Applesoft in

ROM, one disk drive, a video monitor, and a printer.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

(GMS) CAL C.ARB PROT F.\TS CHOL SOD

Grapefruit - Raw 100 1 Sening 41 11 1 0 0 1

Egg - Boild 57 1 Item 82 1 7 6 250 61

Toast - White 20 1 Slice 62 12 2 1 0 117

Recipe

•Lettuce- Boston 110 .5 It£m 13 2 1 0 0 8

•Tomato- Raw 150 1 Item 33 2 0 0 4

•Cucumber 28 1 Serving 5 1 0 0 0 2

•Clieese- Am. Ched. 34 .3 Cup 137 0 8 11 36 210

•Beef- Misc.- Comd 28 1 Ounce 106 0 7 9 26 268

•Dressing- Fmch(Lo) 32 2 Tablespoon 30 6 0 2 0 252

Coffee 240 1 Cup 4 1 0 0 0 2

Sugar- Grunltd- Tsp. 4 1 Teaspoon 15 4 0 0 0 0

Chicken- Brld/Rostd 160 4 Ser\ing 296 0 48 12 132 140

RoUs - Dinner 38 1 Item 113 20 3 2 0 192

TOTALS 937 65 79 43 444 1257

Please RUSH me

PAYMENTENCLOSED g

.

VISA/MASTER CHARGE *

copies of DIETICL^lN at 859.95 each.

(Add 82.00 for Postage & Handling

)

. Exp. Date

(Texas residents add 5% sales tax.)

Name.

Address

City State. Zip

.

DIETWARE, P.O. Box 503, Spring, Texas 77373 (713)440-6943

Apple 11 is a li-Hilciiuu-k of Apple Computer liie
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since narrowed, but to hold either of these companies up as a paragon of

polling techniques is not pwrhaps as realistic as one might believe.

The Softalk poll is conducted with similar methodology to the music

polls conducted by Variety. A statistically representative sampbng of

dealers—large, medium, and small—from all geographical sections of

the country are polled. Whereas none of the information sources cited

above admit to error or document their methodology, Softalk each

month documents what percentage of sales is represented by the results

and what probable margin of error may exist in the calculations.

What use any person might make of the poll results is for that per-

son to decide. We would venture to state that any person who made busi-

ness decisions solely on what was printed in the Top Thirty would be

This Last

Month Month

Strategy 5
1. 1. Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
2. 2. Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic

3. — Rendezvous, Wes Huntress, Edu-Ware Services

4. 3. Sargon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden
5. 4. RobotWar, Silas Warner, Muse

4. AirSim-l, Ted Kurtz, Mind Systems

Adventure 5
This Last

Month Month

1. 5. Zork II, Infocom

Kabul Spy, Tim Wilson, Sirius Software

Deadline, Infocom

Escape from Rungistan, Bob Blauschild, Sirius Software

Zork I, Infocom

Fantasy S
This Last

Month Month
1. 2.

2. 1.

3.

4.

5.

Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead, Sir-tech

Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,
Sir- tech

Ultima, Lord British, California Pacific

Apventure to Atlantis, Bob Clardy, Synergistic Software

Curse of Ra, Tim Bird, Mark Madrid, and Andrew Martin,

Automated Simulations

dangerously oversimplifying the market and inviting disaster. The Sof-

talk poll does not predict what will be; it only states what was.

Softalk believes its poll to be well-grounded fundamentally and as ac-

curate as any methodology extant. It takes into account a far larger pro-

portion of actual results than any other poll of its kind in any other in-

dustry. It is not perfect; any results reported from partial sampling will be

flawed. But to ignore such marketplace realities as shelf life and length of

pipeline ignores fundamentals.

The results for the month of July were pretty much status quo. Chop-

lifter widened its lead over VisiCalc for the first place and there was other

minor shuffling in the first ten places.

PFS rose to third. Wizardry went up a notch to fourth. Screen Writer

II dropped two spots to fifth, Snack Attack jumped to sbcth, Home Ac-

countant dipped a peg to seventh, Apple Writer II slipped into eighth as

the only newcomer to the first ten. Knight ofDiamonds dropped to ninth,

and DB Master was tenth.

The strength of the Wizardry concept is shown by the basic game's

strength vis a vis its own scenario. Now that the initial buying splurge on
Knight of Diamonds has been spent, Wizardry has reclaimed the title as

the most popular fantasy game in the Apple market.

We think our new
mailing list program

is the best in the world.
And we're not alone.
1st CLASS MAIL. By Bob Schoenburg and Steve Pollack.

Here's a pair of authors who may be software's answer
to Irving Wallace. Wallace is the bestselling author who
hears the murmuring of general populace and caters to

their desires. Bob Schoenburg and Steve Pollack seem
to have the same trait.

Consider.

The pair brought out Home Money Minder, a

perfectly respectable home finance package. Then they

listened to the user feedback. The result was Home
Accountant, one of the phenomenal success stories of the

first half of 1982.

Around the same time Home Money Minder hit, the

team also tested the market vi^ith The Mailroom.
Mailroom never was the success ofHMM, but the authors

used the same technique — listen to the users and in-

corporate all the good ideas. The result is 1st CLASS
MAIL — a program that, incredibly enough, manages to

live up to its double-entendre name.
All of the above is not to accuse Schoenburg and

Pollack of putting out the programming equivalent of

stalking-horses to do their market research for them.

Their original efforts do stand on their ovwi merit. They
just pale next to the sequels.

1st CLASS MAIL is so well thought out and so easy

to use that other pubUshers who call their programs ' 'user

friendly" should bow their heads in shame.

SOFTALK got an early release of the program sans

documentation. Yet a rank computer illiterate was able

to apply the program to two separate uses with relatively

little trouble. This is high praise indeed: that a novice

operator could use a powerful program with no more
than the screen menus.

The program allows for twelve fields, clearly more
than the traditional name and address of a mailing label.

The implication is that the software can be put to other

innovative uses as well. The built-in ability to sort and
filter on any field or combination thereof enhances the

chances that users will find multiple applications for

the program.

Continental Software will actually be publishing

four versions of the program.* The one already in release

is for the Apple II using floppy disks. A hard-disk ver-

sion will follow. Both versions are pending for Apple III

as well, awaiting the development of a rapid binary sort

subroutine.

1st CLASS MAIL is a first-rate program for special-

ized data base applications.

Reviewed by Al Tommervik, Publisher, Softalk.

Available for: Apple II," Apple III 7III with

Profile; IBM-PC 7IBM-PC with Tecmar

"

hard disk/IBM-PC with Davong " hard disk.

^^p% Continental
- Software

Continental Software, 11223 South Hindry AVenue
Los Angeles, CA 90045 Telephone (213) 417-8031

^ Copyright 1982 by Softalk Publishing, Inc. Reprinted with permission.

' ' Apple il. Apple III/IIl with Profile are Fegistered/lradcmarks of .Xppln

Computer, Inc. Tecmar is a registered trademark of Tec mar. Ini:. Uavong is a ,

registered trademark of Davong Systems, Inc. IBM -PC is a registered tradtv

mark of IBM Corp. 1st Clas.s Mail. Home'Money Minder and Hom*^ Accounlant

are registered trade^narks of Cohlinenlal Software. ;

'
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by David Lubar and Mark Pelczarski

Paint on your computer in over 100
colors with 96 different brushes!
Magnify mode for precision touch-
ups; mirror image; color reverses; move
any part of picture anywhere; packing
routine for increased disk storage of
any standard graphics screen. Can be
used by anyone. Paddle/joystick $39.95.
Apple Graphics Tablet $69.95.

THE COMPLETE
GRAPHICS
SYSTEMn

by Mark I>clc:arski

Everything needed for computer-aided
design. Easily draw and design in two
or three dimensions, mix text and
graphics freely, define shapes and
create typefaces with unique character
generator. Great for presentations,

videotape displays, storing designs on
disks, graphics for other programs, or
just for experimentation. Paddle/joystick

$69.95, Apple Graphics Tablet $1 19.95.

50 additional fonts, $19.95.penguin
SOftLUdrS 830 4th Avenue, Geneva, Illinois 60134 (312)232-1984

for the Programmei

^"Graphics
magicmn

by Mark l'elc:arski. David Lubar, and Chris Jochumson

Add fast, smooth animation and hund-
reds of pictures to your programs.
Create animated shapes and draw
paths; have up to 32 independently
controlled figures on screen. Use a

special palette of over 100 colors to

create pictures and objects in highly
compressed format. Easy to use, and
includes a special programming tu-

torial. Has saved months in develop-
ment time for several games already on
the market. Paddle/joystick $59.95,
Annie Graphics Tablet $69.95.
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The other salient feature of the top ten is the presence ofApple Writer

II. Apple Computer has been running a promotion in which Apple

Writer II is bundled with the system at a cost saving to buyers. If the

bundled software units were to be counted, Apple Writer would have

been far and away the leader in July. As it was, the promotion also

served to fuel sales of separate units of the program, although some re-

tailers reported requests that Apple Writer be replaced by other word

processors.

The infusion ofApple Writers had a generally depressing effect on the

rest of the word processing market, as evidenced by Screen Writer's dip.

One exception was Word Handler, which actually climbed into the Top
Thirty for the first time. Word Handler benefitted when Screen Writer

was off the market for refurbishing and it's clear that Silicon Valley Sys-

tems won't relinquish that momentum without a fight.

Joining Word Handler as first-time entries to the Top Thirty were

Home 10
This Last

Month Month

1. 1. Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, and Steve

Pollack, Continental Software

2. 2. MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software

3. — Transcend, SSM
4. 3. Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George McClelland,

Southeastern Software

5. 5. Personal Finance Manager, Jeffrey Gold, Apple Computer
6. 4. Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft

7. — Electric Duet, Paul Lutus, Insoft

8. 7. ASQI Express, Bill Blue, Southwestern Data Systems

9. 8. Apple Logo, Apple Computer
10. 7. VisiTerm, Tom Keith, VisiCorp

This Last

Month Month

Hobby 10
1 . 1 . Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality Software

2. 3. Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

3. 2. DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros
4. 7. The Complete Graphics System, Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software

5. 5. Graphics Magician, Chris Jochumson, David Lubar, and Mark
Pelczarski, Penguin Software

6. 6. Zoom Grafix, Dav HoUe, Phoenix Software

7. 9. Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
8. — Special Effects, Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software

9. — Lisa 2,5, Randy Hyde, Sierra On-Line
10. — Global Program Line Editor, Neil Konzen, Synergistic Software

Transcend from SSM and PFS: Graph from Software Publishing Cor-
poration. Reentering the Top Thirty was Data Capture 4.0.

SSAfs marketing strategy brought Transcend into the market more
rapidly than would normally be expected of a communications pack-
age; the company is bundling the software with a Source membership.
That bundling enabled the program to edge out Data Capture 4.0 as the

leading communications package. Southeastern Software's package had
previously had a stranglehold on this segment of the market.

In general, there was a slight resurgence in the marketplace in July,

although entertainment software sales were still not too perky. This poll,

the twenty-fourth conducted by Softalk, marks the first time that there

were not at least ten arcade games in the Top Thirty. Part of the reason

may be the lack of discretionary income of families during an economic
downturn, and part of the reason may be the increasing use of Apples in

dedicated business environments; but most retailers are blaming a glut of
product so great that buyers are having great difficulty distinguishing be-

tween the packages. In many cases, retailers report that this has resulted

in the buyer postponing a decision or buying a different type of enter-

tainment software.

Unfortunately for the adventure programmers, theirs has not been

Improve your keyboard skills

witn Masterlype.

At?/ping program for the Apple II that

dares to be fun. But it's not just child's play.

No matter who you are, your computer will

become a more efficient tool, as you become
a more proficient typist. And MasterType

can help. Dramatically.

But don't just take our word for it.

Infoworld magazine had this to say

about Lightning Software's Hi-Res MasterType:

"MasterType is an excellent instructional

typing game. We had fun reviewing it, and
we highly recommend it to those who
want to learn typing in an unconventional

but motivating way."

Infoworld also went on to rate Master-

Type as Excellent in all categories.

Good news for Atari owners!

MasterType will introduce an Atari version

on July 1st. Watch for it!

Attention all Dealers.

Don't miss out on one of the hottest

selling software products on the market. Call

today for a free demo disk.

Atari is a registered jdemark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Softalk Presents Hie Bestsellers
the alternate selected. For the second straight month, no adventure game
ranked in the Top Thirty. The evolution of that genre at present is indi-

cated by the absence of Sierra On-Line's (On-Line Systems) product

from any position on the Adventure 5 list. Infocom, with their three text

adventures, and Sirius, with their first two hi-res adventures, have dis-

placed the once seemingly invincible line up from On-Line.

The Coarsegold CTOwd didn't even rate runner-up position. Quality

Software's AH Baba tracked sixth in July. On-Line's in no danger of go-

ing south, however. Cannonball Blitz and Marauder )omed Screen Writer

on the Top Thirty, General Manager gained the Business 10 Hst, and Lisa

2.5 attained the Hobby 10 list.

As with the Top Thirty, the specialty lists saw little change. The Great

Plains Hardisk Accounting Series supplanted Denver's Executive Ac-

counting System in the Apple III list. The Fantasy 5 list saw Wizardry

and Knight of Diamonds change places with the other three programs

Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximately 6.2 percent of the sales of

Apples and Apple-related products volunteered to participate in the poll.

Respondents were contacted early in August to ascertain their sales leaders for the

month of July.

The only criterion for inclusion on the list was number of sales made—such other cri-

teria as quality of product, profitability to the computer retailer, and personal prefer-

ence of the individual respondents were not considered.

Respondents in August represented every geographical area of the continental

United States.

Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that resulted in the index

number to the left of the program name in the Top Thirty listing. The index number is an

arbitrary measure of relative strength of the programs listed. Index numbers are correla-

tive only for the month in which they are printed: readers cannot assume that an index

rating of 50 in one month represents equivalent sales to an index number of 50 in an-

other month.

Probability of statistical error is plus-or-minus 5.3 percent, which translates roughly

into the theoretical possibility of a change of 4.03 points, plus or minus, in any index

number.

^Our DAISY puts out...
with more data analysis power at a lower price.

"... one of the best Statistical

packages yet to be released for
the Apple. For the price,

perhaps the best..."

— Cider Press

Interfaces with VisiCalc
VisiPlot and DB Master.

FREE comorehenslve catalog ana Newsletter with

anv purchase otherwise send 52 OO u s /ss so

foreign to cover shipping and handling Ask

aPout our special BONUS offer.

Mall oraer Deot No ST
19517 Business Center Or,

Northriage, Calif. 91324

"It covers 65-70 percent of mv
needs for data analysis and It

provides me with options for
data entry and manipulation
that make It easy to prepare
for the other 20-25 percent."

— The Computing Teacher

Requires an Apple* 48K with
Applesoft ROM and DOS 3.3

S79.95

Ideal for business, scientific,

and social science applications.

Phone orders only (Need Mastercard or VIsai

u S.A. (except calif I (8(X)I il23-5441

Calif and Foreign (2131 349^)300
For Infornnatlon or technical

questions (213) 349-5560

open Tues Fd

'Apple li e reglm a trademark of Apple cpmputei

Add S2 SO u s / S10 00 Foreign for shipping California residents add 6% sales tax.

holding their own. The same five programs remained in order on the

Strategy 5 list, but th^ were joined by Rendezvous, which slipped into

third place.

In the Business 10, VisiDex joined General Manager as a new entry

and the BPI General Ledger package edged out VisiFile for sixth. The
rest of that list remained the same. The composition of the Word Proc-

essor 10 list was the same, but the order was significantly different. Word
Handler jumped to fourth, PIE Writer rose a notch to fifth, and Execu-

tive Secretary rose to sixth. Dropping down were Sensible Speller to sev-

enth. Magic Window to eighth, and SuperText to ninth.

Transcend vaulted into third in the Home 10 list. The surprise entry

was Electric Duet, Paul Lutus's two-voice musical program from Insoft,

which gained seventh. There were no new programs gaining the Hobby
10 list, although three programs that had previously been listed regained

the charts. They were Penguin's Special Effects, Sierra On-Line's Lisa

2.5, and Synergistic's Global Program Line Editor.

If the market continues to fight off the summer doldrums and builds

to a big holiday selling season, the amount of product available will ulti-

mately be a blessing. Otherwise, it'll be tight belts for some software pub-

lishers come winter. Di
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17. 38.09

14. 16. 36.15

15. 19. 30.71
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18. 29. 28.76

19. 23. 27.99
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22. 24.10

23. 18. 23.71

24. 21.77

25. 20.99

26. 20.60

27. 29. 20.21

28. 19.82
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30. 12. 18.66

Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software

VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert

Frankston, VisiCorp

Personal Filing System, John Page, Software Publishing

Corporation

Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,

Sir- tech

Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line

Snack Attack, Dan lUowsky, DataMost

Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, and

Steve Pollack, Continental Software

Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert

Woodhead, Sir-tech

DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane and Jerry

Macon; and Barney Stone, Stoneware

Star Blazer, Tony Suzuki, Broderbund Software

A2-PB1 Pinball: Night Mission, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic

Cannonball Blitz, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line

Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

VisiTrend/VisiPlot, Micro Finance Systems/Mitch Kapor,

VisiCorp

Taxman, Brian FitzGerald, H.A.L. Labs

BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, Apple

Computer
VisiFile, Creative Computer Applications/Colin Jameson,

and Ben Herman, VisiCorp

Bandits, Benny Ngo and Tony Ngo, Sirius Software

Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality

Software

MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software

WordStar, MicroPro

Transcend, SSM
Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George McClelland,

Southeastern Software

Word Handler, Elekman, Silicon Valley Systems

Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

PFS: Graph, Bessie Chin, Software Publishing Corporation

Swashbuckler, Paul Stephenson, DataMost

Marauder, Rorke Weigandt and Eric Hammond, Sierra On-

Line



step right upl It's new,
it's fun, it's aMAZingI
It's WAYOUT, a game

so exciting it can
make a blind man

talk, a deaf man seel

Step light up and
put on these wayout
protective goggles.

GoodI Now take
this compass and

mapmaker and step

inside this hallway.
EzcellentI OK now, I'm

gonna lock you inside
and see ii you can
find your WAYOUT!

See those fireflies?

They'll show ya which
way the wind is comin'

from — if you don't
get blown over first.

Oh, and beware the
Cleptangle. He loves
to sneak off with your
mapmaker and com-
pass. Whadya think?

Pretty WAYOUT, eh?

Yes, people
everywhere are going

out of their way to

play WAYOUT from
Sirius. The first

3-dimensional maze
game of its kind with

26 different adventures
to lose yourself in.

WAYOUT requires an
Apple II or 11+

Computer with 48E
and one Apple disk

drive and is playable
with keyboard,

Apple-compatible
paddles or Joystick or

with an Atari-type

joystick attached to a
Sirius Joyport.

Wayout, © 1982 Sirius

Softvraie, Inc. Slilus and
Joyport are trademarks ol

Slrlus Software, Inc. Apple Is a
trademark ot Apple Computer

Inc. Atari Is a trademark ol

Atari Inc. Slrlus Is not
altUlated with Atari Inc.

Sirius®

Sacramento, California

mm



starring JULIUS CAESAR - CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS - CAVEMEN - ROBIN HOOD - BENJAMIN FRANKLIN - CLEOPATRA and YOU

With a Cast of Thousands

executive producer KEN WILLIAMS • produced by BOB DAVIS

written and directed by ROBERTA WILLIAMS ^ ^ ^
project development: TERRY PIERCE, ERIC GRISWOLD, RORKE WEIGANDT, JEFF STEPHENSON

Admission $99.95

UA
ULTIMATE ADVENTURE

48K APPLE II or II PLUS

36575 Mudge Ranch Road • Coarsegold. CA 93614 • 209-683-6858

Add $ 1 .00 for shipping VISA, Mastercard. CCD. or checks accepted


